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LATE PALEOCENE IN THE OTWAY BASIN: BIOSTRATIGRAPHY AND
AGE OF KEY MICROFAUNAS

by BrianMcGowran

Summary

A planktonic foraminiferal fauna from below the Rivernook Member of the Dilwyn Formation in

Victoria is important in earliest Tertiary correlations and age determinations in the Otway Basin.

This fauna and the Rivernook fauna previously described are no younger than the Truncorotaloides

aequa zone and its equivalents in tropical and Mediterranean sequences, and no older than the

Truncorotaloides velascoensis zone. A review of recent studies indicates that both assemblages are

older than Cuisian and that an Upper Paleocene (Ilerdian) age is still justified. There is some doubt

about the ancestry of Pseudohastigerina, and the important Pseudohastigerina Datum seems to lie

within the Upper Paleocene rather than at the Paleocene/Eocene boundary.



LATE PALEOCENE IN THE OTWAY BASIN; BIOSTRATlGJtAFHY
AND AGE OF KEY MICROFAUNAS

by Bkian McGowean

SUMMARY
A planktonic foramiiuferal fauna from below the Riveruook Member of the

Dilwyn Formation in Victoria is important in earliest Tertiary correlations aud
age determinations in the Otway Basin, This fauna and the Rivcrnook fauna
previously described are no younger than the Truncorotatoidcs aequo zone and
its equivalents in tropical and Mediterranean sequences, and no older than the
Tnmcorotaloid.es vefowncmis zone. A review of recent studies indicates that both
assemblages arc older than Cuiiian and that an Upper Paleoeene (Ik-rdian) age
is still justified. There is some doubt about the ancestry of Pseadohaatigerina,
and the important PxcudoJiQsti&erina Datum seems to lie within the Upper
Paleocene rather than at the Paleocene/JEoccne boundary.

INTRODUCTION
There are relatively few horizons in the earliest Tertiary of the Otway

Basin to which an age can be given. Two of the marine ingressions in a paralic
sequence were dated as Paleoccnc but only one, the. Rivernook Member of
the Dilwyn Formation, has a reasonably common and diverse planktonic fora-
miniferal fauna (McGowran, 1965, 1968b. 1969).

Recognition of "'Middle Palcocene" and "Upper Paleocene"" right across
the Otway Basin (mostly in the sub-surface) depends heavily on these age
determinations (Taylor, 1970a, b). Pahnological biostratigraphy (Harris, 1965,
1970, pers, coxnm.) extends correlations far beyond the known occurrences of
planktonic or benthonie foranunifera, into Tasmania to the south. Queensland
to the north, and the Lake Eyre region to the northwest. The next horizon
in the succession to which an age has been given is regarded as early Middle
Eocene (Ludbrook and Lindsay. 1969; McGowran, Harris and Lindsay, 1970),

So long as planktonic foraminiferal assemblages are found only in sporadic
ingressions (Taylor, 1967) they cannot be assumed to represent the total open
ocean fauna of the region at the time, nor can species ranges (as shown by
Ludbrook, 1967, fig. 2) be known meaningfully in the region. The open ocean
fauna furthermore was marginal to the tropics where species diversities were
highest and potential biostratigraphie refinement greatest.

For all of these reasons new data on planktonic foraminifera have a
pervading significance for local stratigraphy. This paper discusses an assemblage
from just below the Puvernook Member of the Dilwyn Formation at Piincc-

town, Victoria. It is necessary at the same time to discuss recent studies on late

Paleocene ehronostratigraphy so as to determine what can be meant by the
terms ''Upper Paleocene" and "Lower Eocene" and what is meant here,

WANGERRTP GROUP
In the Pebble Point to Prineetown section in western Victoria (Raker, 1953,

Singleton. 1967) the Pebble Point Formation is overlain by the Dilwyn Formation
(fig. 1). All samples studied palynologieally by Harris (1965) included organic-
walled microplankton, so that the environment was at least ''marginal marine"
throughout. Episodic ingressions (Taylor, 1967) are manifested by horizons

* Geological Survey, South Australian Department of Mines,

Trans. R. Soe. S. Aust. (1970). Vol. 94.
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SECTION ti) LOCAL BIOSTRAT!GRAPHY(2)
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Fig. I . Outcropping section at Princetown. Victoria.

with calcareous macrofaunas and mierofaunas. The two foraininiferal assem-
blages monographed (McGowran, 1965) come from the Pebble Point Formation
and die Rivernook Member of the Dilwyn Formation. These and other

fossiliferous horizons are good evidence for sporadically open-marine conditions,

as shown briefly but clearly by Taylor ( 1967), Copiapite is common and appears
to have derived from pyrite; the possible release of sulphuric acid would
destroy calcareous tests [Taylor. 1965), However, the "marine horizons" appear
to be real and not merely relics from an initially more complete fossil record
because they are widespread in the Otway Basin and can be recognised in

borehole sections (Taylor, 1970a, b). The concept of periodic ingressions in a

paralic regime (Taylor, 1967) would seem more accurate than a relatively

simple transgressive-regressive cycle (Bock and Glenie, 1965, Glcnic ct al., 1968).
Taylor's biostratigraphic scheme, based on the section in the Latrobe bore al

Princetown, was applied to the outcropping section (in Singleton, 1967) and
is included here in an updated form (pers. comm. from Mr. Taylor). Zonule Q
is acknowledged by Taylor as possibly Lower Eocene in age. There is insufficient

evidence at present to date Zonules Q and K; more material is needed particu-

larly of the name fossils,
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PRRFIVEHNOOK PLANKTONIC ASSEMBLAGE
Taylors Zonule T (fig. 1) is based on a bed which ho found below the

Rivernook Member >md designated informally as "Rivernook A", Usually ft <s

concealed by beach sand and remained unknown since the fust studies on the

seelion by C. S t Wilkinson a century ago. Taylor found a phmkfomc assemblage
in Rivernook A, not so rich in specimens as the RivcrnooK ( McGowran, 1965)
but excellently presetved. The rock is a distinctively green, .slightly indurated

clay with silt, glauconitc and mica.

Prolonged search yielded excellent specimen!) although their number is low
The following were identified (specimen numbers included), generic nomen-
clature is partly after McGowran (1968a) in this list and in the following

discussion.

Snltlwthm (Hihigotiivu (Todcl and Knikcr) (10); S. aff. tinupr.rUt (Finlay)

(1); Subbotina sp. (2); Plunarotalites planoconica (Subbotina) (5)j Pseuda-
hvsiigeritiu wilcoxensis ( Cushman and Ponton

) ( 11 ) ; Truncorottdoidex
(Acarinina) esnaenm (LeRoy) (7); T. (Acarinina) Of, nitida (Martin) (5),
Tnmcowta-Iaides sp, (£>); T, (Morozovelh) xvilcoxenaia (Cushman and Ponton)
(Ifi); 7\ (Morozovjella) aequo. (Cushman and Renz) (3); T- (MoroznveUa)
aff. acuta (Toulmin) (3); Chdoguembelina spp. (22) including morphotypes
crinxla (Claessner), wiicoxensis (Cushman and Ponton), midwuyensvi ( Cush-
man), iriniUitcnm (Cushman and Renz).

Brief taxonomie noles on this assemblage are included at the end of the

report; comments are based also on the collections from the Rivernook Member
described previously.

Rivernook A contains, in addition to typical Rivernook elements, the

important speci>-s Truncorotaioide& atF. acuta and Pscudohastlgerma wilcoxemis,

one only of the latter having been recorded previously (as ClohitJ.erlna pxettdoiota

Homibrocik) from the Rivernook Member,
No nannofossils were found in a sample kindly prepared by Dr. H. Hekel

(Gcol Surv. Queensland).

COMPARISON WrTH THR RASHI MEMBER OF THE HATCHKT1CBKK
FORMATION IN ALABAMA

Currently (he Rivernook Member is correlated with the Truncal atah)ide$
celawoanm zone of low latitudes (MeCowran, 1968b, 1969). Previously attention

was drawn to a considerable faunal similarity to the Nanatalia Formation in

Alabama (Ftanorotalitcs pseudomenardii zone). Figure 2 includes all the bio-

stmUgraphic units mentioned in the following discussion.

The planktonic assemblages in the U.S. Gulf and Atlantic coastal sections arc

rich in acarininids, but all of those described by Loeblieh and Tappan (1957),
Olsson (1960) and Nogan (1964) contain P. pseudomenardii and so belong in

tin? zone of this name, None is known to occur in the Truwx'Wtaloides
velascoemU zone which, indeed, has not been clearly recognised (Berggrcn,

1985). There is one possible exception in New Jersey (Olsson, 1969). The Raslii

Member of the Hatchetigbee Formation in Alabama, separated from the Nana-
falia by the Tuscahoina (without planktontcs) has a ricli acarininid fauna. The
presence of Truncorolaloides suhhotinae. T, ivtlcoximsis and VseudohuKtigerina

ivitcoxensls has caused Bcrggren. (1965, 1969b) to place the Bashi above the

Tntncorotaloides veluM'ocnsls /one and to date* it as earliest Lower Eocene.

A sample of Bashi from Ozark. Alabama, bus a rich planktonic fauna. It

includes Fsettdohastigerina u-ilcoxerms ( Cushman and Ponton ) , acarininids

matching the morphotypes Truncorotaloides (Acarinina) pseudotopdensh.
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Fig. 2. Biostratigraphy unci ehrorostratigrapLy pertinent to correlation and age o£ Rivt!rntH>k-
horizon^

esnaensi% <>oldadoensi$> pentacamerata, gravelli and others, T. (Mowzovella)
tvilcoxensLs ( Cushman and Ponton ) , 1\ aequo. ( Cushmai» and Rcnz

)
, T.

sxihhotinae (Mowzova), T. pusilla laevigata Bolli, T. aff. dt^trf (ToulTtiin),
Chiloguemhelina wilcoxenste (Cushnian and Ponton), Ch, mihvayensis (Ctish-
man) s.l.

The only significant absence, wUh respect to the Rivemook assemblages, is

Chiloguembelina trinitatemis. The main components not found in Rivemook or
Rivernook A are some aearininid morphotypes and the keeled Truncowtaloides
mhbotinae-formosa group.

The Rivemook and Rivemook A assemblages compare more closely with this

assemblage than with the assemblage from the Nanafalia illustrated bv Locblieh
andTappan (1957).

CORRELATION AND AGE
There are several problems involved in the decision between a Paleoeeiie

and a Lower Eocene age for Rivemook A and the Rivernook Member.
(1) Some important species are absent or poorly represented. Comparisons

arc best with other assemblages outside the tropical belt and the Bashi assem-
blages now seems closest Correlations with biostraHgraphic sequences in e.g.

the Caribbean (Bolli, 1957) or Mediterranean ( Luterbacher, 1964; Cita et at
196S) arc made rather difficult That there is a climatic imprint on these mid-
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latitude faunas is indicated by the abundant acarkiinids (although thcr* is good
evidence that regrcssiveness has a converging effect). The absence of a particular

species is less likely to mean that an assemblage lies outside its time range, so
that negative evidence can be mure misleading than in the tropics,

(2 ) Unless a correlation can he made directly with a classical stratotype of

importance in Hme-strattgruphic classification ( a first-order correlation; Keiss

1966) then the problem of <ige remains. It is not sufficient to correlate an horizon
with e.g. the ^Truncorolalokles velascoemis wane", no matter how good the
eniielation may he; palynologists, basin-study compilers and all other worker*
need the age. e.g. "Upper Paleocene

1

*. This link in the chain of correlations back
to classical sections involves other fossil groups. Recent studies on calcaieous
mmmorossik are relevant here, as well as *n indicating that the Bashi is some-
what older than has bcea concluded on the planktonic foraminiferal evidence.

As noted above, Berggien has suggoted that the Bashi correlates wiLh die

"Gtuborolalia rex" zone in Trinidad (Bolh\ 1957), T. (M, ) subbotinae (=rvx)
and T. (?M. ) sviJcoxemis being common to both ujk1 neilher occurring in the

Trunrowidivides veiaxcortisis zone, Known "species" ranges show a pattern of

extinction and radiation in keeled globorotaliids with the vfilaxci>erwix-QCUta-

occlusa (slmulaliUs) group being replaced by the newly radiating subhoUnae-
wur^inodenU/ta-fnrmom group (Bcrggren, 196*8). But there is a distinct overlap
in the Tnmcorotaloides vclascoemis and T. aequa /ones (Luterbaeher, 1961,

1968, Ctta et al„ 1968), Bcrggrcn (1969 a, b) has noted that the Inst members of

the vefascoemis-acuta group overlap with the first subbotinae. The association of

T, tiff, acuiti with T, subbotinae-maf^inodenluta in the Bushi Suggests that this

assemblage is no younger than this interval of ovcrLip.

Since T. aft*, acuta occurs in Rlveinook A the same criteria apply. The appar-
ent absence of T aff. acuta from the Bixernook Member could m:\jn that it is

slightly hut significantly younger (by binstratigraphic analysis; obviously it is

younger by superposition), but in a mid-latitude, paralic sequence tins reasoning
is dangerous.

It is less clear that the Bashi and llivcrnook A are no older than the

"Globorotalia rex" zone. T. pus-ilia luvvigaifi in the Bashi compares eM<,eIleul!y

with topotypes, and this species is regarded as distinctively Paleocene (e.g.

Berggrem 1968, fig. 1), 7'. wilcoxeiViis is regarded generally as u puSt-TYtmetw-
taloides vetascoenxis zone species ( e.g. Bcrggren. 1988 ) but the oequa-wilcoxCusis
assemblage in the northern Caucasus (Alunarina, 196*1) correlates in part with

the I'runcorotaloidcs vehscoemis zone ( Lutcrbaclier, 1964'). T, subboiiwie and
T, fonttosa gracilis are reeortled herein from the Bashi, but. their distinctness from
l'j margmodentala and T. aff. jotmoan gntcdis (Luterbachcr. 19fM. 1966") is too

tenuous to allow confident discrimination between the T celascoensis and T.
aequa zones.

The acarininid elements typical of Lower jCoetme faunas and found in tlif

Bashi have much in common with similar assemblages in the rianorotalUes

pswufowettardii Zone, as noted above, and the complex was well established in

the Truncorataloidcs vetascoensis zone (e.g. Bcrggren, 3969c). Acarintna and
'fruueojotafoides^.s. seem to have persisted in higher latitudes beyond the level

of extinction in the tropics ( Berggien, 1969b ) . There is evidence tor this

preference for cooler waters in the Middle-Upper Paleocene range of dris group.
Aearininids are richer and more diverse iti the U.S. Cult and Atlantic coastal

legion than in Trinidad. As a broad generalisation the Lower Eocene is relative!)*

moTe regressive than the Upper Paleocene or the Middle Eocene throughout the

world. This may have a climatic basis with aearininids becoming more character-

istic of low-altitude sequences by invasion at about the time tropical elements
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(
particularly the T. velmcoemis group) were declining. A "margtnar assemblage

could have u Lower Eocene aspect yet be slightly older, and phyletie lineages in
Acoviniu/i are not known well enough to exclude this possibility. Assemblages Co

Which it applies include the Bashi and Rivernook, and tdso the Ulohorotalia
mbbotinne zone in New Jersey (Olssou. 1969).

I( is concluded on foraminiferal evidence that the Kivernook A fauna is uo
younger than the Bashi, arid that the Bashi is no younger than the Truncoro-
hilolaes OtatM zone isensu Lutcrbachcr; see tig. -) but could well be of the same
age as the T. vetascoenste zone.

Thus (he toramini feral evidence need not contradict iiumjofossii evidence for

correlating the Bashi with the T. vetaacoenm zone. Brainlette and Sullivan (1961)
regarded the Bashi nannoflora as transitional between tlieii DixcocnWr multi-

TQcliotus and D, tribracltiatw zones with greater similarity to the former (Upper
Paloocene). Hay (1064) placed the Bashi tentatively near the top of the
MarthasterUes contortus zone (which is shown to fill a gap between the Bramlelte
and Sullivan zones; Hay et al, 1967. fig. 2) and slightly above the "Globorolalia
rex' zone in Trinidad, More recently (Hay and Mohle'r, 1967, llay et al., 1967)
he Ba.\hi is placed in the Diacoaster multiradiatUs zone, which includes alsu the
7' runcorotalokka celascoensis /one in Trinidad and northern Italy (but see Cita
et sl«i 1968), and this /one and the Planorotalites pseudomendavdil zone in the
Velasco Shale in Mexico. Indeed, on the correlation of zones presented by Hav
and Muhler (1969) the Bashi would fall low in the T. t-elascoemh zone. The
"Gtoborotalia rex' /.one in Trinidad was said to have a nannofossil assemblage
characteristic ol the upper part of* the Mar^hmtrritea contartus zone.

The Palcocenc/Eoceuc boundary was placed at the top of the Truncoro-
Udoidcs i:elasrocmis zone (Bolli, 1957, J966), Berggrcn (1969 ;t-c) has moved it

slightly higher because of the important overlap noted above, to within subzone
P6a i/iubboti)iae-velascoensis) (fig. 2), This is regarded as being also the
Thanetian/Ypresiau Stage boundary, but Ihe evidence fur correlating stratotypes
of these or -other stages (Spamacian, Landenum) with plankronic foraminiferal
zones is very weak, arid the evidence from nannoHoras shows a gap. Sequences
in north-west Europe pertinent to chronostratigraphie classification have, tit best,
restricted cooler-water and/or regressional assemblages dominated by ucarininids
and poor or lacking In significant keeled globorotafiids (Berggrcn, i960, 1969b
Bronnimann et al., 1968; JVloorkcns, 1968; El-Nagger, 1969), None of the species
identified and discussed by Moorkcns from the Ypresian demonstrate that this

\tage is younger lhan the Thanetian (as it clearly is); several, indeed., occur as
low as the PhftorotaUtc-'i pscudomenardi} zone. The nannoHoras indicate that the
type Thanetian lie.s in the HelioUthu.s ricdp.fi zone and that the type
Vprcsian is as low as the DLscaasief binodosus sn;?c (Hnv and Mohler, 1967;
Bignot and Lezard, 19691.

In the Paris Basin, the numrnulitid and alvenlimd faunas of the Cuisian Stage
can be con elated with faunas in the Mediterranean region and integrated with
evidence from plankionic niierofossils. The Palcoecne/Eocene boimdarv has been
drawn at the base of the Cuisian Stage, at the base of the parallel zones of
Aheolinu obhmga and Nummular* phmdahjs (Ilottiuger and Schauh, 1960;
Hottingcr, Lehmann and Schaub, 1964), The Ilerdiait stage of llotimgcr and
Schaub thru is the highest chronostratigraphie unit in the Puleoeene. W'ith respect
to the biosLratigraphic systems based on planktonic microfossils, this boundary
has been placed at three closely spaced but rather distinct levels (fig. 2). The
Numntvlites plamrfutus zone has been identified in the Sehlierenflyseh in Switzer-
land within the Marthasterites tribrachkitux zone (flay* and Mohler, 1967, and
reis. therein) and within its middle part ( Hay, 1969). The latter zone is relatively
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large (Hay <uid Mohler, 1969) and the base of the Cuisian could be as high a.s

the Tmncorottdoldes ara^oncnm zone. However, Bignot and Le Calvez (1969)
have acorded T, xuhhodnav-marginodentata from the Cuisian (see also Bronni-
maun et al. 1968) indicating that the Cuisian should include at least part of the
Tnmcorotaloides fonnosa /one: this is consistent with the range of the llcrdian
according to HiUebrandt (1965) and Lnterbacher (1969). Finally, Scfuiub (in

Cita ct al. 1968) has identified the basal Cuisian at an horizon within the Pif-
coaster hinodosus zone., at about the top of the Truncowtaloidex aequa zone.

Clearly, there are still problems in relating biostratigraphic systems to a
consistent chronostratigraphic framework. In chronostratigraphic enquiry there
must be, ultimately, 41 balance between historical weight and practical value (i.e.

eireumglobul recognition ) and a formal decision as to the best position fur the
boundary between two stages. Tt would seem at present that, of the alternatives

for a Palcoecnc/Eoeenc boundary, the llerdian/Cuisian boundary is the most
useful and promising for binstratigrapbic correlation, the Ilerdian fulfilling strati*

graphic requirements (Schaub, 196S ; 1969; Luteibacher, 1969). The Truncoro-
fahides aequa zone is in the Ilerdian. This means that the Bashi Marl in Alabama
and die Rivernook and Ktvernook A assemblages in Victoria are Upper Paleocenc
in age.

THE PSEUDOHASTIGERIXA DATUM
The current trend in Tertiary biostratigraphy is somewhat away from the use

of zones., defined in the various ways listed \n codes and texts. The differences

between mid-latitudes and the tropics, and behvecn ncarshore and deep-sea
assemblages, account for much of die confusion among existing biostratigraphic
systems and the typological, agnostic ("objective") approach to morphotype
recognition and definition accounts for some more. Greater attention is being
paid to "datum lines" (or ''surfaces") particularly as marked by the emergence
of a species from a known ancestor in a well-doeurnentcd phyletic series (either
suceessional shift in observable morphological range or bifurcation, speciation).

Total-range zones are the best if the index species has u short range in time
("life") but the lower boundary is the better in any case because il represents a
unique event in evolution, whereas the upper boundary is based on extinction
which is a "plane" only until demonstrated otherwise, (in practice, some
extinctions such as the ma&s extinction of planktonie species at the top of die
Maastriehtian have excellent correlational value,)

One such datum is represented by the first appearance of Psemlohavti^evina
wifcoxejms at or close to the Paleoccnc/Eocene boundary. If was considered to

coincide with the extinction of Truncorotolaides vektscoemi.v (Berggren, 1964),
ami still marks the base of the Eocene even though the ranges of certain other
species are changed slightly ( Berggren I9flttd) (fig. 2). The "value of the datum
lies further m the occurrence of P$eud<)haxti&erma at latitudes and in facies

where important species arc not found, and also in that Hie immediate anee.stry

has been inferred (Herggien et at., 1967), In tile following discussion doubt is

east on the ancestry and on the time of the first appearance.
According to Berggren et al. (1967) Vlntxorotalites chapmanl (Parr) is the

immediate ancestor of P$€\tdohmt[£eriaa wdcoz^nsia The latter species includes
distinctly trochospiral as well as pseudopkuiispiral forms (notes on species,

below). Occasional specimens with slightly more <ompressed eh timbers than
usual (Berggren et al., 1967, text—fig. 2d-f) arc the only published, visual

evidence of ancestry in P. chapmani, although Bcrggren ( 1961- 1969c) has
recorded the range of P. cftapmani as overlapping slightly with P. uilcoxenm
with some intergradalion (e.g. in the Bashi).
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This raises the question of the identity and morphological range of Planoro-

hitttes chapvuviL Tn the original material (McGuwran, 1964) this species has a
compressed test with rather acute periphery, giving arrowhead-shaped chambers
in profile, and it has an imperforate marginal band (McGowran, 196Sa, pi. 4.

fig. 15, 16), Glohorotolia froelseni Loehlieh and Tappan is a junior synonym and
this compressed form appears not to range above the Planorotalites paeudo-
werutrdii zone ( Berggren, £964).; "C*. elongata GLte.ssuer" auctt. is also synony-
mous with P. champani. at least in part (McGowran, 1964). Recently figured

specimens or P. chapmam from tlie Planorotahtcs psenidomcnardii zone ( Berggren
et al„ 1967, pi. 1) agree with typical P, chapmani except that a fully perforate

margin is shown (drawing only- not photograph or thin section) and the speci-

mens are small, There seem tu be no convincing records published to support the

contention that F. chupmuni ranges weJl above the P. pseudowervtrdti zone. In

Western Australia P. chapmuni is* replaced in the P. simplex trine (correlated

with the 'franco rota foidex velascoefViis zone, McCowran, 1068b) by a closely

related but distinct species identified as VtanorolaHtes simplex Hablic
(MeCnwrau, 1968a, pi, 4, fig. 19-20, 22), P. simplex occurs at die same level in

West Pakistan (Haque, 1958; .see MrGnwran. 1968b), and in Austria ("G.

rtongdta" of IlihVhrandt, 1962). Ilillelirandt (1865) records V. simpler horn the

Plwwivtalites pseudomenardU and Truncoroiaioide.s vefascoenxis zones in Spain.

Although Hay (I960) records "Glohorotalia elonnata Glaessner" from the
Trtt?icorota1oidvs vtdascoensis zone in Mexico, Herggren et al. uutc the shnilarils

of a figured specimen (Loehlieh and Tappan, 1956. pi 63
: fig. 2) to Globuno-

malina simplex; it is not a typical P chapmtmi. Typical P. simplex appear to

range down to within Planorotalites pseudovumardii zone but, particularly on
the Western Australian evidence, P. simplex appears to be distinct from and
mostly snccessiunal tu P. cluimpani rather fhan a "morphological variant" of the

latter'as suggested by Berggren ct al. Very Small specimens in the bashi arc not

eonvuieing evidence of a P. champani—P. wileoxemis* phylotic transition, which
remains inferential. Specimens identified as CtobototdHa indtata Subbotma (sec

especially Loeblieh and Tappan. 19.57: McGuwran, 1965) show very close simi-

larity to Pseudvha$ti<ierinu of the inure I roe-hospital, asymmetrical type, and
suggest this species as a likely ancestor. A similarity in wall thickness increases

this similarity, m contrast tu P. chapmani (McGowran, 196tta, pi. 4). Howev**,
in thr- early Middle Eocene of South Australia assemblages of P. inilcoxemis-

include individuals, seemingly intergrading with the typical form, which would
fit quite easily in a Puleocene population of P. hnitnta. Goidey et ah (1970).

however, maintain the alternative view that P. chopmimt is tin* ancestor of

Pscudohasiigerina.

P. wikoxensis is well known ur tire Truncorotdoides ae/fua /one and its,

equivalents (Berggren et al.. 1967: Berggren. 1969u-c; becbuann et ulM 1969;

Hillebranrlt, 1965). A few poor specimens have been found in a sample from the

"Clahoroudia feu" zone in Trinidad Rcason\ r^iven above hn making llue llerdian/

Cuisiau boundary the Paleocenc/Eocenc boundary mc^n that thc-sc occurrences

are of Paleoccnc rather than Eocene age. Naimufossil evidence for correlating the

Havhi witli the Truncorotahidcs vela.scoensis zone indicates a still lower hist

occurrence. There is other evidence tor this. Globanomalina ovtdis Hague s.s. is n

pomly known taxon (.sec especially Berggren ct al, 1967 ) but must he wry close

to P.s'f.'iuivhttsti^crini^ yet it is associated near the base of its range (Salt fiance,

Pakistan) with Plunorotalites pwudomenardii (see McGowran, 1966b for

discussion on Haquc, 1956). Latif (1964) recurds 'Hastigerina pwudoiata
(llornibrook)" bom probable Upper Paleoccnc, also in Pakistan I McOownuy
19G8I>). "Globowtalia (Tt.irhotoUdia) el. pseudoiota" was found associated with
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VUknowtalitcs pseadomenardii in the equatorial Atlantic (Cifelli et ak, 1968),
Chan let and Lahsen (196S. 19t£>) recorded a planktunic assemblage from the
lower Agua Fresca Formation, southern Chile, with Globanomatina petudoiota,
G, comprcssa (Plummer) and

tffc

G. memhTtmucea (fihrenberg)* (see note* on
species, below ) . This assemblage lias u Paleoccnc aspect. No Subbotina
patugonica were reported whereas Bus species is characteristic of the Agua
Fresca (Herm

: 1966) and associated with Pseurtolmstigerhw wilcoxensix, indicat-
ing a Lower Eocene age frrr the upper part ( Berggren, 1969b). Thus, negative
evidence alio indicates a Paleoccnc age for Charrier and Lahsens assemblage.
On the other hand, tho associated nannotossils have an early Eocene aspect, and
the presence of Dkcomter iribrachiatus suggests an age of no older than D
binodosus zone. The first occurrence of Pseudohasti^Crina u>ilcoxensi% in New
Zealand is one of Jenkins' main datum planes (Jenkins, 1966) but its actual
position is difficult to evaluate from published ranees (Jenkins, 1965). The
Ghbtmomalinu tvilcoxensis zone was correlated with the Truncorotaloidcs "re**-
1 formosa interval in Trinidad. However, the ranee of (he T. oelaScoeiisis group
appears to be more restricted in New Zealand tnan Jenkins allows because P.
p*eudommardii extends above it; thus there is no evidence for a TrnneowUtloides
vcla&coamis zone. Either important species art- restricted or missing for climatic
reasons. or part of the section is missing. That is, the problems appear to be the
same as in Victoria.

In conclusion, it can be said that there is still room for legitimate doubt about
the immediate ancestry of PseudolmsN^erma, although there is no doubt th<it it

arose from the early Tertiary genus Plcmoroldiies. Further studios on its phylo-
geny and classification are needed. It seems, however, to have emerged during
the Upper Faleocene and below the top of the Truneowtaluulvs velascoemis
/one.

NOTES ON SPrXIES AND MORPHOTYPES
Subbotina patagonica (Todd and Kniker) i agrees well with original

description and recently identified Lower Eocene Toi'ms (Bcrggrcn, 1969b)
except that the aperture can be even higher.

SubbotifW atf. litutperta (Finlay): Most Rivernook specimens are not SO
compressed laterally as specimens of S. Ifnaperta from the Bortonian of New
Zealand and the refigured hololypc from die same level (Homibxook, 1958a);
this comment applies to most pre-Middle Eocene records of S. Hnuperta. S.

tHvialis (Subbotina) may be added to the list of morphotypes given previously.
FhmorotalUcs planoconlca (Subbotina): probably a bett'-r name for most of

Rivernook P. chapmam (Parr-). Close to but distinct from Pebble Point P.
chapman* compared with ehreidjev^i (Bolli) or haunslwrgetisix (Gulirbandl).
The latter is closer to. but seemingly distinct sample-wise from, P ai^traiifomiis
(Jenkins) from the Middle Eocene of South Australia. It is also probably identical
Willi "Globorotaiia membraruweu (Ehrenberg)" ot Charrier and Lah.sen (1968).
Since P. tmsfraliformis is recorded from the Upper Palcocene to early Middle
Eocene m New Zealand (Jenkins, 1965) the significance of the Pebble Point
species as u Middle Palcocene indicator is reduced. Whereas Plam/rotnlitex
auipimniehrenbergi/iiawiftbergensis occupies a fairly clearcut position in tropical
sections (Middle Faleocene; ancestor of P. pseudomenmdii), and in New Jersey
(Olsson. .1969), a lineage extends to the Middle Eocene in mid-latitudes and
needs detailed study.

Pwudohaslizerina wilcoxenm (Cushman and Ponton); agrees with Globi-
gerina pseudoiotM Hornibrook (1958 a, b). AperLurc and coding show strong
asymmetry (see also Hornibrook, l,c: Latiff. 1064; Charrier and Lahsen, 1368, etc.)



Fig. 3. Planktonic foraminifera from the Rivernook A horizon. Each specimen shown in

three views; 1. Truncorotaloides {Morozcwella) aff. acuta (Toulmin). 2, 3,

Pseudohasiigerina wilcoxensis ( Cushinaii & Ponton ) of the asymmetrical, pseudoiota

type. 4, 7, PJonorotalitcs phnoconica (Subbotina). 5, Subbotina patagonica (Todd
& Kniker). 6, Truncorotaloides (M.) toil-coxensis (Cushman & Ponton). 8, Truncoro-

taloides (Acarinina) esnaemis (Lerov). 9, Truncorotaloides (M.) aequa (Cushman
& Renz).
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and there are none of the almost planispiral variants of P. wikoxen&ii figured
from New Zealand and New Jersey assemblages (Beiggreu et ul.„ 1967) and
observed together with the others in topotype material ( Dashi Member of
Hatchctighee, Alabama). This primitive aspect persists into the early Middle
Eocene in South Australia.

Berggren ct al. suggested that C. pseudoiota should be placed in synonymy
with F- uAleuXrtnxis, but further study (Cordey fit al., 1970) indicated thai it may
be belter placed in P. sharkrwerensis Berggren and Olsson The early members
of the lineage are rather problematical, especially in Australia as acknowledged
by Cordey ct ah, and the name P. wilcoxerisix is tentatively maintained here
oending further clarification, incidentally, these authors' discussiou or. ray ( 196$u,
ng. 1) "view on the phylogeny of the pseudohastigerinids" goes well beyond the
original intention; the "view" was merely to use sufficient morphotypes to indicate
an evolutionary trend for the purposes of genus-group and family-group
classification,

Tnmcowtalaidcs ( Acarlnina ) \ acarininkls are notoriously variable and
intei'gradalional in the Upper Paleocene and Lower Eocene (see, however, useful
discussion of synonymy by Berggren, 1968). T. (A.) esnaensis and 1\ (A.) cf.

ititida in Rivernook A way be distinct, hut much larger assemblages in Rivernook-
propcr range from peniacomerakt Subbotina or soldadcHmsis Bronnimann through
a "central'' group of esnaewih. intermedia Su1uV>tiTO. etc., to triplex Subbotina.
pseudotopitensu Subbotina, etc. Tightly coiled pre-Middle Eocene forms referred
by several authors to primiiiva Finlay can mostly be distinguished from this

species,

Truncorotaloides sp ( : small, five-chambered, rounded (cf. pentacamerata
Subbotina) or truncate and flattened spirally (cf. apanihesma Loeblieh and
Tappan). Occurs in Rivernook and also Bashi.

Tnmcorotalotdes (M.) aequa and T. (M.) wilcoxemis: lumped previously,
but specimens in Rivernook proper compare very well with topotypes of both
hums. Same in Hivernook A.

T. (M.) ait. acuta: strongly truncate, highly conical chambers, angular and
slightly keeled margin, umbilical shoulders with slight thickening. Compares well
With topotypes of T. acuta but lacks strong thickening of shoulders seen in largest
and in thusc closest to vela.scoentis (Cushman) (see e.g. Loeblieh and Tappan,
1957). Not found in Rivernook proper but occurs in Bashi, Very similar to
specimens in Planarotolites pseudomenardii /one in south India which in turn
provide link with T, conicotrttneata (Subbotina).

Chiloguembelina spp.: morphotypes listed appear to be matched in Riveruonk
A und Rivernook proper (see Beckman, 1957), but consistent separation into

coherent taxa is rather doubtful even with excellent material.

CONCLUSIONS
(1) The Rivernook A assemblage is similar to the Rivernook assemblage

eveept that there are fewer specimens. Truncorotaloides aff. acuta is present and
Fseudohaxtigerlna urilcoxensh- is relatively well represented.

(2) Both assemblages are characteristic of acarininid-ricb, mid-latitude
faunas in the early Tertiary, and the similarity with the Basin Member of the
Hatchetigbee Formation in Alabama is particularly striking.

( 3) Recent studies of calcareous nannofossils indicate that the Basin
correlates with the planktonic foraminiferal zone of Truncorotoloides velascoetvsis

rather than slightly higher. It is concluded on foraminiferal evidence also »hat the
Bashi and Rivernook assemblages need be no younger, but that a range in
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possible correlation including the Truncorotahides velascoeusis zone and (?Io\vei)

Tmncorotaloides avqua 7one is the most precise presently justified.

(4) The llerdian/Cuisian boundary seems to be the best position for the

Pa Ieocene/Eocene boundary. Both of the assemblages from the Dllwyn Formal ion

are Ilerdian and therefore Upper Paleoeene in age.

(5) The evolution of Pseudohastigerina wilcoxemis from Planorotulitcb

chapmani has nol been demonstrated completely and remains inferential.

PlanorotalUes imiiafa is a possible alternative ancestor, The P^udohastigerino
Datum lies within the Upper Paleoeene, not at the Paleoeene/Eocene boundary.
U could be close to the base of the Ilerdiaii.
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AGE DETERMINATION OF POUCH YOUNG AND JUVENILE
KANGAROO ISLAND WALLABIES.

by Clare R. Murphy* and Jance R. Smith*

Summary

Repeated measurement of head, leg and foot lengths were made during the development of young

Kangaroo Island wallabies (Protemnodon eugenii) of known age. The measurements were used to

construct age regressions. Size was fairly closely correlated with age until the young were 320 days

old but thereafter it had little value for age determination. The reliability of using the regressions to

determine the age of young wallabies has been tested by using them to estimate the age of 14 young

of known age. The largest error between the estimated and actual age of the young was about 5%.

Growth proportions of captive and field-reared young were compared and these were found to be

similar until the young were about 350 days old.
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SUMMARY
Repeated measurement of head, log and foot lengths were made during

the development of young Kangaroo island wallahics { Protemnodon eu&etiit)

of known ago. The measurements were used to construct age regressions. Size

was fairly cloxuly carrrlatud witli ago until tile young were 320 days old but
thereafter it had little value for age determination. The reliability <ir usiutf the

regressions to determine the age of young wallabies has been tested by using
them to estimate the age of 14 young of known age. The largest error between
the estimated and actual DgK of the young was about 5%.

Growth proportion* of Laptive and fuid-reared young were compared and
these were found to be similar until the yountf were about 350 days old,

INTRODUCTION
Several studies made on the growth rate of marsupial young in the pouch

h,ive shown that the age o{ young captured in the field can be accurately

estimated by comparing their body measurements with those of captive young of

known age (Shield and AVoolley, 1961; Sadlcir, 1963; Sharman, Frifli and Calaby,

1964). A study on the ecology of die Kangaroo Island wallaby (Protcmimdon
Giigenii Desmarest) living in Flinders Chase, Kangaroo Island, required a method
for accurately determining the age of pouch young and juvenile wallabies cap-
tured in the field ( Anrlrewartha and Barker, 1969). For this reason the growth ol

captive pouch young was studied and the reliability of using these measurements
to determine the age of captive pouch young was assessed. The present study also

examines the validity of applying these measurements to fixing the age of young
Kangaroo Island wallabies in the field.

METHODS
During this study a domestic colony of Kangaroo Island wallabies was

maintained in the Zoology Department University of Adelaide, Details of animal
husbandry are reported by Murphy (1970).

During the breeding season
( January-July) T the pouch of each female was

examined daily until the birth of a youug; the young were subsequently measured
each week until they were about one year old. Yearlings were measured once a
fortnight because of their slow growth rate. A total of 16 young were observed
throughout the study but at any one time only seven young were measured.

The lengths of (lie head, left foot and left leg were measured in the maimer
indicated by Sharman ct al. ( J 964 ) . Vernier callipers were used to measure head
and foot lengths of all the animals and the leg length of pouch young, while a steel

tape measure was used to measure leg lengths of older animals. Fourteen of the
young were weighed at intervals throughout the study; most of them were
weighed several times. They were weighted on a variety of balances since no one
balance covered the range of their weights.

Until they were 100 days old, the young were removed from (he pouch and
measured while still attached to the teat. Older pouch young were detached from
the teat and measured. During measurement of the young, the mothers were
restrained in jute sacks: no young were lost through the handling, of the mothers.

•Zoology Department The University of Adelaide.

Tnuw. K. Sec- S. Aust. (1970), Vol. 94.
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Juveniles and yearlings were restrained in jute sacks while their body parts were
being measured.

Both operators measured the young every time and the average of the two
estimates was taken to the nearest • 1 mm. with the callipers and to the nearest
0-5 mm, with the tape measure. Weights were recorded to the nearest 0-1 g.

Before regressions calculated for young wallabies reared in the laboratory
can be used to age young in the field, it is necessary to establish that wallabies
in the laboratory and the field have the same growth proportions. For this purpose
87 young wallabies were collected at different times of the year in Flinders Chase,
Kangaroo Island and were measured and weighed by one of us (CM.) in the
same way as the laboratory-reared animals.

RESULTS
The measurements made on laboratory-reared young aged 3-4-50 days are

presented as regressions of age versus head length, leg length and foot length
(Figures 1, 2 and 3).
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Fig. 1. Regression of head length on age for Kangaroo Island wallabies aged 3-450 days.
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Fig. 2. Regression of leg length ou age for Kangaroo Island wallabies aged 3-450 days.
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Fig. 3. Regression of foot length on age for Kangaroo Island wallabies aged 3-450 days.

The regressions show no marked differences in the growth rate of young
male and female wallabies up until the time they leave the pouch permanently

at 245-270 days. From this time the regressions for male and female young begin

to diverge, the males being on average larger than the females.

Inspection of the three regressions shows a considerable scatter of points,

much of which is due to the difficulty of making accurate measurements on the

young. An age estimation based on a single body measurement could therefore

be subject to a greater error than an estimation based on all three body
measurements.

A series of measurements were also made on 14 young of known age which
were not included in the regressions. Table 1 shows the measurements of these

young, together with their ages as estimated from the three regressions, and their

actual ages.
TABLE L

Measurements of young Kangaroo Island wallabies of known age, not included in the

growth regressions, and the ages of these young estimated from the regressions.

Reference Lengths ( cm. )
* Estimated Actual Davs

Age (Days)

I

(Davs)
and Sex Head Leg Foot

74(?) 0-87 (4) 0-41 (5) 0-3S (5) 5 3

u 1-12 (12) 0-61 (12) <M1 (8) 11 10

29 1-22 (15) 0-69 (14) 0-55 (14) 14 16

3<5<P> 1-29 (17) 0-78 (17) — 17 17

14 a 1-67 (27) I'M (26) 0-84 (27) 27 26

67 o 2-00 (86) 1-42 (34) 1-08 (-35) 35 36

595 a 2-78 (58) 2-45 (57) 1-84 (59) 58 59

UP g
3-77 (92) 4-03 (91) 3-18 (95) 93 94

84$ 4-35(115) 5-31(116) 4-15(114) 115 111

77 9 4-42(118) 5-50(120) 4-34(118) 119 123

594$ 4-50(121) 5-83(124) 4-90(126) 121 .129

76 9 5-45(162) 8-74(164) 7-55(166) 164 163

94o 5-79(174) 9-76(176) 8-47(177) 176 185

SE<$ 6-45(199) 11-80(197) 10-74(203) 200 197

6 Estimated aj^cs from each measurement arc in parentheses,

f Based on average of ages estimated from each measurement
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It can be seen that the largest actual error in age estimations for any of the
young was nine days when the estimate was made from all measurements (young
no. 94 2 ,

Table 1). This represents an error of about 5%.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show that size is fairly closely correlated with age until the

young arc 320 days old, but thereafter it has little value for age determination.
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During the study some observations were made on the development of

various body features of the young, and changes in their body proportions as they

grew older were also recorded. These observations are presented diagram-

matically in Figure 4.

Figures 2 and 4 show that the leg has the longest period of rapid growth and
it appears that in using leg length as a criterion for age, if males and females are

considered separately, an error of between 20 and 45 days might occur when
aging young 320 days old.

Figures 5-7 present the regressions of cube root of weight ( condition) against

the lengths of head, leg and foot (age) for laboratory- and field-reared wallabies.

These regressions show no marked differences in the growth proportions of

laboratory- and field-reared young up to an age of about 350 days.
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DISCUSSION
The growth rate of young inacropuds in the field is extremely difficult to

estimate. Shield and Woollcy (1961) found that growth proportions of compound-
aiid field-reared quokkas did not differ significantly, and so considered that the
growth rates of field and captive animals were probably similar,

A comparison of growth proportions between pouch young of euros from the
field and from laboratory yards was carried out by Sadleir (1963). He found that
there was generally little difference between the condition of young from the field

and from the yards and concluded that nutrition in the field was never poor
enough to restrict the growth of the pouch young. Sharman et al. ( 1964) drew a
similar conclusion for pouch young of the red kangaroo. They suggested that the

comparatively stable environment of the pouch led to an
4i

all or none
3
' growth

phenomenon and that the body measurements of the young provide a reasonably
accurate indication of their age.

The present study shows that trie growth proportions of laboratory-and
field-reared Kangaroo Island wallabies do not differ significantly in young aged
less than 350 days. This is despite the observation that adult female wallabies in
the field may he Short of nitrogen and water at certain times of the year ( Murphy,
1970), while laboratory-reared females were never short of food and water. It

seems that the level of nutrition of female wallabies in the field is generally
adequate so that growth of the pouch young is not restricted. It is possible that
maternal malnutrition may severely affect the growth of the young, but it seems
that this rarely occurs in the field.

This study thus shows that size, as estimated from body measurement*,
provides a reliable indication of the age of laboratory- -and field-reared Kangaroo
Island wallabies until they are 320 days old.
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Summary

The paper gives a brief reconsideration of the systematics of Archaeocyatha and tables of their

classification. For the Class Irregularia, a first attempt is made to distinguish genera by standard

diagnostic characters. An alphabetic catalogue gives revised diagnoses of genera occurring in

Australia and their placing in families, together with other relevant information. Three new species

which are type species of new genera are described in an appendix.
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SUMMARY
The paper give? a bripf reconsideration of the systematics pi ArcliueocyiAtlut

and tables of their classification. For the Class Irtegularia, a first attempt is

made to distinguish genera by standard diagnostic characters. An alphabetic

catalogue gives revised diagnoses of genera occurring in Australia and their

placing in families, together with other relevant infoimation. Three new spenc*

which are type species o£ new genera are described in sin appendix.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is mainly to give the specialists on Archacoeyatha the

new definition of every genus established on Australian material, cither by the

first authors T. G. Taylor, R., W. R. and J. Bedford, or by subsequent desig-

nation. In fact, original collections being acquired by different Museums, It is

very difficult to have this work done; 1 am indebted to Professor M. F. Glaessner

from the University of Adelaide, Dr. B. Daily, formerly at the South Australian

Museum, Professor A. G. Fischer and Professor B. F. Howell from Princeton Uni-

versity, Dr. W. Ball from the British Museum (Natural History) who agreed to

loan to me from die collections in their keeping, or for the last three, who gave

me the opportunity of studying in their Department.
Resides the types of genera and species, there are very numerous undescribed

fossils; recently Dr. B. Daily and Dr. M. R, Walter kindly sent mc further new
material. A complete revision will take me at least one more year. The results of

these studies will be published as a monograph bv the 'Museum dTIistoire

Naturelle", Paris, not before 1972 or 1973.

This is the reason why, on the advice of Professor Lehman, Director of the

Institute of Paleontology of Natural History Museum (Paris) and Professor

Glaessner, University of Adelaide, I decided to write a catalogue of the Australian

genera.

This paper gives for each genus; its type-species, and the place where it Is

kept,

—the original diagnosis by the author of the genus, or when there is no diagnosis

for the. genus, as it often occurs in Bedford's papers, the diagnosis of the type

specimen, with the omission of indications which are relevant only on the specific

level.

—the present diagnosis after rcstudying typical material.

—when necessary a discussion concerning the differences between original and

r>resent diagnosis or its affinities.

—the place of the genus in present classification.

Because of some considerations for the present edition, it was not possible

to give an iconography of genera, Taylor's, Hills and Debrenne's photographs

filling this gap for the present. Only new genera arc figured here; I hope that

complete illustrations will appear in my next monograph.
Studies on outgrowths are not included; it would require a special work

including Siberian and American specimens to state, as far as possible;, their

* fnstftut de Paleontologic, Museum National d'Histoire Natnrelle. 8, Hue de Buffon,

PunWB
, France.

Tram. H, Soc. S. Aust. (1970), Vol. 94.
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Significance Somphocyathus, Ardro^oi^tthtts, Exocyathus and Metoklehntorplm
arc consequently not listed in this paper.

Before the enumeration in alphabetic* order of tin? Australian genera, I xh,ill

recall some principles of systematic* and give lables in which each genus can be
easily placed.

CONSIDERATION OF THE SYSTEMATlCS OF ARCHAEOCYATRA
Till now, Archacocyatha are subdh ided into two main groups, Regulares aiul

Irregulares (Class Kegularia Vologdin 1W37 and c'ass Irregularis Vologdin
19.37 ) according U> their first stages of development, taking the apex of Dokida-
vxjnshns as the type of the Regulares, and the apex of Rhizacxjathm, AlphQcyaihus
or Diciocmthus (according to different author?) as the type for the Incgulares.

Regular Archacocyatha can be placed into a satisfactory classification estab-
lished on simple rules' (Zhuravleva 1960. Dcbrenne 1964). The changes in thear

classification come from new data, such as the discovery of new types of wall, or
the recognition of homologies in outer wall development (Rozauov 1966-1 9f>9)

They mainly concern supra-family levels, The classification of Jrregulares is not
so clear, for several reasons. First of all, special studies on this group arc not so
numerous. Second, as they are of "irregular" appearance it is always difficult to

establish the real spatial connections between the different elements of the inter-
vallum structures, This requires more than 2 or 3 oriented sections per sample.
The result is that they .ue often described as "vesicular or taenioid intervallum
structures", "alveolar" or 'scattered rods". Important genera as Arthaeoci/athm
Billings, Archueomcov Taylor ( based on broken specimens which cannot
be cut to show how they are built up) or Pictyocyotlius (the type-specimen of
which is lost and I was unable to find unquestionable topotypes in Sardinia, the
Bornemann's description and figuration being too poor) are not well known. This
Lick in our knowledge stands in the way of establishing rules of classification for

Irregulares,

Thirdly;, those forms arc probably more primitive than Regulares; they do not
build highly specialized skeletal layers as complicated as the walls of Regulares,
the main characteristic features of the adult are reached later during growth, and
often concealed by persistence of sccmidarv exotheeal or endothecal lamellae,
bulges, bnds or encrusting forms in which the intervallum frame is more or less

disturbed. Development of vesicular tissue is not constant but frequent. Synapti-
culae (or tangential links) occur in many cases; the more delicate the vertical

frame and the more frequent the tangential links, the greater the irregular appear-
ance of different sections.

The individual development is of little help for classification in such plastic-

forms, except for the distinction between Regulares and Irregulares. The indi-

vidualization of the inner wall, the .specialization of the outer wall and the radial
arrangement of intervallum structures, the disappearance of secondary structures

in the central cavity do not occur at the same level of growth amongst specimens
from the same genus, or even from the same species.

Therefore, the primitive elements of apical parts (rods or booklets) represen!

potentially many kinds of adult structures in lTrcgulures\ and here they are most
probably initially dependent on the environment more than in the strongly bmll
Regulares: thus they could not be used to define "recapitulated stage.s'of evo-
lution" and to state phylogenetic rules for systernaties, as some previous authors
lLave suggested.

My studies on Australian Irregulares and on some Moroccan and Sardinian
ones, generally of oldest stracigraplocul age, lead me to believe that there is
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a string tendency to build radial vertical structures which, finally produce
adult farms very similar to Regulares. 1 have proposed to call those structures
"pseudosepta" und to distinguish several types (Debrenne 19r>9a p. 332).
These pscudoscpta are not always in true vertical planes like the septa of
ftegukres. As I have stated before/when the skeletal material is thin, the connec-
tions are oFtcn distorted. On the other hand the pseudosepta arc affected by wavy
disposition at the level of synapticulae, the opposing crests corresponding to
synapticulae.

When the skeleton becomes more important these features disappear and
the genus looks regular, Tabulae arc present, either as sieves bilked to a peculiar
horizontal development of synapticulae, or as independent structures.

To distinguish in praetiee (rue Regular forms from Irregular ones with radial
structures, when Ihr apex is unknown (the great majority of the specimens are
broken above the apex), the structure of the outer wall is the main feature. The
porosity of pseudosepta is always important, even though this character is not
yel well studied in Regulares. In Irregulares the pores have often various
diameters; the pores occur along hues slanted obliquely upwards and outwaids
(with a more or less acute angle) horn the inner wall and then gently curved
near die outer wall. Tabulae and inner wall have peculiar arrangements, but they
have also some structures in common with Regulares; synapticulae and vesicular
tissue, generally more frequent in Irregulares, are known in Regulares; so their
piesence is not sufficient to determine the class.

The problem of Hynn^ocnGma, Avhich has radial honeycomb tubes is not
clear. In some respects they resemble some "tube like-structures" built by the
wavy sides of septa and flat synapticulae of Pijcnoidocyafhus tvpe. Tn other ways.
by the constant diameter of pores and the regular honeycomb construction, this
genus resembles regular Archeocyatha. The holotype of the tvpe species being
poorly preserved, we need some more detailed studies to settle tttte question. Tins
genus is temporarily placed as incertae scdis.

The classification of Regulares is based on the following scheme:
—primitive structures of internal space extending into the apex give the definition
of ORDERS.
—elaboration of the different types of mtcrvalluin structures give the definirino of
the SUBORDERS.
—differentiation of the onter wall (which is reached before that of the inner wall)
gives the definition of SUPERFAMILIES.
—at least differentiation of the inner wall gives the definition of the FAMILIES.—the GENERA are established on subcategories of the porosity of walls (section
of canals, of unnuK, disposition of and correlation between pores, increase of the

porous surface by vertical corrugations, etc.). and of porosity of intcrvallum
structures.

As a working hypothesis, 1 .suggest for Irregulares a table of classification

based on the same pattern as above (Table A). As far as I know, this suggestion
is not in opposition to their own growth pattern; but we must not forget that the
differentiation of internal structure is established later than in Regulates- and
could be disturbed secondarily during growth by exothecal lamellae, budding
bulges and so on. The main argument in favour of this viewpoint is that outer
wall (a supcrfatnily character) is the most characteristic feature separating
Irregulares with regular inLervallum structures from Regulares. It is difficult to
define the main types of intcrvallum and walls until the whole class is ejdmi.$-
lively restudied; I for myself have not enough stratigraphical data (specially from
upper part of the Lower Cambrian) to establish the limits of subdivisions with
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certainty. Anyway, these new propositions are made to give rise to further dis-

cussion. This is the first attempt to unify the criteria of classification as between

Regularcs and Irregulares, Future studies will improve tills method, if acceptable,

or find another satisfactory scheme for the whole phylum.

TABLES OF CLASSIFICATION
Class REGULAR1A

Orrter—MONOCYATHIDA—one wall.

Suborder Monocyathina—internal space empty.

Family—simply porous wall— Monocyathidae

Morwcyathus
Family—simple*tumuli— Tumuliolynthidae

Tumuiiolynthus (M. irregularis Bedford)

Order—AJACICYATHIDA—intcrvallum with radial partitions-

Suborder Dokidocyatiiina—intcrvallum with radial rods

—

Superfamilv dokidocytiiacfa—outer wall simple

—

Family—inner wall simple— Dokidoeyathidae

Dokidocyathus
Acanthinocyathus

Suborder Putapacy athtka—intcrvallum with only tabulae

—

Superfamilv aptocyathagea—outer wall simple

—

Family—inner wall simple— Aptocyathidae

Alphacyathus

Superfamily putapacyathacea—outer wall with alternating pillars

—

Family—inner wall with alternating pillars Putapacyathidae

Futapacyathus

Suborder Ajactcyathtna—intcrvallum with radial septa

—

Superfamily ajacicyathacea—outer wall simple

—

Family—inner wall simple, several pores per interscpt

—

Ajacicyathidae

Ajacicyathus

Family—inner wall simple, one pore per intercept—Robustocyathidac

Robustocyathtis

Stapicyathm
Family—inner wall simple several pores + protection structures

—

Tcnncricyathidae

Cadniacyatluts

Family—inner wall with ethmophylloid canals (sensu lato)

—

?E thmophyllidae

Zonacyathus
Family—inner wall with one canal + annular plates

—

Ethmocyathidae

Ethmocyathus
Family—inner wall with annular shelves

—

Cyclocyathellidae

Thalamocyathus
Family—inner wall with annular shelves and canals —

BronchocyatMdae
CyathocnciiH

Superfamily annxjlocyatiiacea—outer wall with simple tumuli

—

Family—inner wall with one pore Tumulocyathidae

Dailycyathus (Paranacyathus margarita)
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Superfamily sigmocyathacea—outer wall annulate

—

Family—inner wall annulate

—

Sigmocyathidae
Sigmocyathus

Suborder Nochoroicyathina—intervallum with radial septa and pec-
tinate tabulae

—

Superfamily nochoroicyatiiacea (outer wall simple)

—

Family—inner wall with one canal + annular plates

—

Ethmopectinidac
Ethmopectinus

( Hrwatus pars

)

Family—inner wall with annular shelves and canals

—

Glaessericyathidae
Cricopectinus (dentatum pars)
Glaessnericyathus

(
sigmoideus

)

Suborder Cosonocyathina—intervallum with radial septa and tabulae—
Superfamily erismacoscinacea—outer wall simple

—

Family—inner wall simple— Erismacoseinidae
Erismacoscinus (austraUs, bilateralLs, textilis etc.)
Rozanovlcoscinus (fonini)— asperatus pars)

family—inner wall annulate— Stillieidocyathidac
Stillicidocyathus

Superfamily sicmocoscwacea—outer wall with protection structures-
Family—inner wall annulate— Sigmoeoseinidac

Superfamily calyftocoscwacea—outer wall: frame - microporous
sheath

—

Family—inner wall simple + spines

—

Polyeoscinidac
Polycoscimts
Erugatocyathus

Superfamily alataijcyathacea—outer wall: tumuli

—

Family—inner wall simple + spines— Tumulocoscinidae
Coscinoptycta

Superfamily anaptyctocyatiiacea—outer wall frame I sieves-
Family—inner wall simple— Anaptvctocyathidae

Anaptyctocyath us

Class IRREGULARIA
Based only on Australian, West European, and North African material. Must

be completed by studies of material from higher stratigraphic levels.

Types of internal structures:

—one wall; central cavity filled

—two walls

Types of intervallum structures:

1—Cylindrical rods radial and oblique: choubehticyathuja
II—Rods and booklets vertical and oblique: ahchaeofiiahetrida
til—Pseudo-septa (plates with wide pores to true radial plates with small,

numerous pores the area of which is less than that of the skeleton), without
or with synapticulae, or with synapticulae and pseudo-tabulae ( synapticulae
in horizontal planes + sieves) metai-deitda

IV—Stout radial septa without synapticulae and tabulae: faranacyathioa
V—Septa and independent tabulae: pauacosctnjda
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Types of outer wall;

—non-porous*

—aperture of mtervaUnm without independent sheath
—irregular pores*

—one pore linked to the septa

—frame - rnicroporous sheath*
° present in Australia

Types of inner wall;

—irregular pores

—one rx>re

—one canal straight or sigmoid
—frame t rnicroporous sheath

—frame + sieves

—scaffolding of radial plates and flat tangential booklets.
As this is a first attempt at a new way of classification I do not give names to

supcrfamihes until subsequent studies corroborate or invalidate the underlvine
hypothesis (see Tabic A).

Acanthinocyalhus Bedford and Bedford 1936
(pro Acanthocyathns Bedford and Bedford, 1934, p. 4, fig. 20)

Type species. Acanthinocyathus apcrtus Bedford and Bedford (1934. p. 4,
fig. 20). Lectotypc; British Museum (Natural History) S 4166.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (R. and W. R. Bedford 1934, p. 4). The specimens agree
with normal Archaeocyathmae in the possession of two walls; these are united by
a very scanty framework of delicate radial rods. The inner wall is a very open
simple polygonal net. The outer wall is built up, as it were, of a series of fused
spieular elements enclosing large open spaces; spines or tubcreules often project
outwards beyond the general wall surface. The spit/, so far as known, has the
same open net-like structure.

Present diagnosis (After rcstudying typical material, Debrenne 1969a, p. 306)

.

Two-walled cups with radial horizontal or sometimes oblique cylindrical rods.
The inner wall consists of a large porous net, with a mesh of irregular size formed
by skeletal ihreads of constant thickness. Tire outer wall has large pores in
quincunx; the skeletal tissue occupies a smaller area than the pores and carries
long spines that are directed upwards and outwards.

Discussion. R. and W, K. Bedford thought that the inner wall was a scaf-
folding of tiiradiatc spicules. This suggestion is not borne out by observation: the
outer wall is a porous sheet with the elongation of its horizontal skeletal parts into
scales of an unusual size.

Systematic position, Family Dolddocyathidac Bedford and Bedford 1936.

Ajacwyathns Bkdford and Bedford 1939
Type species by original designation: Archaeocyathxis ajax Taylor (1920,

p. 118, pi. la-e, j, k: pi. 3). Lectotypc T. 1550a, University of Adelaide, chosen in
an article in the press ( Paleontologicheski Zhum., Moscow).

Lower Cambrian. Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (R. and J. Bedford 1939, p. 73-74). *\
. . Outer wall delicate

with extremely fine pores distributed regularly. . . 1 Septa regularly arranged and
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numerous, with ports rather remote and small, , . . Inner wall rather solid with

regularly arranged pores, some being \stirrup -pores', others not. . .
." Two-walled

cups, solitary or eoionial with regular radial septa.

Present diagnosis. Outer wall thin and regularly porous. Inner wall larger

and stout, with regular pores; the inner wall and the septa are connected by one

vertical row of stirrup-pores. Between two adjacent septa, one or more rows of

pores are observed, arranged together with stirrup-pores in a quineunxial pattern.

Radial septa straight and stout, with few, or no pores.

Discussion: The lack of porosity of sepia is now considered as a generic

characteristic; the result of this being the individualisation of each interseptal

loeiilus. The presence of stirrup-pores at the inner wall is an important, spceializa-

lion. When septa are completely non-porous, exchanges between adjacent loculi

arc possible only at the level of stirrup-pores.

Systeinatic position, Family ; Ajacieyathiclac Bkiwokd and Bedford 1939,

Alphuvyolhus Bkofokd and Beufobo 1939

Type species by original designation: Dictyocyathus annularis R. and W. K.

BEDFORD (1936, p, 13, fig. 55). Tlolotype P 942, South Australian Museum,

Adelaide. ,

On^inal diagnosis ( R. and W. K, Bedford 1936, p. 13, fig. 55). "Small tubular

form, . . . Outer wall pores art* obscured in the type specimen, but a second

specimen . . . shows small irregular pores. . . . The short connecting rods in the

intervallum tend to anastomose into horizontal rings. . . The inner wall has

small circular pores. . . -

Emended diagnosis (R. aud J. Bedford 1939, p. 72, fig. 169).

". . i there is a tendency of these (the rods) to be united by a single tangential

io\v- of synaptieulae to form incomplete horizontal platforms a kind of forerunner

of HjC tabulae of Coscinocyaihus . This feature is specific aud not essential to the

genus. , . *?

Present diagnosis. Small cylindrical cups> with two simply porous wails. In

the intervallum regularly spaced horizontal structures are present. They consist

of cylindrical rods rising radially from the walls, but interrupted by tangential

rod'-. There are no continuous bars from wall to wall bit tabulae-like structures

with more or less quincuxial pores. One inner wall pore at each interradial space

and at each horizontal level.

Discussion. The horizontal platforms which were regarded by R. and J.

Bedford as only specific structure arc now considered as generic characters and

detailed examination shows that there arc no true radial rods connected by
annular synaptieulae.

Systematic position. Family Aptoeyathidae Konjushkov 1964.

Anaptyctocyathus Dkhrenxe 1969

Type species Coscinocyathus crihripora R, and W. R. Bedford. Holotypct

British Museum (Natural History) S. 1160.

Original diagnosis (Debrennc 1969a. p. 340). Cylindrical cup. Intervallum

with straight radial septa, in which the hexagonal pores occupy a much larger

surface in proportion to the skeletal tissue, and irregular flat tabulae that an*

finely perforated by very narrow pores. The inner wall is simple, with two Ton's

of jimes per interseptum, which are only weakly separated; in fact towards the

upper part of the cup two neighbouring pores may coalesce. The pores of the

outer wall are covered by knobs that are perforated by a central pore and a

surrounding circle of six others,
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Vresent diagnosis. The outer wall consists of a frame, with large pores, each
of them being covered by a sieve, instead of low tumuli.

Discussion. A. Yu. Rozanov recently pointed out three types of "double wall*.
One of these corresponds to the .structures of the outer wall of cnbripom. Com-
parison with material from die Soviet Union makes it certain that there are no
true tumuli but double walls with a simple frame covered by non-indt-pe-ndent
M<-ve-s.

Systematic position. Family Anaptyctocyathidae farn. nov.

Archueofwigia Taylor 1910

Type speciesby monotypv: ATchacapingia ajax Taylor (1910. p. 131, pi 12.

fig. 67, hg. 25). University of Adelaide No, T 1566.
Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.
Original diagnosis (Taylor 1910, p. 131 ). "Cylindrical or conical forms without

annulations, of small size with a comparatively narrow central cavity. They are
characterised by a very strong development of synapticulac and appear to form
a transition genus between Archaeocijathus and Pycnoidocyathus, . ,

*

Present diagnosis. Small cylindrical or conical cups with smooth undulations.
The apex is surrounded by exothecal lamellae and at the same level till a dinmuter
of 10 mm, is reached, the central cavity is filled up by oblique porous tubes, which
arise from the inner wall and become nearly vertical at the central part of the cup.
The upper part of the central Cavity is free of any skeletal elements, the inner
wall has one horizontal canal per interseptum. The outer wall, at first concealed
by exothecal lamellae is of double porosity, the first frame with irregular pores is

covered by a microporous sheath. Septa radial, with few pores, connected by
irregularly spaced synapticulac (Dcbrcnnc 1969b).

Discussion. The examination of typical material removes the doubts on this

genus. It belongs to the Irregulares. Regular forms with synapticulae have to be
put in the genus Sibirecyatfttis voux.din, which is not a junior synonym of
Archaeofungia.

Systematic position. Family Archaeorungiidae fani. nov.

Archaeopharetra Bedford and Bedford 1936

Tape species by rr\ov\ofy\>y:Archaeopliaretrti typica R. and \V. R. Bedford
UM6 p: 17, fig. 75. Holotypc P.969, South Australian Museum.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Bcltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (R. and W. R. Bedford 1936, p. 17 ). "Small irregular tubular
organisms, the space within the outer wall filled with amass of irregular trabecular
and disscpimcnlal tissue without central cavity or defined inner wall. . .

/'

Emended diagnosis (R. and J, Bedford 1937, p. 31).
M

. . . has centrally, in the
upper part a kind of crude, irregular inner wall".

Present diagnosis. After restudying typical material: small cups with a non-
porous outer wall horizontally striated by small annular corrugations. A true inner
wall is defined for a diameter of 2 mm., but it could be concealed by the presence
of skeletal bars and vesicular tissue in the central cavity; the iutervallum is filled

up by irregular skeletal elements, bar- or plate-like, mainly placed in vertical or
oblique position, but more or less radial, vesicular tissue is also present. The
apical pail often consists of one wall and vesicular tissue only.

Discussion. The main new data is the presence of a true inner wall com-
mencing at a diameter of 2 mm, and some tendency to a radial disposition of the
elements.

Systematic position. Family Arehaeopharetridac fam. nov.
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Bedfordcyathua Volocdin 1957

Type species bv monotypv: Melncyathus irregularis Bkuiohd and Bedford

(1934, p. 6, fig. 29),*Holoh'pe:' British Museum (Natural History) S41S9.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (after R. and W. R. Bedford 1934, p. 6).

L.tTge irregular cone, with wavy outer wall the inner wall following a similar

contour;
1

" wide cavity. , . . 'llie outex wall has an underlying layer of fairly large

irregular pores masked by a finer network. . . . Septa straight and delicate, easy

to expose in transverse and tangential section, hut not in radial section. Xo satis-

factory trace of inner wall.

Emended diagnosis (after Debrenue 1069a, p, 360), The inner wall appears

to he covered by an irregular microporous sheath which screens the simple pores.

Discussion (alter Debrennc F. 1969a, p. 385). There is no appreciable differ-

ence from Meiacyathus in the structure of the mtervallum (apart from the abun-

dance of vesicular tissue) or in that of the walls. Consequently Bedfordcyathm is

considered as identical with Meiacyathus which is a junior synonym of Metuldetes.

BeUanacyalhtts Bedford and Bedford 1936

Type species by original designation: Beltanacyathus ionicus Beufoud and

BiOJKOBD (1936, p, 23, fig'. 96). Hofotype no. 86716, Princeton University.

Lower Cambrian, Paint Mine, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (H. and
J.

Bedford 1936, p. 23). ''Large conical cups with

remote coarse-pored septa; the outer wall an irregular fine mesh carried bv an

underlying coarser mesh; the inner wall composed of exceedingly large regularly

arranged canals leading upwards and inwards into the central cavity . . . coarse

vertical fluting may be present"

Present diagnhsis. Large conical cups, sometimes with vertical fluting. Inter-

vallum with two kinds of radial partitions: (I) complete septa, running Oom
outer to inner wall, strong, pierced by regular pores—the area of which is smaller

than that formed by skeleton—and (2) vertical radial plates,, in the middle of

eac!i interscptum, arising bom the outer wall, not larger than ti of the space

between the two walls, with no pores except one row against the outer wall, Outer

wall double: the main frame consists of tubes of irregular polygonal openings,

screened outwardly by a second microporous sheath. Timor wall with one pure

tube per intersept, in horizontal and vertical lines. Tubes are long, set at a very

aeiir«- angle with the wall. As far as known, radial septa are present down to the

apex.

Systematic position, Family Heltanacyathidac fain, now

Cadniacyathtts Bedfoud and Bedford 1937

Type species by original designation: Cadniacyathus asperatus Bkdfomd and
BliUiORD (J 937, p. 36, fig. 152). llolotype 86616, Princeton University,

Jiower Cambrian, Cadnia, Belttvna. South Australia,

Original diagnosis (R. and J.
Bedford 1937, p. 36). "'Archaeoeyathina with

vertical flutes to iho. outer surface, the furrows corresponding to the positions of

tn«- septa; the inner wall with scale-like hooks projecting upwards and inwards

into the central cavity, . .

."

Present diagnosis. Conical cups with vertical fluting. The outer wall bus

round pores regularly settled in quincunx. Septa straight, pierced by small remote

pures. The inner wall consists of 2 or 3 rows of pores per intcrsept lined up
horizontally. A horizontal plate arises from the lower edge of each pore, and joins
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laterally the neighbouring onc
t
so as to build a crude incomplete annular shelf

which protected .several pores. Jagged rim into the central caviCy.

Discussion. This genus is very close to Tennericyathus rO/anov 1969 which
corresponds to the uueonugated form of Cadmacyathus.

Systenuttic position. Family Tenncricyathidac Rozanov 1&69.

CoplelcyatIms Bedford and Bedford 1937

Type species bv original designation: Copleicyathw confertns Ri:orom> and
Bi-i>rom> (1937, p. 29, fig. 116 A-D). Hobtypc 86741, Princeton University.

Lower Cambrian, Paint Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis* (K. and j. Bedford 1937, p. 29). ".
. . A central cavity is

piVNcnt at least in the upper part. Septa are numerous and arc of 'wire-netting'

character; although they are in places traceable right across the intervallum, they
are very irregular and more often curve and anastomose with neighbouring septa.

The inner wall is of very unusual type, being a thick, felted mass of curved
anastomosing rods continuous outwardly with septal mesh

J>

Present diagnosis. Outer wall simple, rather thick with pores less wide (hail

skeleton. It is supported bv some scarce spurs, coming out from septa. Septa aic
straight, the pores of which are irregular in form and siy.e. grading from round tr>

nearly rectangular, Synapticulae present, rather numerous near the inner wall.

The inner wall is of quite complex structure. It looks like a second intervalhim,

wilh three times more crowded radial plates, connected by tangential own. This
felted mass opens directly into the central cavity, without any other specialized

sheath.

Discussion. The septa are straight and radial and generally do not curve (as

Bedford had stated). Their more or less irregular appearance depends on the
urieiitatioii of sections, according as to whether they cross a skeletal part or pores,

or cut tangential links. The intervallum and inner wall structures of the same
pattern.

Systematic position. Family Coplcicyathidac Bedford and Bldfobd 1937,

CoscinO)ity<:ta Bnoiia 1915

(pro Coscinoptycfut Taylor 1910)

type species by subsequent designation of Simon 1939. p. 2j6: Coseuiopfyeha
coutoitita Tavlok (1910, p. 141, pi. X), fig. 60). Holotype by original designation,

University of Adelaide T. 1594.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine. Beltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (Taylor 1910, p. 141. pi. II, fig. 6, pi. VI, Hg. 32, pi XI, fig.

6PG& fig. e-s).
"

'The shape is that of an extremely irregular and warped folded sheet, having
^cry little resemblance to a regular cup, but better described a* a warped bowl,
or* flabellate expansion. ... It is of a large size judging from fragment preserved.
. i i The intervallum is always quite small varying from one to two millimeters.

The septa are regularly arranged, slraight, and numerous. Tabulae arc present at

rather remote but regular intervals. The genus is based on the general shape of
the organism. The septate lamina has occasionally large re-entrant foldings, so
I hat the outer wall becomes concave. . , . The cup like form probably grades into
that of the present genus. . .

."

Present diagnosis. Bowl-shaped cups with few perforate to imperforate septa
anil remote microporous tabulae. Vesicular tissue occurs when tersioid growths
appear. Inner wall with 2 or 3 rows of pores protected by spines. Outer wall with
one row of simple tumuli per intersept, perforated laterally.
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Discussion. Material coming from the type locality enables us to state the
position of inner (two rows of pores) and outer (one row of pores) walls, that
corroborates Taylor's view.

Systematic position. Family Tumulocosdnidae zhuravi,eva 1960.

Crivopectimis gen. nov.

Type species: C. denlulus sp. nov. pro Ethmophyllum denlalum Taylor
(pro parte) Taylor pi. XIV fig. 89. Holotype T 15S9 B.

Diagnosis. Cup with radial septa, imperforated except for one vertical row
of pores near the outer wall, and pectinate tabulae, Outer wall simple, with pores
contracted outwardly; inner wall complex: horizontal lined canals serve as aper-
tures lor several loculi. They extend into central cavity by an annular shelf with
deeply cogged free rims.

Systematic position, Glaessnericyathidae fam. nov,

Cyathocricus Dkbrf.nxe 1969

Type species: Archaeocyalhus iracheodentatus H. and W. K. Bedford 1931.

Holotypc: British Museum (Natural History) S 4754.
Original diagnosis (Dkbrenne 1969a, p. 318). Cup with a simply porous outer

wall: straight, sparsely perforated radial septa and an annulate inner wall, Aiuxuli

consist of undulating, horizontal or slightly inclined plates, that are neither S- nor
V-shaped; their axial rim is cogged.

Systematic position, Family Bronehocyathidac R. and J. Bedford 1936.

Daihjcyathus gen. nov.

Type species by original designation: Faranacyathus margarita (Bedford
and Bedford (pi 1, figs. 4~ 5). Holotypc 87214, Princeton University.

Diagnosis. Large conical cups with regular radial septa and inner wall, but
central cavity with skeletal structures arising from inner wall, near the apex. Adult
stages could reach a large diameter with narrow intcrvallunL with vesicular tissue
still present. Outer wall has one row of pores between £ adjacent septa; each pore
is covered by an hemispherical cap perforated laterally; inner wall has one row
of stirrup-pores in front of each septa. Septa radial and imperforate except at the
level of stirrup-porcs,

Discussion. The presence of secondary skeletal structures in the central cavity
is not a sufficient feature to place Dailycyaihus amongst Irregularis; this kind uf

filling is known in many specimens of true Regulares. On the contrary, stirrup-
pores and tumuli are typical features of Regulares.

Systematic position. Family Tumuloeyathidae Krasnopeeva 1953.
This genus is dedicated to Dr. B. Daily, formerly South Australian Museum,

now University of Adelaide.

DictyocoscimiM Bedford and Bedford 1936

Type species by monotypy: Dictyocoscimis heltana Bedford and Bedford,
Holotypc P946, South Australian Museum.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Bcltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (R. and W. R. Bedford 1936, p. 14 fig. 62).
Two walls connected by an open mesh similar to that of Dictyociiathus. At

intervals a series of horizontal sieve-plates fill the interstices of the mesh, forming
a Labular structure resembling that of Coscinocyathiis.
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Present diagnosis. Small cups only known. Outer wall non-porous. Inner wall

Willi pore-tubes, alveoles, leading upwards and inwards into the central cavity;

radial pseudo-septa^ regularly made of plates, rather than rods, arranged in radial

planes and connected by synaptieulae. Some s\napticulae axe developed in

horizontal planes. The holes defined by these synapticulae and the septa arc

screened by sieves with rather regular pores,

Systematic position. Family .Dictyocoseinidae Bedford and Bedford 1^36.

Dokidocyaihus Taylor 1910

Type species bv monotype: Dokidoajathus simplicissimus Taylor (1910, p-

146, pi. 13, pi. 77A, pi. 16, pi 91-92). Holotypc T 1589 AB, University of Adelaide.
Original diagnosis ( after Taylor 1910, p. 146). *,

. . Stout outer wall nnite<l to

the ytot stronger inner wall by remarkably few septa. The latter were particularly

thick . . . , several longitudinal sections through the middle of the cups . . . (show);

that intervallum was unoccupied by anv connecting skeleton except a few stmrsi

which crossed it at remote intervals. . . ,

5'

Present diagtiosis. Long cones, with outer and inner walls simply porous, tlic

intervallum between vertical rows of pores being strengthened by vertical ridges

projecting into the intervallum from inner wall and outwards from outer wall.

Ranial partitions consist of flat plates settled in vertical plane, as septa with one
hn Ue pore, the diameter of whieh is nearly equal to that of the intervallum.

Discussion. The species included in Dokidocyathus with cylindrical radial

rods rather than flattened plates generally occur at lower stratigraphical levels

(Tommotinn stage) than siniplicissimus. After comparison with the Siberian

material and discussions with Russian specialists, I interpret the particular struc-

ture of the type species as indicating a tendency towards construction of true septa

from rods.

Systematic position. Family Dokidocyalhidae Bfdfokd and Bedford 1936

Eru^utocijatlnts Dehhknne 1969

Type species: Coscinoafatbits papillnlus R. and W. R. Bedford (1934, p. 3,

Eg. 12), Holotypc; British Museum (Natural History) S 4153.

Original diagnosis (Debrenne 1969a, p. 334). Septa with remote round pores.

Tabulae reticular. . . . The circular pores of the base of the coarsely porous outer

wall are covered by a microporous sheath, in which each group of micropores

consists of a centra! pore surrounded by 5 others. A skeletal tongue covers each
simple pore of the inner wall.

Discussion. Till now, stellate or non-stellate inner walls are considered as

sub-genus characters. Entgatoctjalhns is the unfolded form of Tomoc^athits
kozaxov i960, but liozanov (personal communication) points out that stellate or

fluted interseptum spaces correspond to an increase of porous surface and con-
srnuently could be of genetic value.

Systematic position, Family Polycoscinidae debrenne 11)64.

Ethmocoxcinus Simon 1939

Type species by original designation; Coscinocyatlius papillipora Bkdkord
and Bedford (1934. p. 4, fig. IS). Holotvpe: British Museum (Natural History)

S4161
Original diagnosis (R. and W. H. Bedford 1934* p. 4).
".

. . Septu . . . wilh numerous fairly large pores* Tabulae remote i . . with
numerous small pores. The outer wall has nne 01 two rows of very characteristic
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pores per intersept each pore entering a hollow hemispherical papilla projecting
outwards from the wall, with an external perforation in the lower part ol the
papilla. The inner wall is also very characten's tie; each intersept has a single row
of thick-walled tubular pores leading upwards and inwards into the central
cavity. ,

Present diagnosis
( Debrenne 1969, p. 339) , Cylindro-conical cups. Outer wall

with simple sumuli, one per intcrsepauin. Inner wall with a single row of S-shaped
pore tubes per intcrseptum. Septa have sparse simple, pores; tabulae with poly-
gonal, somewhat irregular pores.

Systematic position. Family Turnulocoscinidae Zhuravlcva 1960.

Ethmocyathns Bkdford and Bedford 1934

Type species' by monotvpv; EUtmoctjathus lineatus Bedford and Bedford
(1934, p. 2, fig. 8).

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Bcltana, South Australia. Holotype: British
Museum (Natural History). S 4149.

Original diagnosis (R. and W. R. Bedford, 1934. p. 2, fig. S).
Ethmocyathus Uneaius, the type and only species so far found, differs con-

siderably from Mich genera as Cychcyathus as it has three or four minute
horizontal rings running across each pore of the inner wall.

Present diagnosis (Debrenne 1969a, p. 323). Cup with straight radial sparsely
porous septa. The outer wall has close, simple pores. The inner wall is composed
of a thin sheet of hexagonal to rhombic pores, screened from the central cavitv
by (bin, narrow horizontal annuli.

Systematic position. Family Ethmocyathictae Dfbrexne 1969.

Ethmopectinus gen. nov,

Type species: E, waited .sp. now pr Ethmocyathus lineatus lh:t>Kom> and
Bedford (pro parte). Holotype 86762, Princeton University,

Diagnosis. Conical cups with radial perforated septa and pectinate tabula- j
;

outer wall gently fluted slit pores in quincunx, o£ small area outside as compared
with skeletal pores ? larger inside. Inner wall double: rhomb pore lubes, one per
intersept screened by annular horizontal plates in the. central cavity.

Systematic positron. Family Ethmopeetinidac fam. nov,

Flindersicoscinus gen. nov.

Type, species by original designation, Flind-ersicyathus iahuhius Bkijcobd
and Bhih'Oud (1937, p. 29, fig, 111)*. Holotvpe 86666.' Princeton University (pi.

ll,ng-3).
Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Bcltana. South Australia.

Original diagnosis £B. and J. Bedford 1837* p. 29).
".

. . closely resembling F. decipiens, . . . The special feature , . . is I he
presence of upwardly convex 'growth tabulae'; these occur at irregular
intervals. . ,

."

Present diagnosis. Outer wall irregular. Inner wall with one pore per inter-
cept. Pseudo-septa are connected by synapticulac—the pores between skeletal
elements are large compared to skeleton. Pseudo-tabulae are synapticulae arranged
in horizontal plane with secondary subdivisions and thickening, but no sieves.

Systematic position. Family? Pycnoidoeyathidae Oktjlitch 1950.
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Ftindersicyathus Bedford and Bedford 1937

Type species by subsequent designation of Bedford and Bedford 1939, p. 78;

Flindersicijathus decipiens Bedford and Bedford (1937, p. 28, fig, 10U a-b).

Ilolotype 86670, Princeton University.

Original diagnosis (R. and J, Bedford, 1937, p, 28). ".
. . IntervaUar tissue of

eurved hexagonal tubular lattices and by an inner wall with large pores leading
upwards and inwards into the central cavity. . . .

M

Present diagnosis ( after Hill WWR P 1-3, Debrenne 1969a, p. 3:14 and restudy-

ing typical material).

The outer wall is simple, with an irregular mesh as pore-pattern. The inner

wall has one row of shot) tubes per inlertaenial and iuter-synaptieular space,

leading upwards and inwards into the central cavity. Intervallum with pseudo-
septa wavy in radial plane. The waves have angular crests and troughs, the side

of which perforated by one row of regular round pores. The crests, the (roughs

and the pore-lines curve upwards and outwards from the inner wall. The crests of

neighbouring septa are connected by synapticulae, die space between them being

of the same size as the diameter of septal pores.

Discussion, The suggestion that Pycnoidocyathus could be die bulged form of

Plindersicyatlms, and for that reason should be considered as a sub-gcuus of

Flhidarsicyttthtts, is made untenable by examination of typical material, hi ract

Flindersicijathus is junior synonym of Pycnoidocyathiis.

GlaessnericyalliUS gen. now

Type species: Bronchocyathns sigrnotdeus Be-oman and Bedford (1936).

llolotype 86750% Princeton University (pi. 1, fig. 3).

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis. (R. and J. Bedford 1936, p. 25). Cups with straight, non-

porous septa and scarce pectinate tabulae, Outer wall with simple pores. Inner

wall of annular type: the section of annuh is somewhat S-shaped, but with middle

part oblique upwards and inwards, and a and components nearly Hat.

Discussion. As Broncltocyathm is an invalid name (Debrenne 1969a, p. 318),

tiulax Tayloh having true Coscinovyuthus tabulae, the forms with pectinate

tabulae have to be placed in a new genus and a new family, which corresponds

ro Cyelocyathellidae Zhuravleva 1960 amongst Ajaeicyathaceu.

Systematic position. Family Glaessnericyadndae fam, nov. This genus Is

dedicated to Prof. M. F. Claessner, University of Adelaide.

Metacoscinus Bedfobd and Bedford 1934

Type species by subsequent designation here: Archaeoctjalhm retescpttt

Tavi.oh 1910. flolotype. University of Adelaide T1550 I
Lower Cambrian. Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (R, and W. R. Bedford 1931, p. f>). "
. . The uppei part

strongly resernbfes Taylor's Archaeoeyathus retesepta, lint we have not felt

fustified in claiming identity without Professor Taylor's sanction and direct com-
parison of the type specimen. The probable relationship is indicated by our

specific name *retesepia.1:us
>

and, should the identity be admitted, the name would
be Metacoscinus retesepia ( Taylob ) . The genus may be defined as Metacyathidac

with straight net like septa in the upper part, and with tabulae present*'
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Discussion. Having had the opportunity to compare reteseptalus Bedkohd
with typical material oiretesepta from Taylor's collection I can state that retesep-
tatus is ^ junior synonym or retesepta. "Consequently, according lo tin* Inter-
national Code of Nomenclature art. 67 c. the type species of Metacoscinus is

retesepta (Taylor).
Present diagnosis. Conical cups with sparse horizontal structures perforated

by small circular pores, the skeletal part of which bearing tubercles, Hadial septa
built up by associated rods which have considerable opening between then, hiHer
than wide. Outer wall with pores irregular ontsides. Inner wall with 2 rows of
polygonal pores separated by thin skeletal mesh.

Systematic position. Family Metaeoxcinidae Bedford and Bedford 1936.

Metacyathus Bedford and Bfdford 1934

Type species by subsequent designation by Bedford and Bedford 1936, p, 20:
Metaeyallws layfori Bkdfokd and Bedford (1934, p. 5, fig. 30). Holotypc: British
Museum (Natural History) S 4185-7 (one specimen).

Original diagnosis (B. and W, K. Bedford 1934, p. 5-6).
' c

. . . the genus may
be defined as Meta'cyathidac in which a combination of septal and trabecular
masses extends to tire upper part of the cup, with strong development of vesicular
(dtssepimental) tissue.

v

After revision of type material (Debrenne 1969a, p. 355), "the holotype o£
1\4. UUjlori shows that the structures of the inrervallum arc disturbed fry the
occurrence of exo thecal lamellae, but that, at other levels, the plates continue
from one wall to the other. The porosity of the outer wall depends on the presence
or :ibscncc of the exotheea; the inner wall has one verLieal row of pores in the
lower part of the cup, but two or more at (ho upper part, with probablv \\ second
wall".

The conclusion was that Metactjathus is a junior synonym of Metakletcs,

MetafwtgiaB&n*nKo and Bkdfokd 1934

Type specie; Metafungia reticulata Bedford and Bedfoud by monotype.
llnlotype: British Museum (Natural History) S4184.

Original diagnosis B. and W, K Bedford (1934, p. 5). ".
. . Metacyathidae

having numerous regularly arranged synapticnlae in the upper part of the cup."
Emended diagnosis (R. and W. R. Bedford 1936, p. 16). "

, . Arehaeos
having definite though irregular and highly porous septa and numerous regularly
arrayed synapticulae; in the base the central cavity is absent, its place being taken
by trabecular and dissepimental tissue; the outer surface is wavy but is not
thrown into prominent flange,

Present diagnosis (Debrenne 1969a, p. 363). "Cup with central cavity that
becomes free of skeletal tissue late in its development. The walls arc double-
porous, The intervallum is crossed by straight taeniae, which have their pores
arranged in lines curving upwards and outwards; numerous sytiapriculae join the
taeniae. Ihe vesicular tissue is present at the base and in contact with tersioid

outgrowths/' The inner wall has one pore, generally divided into two parts by a.

(bin skeletal vertical rod.

Systematic position, Family Metafungiidac Bkdfofd and Bedford 1934.

Mctaldetes Taylor 1910

Tupc species by munotypv; Mctaldetes cylindricus Taylor (1910. p, 151,
pi. 15, fig. 86) . Holotypc, University of Adelaide T J 592 A-K.
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Lower Cumbrian, Wilson, near Quoin. Wilkawillma Limestone. South
Australia.

Original diagnosis (Taylor 1910, p, 151), "A cylindrical organism . - . wluch
is characterised By a striking change in structure during its growth. In the upper
later portions it possesses a well-defined central cavity with a cireulai inner wall
ami regular septa, very coarsely perforate, which connect the inner and outer
waJIs. A centimetre lower the septa are very irregular, though the inner wall
preserves its definite outline. In the basal portions of the eup the imier wall is lost

and the septa run right across the cup, apparently fusing at the centre with
opposing septa. . .

"

Present diagnosis, Solitary or colonial cups. From an apical part entirely filled

up by skeletal elements (bars, plates, vesicular tissue) irregularly scattered, inner
wall and central cavity are defined late in growth development. At the same time.

intervallum irregular structures change into pseudo-septa, radial (sometimes
bifurcated) with coarse round pores of irregular size, connected by dissepimcntal
horizontal vesicles. Outer wall has one frame with large pores, screened by a
second microporous sheath, linked to the frame by rods (described by Taylor as

tridents). Inner wall also of double structure (Debrenne 1909b).
Discussion. The suggestion (Debrenne 1960a. p. 355) EJwtfc Metacyathux and

liedfordajnihits are. junior synonyms of Mettddetes is confirmed by examination
of type material,

Systematic position. Family Metaeyathidae Bedford arid Bedford 1931.

Monocyathus Bedford and Bedford 1934

Type species: M. porostis Bfdford and Bedford 1934 selected by subsequent
designation by Bedford and Bedford 1936. Holotvpe: British Museum (Natural
History) S 4140.

Original, diagnosis (after R, and W. R. Bedford 1934, p. 2, fig. 1). "A conical

tube, often somewhat waved by gentle annular constrictions. . . . Wall thin,

pierced by very uniform and regularly arranged pores; the pores . . . arc circular,

and alternate as the rows are traced longitudinally but form a square pattern as

ihe rows are traced diagonally; this is the most usual arrangement of pores in the
inner wall of normal Archaooeyathinae. One specimen was noticed in which the

run at wide end is folded inwards to a depth of a little over 1 mm. and aher. it the

same distance inwards from the wall; this suggests that the wall may correspond
to the outer wall of Archaooeyathinae. . . ,

Present diagnosis (Dcbrcnnc 1969a, p. 302). Small conical cups with a

simple porous single wall and the vertical rows of pores in quincunx pattern.

Discission, Okulitch (1950) Dcbrcnnc (1964) and Hill (1965) consider
Archaeolynthm Taylor 1910 as an invalid name, as the type specimen was lint

designated by the author, and the reference material was destroyed by serial

sectioning. The rim described by Bedford is not preserved in their various collec-

tions but Zhuravleva (personal communication) lias discovered this feature in

one specimen coming from a reference collection from Ajax Mine and interpreted

it as the beginning of a
u
pelta" which could close up adult cups.

Sijstematic position, Family Monoeyathidae Bedford and Bedford 1934,

PalmericyatheUus gen. nov.

Type species by original designation here Si^mofungia iahularis Bkiwohu and
Bedford (1937, p. 29, fig. 115). Holotype BBW6, Princeton University U.S.A.

(l'L 11, fig. 2).

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Bcltana, South Australia.
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Diagnosis-. Arehaeocyatha with septa, synapticulae and tabulae. Outer wall
with irregular polygonal pores, several per intercept. Inner wall with curved and
bended canals, S-shaped, the aperture more or less hexagonal. Septa straight,

pierced by small pores. The lines of pores and synapticulae are slightly curved
From inner to outer wall. Tabulae frequent hut irregularly spaced. They consist of
mieioporous sieves developed between septa and special synaptieufao arranged
in horizontal planes, instead of along quincuaxial lines as all the others.

Systematic position. Family Sigmofuugiidae Bedford and Bedford 1935,
Tins genus is dedicated to Prof. A. P. Palmer, State University of New York at
Stony Brook.

Pamcoscinus Bedford and Bedford 1936

Type species by original designation: Paracoscinus mirabile Bedford and
Bkdkord (1936, p. 1S

: fig. &5-S6). Holotype P 988, South Australian Museum,
Adelaide.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Bel tana, South Australia.

Original diagnoxi.s (K and W. H. Bedford, p, 18, fig. 85-86 ) t \ . . The gemss
may be tentatively defined as having clearly defined sepia and closely set curved
tabulae, growing from an irregular base; the outer wall consisting of a fiucly
porous layer supported by an irregular trabecular mesh. . . .

Present diagnosis. Conical cup, the apex of which has an imperforate outer
wall, radial septa and central cavity with alveoles, Adult stages with septa and
close-set tabulae; pores in vertical and horizontal lines in septa, quincunxial in
tabulae. Septa radial, thickened at their inner part. Tabulae nearly flat at the inner
wall, arched outwardly. Outer wall with a frame of coarse rectangular to poly-
gonal pores, covered by microporous sheath. Inner wall with vertical ridges cor-
responding to septa and li rows of square pores per intersept.

Snstemaric position. Family Paracoseinidae fam. now

Paranacyatlws Bedford and Bedford 1937

(tor Paraet/athus Bedford and Bedfokd 1936 on Edwabds and Haeme 1848

J

Type species by monotypy; Paraajathus parous Bedford and Bedford (1936.
p. 17, fig. 76). Holotype P 991 South Australian Museum, Adelaide.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (It. and VV. H, Bedford 1936, p. 17, fig. 76). "Small conical
forms in which the base is filled with irregular trabecular tissue without innei
wall or septa, the outer wall having small irregular pores; within a short distance
of t|je base clearly defined radial septa, inner wall and central cavity appear, and
the small irregular outer wall pores are replaced bv large and regular pores/*

Present diagnosis. Conical cups with two walls, radial stout" septa and gen-
erally vesicular tissue in the intersept, They developed from a base which consists
of radial plates near the outer wall, ending and anastomosing in the central part
of the interna] space, surrounded by non-porous or Irregularly porous outer wall-
Inner wall and central cavity appear very soon. The outer wall lias 2 rows of*

irregular pores per intersept, which may coalesce to form a rectangular one, or
they may be protected by secondary thiekeniug of their skeletal borders. One row
of simple pores per intersept at the inner wall, regular and in quincunx. .Septa
radial, stout, with pores of less area than skeleton, irregular in size and arrange-
ment. Vesicular tissue generally present.

Systematic position. Family Paxanacyathidae fam. now
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Pinacocyuthus Bedford and Bedford 1934
Type species bv moiiotypv: Pinacocyuthus spicularis Bfofoud and Bedford

(1934, p. i), Holotype: British Museum (Natural History) S 4149.
Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltaua, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (after R. and W, R. Bedford 1934, p. 4, fig, 21).
"Conical tubes. . . . The Outer wall consists of an open network. The principal
members are a series ... of vertical rods evenly spaced around the circumference
of the wall; these rods, whilst for the most part lying at the periphery, dip occa-
sionally a short distance inwards, they are united' by short cross members which
more frequently lie horizontally but may be inclined; in grinding away the
surrounding matrix it was noticed that a few very short branch rods projected
outwards from the wall. The inner wall cannot be fully seen . . . apparently it

consists of an open network. . ,
"

Present diagnosis (Debrennc 1969a, p. 342). "Two-wallcd cups with intei-
vallarrods. The outer wall is formed by a scaffolding of vertical pillars connected
by horizontal or slightly oblique rods, The inner wall is probably a regular net.

Oblique or radial horizontal rods in the intcrvallum."
Discussion. This loosely-spaced framework is unknown in any other Arehaeo-

cyatha. Intcrvallum .structures resemble those of Chouberticijathus DKiwiF.wK, but
(he walls arc different.

Systematic position. Doubtfully in Family Dictyoeyathidae Tayijob 1910.

Polycoscinus Bedford and Bkdfoivd 1937
Type species by original designation: Polycoscimts contortus Bedford and

Bedford (1937, p. 37. fig. 157). Holotype by Wnotypy S7217 r Princeton Uni-
versity.

Lower Cambrian, Paint Mine, Beltana, South Australia.
Original diagnosis (R. and J, Bedford 1937, p. 37). "The genus is formed for

the reception of two meandering, branching Coscinnc-tfathux like forms from the
Taint Mine . . . r

Present diognosis. Colonial forms with porous septa and rather remote porous
tabulae. The outer wall has vertical and horizontal fluting (independent from
tabulae). It is of double-porous structure: coarse frame pores, covered outwards
by thin microporous sheath. Septa have distant vertical rows of pores. Flat tabulae,
the pores of which being the same diameter as those of senta but closed. Inner
wall with vertical ridges towards the intervallurn and cupules at the lower part
of cup towards central cavity.

Discussion. The second species ivmplexns, which has the same branching
way of growth has simple walls, It belongs to Pluralicoscinus Dekrknxe 1963.

Systematic position. Family Polycoscinidac Debrenne 1964.

Pntapacyatltus Unm-cmD and Bedford J 936
Type species by original designation: Putapactfathus regnlaris Bedfoud and

Bedford (193f>). Holotype 86699, Princeton University.
Lower Cambrian, Putapa Gap. South Australia,
Original diagnosis (after R. and J. Bedford 1 936. p. 24).

M
. . - The outer wall

has on its inner surface regular vertical ridges, . . . these are crossed by narrower
bars . . . and each oblong space so formed is again divided by vertical partition
*a as to give an external surface regularly and quadnitely porous. The inner wall
. ,

k has a series of vertical ridges in" two series, which alternately project into the
intcrvallum and the central cavity. . . . Each ridge has a vertical" series of \birup-
porcV, so arranged that opposite each external ridge is an internal row of pores.
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whilst all pores communicate with tangential perforations in the centre line of

the wall, thus giving a clear though indirect communication between central

cavity and intervallum. Regularly arranged* nearly horizontal tabulae . . . with
numerous somewhat irregular pores. No septa or other structures representing

Scpja arc present. . .

.*'

Present diagnosis. Cup with no septa in the intervallurn but only horizontal

tabular with rather regular pores; the two walls are built to the same pattern, the

outer wall being thinner and more close-set. Each wall consists of a double eonc
of pillars in alternating positions so that opposite each pillar is an interspace
Their cross section is triangular, the apices of the internal pillars pointing towards
the intervallurn and those of the external ones towards the exterior, The buses of
the triangles are in the middle portion of the cross section of the wall. The two
circles of pillars are connected by regularly spaced horizontal rods,

Systematic position. Family Putapacyathidae Bedford and Bedford I u36.

Pycnoidocoscmus Bedford and Bedford 1936

Type species by original designation; P. pymoideum Bedfijhu ;uk1 Bm>I'OiU>

(19,m p. 19, fig. 87). Holotype P.990, South Australian Museum Adelaide.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Bel tana... South Australia.

Original diagnosis R. and W. R. Bedford (1936, p. 18, fig. 87). "Forms with
numerous arched tabulae of unusual type; the outer wall has a finely porous layer

supported by a trabecular mesh
:
and is thrown into large and prominent corro-

Uatiou resembling those of Pycnoidocyalhus. . .

*

Present diagnosis. With the exception of septa, the basic structures have two
kinds of pures. Those of the outer wall are bounded by septa and more or less

horizontal bars, and subdivided by rods which arc parallel or oblique with regard

to septa; they are screened outwardly by a microporous sheath. The inner wall

has one rectangular pore per intersept with vertical ridges at each septum, and
aligned (the tabulae lean against some of these horizontal burs), The pores may
be subdivided by crude septa which are limited to the non-porous part and some-
times also by irregular oblique rods. Micropores may develop between these

frames but not as an independent sheath. Septa radial with outer and inner part

thickened and non-porous; while the middle part is thin and with numerous
regular small pores. Tabulae strongly arehedin Inch inner part, and gently sloping

towards the outer wall. Pores are reticular as in [ietecoscinus and with additional

skeletal partitions parallel to septa.

Systematic position. Family Pyenoidocoscmulae lam. uov.

Pifcnoldocyathus Taylor 1910

Type species by -subsequent designation (Bedford and Bedford 1939. p, 78);

Pycnoiaocyathus symptieulosus Taylor (1910; p. 132, pi. 12, fig. 6ti). iloJotvpc:

University' of Adelaide T 1587 15-C.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia,

Original diagnosis Taylgb (1910, p, 131),
,k

A large conical tube, with a

central cavity , . - - The outer wall is bulged into a series of ambulations so that

the outer diameter reaches 80 mm. and contracts to 50 mm. at regular intervals.

Tins gives tike organism the appearance of a stout tube strengthened by Hanges.

The inner wall js not influenced by the annulations. The septa arc rather wavy
and tend to anastomose In the peripheral portion. They are usually sticjigthened

by Very definite synaptieulae, resembling those in many corals. -

"

Present diagnosis. Outer wall simply a parous mesh. Inner wall with one large

pore per intersept, as a short oblique tube, leading upwards and inwards into the
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central cavity. Intervallum filled up by radial pseudo-septa, more or less wavy in
radial plane, connected by synapticulae which define lines curving upwards and
outwards from the inner wall; their curve turn nearly horizontally into flanges
where present.

Discussion. There is no fundamental difference of structure between
Flindersicyathus and Pycnoidocyathus. The revision of material coming from the
lype locality yields any number of intermediate forms between gently annulated
forms and strongly bulged ones, and between intervallum structures with angulatc
civets and (roughs, and more flat pseudo-septa. The differences observed arc
related to the size of the animal.

Systematic position. Family Pycnoidocyathidac. Okulitch 1950.

Rhizacyathtis Bedford and Bedford 1939
Type species bv monotypy: Prolopharetra radix R. and J, Bedfobd (1$37,

p. 28, fig. 107 A.B. 86619, Princeton University.

Lower Cambrian, Afax Mine, Bcltana, South Australia.
Original, diagnosis (K. and

J.
Bedford p. 2S). *

. . The outer wall is thick and
clearly defined, but pores cannot be made out. . . . The interior is occupied by an
anastomosing mass of bars. The bars are circular in section, but flattened, with
rounded corners; their direction is sloping, but they approach a longitudinal rather
than a transverse orientation.

Emended diagnosis (R. and f, Bedford 1939, p. 69). *
. . This has the

structure neither of a regular Archaco spitz nor of a transversely partitioned
Metacyathine spitz. . . . The form may perhaps be regarded as one modified from
Manocyathtts.**

Discussion after revision. The small conical forms called Rhizacijathus may
be part of "tersioicT outgrowths. The longitudinal orientation of bars and their
connections are very similar to those of "Ter$ia\ Rhizacyathus radix, is not
an independent form of "Archaeoctjatluis" and has to he considered as invalid.

Other forms called "RhizacifalhusT by the Bedfords are Archaeopharetra,
with vertical plates and inner wall.

Rozanovicoscinus gen. nov.

Type species: R. fonini sp. nov. pro Cndniaajathm a&peratus Bedford and
Bi-HFOHD (pro parte) 86614, Princeton University.

Diagnosis. Cylindrical cups with vertical fluting the furrows corresponding to
the septa. Septa and tabulae with round quincunxial pores of the same type.
Tabulae flat, frequent, but irregularly spaced. Outer wall with round regularly
spaced pores, in quincunx. Inner wall with short honeycomb tubes two or three
per intcrsepL

Systematic position. Family Faismacoseinidae Uebrekne 1964. This genus is

dedicated to Dr, A. Yu. Bozanov (Geological Institute Academy of Science of the
I SS.R

(J Moscow).

Sifijnocoscinus Bedford and Bedford 1936
Type species by original designation: Sigmocoscwus si&tia Bedford and

RnwoHi> (1936, p. 24, fig. 98). Holotype 866S6 : Princeton University.
Lower Cambrian, A fax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.
Original diagnosis (B. and J. Bedford 1936, p. 2A

7 fig. 9S). "The genus may
he defined as cups with regular straight septa, tabulae of the normal Coscino-
cyathus type and continuous annular sigmoid plates inside the inner wall. . ,

.'
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Present diagnosis. The intcrvallum consists of rectangular loculi built by
normally porous septa and tabulae. The outer wall has several rows of pores per

inrerseptin horizontal linos. The lower edges of pores project outwardly as peaks

which could be fused laterally, forming somewhat annular scales. Inner wall of

true annular sigmoidal pattern,

Discussion. The structure of the ouler wall differs from that of the one of

Coscmocyufhtis didynmleichns: several pores per interscpt partially underlined by
secondary dement arising from the outer edge of pores.

Systematic position* Family Sigmocoscinidae Bedford and Bedtofjo 1939.

Sigmocfjatlms Bedford and Bem'oud 19G6

(HemistiUicidoajathus Tfmg 1937)

Type species bv original designation: Coscinoc-yathus didtpnofeiclius Taylor
(W10,p. 140). Holotvpe^ University of Adelaide T 1606 B-D (one specimen).

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (R. and J.
Bedford 1936. p. 23).

w
. . . Large turbinate cups

with numerous straight septa, without synaptieulae or tabulae, the inner wall, or

both wall, possess continuous annular sigmoi daily-curved plates; growth is from
an irregular base of trabecular and vesicular tissue which fills the central cavity

and obliterates the septa. , .

."

Fresmt diagnosis. Conical cups; numerous straight septa, with few widely

spaced or no pores. No tabulae. Inner wall and outer wall with sigmoid annular

plates, the middle part of the S being nearly horizontal, and the element covcriug

almost entirely the apertures between Uvo adjacent septa. The annuli or the outei

wall are gently wavy horizontally, narrower and more crowded than those of
: inner

wall,

)Mscussion. There is no proof that these forms grow a \tetacyathus
:
kke ape\>

the onlv specimen (230 A in Princeton collection) on which the Bedlords built

their hypothesis in not connected with an adult stage of C. didymofieichus and
does not present characters which could be interpreted as didijmotcichns,

SustemaiAc position. Family Sigmocyathidae Zhvkavlkva 1960.

Sigmofitngia BitDi.*o*u> and Beotoud 1936

Type species by monotypy: Sigmofimgia flindersi Bedford and Bedford.

Holotvpe P.96N3, South Australian Museum.
Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine. Beltanu, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (ft nod W- B. Bedford 1936, p. 16, fig. 82). "Archaoos

having clearly defined radial septa which may be more or less irregular, with

numerous synaptieulae; the inner wall pores arc in vertical rows, each pore being

separated from those above and below it by a sigmoidally curved plate. . . i*

Present diagnosis. Straight and stout radial septa perforated by small regular

round pores. Numerous synaptieulae, specially in the outer % part of intervallum.

Outer wall with regular alveoles, restricted outwardly by processes rising from

the boundaries ot pores. Inner wall with one pore tube per intersept, which

becomes sigmoid into the central cavity; they are settled in quincunx.

Discussion. The holotvpe has a central cavity secondarily filled by well

developed vesicular tissue and skeletal plates connected to the inner wall. The
slcetetalplales become thinner and are resolved into thin connected bars during the

development of the cups. Vesicular tissue still present. This feature is known only

in one specimen, the other being free of endolhccal tissue.

Systematic position, Family Sigmofungiidae Bedford and Bmhoko 1936.
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SpirilficyathusK and J.
Bedford 1937

Type species by orjgtual designation: SpirilHcyathus tenuis BtwOKo and
Biuu-OBU {1937, p. 30, fig. US). Hobtype 86752, Princeton University.

Lower Cambrian, Paint Mine, South Australia.

Original diagnosis (R. and J. Bedford 1937, p. 30). ".
. The outer wall has

irregular pores, formed by anastooiosfs of the underlying septal elements. The
septa are built of a scries of radial and longitudinal rods and are connected by
tangential rods or 'synapticulae". As st-en in transverse section, the septa often
ru» fairly straight from inner to outer wall but they also often bifurcate and
anastomose particularly near the outer wall. The inner wall is a definite layer
with small circular pores, about two rows to the intersept. As far as we know the
form grows from a spitz having essentially the same character."

Emended- diagnosis (H. and J. Bedford 1939
r p. 73). "These small irirms

which appear to grow from a spitz of Alphatyaihus type present features inter-
mediate between Dictyocijuthus and the regular septate forms, having partial and
rudimentary septa; the outer wall is more irregular- than is usual in members til

this order.

Present diagnosis. Microporous outer wall covering spurs rising from fhe
outer part of septa. Septa rather clearly defined, generally radial, but also branch-
ing. The synaptieulae are piled up in each interseptunV. Simple inner wall with
one or two rows of pores per intersept.

Discussion. The intervallum is filled up by septa and synaptieulae rather than
by anastomosing rods, but the lack of material and the smallness of hoblvpcdo
not permit to point out clearly the true structure of this genus, As far as we' know,
young stages still have radial structures.

Systematic position. Family (doubtfully) Metacyathidae,

Stupiajathm Debrenne 1964
Type species: Archacocyailws siapipora Taylor (1910, p. 113) bv original

designation of Debrenne (1964, p. 727). Hobtype T. 1591, University oFArtelaide,
South Australia.

Original diagnosis (after Taylor 1910, pi. VI T, fig. 37-38, Fig, 14). "Shape
a conical beaker more or less elongated; occasionally bulged inward on each
side giving an hour-glass cross section. . . . Outer wall somewhat thinner
than the inner wall and perforated by numerous regular pores. . . . Septa.
regular and numerous. ... A very characteristic feature is that the only pores
visible are a single scries of large openings where the septa join the inner wall . .

(stirrup-pores)- Inner wall is somewhat thick, with one row of large pores along
each Inner septal edge as already described. . , No pores in the intervals between
sepia/'

Present diagnosis. Conical cups with outer wall thin and regularly porous.
Inner wall thicker, with only one row of stirrup-pores in front of each sepia. No
other pores between them. Septa completely non-porous except the vertical row
of pores which are part of stirrup-pore of the inner wall,

Discussion. Accordiug to Okulitch (1943, p. 60) the type of Atchaeocua-
thefltts is lost. The specimens 1 had opportunity to study from the type locality
are poorly preserved and did not correspond to the description of hobhpc,
having many rows of pores at the outer wall and sometimes porous septa, when
preserved, the inner wall has stirrup-pores. Until further studies have beori carried
nut we cannot be sure that Stapicynth us is sub-genus of Archaeoerjaihellus, as has
been supposed. Meanwhile it will be considered as an independent genus. Its

single row of pores relates it to Robustocijalhns,
Systematic position, Family ttohu.stucyuthidac.
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SUUicidocyathus Ting 1937

Type species by original designation ; Coscinocyatltus aulax Taylok (1*>110,

p. 19B) Holotype f 1605 R, University of Adelaide, South Australia.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana. South Australia.

Original diagnosis (Ting 1937, p. 367). Korper kegelformig oder zylindrisch.

grosswuehsig. Die Innenwand fehlt Die Rinnenringe mit vollstandigen Seiten-

wanden» aber modifizicrl. Dcr Zapl>-nhesatz 1st naeb aussen verschohen und Hire

Spitzen sind stark naeh innen eingcrkrummL Pscudo-septen /ahlreich, Pseudo-
boclcn hnmer vorhanden und in weiten Abstanden aufeinanderfolgcnd.

Present diagnosis. Gently wavy cone. Outer wall with regular alveoles. Imu?r
wall annular, the section of which is S-shaped, strongly bent upward so that th&

apertures between adjacent septa are nearly closed up by two successive annuli
Septa radial with small remote pores. Scarce tabulae ol normal tvpc (Debrenne

Discussion, titillicidocyathus differs from Salairocnathus only by the shape of

its annuli.

Systematic position. Family Stillieidoeyathidae Tinc 1937.

SjjringQt.mema Tayloh 1910

Type species, by original designation: S. faints Taylor ( 1010. p. 155, pi. XIV.
lig. 7S-79). Holotype No. T 1597, "University of Adelaide,

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine. Beltana, South Australia,

Original diagnosis (Taylor. p. 153). "A pipe-like cone with adiamc-ter at the

wider end of about 20 mm. It consists of an outer and inner wall—which are

often papillate—between which extends a series of hexagonal tubes closely packed
together, which radiate from the inner wall like the spokes of a wheel. The tubes

have a diameter of about a millimetre and their axes are horizontal, 'line tube walls

are perforated by fairly large pores which place them in communication with
each other. The central cavity is narrow, . .

."

Present diagnosis. Unfortunately the type specimen is very badly preserved

and the outer wall is missing; the diagnosis is based on the holotype and on
paratypes T 1550, T 155S Which arc of best preservation.

Conical cup, the intervallum of wliich consists of a packing of hexagonal
porous tubes. The axes of the tubes are horizontal and radial from the outer wall

for three-quarters of their length. Then they become narrower and bend down-
wards near the inner wall with a more or less acute angle. The outer wall is made
of the apertures of hexagonal tubes, which are closed by Tods rising bom the

angles and the middle part of skeletal boundaries. These rods bear spherical

granules, which give die outer surface a Tegularly dotted appearance, The inner
wall corresponds to the aperture of the narrow parts of the bending tubes. The
pores are protected by denticular plates, rising from die lower edge of the pores:

when in line, the plates join their neighbours and form an annular-like structure

When in quincunx, the joining could be oblique or interrupted.

Systematic position. Family Syringocnematidac Taylor.

Thaiamoajathus Gordon 19*20

Type species bv elimination by Ting 1937, p. 368: Archaeocyalhus tracheal^

Taylor (1910. p. 125), lectorypc Taylor 1910 : pi. 8, fig. 47 (7-8) cliusen by F.

Dcbrennc (J.969> p, 262) No. T 15,55, University of Adelaide, South Australia.

Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.
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Original diagnosis (Ting J 937. p. 367-368). Korper kegelfbrmig oder zylin-
drisch, klein oder gross, Innenwand fehlt. Den Innenrandern dor Pseudosepten
sitzt cin System von Rinneiiringcn an. Die beiden Seitenrandef der Rinncnrmge
sine! gleieh gut ausgebildet. Die Zapfen, die ihncn an dcr Mitte der Unterseite
ansitzen, sind einfach und gcrade. Die Pseudosepten sind zahlreich-Pseudoboden
iehlen. Balkennetzwcrk kanii vorhunden sein oder fehlen. Die Cattung Thalamo-
cyathus muss daher auf Archaeocyathus trachealis beschrankt bleiben.

Present diagnosis. Conical or cylindrical cups, The outer wall has simple
pores, in aegular quincunx, which could be narrowed outside. Inner wall annular,
V-shaped with an obtuse angle. Radial septa with few or no pores. No pectinate
tabulae (Debrenne 1969b).

^

Discussion. The lectotypc has been chosen amongst Taylor s syntypes because
of its better preservation, and because it agrees with the general conception of
the genus. There arc no pectinate tabulae amongst Taylor's syntvpes. A very badly
preserved specimen (pL 1-1) bears some siliceous granules which could be doubt-
fully regarded as a trace of tabulae. Consequently, Cordonicyathus Zhuravleva
1960 is a junior synonym of Thalumocyalhus,

Systematic position. Family Cycloeyathcllidae Zhuravi^va 1959.

Zonacyathus Bedford and Bedford 1937
Type species by monotypy; A. retevalhim Bedfoed and Bedford (1934, p. 2,

fig. 6). Ilolotype: British Museum (Natural History) S 4147.
Lower Cambrian, Ajax Mine, Beltana. South Australia.
Original diagnosis (K, and J. Bedford 1937, p. 36). "Archaeocyathina with

fine regularly arranged outer wall pores, closely set porous septa and an inner
wall consisting of

'
a reticular mesh of considerable thickness without a defined

porous lamina. . .

"

Present diagnosis (Debrenne 1969a, p, 314). Porous two-walled cups with
non-porous—or lew porous—septa. The outer wall has regular pores. The inner
wall lias branching pore-tubes; the initial tube is located in the middle of each
intcrseptum and then branches so that the secondary tubes open in front of each
Septa. The tubes may lengthen and onrve into the central cavity.

Systematic position, Pfamily Erhmophyllidae Okuliteh 1943.

APPENDIX
Notes on type species of new genera Oricopectinus, Ethmopectimis and

Rozanotncoscmus,

Cricopectinus dentidus gen. sp. nov. Pi. I, fig. 1.

1919—Ethmophyllum dentatum Taylor (pro parte): p. 129, pi XIV, fia;. 89.
Holoiypc: University of Adelaide T 1589 B.
Type-locality; Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.
Age: Tower Cambrian.
Description: as for the genus.

Dimensions:
Cup

Height (pars) 23-5 mm.
Diameter 10-5 mm.
Intervallum 1-62 mm.
Interseptum 0-16 mm.
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Outer wall

Number of pores per interseptum 2
Diameter of pores • 95 mm.
Skeletal partition • 05 mm.
Thickness 0-08 mm.

Inner wall
Number of pores per interseptum 1

Diameter of pores 0-16 mm.
Skeletal partition 0-32 mm.
Thickness 0-8 mm.

Septa
Non-porous except
1 vertical row of pores near the outer wall.

Thickness 08 mm.

Discussion, Only one specimen known. It differs from Cyathocricus dentatus

by the presence of pectinate tabulae,

Ethmopeciinus waited gen. sp. nov. PI. I, fig. 2.

Ilolotype: 86762 Princeton University.

Paratype: 86755 Princeton University.

Type-locality: Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Age: Lower Cambrian.
Description: as for genus.

Dimensions:
Cup

Height (pars)

Diameter
Intervallum
Interseptum
Intcrtabulum
Parietal coefficient

Outer wall
No. of pores per interseptum
Diameter of pores

Skeletal partition

Thickness

Holotype
9 mm.
8 mm.

1-8 mm.
0-21 mm.

unknown (1 tabula)

9

3-4
0-03-0 -05 mm.

0-03 mm.
0-05 mm.

Paratype
11 mm,
12 mm.
2 mm.

0-16 mm.
5*7 mm.

unknown

0-03-0-05 mm
0-03 mm,
0-05 nun.

Inner wall

No. of pores per interseptum 1

Diameter 0-16 mm.
No. of horizontal lamellae per pore 3

Distance between lamellae 0*05 mm.
Thickness of lamellae 0-05 mm.

mm.
1

0-21

5
0-03 mm.
0-03 mm.

Septa
Non-porous except 4 rows of pores near the

outer wall

Diameter of pores 0*03 mm.
Thickness 05 mm.

non-porous

0-05 mm.
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Discussion. Only two specimens known. They differ from lineatw by the

presence of pectinate tabulae. This species is dedicated to Dr. M. R. Walter,

University of Adelaide,

Rozanovicoscinus fonini gen. sp. nov. PL II, fig. L
Holotype: Princeton University 86614.

Type-locality; Ajax Mine, Beltana, South Australia.

Age: Lower Cambrian.
Description: as for the genus.

Dimensions.
Cup

Cup
Height (pars) 60 mm,
Diameter 14-5 mm.
Intcrvallum

along a septa 2-75 mm.
at the middle of furrow 3-15 mm,

Interseptum 1 mm,
Intertabulum 2-3 mm,
Parietal coefficient 2-4

Outer wall

No. of pores per interseptum 6-8

Diameter 0*1 mm
Skeletal partition 0-09-0-1 mm.
Thickness 1 mm

Inner wall
No, of pores per interseptum 2-3

Diameter of pores 0-2 mm,
Skeletal partition 0-1 mm
Thickness 0-20 mm

Septa
No. of pores per intcrvallum 8-10

Diameter of pores 009 mm
Skeletal partition 016 mm
Thickness 0-1 mm.

Tabulae
No. of pores per interseptum 5-8

Diameter of pores 06 mm
Skeletal partition 006 mm
Thickness 0*1 mm

Discussion. Placed by R. and J, Bedford with paratypes of Cadniacyathus
asperatus because of vertical fluting of outer wall; the specimen described above
differs from it by the presence of tabulae and the simplest porosity of inner wall.

This species is dedicated to V. D. Fonin ( Paleontological Institute, Academy of

Science of the U.S.S.R., Moscow).
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Plate 1

1

—

Cricapectinus dentttlus gen. sp. nov.—holotype T 1589 B U.A. X 4-2,

2

—

Ethmopectimts waited gen. sp. nov.—holotype 86762 P.U. X 4-2.

3

—

Glaessnericyathus sigmoideus (Bedford) holotype 86750 P.U. x 4-2.

4

—

Dailycyathus margarita (Bedford) paratype 87215 P.U. x 4-2.

5

—

Dailycyathus margarita (Bedford) holotype 87214 P.U. x 14.
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Plate 2

Fig, 1. Hozanovicoscinus foninl gen. sp. nov. holotype 86614 P.U. X 4-2.
Fig. 2. PalmericyatheUus tabularis (Bedford) holotype 86746 P.U. X 4-2.
Fig. .3. Flindersicoscinus tabidatm (Bedford) holotype 86666 P.U. X 7.



A NEW SPECIES OF PELARGONIUM L'HER. EX AIT.

IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

byRobertF. G. Swinbourne*

Summary

A description is given of a new species of Pelargonium L'Her. ex Ait., P. renifolium sp. nov. in

South Australia. Type specimen is cited and some notes on comparison with P. grossularioides (L.)

L'Her. ex Ait., P. australe Willd. and P. littorale Hugel are made.



A NEW SPECIES OF PELARGONIUM LHER. EX AIT.
IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

by Robioit F. G. Swtnbolune*

SUMMARY
A description is given of a new species of Peltirgnnium LHor. ex Ait.,

P. rt'nifi)lium sp, nov. in South Australia. Type specimen is cited and some notes

on comparison with P. gw$sularioide$ (L.) L'Her- ex Ait, P. australe Willd.

and P. littomle Tlugcl arc made.

INTRODUCTION
During a visit to Mt, Lofty Botanic Garden, the plant here described was

found growing in a newly cleared area of land and duly collected, Examination
revealed it to he a new species not previously described and further investigation

indicated it to be more widespread although previously unrecorded in this state.

Pelargonium renifolium R. Svvinbourne sp. nov.

Ilerbac perennes, diffusac, procumbentcs, radicabus longis, surcularis prompte;

folia rcnifonnia vel eordata, aliquantum lobata, 2-5 cm. longa, supra pilis sparsis,

petiolis usque ad 21 cm. longis; caules florentes usque ad 30 cm. longi, pedunculus
multifloribus, calyx 3 mm., pilis longis sparsis, petala 5, 3 nan, longu, alba vel

pallido-rosca, 2 supcra rubro-maculata cum striis duplicibus, cetera angustiora

cum stria singular], tubus nectarii brevissimus, antherae 5, rostrum fructus usque
ad 2 cm. j semen laeve.

Perennial herbs, irregularly and widely spreading, procumbent, roots long,

suckering readily; leaves reniform to cordate, somewhat lobed. 2-5 cm. long, with

sparse hairs on the upper surface, and with petioles up to 21 cm. long; flowering

stems up to 30 cm. long; peduncle many-flowered; calyx 3 mm. with long

sparse hairs; petals 5, 3 mm. long, white to pale pink, 2 upper spotted red with

2 marks, 3 narrower with single marks, nectary tube very short, anthers 5; fruiting

beak up to 2 cm.; seed smooth.

Range: Moist areas of Mt. Lofty Ranges and south eastern South Australia.

Habitat; Sclerophyll association, sandy loam full of humus, and under
shrubs. Accessible to moisture, in gullies near creeks or run off

areas.

Typification, Holotype; Rhodo Valley, Botanic Garden, Mt. Lofty, R. Hill et

R. Swinhourne 28th August 1969 (Herbarium of Cultivated Plants,

Botanic Garden. Adelaide. South Australia No. 4462.) Herb. No.
AD96947080. (Plate 1.)

DISCUSSION
Material of the plant presently under discussion and that of Pelargonium

Httorale Hugel and P. australe Willd. deposited in the State Herbarium of South
Australia were compared and found to differ in the following characters; both
P. Httorale and P. australe are much more hairy overall than P. renifolium sp. nov.

This new species being almost glabrous approaches P. grosstilariokles (L. ) L'Her.

ex Ait. a complex South African species which however differs in leafshape and
the flowers.

* Botanic Garden, Adelaide.

Trans. B. Soc. S. Aust. (1970), Vol, 94.
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P. grosstilarioides (mentioned by Carolin, 1961) and further discussed by
Moore (1955) has small cordate, dentate leaves and small red-purple flowers,
whereas the leaves of P. renifolktm sp. nov. are more rem'form than cordate and
the flowers though small are white to pink, spotted and marked in deeper colour
on the upper petals. Black (1963) describes P. amirale as a "perennial, the stems
rather stout, sub-erect . . .".; the new species also acts as a perennial but it is a
rather weak, slender stemmed plant. It also has a habit of suckering which is not
recorded in those other species mentioned above

The new species can be keyed among those Pelargonium spp. listed for South
Australia (in Eichler, 1965, p. 198).

(3) Fertile stamens 4-5 Perennial stems short, not succulent.— (Hairs on
the calyx long and spreading-villous)

P. littorale 2
Fertile stamens 4-5

Perennial stems long, nectary tube short not as long as calyx, habit
of suckering from roots, 2 upper petals spotted and marked. ( Hairs
on the calyx long and sparse.

)

P. rcnifolium sp. nov.

Selection of specimens examined at AD.

South Eust B, C Nash 8.XI.1969 "The Turkey Farm", ca. 1-6 km. north of
Nangwarry (AD 96M8270).
Mrs. J, Turner 17.X.1968 Beaehport ca. 27 miles N.W. of Millieent
(AD97G080S9),
R. Swinbourne 20X1969 12 miles north of Coonalpvn (AD
97007446).
T.Davey 20.11.1970 Salt Creek ca. 38 miles south of Meninine (AD
97008090).
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GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE ARCOONA
PLATEAU AND THE TENT HILL REGION, WEST AND NORTH OF

PORT AUGUSTA, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

byC. R. Twidale, Jennifer A. Shepherd and RobynM, Thomson1

Summary

The region between the head of Spencer Gulf and the southern tip of Lake Torrens is occupied by a

series of plateaux and plains. Within this region the geomorphology of the Beda valley and of the

Tent Hill area is described in detail. Remnants of surfaces of low relief of similar ages occur in both

areas. The Arcoona plateau-Tent Hill surface is considered to be of Mesozoic age. The Beda and

Corraberra pediment surfaces, which in places carry silcrete, are probably of middle Tertiary age.

Around Lake Torrens only one Pleistocene- Recent level exists, but near Port Augusta three have

been identified. The ancient land surfaces are preserved by virtue of protective cappings of

quartzite, silcrete and gibber.
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PLATEAU AND THE TENT HILL REGION, WEST AND NORTH OF

PORT AUGUSTA, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

by C. R. Twidale. Jenxifer A. Shepherd and Hobyx \f . Thomson l

SUMMARY
Tht; region between the head of Spencer Gulf and the southern tip of Luk^

Torrens is occupied by a scxfKs of plateaux and plains Within this region the
geomorphology of die Beda valley and of the Tent Hill area is described in detail.

Remnants of surfaces of low relief of similar d£es occur in bodi areas. The
Arcoona plateau-Tent Hill surface is- considered to be of Mesozoic a#e, Tim
Beda and Gorraberra pediment surfaces, which in places carry silcrete, are

probablv of middle Tertiary age. Around Lake Torreas only one Plctstocfnc-
Keeent level exists, but near l

3ort Augusta three have been identified. The ancient
land surfaces arc preserved by virtue of protective tappings of cmartzite, silcrete

and gibber.

INTRODUCTION
In the course of a reconnaissance in late 1967 a hitherto unmapped oecuuence

oi silcrete was noted in the Bcda Valley, near the southern extremity of Lake
Torrens (Fig. 1 )< The stxatigraphie ages of silcretes have been closely determined
i» adjacent areas (Wopfner. 1960; Wopfner and Twidale, 1967). As the geo-

morphic relationship of the plain bearing the silcrete and other erosional and
oppositional plains both in the Beda Valley and in neighbouring regions is quite

clear, the silcrete surface forms an invaluable morphustratigraphic unit, or geo-

morphic time marker, by means of which the relative ages of other surfaces can
readily be established. The Beda Valley and environs were mapped in September
18€S-„ and the mapping units there determined were traced southwards into the

Tent Hill region, to the west and north of Port Augusta, which was surveyed
during 1969.

'"

Beda Valley and Environs

(a) General setting: The Beda valley lies west of the Lake Torrens lineament

(Johns, 1968), and is underlain by essentially flat-lying Precambrian sediments.

They were deposited on the western stable shelf of the Adelaide geosyncline

(Stuart Stable Shelf of Spngg, 1952) but, as they overlap on to die margin of the

resistant Westralian Shield, suffered little or no deformation during the Palaeozoic

orogeny responsible for the Flinders-Mt, Lofty ranges fold belt. The highest

member of the Precambrian sequence in tire Bcda valley area is the Arcoona
Quartzite, a flaggy sandstone which displays cross-bedding in many places.

Beneath the Arcoona Quartidte is a thick sequence of purple shales, glanconitic

in parts, and with intercalations of sandstones, micaceous sandstone and gypsum,

the latter apparently primary.

The Arcoona Quartzite forms a resistant capping and, where it is preserved,

gives rise to prominent plateaux and mesas such as Dutton Bluff and Beda Hill.

The Beda Creek and its several tributaries have breached this caprock and exten-

sively eroded it so that it now occurs only in scattered outliers. The present

morphology of the area is due to the dissection of the caprock and the exposure

i, Department of Geography, University of Adelaide,
2

. This part of the investigation uas supported by a grant from the Royal Society of South
Ntistralia Research and Endowment Fund.

Trans. R. Soc. S. Aust. (1970), Vol. 94.
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of the less resistant strata beneath the Arcoona Quartzite by the Bcda Creek

drainage system.

(b) Morphology: Four distinctive landform assemblages have been identified

and mapped (Fig, 2).

The Arcoona plateau remnants stand some 200 metres above the river chan-

nels in Dutton Bluff (280 m), Cairn Hill, Camp Hill, Lake View and Beda Hill

(200 m). The Arcoona Quartzite buttresses the escarpments, but does not form

the plateau surface: eross-bedded sandstones occur above it, with the result that

the plateaux tops tend to form gentle topographic domes (Fl. 1. Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Location map.

The bounding scarps below the quartzite outcrops are steep and faceted,

with particularly resistant strata supporting prominent structural benches which

are continuous over considerable distances as at Camp Hill and near Sues Gap.

The micaceous sandstones in places display unusual patterns of weathering, and
gnammas or weather pits (see e.g. Twidale and Foale, 1969, p. 79),
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The Arcoona hills occur extensively whore Ihfl massive Arcoona Quartzite
ha?, boon removed by stream erosion. Aerial reconnaissance suggests that near the
western margin of Lake Torreus this is the dominant landform assemblage. The
hills Are low and rolling, with concave-convex sigmoidal slopes of the order of 7°

tu 8° average inclination. Drainage channels are widely spaced and the relief
amplitude is of the order of 50 to 60 m, Outcrops are r'ew. Instead, there is a
virtually continuous cover of stony clay soils which are derived from the shales
and mudstones and which display 'good gilgai development.

The Beda pedhneni is dissected, but extends from the footslope of the
escarpments hounding the Arcoona plateau to the present river valleys where the
toe of the pediment stands 6 to 7 m above the river channels, The surface slopes
vary from 4

C near the scarp foot, to 1' to 2° near the valley axes. In many areas
the former scarp foot between die escarpment and pediment has been dissected
by streams which have exploited the zone of intense and deep weathering com-
monly developed then 1 (Pi. 1, Fig. 2). In the few localities where the dissection has
not yet penetrated, the pediment joins the scarp In a narrow zone of curvature, the
piedmont angle (see Twidalc, 1967).

Fljg. 2 Morphological jimp

Of Beda Valley and piivikhiv

Quartzite lag, comprising mainly small slabs, forms a protective desert pave-
ment Clays derived from the shales below the Arcoona Quartzite display gjlgai on
the middle pediment slopes, but both at the scarp foot and at the toe of the
pediment, silcrete has accumulated (Fig. 3: PI- 1, Figs. 1 and 3). That in the scarp
foot is characteristically in the form of coatings between 0-5 cm and 30 cm thick
around unaltered quartzite blocks; it borders joint planes and in places the
boulders display superficial reversion or dcsilieatiun. The silcrete in the valley
floors, on the other hand, is more massive (up to 2 m thick), is columnar:, con-
tains rounded though faceted pebbles, and h underbill by weathered shales and
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then by unaltered purple shales with gypsum. This topographically lower silerete

Ls either absent or is little developed at the toe of some pediment remnants but

most display the twofold distribution described.

6OOKAIO0 OUNCflEID

B 0»do ptilftlWtll f Tor'cn* twrfece 5 »ilaete P iTliJftJl willi p*bD'*»

Fig- 3. Diagrammatic section of the Bedu pedtmont between Camp Hill and Becla Crcrk.

The Bookaloa dune field consists of fixed red dunes standing up to 6 m above

the interdunc corridors. They arc about 70 in from crest to crest and trend

roughly NNE and SSW in die southwest of the survey area, but to the north run

ENE-WSW. Claypans occur in the interdune eorridors and a few intermittent,

short streams flow to these centres of local drainage along the corridors and in

some instances across the dunes. The dune sand is dominantly siliceous with a

few grains of mica and feldspar; the quartz grains average 0-4 to 0-5 nun and

are rounded to subrounded. Most of the grains have an iron oxide coating.

'Hie dunes overlie the silerete surface in the Beda valley. This relationship

can be observed in many places, as for example a few metres west of the camp-
site (Fig. 2).

The Torrem plain is essentially that associated with the present Beda Creek

tnid its tributaries. The plain is of limited extent being restricted to the channel

of Beda Creek, and the channels and very narrow valleys of its several tributaries.

The channel of Beda Creek is braided and in many places bounded by bluQs up
to 7 m high. Some of these are of silerete and it is clear that in the vicinity of

Ellis Gully (Fig. 2), slight inversion of relief has occurred (Fig, 3). The silerete

of Ellis Gully is alluvial, and this was clearly the old valley floor: the sileretc-

capped plateaux, both to the north and south of the present Ellis Gully, slope

toward tie depression. The present river however flows to the south of the gully,

in the zone not so heavily indurated by silerete. Fields of fixed dunes up to 2 m
high occur in many places. This riverine plain merges with a narrow lowland

bordering Lake Torrens. Here occur coastal foredimes, principally of gypsurn

(kopi dunes) as well as low, isolated mounds and salt flats. The salt surface is in

places underlain by more than 80 m of Quaternary sediments (Johns, 1968).

(c) SecfUftncf; of events: The. Arcoona plateau, the Beda pediment and the

Torrens plain are all surfaces of low7 relief which, since they cut across various

members of the Precambrian sequence, are of erosional origin. The three surfaces

occur at quite distinct elevations and are sepafated by more-or-less steep escarp-

ments, so that the landfonn assemblage presents a stepped appearance. None of

them displays evidence of having been inundated by the sea, by lake waters or

by thick sequences of alluvium. Thus the higher Arcoona surface is evidently of

greater antiquity than the Beda surface, which is in turn older than die Touens
.surface. The latter is of recent age but lack of fossihferous superficial deposits,

genetically associated with the two older plain remnants, precludes the possibility
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of dating them directly. The longitudinal dimes of the Bookaloo field in the Beda
Creek area occur mainly on the Bcda pediment, lliuugh ihev spill over on tn the
Torrcns plain near Beda Hill. Iluis all that eaii be said concerning their age is
that they postdate the period of silcrctc development

In summary the following sequence of events can be reconstructed:

—

1. Erosion of Areoona surface.

2. Major lowering of base-level; stream rejuvenation, ctosioi) oi Beda
pediment; development of sileretc; weathering of scarp foot zoi>e.

3. Accumulation of Bookaloo dune field,

4. Slight negative baselevel movement, dissection of Bcda surface, and
development of narrow Torres plain; local accumulation of dimes, lake
and iJveriae deposits-

-^L£l legcon, mud t!of Okm. 8

Fig. 4. Marphuipgica! map of the TexU Ilill n^iun ( Juration ni Fig. 5 shown;
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The Tent Hill Region

(a) General setting: The Tent Hill region mapped during this investigation

comprises the assemblage of plains and plateaux north and west of Port Augusta

(Fig. 4). Field mapping did not extend south of the Eyre Highway. The Lmd-
form assemblage has evolved on a sequence of flat-lying Preeambrian sediments

which overlap onto the Gawler platform, and which are the approximate equiva-

lents of the sediments of the Reda Creek area and of fee Marinoan beds exten-

sively exposed in the nearby Flinders Ranges.

The sequence includes two prominent resistant sandstones the Simmens
Qnartzite and the Corraberra Sandstone, winch are intcrbedded with siltstones

and shales. The iandform assemblage of the Tent Hill area reflects the disposition

of the sediments and their differential weathering and erosion by streams, which
hove graded to various biLselevcls through geologic*! time,

(b) Morphology: The Tent Hill region consists of a series of stepped erosion

surfaces which cut at lowr angles across the near horizontally disposed strata, and
which are separated in most places by precipitous scarps. The lower surface*

however in some areas merge imperceptibly one with another. The surfaces arc

shown in Fig, 4 and are described in sequeuce from highest to lowest.

The Tent Hill plateau surface is preserved in prominent plateaux, mesas and
buttex (Pi. 2, Figs. 1 and 2) which are sufficiently numerous and widespread to sug-

gest that they arc part of a formerly contiguous surface. The plateaux stand some
250-2fi0 m aliove the principal plains and attain heights 300-330 m above sea level.

Most are capped and protected by Simmeus Quartiite and arc bounded by steep

faceted scarps, many of which display structural benches. In detail no one stratum

caps the plateau; the surface cuts across many Individual beds and is therefore

of erosional Lype,

The steep bounding scarps surrounding the Tent Hill surface lead down to

quite steep debris slopes (inclination 10° to 15°) which merge imperceptibly

with pediments inclined at 3° to £ to the horizontal, though becoming gentler

towrard the axes of the valleys. These smooth, gently sloping pediments, which cut

across various members of the argillaceous sequences, form the Cortnltettv

surface The Corraberra pediment is notable for the silcrete developed diseoii-

tiuuousk upon tt Silcrete has been mapped in adjacent areas lo the. svest

(Dalgamo, Johnson. Forbes and Thomson, 1968) and west and ninth of flesso

fFig. 1), but many of these occuxrences in the Tent Hill region have not |>je-

vionslv bceu recorded. The most massive silcrete occurs on the toes of tike

Corraoerru pediment. Here the silcrete contains small rounded quartzite pebbles

and is probably a silicified alluvium. vSilcrete is also quite well developed in scarp

foot situations as, for example, near Corraberra U.S. and on the southern side of

South Tent Hill. In the latter region H also occurs as long ribbons extending down-
slope from the scarp foot zone along stream beds. In several areas the Onrrabena
pediment is separated from the backing escarpment by scarp foot vallevs (Figs,

lfuido, PI. 2, Fig. 2).

On the long pediment slopes between the scarp foot and the old valley axes,

silcrete is absent. These long, gentle slopes are characterised by the development
of g'tgat and by the surface accumulation of gibber, most of w;lueh consists of

saudslonc fragments,

Where silorele or sandstone underlies the Corraberra pediment, the slopes

bounding the low plateau are steep, though only 4 to 5 n) nigh. But where Hie

gibber forms the surface die bordering slopes are more gentle and the next lower

plion, the Woolshcd pedipLaiu, merges without pronounced break of slope with

(he Corraberra surface.
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Fig. 5. Morphological map of Tent Hill South and the adjacent areas showing the scarp foot
depression developed on its northern and western sides.

TheWookhed pediplainis the most extensive morphological unit in the Tent
Hill region. It has a low inclination (1° to 2°) but nevertheless cuts across
various lithologics. It is smooth and little dissected except near its eastern or
Spencer Gulf margin, and is capped by a veneer of clay and gibber, prominent
constituents of which are quartzite and silcrete. The Woolshcd plain can on this
account be considered a pediplain, though a sharp break of slope at the upper
margin is not everywhere present

As is the case with the Corraberra pediment, there are, within this erosional
surface, areas of local deposition: some are riverine, some aeolian, the latter
taking the form of fixed sand dunes. Gilgai are also widely developed on the
surface and the streams draining this surface have cut deeply into the scarp foot
zone of weathered rock. Near Corraberra H.S. laminated sediments and gypsum
accumulations suggest that there was formerly impedance of local drainage in
such a scarpfoot valley, giving rise to a shallow lake.
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The Woolshcd pediplain is dissected by streams. Most of the resultant valleys

are shallow, but in the east they are deep and V-shaped in cross sccticm, They
open out to a narrow plain bordering the cstuarine northerly extension of Spencer

Gulf. This plain is called the Yorkey surface. It stands 3 to 30 m lower than die

Wotilshed surface. Claypans, including a large one northwest of Port Augusta

(Fig. 4), are well developed on it and there are also fixed dunes.

But the Yorkcy surface has also suffered dissection and a narrow flat borders

the estuary—die Spencer surface. It is some 6 to 7 m lower than the narrow

Yorkey plain and displays mainly depositional forms, though there are some

narrow erosional plains. Many of 'the cstuarine and riverine deposits have been

blown into dunes, and various areas of the cstuarine flats have been isolated to

form quite large lagoons.

(e) Sequence of events: The several planate surfaces described all cut across

various and varied members of the Prceambrian sedimentary sequence and ;u
Je

therefore essentially erosional in character. There has been considerable deposition

on the Spencer surface, but apart from this, there is no evidence of incursions of the

sea since the development of the surfaces. They can, therefore, be regarded as a

stepped series in which the higher surfaces are of greater antiquity than the lower.

The dunes which occur on the Woolshcd, Yorkey and Spencer surfaces are not

necessarily of similar age, all that can be said at present is that they Formed subse-

quent to the erosion of the surfaces on which they stand. Thus the following

sequence of events can be proposed:

—

1. Erosion of Tent Hill plateau.

2. Deep erosion of streams and valleys, erosion of Corraberra pediment,

patchy development of silcrcte, and marked weathering of scarp foot

zone.

3. Slight stream rejuvenation, denudation of Corraberra pediment over wide

area, and extensive development of Wnolsbed pediplain; erosion of scarp

foot valleys.

4. Moderate stream incision, and development of narrow plam along Gulf

shore—the Yorkey surface.

5. Stream rejuvenation to level probably lower than that of present ocean

surface.

6. Hise of svalcvel, development of narrow plain in association with this

level, and infilling of the arm of the sea—the Spencer surface.

It is to be emphasised that each of these stream rejuvenations continued its inland

extension even after the next phase of incision had been initiated. Thus the

surfaces continue to extend, the lower surfaces growing and migrating inland at

the expense of the next higher. Hence, though the scarp foot valleys were pre-

pared by localised weathering during the Corraberra period, and were first ciod<xl

during the Woolshed development, they continue to be extended; in this way, the

area of both the Tent Hill and Corraberra surfaces continues to be. reduced.

Den tula t ion Chronolo^y

(a) General remarks: A comparison of the surfaces of the Bcda Valley and of

the Tent Hill region strongly iuggests that, thouuh the latter region displays

surfaces of limited extent close to the present sealevel and additional to those

which occur in the former, the two areas have much in common, In particular the

Arcoona and Tent Hill surfaces, and the Beda and Corraberra surfaces, appear

equivalent. The Beda and Corraberra surfaces both bear silcrete, which can be

traced, albeit discontinuonsly, between the two study areas. Thus some 3 km east
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of Buokaloo R.S., within the Bookaloo dune field, silcrcte is exposed in the Beda
Creek track. Again, about I km south of Hesso H.S. sandstone exposed in a low
plateau standing some 7 to 8 tn above the plain level displays heavy surficial

siltclficatjon and silcrcte coatings. It thus seems probable that the silcrcte of the

Beda and Coroibetra surfaces is part of the same development, and can therefore

ho used as a stratigraphic marker.
(b) Age of silcrete: It is just as important that the silcrete allows die only
possibility of dating die surface un which it occurs, thus providing a time marker
in the relative sequence of events.

Extensive sheets of silcrete occur in the northeast of South Australia and the

adjacent areas of Queensland. There it is developed on strata which include the
Winton Formation of upper Cretaceous and lower Tertian, age. Thus, the silcrcte

postdates the earliest Tertiary. On the other hand, the folded and dissected silcrcte

surface is in several places overlain by equivalents of the Etadunna Formation;

the i;ge of this Formation is problematic, though* in all likelihood, it is Pliocene.

Thus the silcrete so widespread in central Australia developed in the middle
Teitiary { Wopfner, 1963; Wopfner and Twidule, 1967).

This stratigraphically determined date was apparently confirmed by radio-

metric darings of a dolcrite dyke alleged to intrude silcrcte near Roma in south-

eastern Queensland (Langford-Smith. Dury and McDougall. 1966); subsequent
investigations, however, suggest that the siratigraphic relations of die two are

questionable and that the significance of the 22-7 million years determined as the

ago of the dyke is unclear so far as the silcrcte is concerned (Exon, Milligan and
Day, 1967). A middle Tertiary silcrete has also been reported from the northern

Willochra basin, in the southern Flinders Ranges (Twidale. 1966), the evidence
again being stvatigraphie.

Another silcrcte of limited areal extent and of Pleistocene age has been
reported from the urea west of Lake Eyre ( Wopfuer and Twidale. 1967) , It differs

from the Tnain> massive silcrete of central Australia in that the latter consists of

quartz fragments and crystals set in a matrix of finely divided quartz while the

matrix of the younger rock is opaline. It is reasonable and conceivable that all

silcretcs were originally opaline but that, with the passing of time, crystalline

structure developed.

Both thin-section examination and X-ray diffraction show all the silcretcs of

the Bcda and Conraberra surfaces to be wholly quartzitic. Thus all date from the
middle Tertiary—probably Miocene—and indicate that the surfaces on which
they are preserved arc also approximately of this age.

(c) Ages of erosion surfaces and correlations; As the Bookalon dunes rest upon
the silcrete without themselves showing signs of secondary silicifkation, they, like

the Torrens plain in the Beda Creek area, and the Woolshed, Yorkey and Spencer
surfaces in the Tent Hills region, must postdate the middle Tertiary.

The Arcoona and Tent Hill surfaces, on the other hand, being higher, must
be older than the middle Tertiary. The crucial evidence is reported by Johns
( 19b>> pp. 7-13). The basal lacustrine sediments beneath the present bed of I .ake

Tonens, resting on folded Cambrian Strata, are, on the evidence of their con-
tained plant fragments, of Eocene ago, Though the Torrens lineament is an
ancient structure, stratigraphic evidence from beneath the present bed of I ate
Torrens suggests that a phase of dislocation began in the Eocene, and continued
through to the (?) Miocene. It seems likely that the major stream rejuvenation

and dissection of the Arcoona plateau was initiated by faulting in the Eocene.
Dissection of the broad valleys and the development of the Beda surface during
the early Tertiary (Eo<ene-?Mit)cene) contributed sediment to the lake then
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occupying all, or part, of the Torrens sunkland. The Areoona surface Is thus
essentially of lute Mesozoic age.

Mesozoic surfaces border the Great Artesian Basin on its western side in the
Pcake and Denison Ranges, in the Granite Downs urea (Wopfner and Twidalr,
1967), in the ranges of central Australia (Mabbutt, 1965) and in northwest
Queensland (Twidale, 1956). The Arcoona plateau-Tent Hill surface is probably
part of this ancient land .surface. The plateau surface, no doubt of similar ago,
extends south of the Tent Hill region to Whyalla and beyond, and can also be
extrapolated into the. Gawler Ranges, where it forms a summit surface. This con-
clusion is confirmed by the observed westward extension of equivalents of die
Beda and Coxrabcrra surfaces into the valleys and plains of the Gawler Range*.
Diftenjnrjal.Mibsurface weathering and preparation of inselbergs on Eyre Penin-
sula occurred beneath this Mesozoic surface, which is much earlier than has
previously been supposed (see Twidalc, 1962).

It is suggested above that the disruption of the Arcoona plateau and the
initiation of the Tonem sunklarid were simultaneous events caused bv down-
faulting on the eastern side of the Torrens lineament. The erosion of the Beda
surface with its associated silcrete and oF its southerly equivalent, the Corraberra
su? face, had occurred by the end of the Miocene, presuming this to be the age of the
silerere, This coincides with the presumed end of Tertiary lacustrine sedimentation
in Lake 'torrens. Rejuvenation followed. Earth movements may again be respon-
sible, as Pliocene or pre-Plioccnc faulting along the Lincoln lineament, a complex
fault /.one linked to the Torrens lineament, has been suggested by Miles (1952), In
the Lalce Torrens area this caused renewed infilling of the depression, n process
which has continued to the present time,

This later phase of tcctonism may have initiated the development of the
Woolshed pedipluin in the Port Augusta region. In appearance and location with
respect to the mid Tertiary sileretc surface, the Woolshed surface is very similar

to the gypsite surface extensively developed in the Lake Eyre basin (Wopfner
and Twidale. 1967) and the two surfaces may be equivalent. However, in llns

southern area, because of its proximity to the sea, surfaces were developed
additional to those represented in the Beda valley. They were associated widr
Pleistocene glacio-eustatic movements of sealevel, but it is not possible to be more
precise. Reliance on vertical differences between surfaces is rendered dubious by
the possibility of recurrent fault dislocation along the Torrens and Lincoln
lineaments. Thus the Yorkey surface cannot be precisely dated simply by match-
ing its present elevation with an appropriate alleged high Pleistocene scalevcJ.

The Spencer surface is largely depositional and the amount of infilling, and hence
the degree of sealevel lowering implied, is not known. All that can be said of
the Yorkey and Spencer surfaces is that they are of Quaternary age.

Slope processes and behaviour

The preservation of the>c- erosions! surfaces, two of which are of great
antiquity, is due to their hard cuppings which induce a particular slope mor-
phology and behaviour.

Each of tire plana le erosion surfaces of the Beda valley and Tent Hills regions
bean a capping, the nature and effectiveness of which varies from surface to surface
and from place to place upon the surfaces, but which in all cases exerts a protective
function. These resistant cappings are of three types: —

1. Quartzites such as rhe Arcoona QuRitzitc in the Beda valley and envuotu
and the Simmons Quartzite in die Port Augusta region.

2. Silcrctc.
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a. Accumulations of more-or-!ess coarse stone
:
the well-known gibber. In the

Beda region, the gibber consists predominantly of platy sandstones with

desert varnish as well as quartzite fragments. These stones arc concen-
trated as surface layers and originate in several ways:

(a) They may form as a result of mass movements on slopes (creep,

slides, flows, avalanches), which cause coarse debm to migrate from
exposures on the scarp slope and spread on to the upper pediment
slopes.

(b) They may be derived from the weathering of bedrock; the coarser

fraction may be relatively concentrated, due to the removal of fines

from the surface by wind and running water.

(c) The wetting and drying of clays results in expansion and contraction

and the development of gilgai (see e.g. Hallswovth, Gibbons and
Robertson, 1955). During wetting and expansion both fines and
coarse debris are thrust upwards, but when, after desiccation, crack-

ing takes place, only the fines can return to depth down the com-
paratively narrow fissures, so that the fragments remain at the surface
(Springer, 1955).

These cuppings in varying degree protect the land surfaces on which they

occur. The quartzites and silcretes are more effective in this respect than is the
fibber, but even the latter is more resistant than the shales and siftstones beneath
it. The cappings also influence slope morphology and behaviour, The presence of

a resistant capping of quartzite or silcrete ensures the development of a bluff and
hence of a faceted slope. The quart/ites are commonly underlain by .siftstones or

shales, the silcrete by weathered sediments which are part of the silcrete weather-
ing profile. Thus weathering and erosion vt the upper part of the slope, where
the resistant strata outcrops, and the lower, underlain by weaker beds, are greatly

in contrast. The lower slope,, beside* being built of inherently weaker beds, suffers

marked weathering and erosion of the scarp foot (Twidale. 1962, .1967) which is

consistently worn back and regraded, causing the subsequent undermining of the

hard stratum at the bluff This is manifested in (he development of caverns, in

the gradual unbutnessing of joint blocks in the bluff, in the downslope flowage

of materials like gibber and, in general, on the. collapse and recession of the bluff.

The undermining and collapse of the bluff leads to a particular mode of

development of the debris slope. Below the points at which a bluff has collapsed,

detritus from the bluff spreads out over the debris slope. The fragments derived

from the bluff are coarse, and protect the soft rocks of the debris slope, while
erosion, principally in the form of rcgressivelv eroding gullies, occurs on the

unprotected sectors between these veneers of gibber. But this leads to the bluffs

being undermined in new areas, to their collapse, and to the hitherto unprotected

areas of slope being protected. Meanwhile, the earlier veneers have suffered

weathering; and the washing out of fines causes the eventual downslope move-
ment of the coarse fragments, so that these protected zones are again vulnerable

to gullying and recession. In this way the focus of attack switches from place to

place on thedebns slope, and hence on the bluff. The process, which was described

3D years ago by Kirk Bryan (1940) was called by him guUu gwvttre. Its effect is

particularly well displayed beneath the silcrete capping in Ellis Gully, and beneath
the gibber veneer in Swallow Cliffs, both in the Bcda Valley (PI. 2, Fig 3).

Thus, because of the particular slope budget (Tricart, 1957; Twidale, I960)

which prevails in these localities* faceted slopes tend to be developed and main-
tained, as long as the resistant capping persists. Slope retreat or recession which
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is dominant in such lithologicaL, structural and climatic environments continues
until such time as the hard capping lias been eliminated. Once this has been
achieved, the bluff disappears, as has occurred in the Sugar Loaf, in the Tent Kill
region, and slope decline becomes prevalent, as in the Arcoona hills region, unless
or until the concentration of lag or gibber becomes sufficiently marked to produce
a new protective veneer.

But because of the prevalence of scarp retreat, ancient erosion surfaces are
preserved arid are prominent features of the present land surface.
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GEOMOBPHOLOGY OF AKCOONA PLATEAU AND TENT HILL REGION

Plate 1

Fig. 1. Panorama west from camp site (see Fig. 2). Note the domed plateau of Camp Hill

(part of the Arcoona plateau—A); intense weathering, particularly the development
of silcrete, beneath the toe of the pediment which represents the Beda surface (B) and
of which Ellis Hill is part; and the lowermost or Torrens surface (T) which takes in

the present channel of Beda Creek. (Photo. C. R. Twidale.)

Fig. 2. Scarp foot valley on the east side of Camp Hill, with Jans Nob and Jennies Flattop on
the right horizon, The patches of white beneath the three residual hills indicates

intense weathering. (Photo C. R. Twidale.)

Fig. 3. Silcrete profile exposed in Ellis Gully: columnar silcrete (C) is underlain by kaolinised

rock (K) which, atypieally, contains calerete nodules. This is in turn underlain by
bedrock (B). (Photo. C. R. Twidale.)

Plate 2

Fig. 1. Surfaces of low relief near Corraberra H.S. Note the scarp foot depression at die head
of the Corraberra surface, (Photo. Robyn M. Thomson.)

Fie. 2. Panorama of Tent Hill South, seen from the southwest (see Fig. 5). Note the plateau

level of the Tent Hill surface (A), the pediment remnants of die Corraberra surface

(B) and the moat or gutters formed bv the strong scarp foot erosion of intensely

weathered bedrock. These scarp foot valleys represent the Woolshed surface. (Photo,

C. B. Twidale.)

Fig. 3. Swallow Cliffs, near die mouth of Beda Creek, showing a stage in the operation of

gully gravure. The superficial layer of river gravels (G) has in several places been
undermined through the development of gullies in the soft shales exposed in the cliffs

below. Hence gravel has poured down and partially filled these gullies (a), which are

thus protected against erosion. The exposed shales (b) on the minor divides between
gullies are more vulnerable and in future these will be eroded, gullies will form, the

gravel will be undermined and will pour into the newly created depressions located

between the present small valleys. (Photo. C. R. Twidale.)
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PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL LIMNOLOGY OF THE BLUE LAKE OF
MOUNT GAMBIER, SOUTH AUSTRALIAf

BYA. TAMULY*

Summary

The Blue Lake at Mount Gambier occupies an area of 0-603 Km2
(= 149 acres) at water level, and

holds on the average, a volume of 36-8 million m3
(= 8090 million gallons) of freshwater. The mean

and maximum depths of 61 and 77 metres are typical of the regular bowl-shaped basin, which

resulted from the collapse of a volcanic crater about four thousand years ago. Indications of

groundwater recharge and a daily passage of about 0-45 million m (= 100 million gallons) of

freshwater through the lake are still tentative.

The change in water colour in November coincides with a Secchi Disk transparency of about 58%
of that in September, and with an appreciable oxygen-deficit throughout the water column.

Although the lake waters contain an equilibrium concentration of calcium, the ionic product never

exceeds the solubility product of calcite at the observed pH and water temperature. This chemical

state in water precludes precipitation of calcium carbonate, and as such, the change in water colour

cannot be consequent to carbonate precipitation in the summer season. It is suspected that the blue

colour is caused by fluorescence of dissolved organic matter, probably of allochthonous origin,

which builds up seasonally in the upper layers of the lake waters.
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BLUE LAKE OF MOUNT GAMBIER,

SOUTH AUSTRALIA!

by A. Tamely*

SUMMARY
The Blue Lake at Mount Gambler occupies an area of 0603 Km'J (= 149

acres) at water level, and holds on the average, a volume nf 36*8 million m3

(
- 8090 million gallons) of freshwater. The mean and maximum depths of 61

and 77 metres axe typical of the regular bowl-shaped basin which resulted from
the collapse of a volcanic crater about four thousand years aua Indications of

groundwater recharge and a daily passage of about 0-45 million in3 (~ 100
million gallons ) of Freshwater through the lake are still tentative.

The change in water colour in November coincides with a Secchi Disk
transparency of about 53% of that in September;, and with an appreciable
oxygen-deficit throughout the water column. Although die lake waters contain

an equilibrium concentration of calcium, the ionic product never exceeds the

solubility product of calcite at the observed pH and water temperature. This
chemical state in water precludes precipitation of calcium carbonate, and as

such, the cbangi3 in water colour cannot he consequent to carbonate precipitation

in the summer season. Jt is suspected that the blue colour is caused by fluores-

cence of dissolved organic matter, probably of allochtbonous origin, which builds

tip seasonally in the upper layers of the lake waters.

INTRODUCTION
The Blue Lake in the Mount Gambier district of South Australia (37 °50'S,

140
D46'E) is known for its seasonal change of colour: grey during winter, a

luminous blue during summer. The transition from grey to blue about November
each year occurs quite suddenly, compared to the gradual reversal to grey from
mid-summer until April, Several theories, including inorganic precipitation of
calcium carbonate and a redox reaction of a plant dye, have been suggested to

account for the blue colour, but lack of experimental evidence throws some doubt
upon the validity of any of these theories. The present paper reports the pre-
liminary results of an investigation prompted by the lack of such evidence.

The hydrogeology of the region around Mount Gambier was described by
Fenner (1921 ) and Ward ( 1941 ). Limited chemical information on the Blue Lake
was also published by Bayly and Williams (1964). The limnology of this minute
caldera is virtually unknown. In order to study some of the important aspects, the
author visited the Blue Lake in September and November of 1967, and again in

January and July of 1968.

PHYSICAL LIMNOLOGY
a* Earlier Studies

Fenner (1921) and Ward (1941) pointed out that the Blue Lake was
recharged via a direct contact with groundwater in the Tertiary and Pleistocene
rocks and that there was a high degree of correlation between the cumulative
rainfall and the lake level. Beaney (1957) brought the results up to date with a
correlation coefficient of 0-85. The results of Bayly and Williams (1964) are
informative, yet insufficient, to describe the seasonal regime in the lake. These

* The Horace Lamb Centre for Oceanographies! Research, The Flinders University of
t>outh Australia, Bedford Park, South Australia.

i Research Paper No. 28 of the Horace Lamb Centre.

Trans. K. Soc. S. Aust (1970), Vol. 94.
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authors expressed similar views with regard to direct contact with the ground-
water, and reported that the annual marine atmospheric cycle largely determined
the relative ionic proportions of salts in the lake. As a result, the lake waters on
analysis rendered a relatively different composition to the surrounding ground-

water.

Periodical analysis of lake water for the variation of tritium content may
provide a basis to verify a number of critical facts as regards the source of

recharge water and its movement in time and space.

U

BATHYMETRIC MAP

BLUE LAKE.MT GAMBIER

MtTrtr:; __-«.-
.i. ..... b is; m

Kig. 1. Bathyinetric map of the Blue Lake, with location of temperature and water sampling

staLions. Depths in metres. This map was originally constructed by the Department of Interior.

b. Morphometry
The morphometric data were calculated according to the procedure given

by Hutchinson (1957) from a bathyrnetric map of the Blue Lake (Fig. 1), This

was constructed by the Department of Interior in collaboration with the Horace
Lamb Centre of the Flinders University of South Australia. Soundings were
taken about 50 m apart, from which contours were drawn at 10 m intervals to a

depth of 60 m, then at 5 m intervals to the bottom. For the purpose of calculation.,

the area at the maximum depth of 77 m was considered as zero.

Morphometric terms (following Hutchinson, 1957)

Az — area at each contour in m2
, by planimetry,

Am == mean area between two successive contours in m-,

VB
— volume between two successive contours in nv\
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VP* — progressive volume between two successive contours in m 3
, by summing

up the Vz terms,
Z = depth in m,
Zai — maximum depth in m,
Z = mean depth in m,
Z,. — depth of the deepest point in the lake below sea level in in,
D v = development of volume, ratio of the mean to die maximum depth.

Results

The principal morphometry features of the lake arc sel out in Tabic 1.

TABLE l

z A t .10
s A 10 a

603
10 588 596
20 567 578
30 544 556
40 517 530
50 4B2 500
60 131 457

8
378 404
270 324

75 79 175
77 39

77

Z

61

V,.10» VPj.lO 3

5,860 36,760
5,780 30,800
5,680 25.020
5,300 19,460
5,000 14,160
4,570 9.160
2.020 4,590
1,620 2,570
875 951
79 79

61-6 0-79

The area of the lake at water level is 0-603 Km3 (149 acres) and its volume
capacity, 36-8 x 10« m s (8090 x 10® gallons; cf. Ward. 1941; 170 acres, i

8000 X 10° gallons).

trie

and

c. Temperature

Measurement and results

Measurements were taken at 5 stations (Fig. 1). The stations and 5 were
worked at more regular intervals than stations 1, 2 and 3, Vertical temperatures
in situ were obtained from the readings of a Negretti and Zambra protected
reversing thermometer. Overnight temperatures were not recorded. The results in
this study (Fig. 2) are, however, considered to represent typical averages over a
24-hour period. Fig. 3 was constructed by interpolation to show the monthly
variation of surface water temperatures T >v . The air temperatures. Ta for the same
period are also included hi the figure.

Discussion

As shown in Fig. 2, thermal stratification begins after September, becomes
prominent in November and increases further in January. Until September, the
lake is isothermal. It may be seen from Fig. 3 that the surface water temperature
has a maximum in February, when the stratification probably is strongest.

The maximum temperature gradient in January occurs between 15 and 35 m
depth. The rate of fall hi temperature is 0-24°C per metre, far less than Birgcs
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TEMPERATURE °C

16 17 18 19

Fig. 2. The variation of

temperature with
depth of the Blue
Lake.

FIG 2
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Fig. 3. The seasonal varia-

tion of surface tem-
perature of the Blue
Lake and mean air

temperature.

Fig. 4. The rate of change
of temperature as a
function of depth in

the Blue Lake.
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(1897) defined gradient of ^ 1°C per metre for a thcrmocline* Such a gentle
thermal gradient may be the result of the large D v , 0-79 in the Blue Lake.

According to the Bronsted and Wesenberg-Lund (1911) concept, the plane
of the therxnocJine lies at 20-25 m in November and shifts to 25-30 m in January
(Fig. 4) f The temperature falls at the rate of 16°C and 0*30°C per metre,
respectively.

Ertel (1954) proposed that the inflexion point of the thermal curve is dis-
plaeed to a greater depth in the course of the heating period. This implies thai
the observed inflexion point at 20 m in November (Fig. 2) would be displaced to

a depth of 20 X /i|i ^ 29 metres

in January which, in fact, is comparable with the depth of the plane of the
thcrmocline at 25-30 m (Fig. 4). The numbers 61 and 131 correspond to the
elapsed time in days between 15th September, when the lake was isothermal and
15th November and 25th January, respectively.

d. Energy-Budget

Methods and related data

The characteristic heat-terms (Welch, 1952) for the lake, which enter the
following equation

(;
Hutchinson, 1957) were computed from the present series of

observed data aud from some earlier radiation measurements:

Qv ±Qv = Qe + Qh ±Q t . , . (2-1)
Recorded data obtained from a Funk-tvpc (1959) net radiometer exposed over
grassland near Mount Cambier (CS.l.R.O., Div. Soils, Adelaide, data for 1963-5)
were corrected to the differences of temperature and albedo between lake and
atmosphere to obtain net radiation, Q ri above the lake surface. Q f , the change in
the potential (stored) heat was estimated from the data in Table 1 and Fig. 2,

Evaporation E was calculated from the Dalton-type equation (Sverdrup, 1937,
-tc/(3l )

E -0-0024 (ew — cn ) V ... (2-2)
and was then converted to QH> the evaporative heat in the lake eiv and e

fl
arc

vapour pressures at the surface water temperature T- and air temperature %,
respectively (Fig. 3). V stands for the wind speed, while the bulk aerodynamic
coefficient, 0-0024.. was that obtained from a number of extensive studies on
evaporation in lakes (Anderson et al., 1950; Budyko ct at, 1954; U.S. Geological
Survey, 1954a, 1958; Bruce and Rodgers, 1959; Webb, 1960).

The quantity Q„ or the sensible heat was obtained from the product of CL
and the Bowen ratio, £ (Bowen, 1926):

Q>l=£-Qn . . . (2-3)
Individual values of for each month were calculated using the surface water
temperature Tw , air temperature Ta (Fig. 3), and ew and eu at these temperatures.
The barometric pressure, P, at Mount Cambier, was assumed to remain at 1000
rnb throughout the year. The following equation was used to calculate /J (Sutton,
1953 )

:

fj
= 0-61 I

T
" ~ T»

I —L- (o.A)

The advcctlve heat, Qv , was found by difference from (2-1),
Local meteorological data were substituted for the quantities T

ft
(eu ) and V

in Equations (2*4) and (2-2).
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Fig. 5. Heat content of flip
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Fig. 6. The components of

the energy budget
of the Blue Lake.

Results and discussion

Monthly values of Qt hi the lake were read from Fig. 5 which shows the total

stored heat for the experimental period of 12 months. The energy-budget is

graphically presented in Fig. 6.

The 'calculations provide a model energy-budget which is likely to be

improved later with additional observational data. A radiation map of the lake

would be useful if these studies are to be refined. Use of the empirical coefficient

0-0024 in (2-2) is an assumption yet to be tested by experiment. It is found that

the estimate of the lake evaporation E by equation (2-2) closely agrees with

that computed from Class "A" evaporimeter pan results for Mount Gambier

(Bureau of Meteorology Bulletin 44, 1961); for a period of 9 months (data

available for Class "A" pan), these are 1225 mm and 1166 mm respectively.

The advecrive component in Fig. 6 is significantly large at least for the

summer months. A Q v of 150 cal. cm." 2 day" l amounts to an equivalent under-

ground discharge of nearly 0-82 million ma of water per day, if the inflow is to

change the lake temperature by 1°C; for a change of 2°C, the inflow would be

0*41 million m3 a day. An advectcd subterranean flow at this rate may persist in

the Blue Lake. It is reported (Ward, 1941) that a large outflow of freshwater to

the sea of the order of 0-32-0-38 million m 3 a day occurs from the nearby springs

at Ewen Ponds.
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e. Liglit Penetration

A Secchi disk of 30 cm diameter and twice coated with a flat white paint
was used to study the transparency of the lake water. The mean of the depths of
disappearance and reappearance of the disk observed under a shade was recorded
as the depth of visibility, D. The extinction characteristics were then found from
an empirical approximation (Poole and Atkins, 1929), by which the extinction
coefficient k is defined by

k =
1-7

D (2-5)

Lambert-Beer's law -r = %—W* (2-6)

where T =- observed light iutensity at depth d ? and I = incident light intensity,

relates k to the concentration c of any material that produces turbidity in the
medium and, therefore, regulates the depth of visibility D. A derived form of
Equation (2-6) k = (4-6/d' ) — -03

c •(2*0
is used to determine c (Verduin, 1959). In general, d', the depth of 1% surface
light or the limit of the euphoric depth, is taken as equal to 3-4 times the Secchi
disk transparency D (Riley, 1965). A comparable, but more precise value of d'
is derived from the Lambert law I, = t&r** , where ± is the depth and k the
extinction coefficient The value of d' can also be determined by measuring 1%
surface light with a submarine photometer. The value of 0-03 in the above
equation is introduced to account for the extinction by pure water alone.

Light observations with a Secchi disk provided useful information with
regard to the optical properties of the lake water. The seasonal variation of the
depth of visibility D, and hence that of the extinction coefficient k, indicated that
an influx of additional material to the lake occurred just at the onset of summer.
The measurements of the two quantities given in Table 2 imply nearly a 50%
reduction of D, increasing k from a value of 0- 1133 to 0* 2125 immediatefy'after the
blue coloration around mid-November. Later measurements tend to confirm that
D increased gradually in keeping with the lake becoming progressively grey
following the approach of autumn and winter.

TABLE 2

Optical prop&rtut* n-nd 8ty&pzH$md9 and dissolved material

TUne Colour 1) k c

Sept. 1967
Nov. 1967
Jan. 1968
July 1968

Grey
Blue
Blue
Gray

lif-fitt

H*thti

12 -5m
14-Ora

0-1133
0-2125

0*68 p.pjn.
0*80 p.p.nu

D, dopth of visibility k, extinction coefficient c, au.spemsuida and dissolved material

The extinction coefficient k determines the amount of light absorbed and
scattered by water (k for pure water = 0-035) and by matter present in water;
thus a k of 0-1133 in September implies an attenuation of the incident sunlight
by about 31% by water find 69% by matter held in water: in November, for a k
of 0-2125, the attenuation is altered to 16-5% and S3-5%, respectively.
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CHEMICAL LIMNOLOGY
A number of chemical and related parameters were investigated both in the

field and by bench analysis of water samples. The samples (1-2 litres) were
collected in black, high density polyethylene containers, Certain interacting

characteristics are discussed together, with a view to understanding the lake's

chemistry in terms of simple equilibria.

Methods

a. Dissolved oxygen

Water samples collected by a Nansen bottle were analysed in the field

polarographically by a WFRL Dissolved Oxygen Meter A1672, using a wide-bore
dropping.mercury electrode in conjunction with an Ag-AgCl standard ( Briggs

and Knowlcs, 1958, 1961). The method has a standard deviation of 0-06 p.p.m.,

and the determinations at the sample pll arc virtually free from chemical inter-

ferences of a large number of cations and anions usually present in lake waters.

The percent saturation of oxygen was calculated from the generally accepted

formula.

%((),)^-100(0o)/(02 ) stlt , .... (3-1)

where (Oa) ~ measured oxygen concentration, and (Oj) f;a t = equilibrium oxygen
concentration.

The oxygen consumption in the lake waters was expressed in terms of

RedfiekTs (1942) apparent oxygen utilisation (A.O.U. )
given by

A.O.U. = (02 ) sflf — (OV). . . . (3-2)

The measured oxygen concentration (Oj) was read directly off the Dissolved

Oxygen Meter in p.p.m. Published tables ( Montgomery et al.., 1964) were
consulted to obtain (0^)j, :i t at the relevant temperature of water and 1013 mb
pressure. A few oxygen measurements may have involved an element of error

(10%) due to instrumental malfunction.

b. Colloidal matter

The technique of Tyndall scattering was applied to the detection of sub-

stances present in the colloidal state, The intensity of light scattered from filtered

samples (double Whatman No. 42) was measured in the laboratory in the

arbitrary scale of a galvanometer; in this way, waters of different origin were
compared with regard to the relative presence of scattering matter.

The light scattering measurements were made with an EEL Nephelometcr

in which a 12v-4Sw globe was used as a source of incident white light. The
angular distribution of the scattered light at < 45 Q

, < 90° and < 135° to an
incident monochromatic beam (Hg-vapour lamp, A = 5160 A) was examined
further, from another set of measurements on water samples with a Sofica Photo-

Gonio Diffusometer.

c. pH
A battery-operated Coleman pH-meter Model 37A was used in conjunction

with a Tri-purpose combination electrode for the determination of pfT Samples

were analysed soon after collection and at ambient room temperature. A week's

collection of surface waters preceding 15th November, 1967 were also tested in

order to follow closely the pH regime and its variation during the final stages of

the lake's transition from grey to a blue colour.
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d. Major and minor elements

Total solids were obtained by weighing dry matter left from evaporating

aliquots of water samples (300 ml) in platinum dishes. A qualitative elemental
survey of the lake water was made by emission speetrographie method of analysis

in which a compact mixture of equal parts of the dry residue and graphite powder
was burned as anode by D.C. arc excitation. The spectrographs plate was then
compared with a standard plate containing the spectral lines of the respective

elements under consideration.

Among the major cations in die lake water, only calcium was determined by
flame photometry (EEL) of the lake water acidified to a pH of about 6. A small

number of samples were analysed for traces of copper, cobalt and nickel by a

combined technique of chelation (0-5% Na-diethyldithioearbamate), solvent

extraction { Methylisobutylketontv, volume reduction iZOX) and atomic absorption

spectrophotometry.

e. Dissolved organic matter

Soluble organic matter of indeterminate composition occurs in all natural

waters. Inese substances usually result from degradation of particulate organic
matter, and also as metabolites and faecal products of living organisms. One
specific class of organic compounds is known to exist in a chemically stable form
as fluorescing substances in solution. The chemical route of formation of these

substances is still obscure, although their presence in natural waters has been
reported by several workers ( Mcrkcr, 1931; Kalle, 1938, 1939. 1949, 1962; Hut-
chinson, 1957; Welch, 1952; Duursma, 1965).

The development of effective analytical techniques (extraction; chromato-
graphy) to isolate these substances non-destructivcly and to identify them remains
as problematic as ever. The fluorescence characteristics, in particular, may be
used to reveal at least in a qualitative manner the existence of organic matter in

one form or another. With this assumption in view, initially an ultraviolet

absorption spectrum ( 2(KK)A-3(HX)A ) of the lake water was obtained on a Perkin-

Elmer SP 800 spectrophotometer. Rather symptomatic information was gathered
on a relative scale by analysing filtered waters with an "Eppendorf" Photometer
for fluorescence characteristics at the selected wavelengths of 3020A-3660A,
4050A-4360A and 5460A, respectively.

TABLK 3

Total Bolidx in p.p.m.

Depth, in. September October November

378 390 372

w — — :u4

fcs 380 — 3U

20 — — 369

50 378 — 379

Ward (1941)

Surface

May
413

June

394

December

360
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Results and discussion

The seasonal increment of c (cf. Table 2) by about 0-1 p.p.m. appears to be
due rather to soluble than solid matter of super-colloidal dimension (^10'A).
The total solids in the lake water were found to be systematically less during die
summer season; the results in Table 3 agree with those given by Ward (1941).

The present series of nephelometric measurements (EEL) hardly suggest a
periodical increase of colloidal matter (size: 10A to 104A) which may diffract

sunlight and produce a blue colour in the lake water. The results, plotted in Fig.

7, include measurements from Stations and 5 in September and November.

35

NEPHELOMETER READINGS
40 45
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20-

30

4G

50-

60

70-

80

aSTN. NOVEMBER

vSTN.O SEPTEMBER

•STN5 NOVEMBER

Fig. 7. Light scattering of water
samples as a function of

depth of the Blue Lake,

The ratio of the scattering of light at < 45° and < 135° is a good measure
of the size of macromolecules or polymers in solution ( Debye, 1944). The method
is very sensitive to sols containing molecules approaching the dimension of the
wavelength of the light used, i.e.. for molecular weights of = 106 or more. For
molecules larger in length than A/20, (A == wavelength of the light), the angular
scattering distribution becomes asymmetrical and, as a result, the ratio of
I < 45°/I < 135° increases proportionally. The Sofica analysis of the lake water
is presented in Table 4 relating the angular ratio with depth.

The results on light scattering indicate both the presence of large molecules
in solution and their concentration fluctuations in time and space. It is interesting
to note that a large scattering ratio characterises the November samples from
depths of 50 m and 15-20 m at Stations 5 and

;
respectively; a point-to-point

\
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TABLE 4

A ngular Light Scattering

I < 45°/I < 135°

Stations 5

Depth, m. September November November

8-0 9-3 76

10 12-5 60 7-2

15 — 40-5 6-9

20 — 500 6-0

25 — — 10-0

30 4-4 5-8 10-5

40 6*8 9-0 10-0

50 10-5 8-3 35-6

60 7-6 8-7 9-7

70 8-2 10-5 10<7

displacement of characteristic sols could have been induced by subsurface circu-

lation beginning with a large advected flow into the lake in early summer. It is

evident that only intensive sampling can assess finally the presence and distribu-

tion of macromolecular sols in the lake water.

A transitional low pH typified the surface waters between September and
November. The weekly pH dropped from 8*45 on September 1st and fluctuated

by about ± 0*55-0*30 units until the waters attained an equilibrium pH of 8*15

by mid-November (Fig. 8). It is possible that perhaps the lowering and variation

of the pll were caused by a variable discharge of underground water during the
6-8 weeks preceding complete equilibration in November. The surface values

compare remarkably well with Wards (1941) measurements in summer and
winter, viz. 8-15 and 8-45 to Ward's 8*1 and 8*58. The pH decreases towards
die bottom which constitutes a common feature in all lakes. As to the source of

*--

->-&

5EP

Fig. 8. pH of the
water.

Blue Lake

SEPm SEP23 OCT I OCT 10QCT1G OCT23
E7 S7 E7 67 67 67

NOV'*
67
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aciditv of the bottom waters, a chemical analysis of the lake sediments may reveal
the identity of the prottm-donor. Lack of titration alkalinity data at present
precludes a convincing explanation to the lowering of pH during summer; as
suggested earlier, an incursion of relatively acidic groundwater may have altered

the overall hydrogen ion concentration in the lake water completely. The water
samples were examined, in the first instance, by arc-emission spectography* How-
ever nothing significant could be detected in terms of differences in concentration
between the various elements present in the September (grey) and November
(blue) samples.

Inorganic analyses are routinely undertaken by the Engineering and Water
Supply Department at Mount Gambier to ensure potability of lake water for local

consumption. An official statement of an average inorganic analysis is reproduced
in Table 5. It is also of interest to note that a consistent record of negative bac-
terial counts confirms the absence of significant bacterial growth throughout the
year.

TABLE 5

inorfjaniv analysift of Bhui Ltike water

(IroTri E. & \V,S. Dept. records)

CftOD 3 (present as HCOj) 98 p.p.m,

MgCO a (present m Hpfijf) tio p.p.m.

Mg804 lflp.p.m.

NaCl - ICC1 104 p.p.m.

Miscellaneous salts 12 p.p tui f

Total H66 p.p.m.

The calcium content was found to vary between 30-34 p.p.m. (cf. Ward,
1941; Bayly and Williams, 1964) and the maximum centred around 50 m depth.
The lake therefore appears to retain an equilibrium concentration (saturation) at
all depths and irrespective of the time of the year. The temporary hardness due
to carbonate species remained unchanged both in summer and winter (Ward,
1941). At an atmospheric C02-content of 0-044Sr by volume at sea level, an
equilibrium concentration of .30 p.p.m. Ca+ + and 90 p.p.m, IICO

:i

~ can exist in
solution in water. Simple equilibria of the COu-system in water (Buch, 1930) and the
solubility data of CaCOs reveal that the ionic product [Ca++ '] [CO*"] ~ 10~* f0

for a [Ca+ + ] = 30 p.p.m. and [HCQ*- + CO-,r] = 3-21 mequiv/1 (Bayly and
Williams, 1964) in the lake water is about one tenth of the solubility product of
CaCO< (calcite), 10""^ at an average temperature of I5-20°C and 8-2 pH, This
fact iilone excludes the probability of CaCOt precipitation under the lake's pH
and temperature conditions in the summer season (November to January obser-
vations). Chemical precipitation of CaCO?, can occur only if the pll is to exceed
a value of 9. Colloidal CaCOa probably exists in the supersaturated hard-water
lakes of northern Germany (Ohle, 19.34). There was no such observation of
calcium or bicarbonate supcrsaturation in the Blue Lake's waters.

Unlike cobalt, microgram quantities of copper and nickel present in the lake
water varied in concentration from September to November. Half of the copper
was not available in November, likewise nickel was reduced. This reduction was
caused not by fresh-water dilution, because neither a gain nor a loss in concen-
tration was recorded for cobalt. Copper and nickel probably remained strongly

bound to active organic solubles (Price, 1967) in the water and were not entirely
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stripped by the analytical method of artificial chelation. Such natural complexing
agents in solution may resemble humic substances and its fractions in compo-
sition, These substances may have their origin in the lake sediments (Kazakov,
1950; Krauskopf, 1956; Bomankevitch, 1957; Degens et al, 1964; Palacas et ah,

1966) or were carried to the lake by groundwater.

PCSCENT OXYGEN SATURATION
70 80 90 TGfl 110 120 I30 140

»SbPTEMflER
•NOVEMBER
JANUARY

Fig. 9. Oxygen content of the
Blue Lake water as a func-
tion of depth.

DEPTH, METRES

2C 40 60

^SEPTEMBER

\ ^JANUARY

^NOVEMBER
Fig. 10. Apparent oxygen utiliza-

tion as a function of
depth of the Blue Lake.

Some specific points from the results on percent oxygen saturation and the
apparent oxygen utilisation are discussed here (Figs. 9, 10). It was observed that

the change of the water colour in November coincided with an appreciable
oxygen-deficit throughout the water column, and quite markedly so below the
50 m depth. The metalimnctic oxygen maximum at 20 m amounting to 140%
supersaturation in the month of January could not have resulted from an outburst
in primary production (photosynthesis), because in fact a lower pH (8*15) and
a greater depth of visibility ( 13 m ) were recorded in the lake water. According
to the photosynthetic reaction:

Photosvnthetic reaction

nCa+ + 4 nHCOJ ?* nCaCOs 4 nC02 + JtfcG *S nCaCOa 4- CnH2„On + no[
the oxygen supersaturation was also not accompanied by a loss of calcium by
carbonate precipitation. The systematic increase of oxygen up to 20 m (Fig. 9),
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followed by a rapid decrease in the metalimnion ( Fig. 10), was probably induced
jointly by the effect of turbulence and chemical oxidation of soluble matter during
the summer stratification. By January, therefore, the oxygen profile assumed a
typical form of a positive hcterograde distribution (Hutchinson, 1957),

The U.V, absorption spectrum of the lake water rendered little information.
The photometric analyses on the *Eppendorf were quite instructive about the
existence of fluorescing matter. The measurements were taken against a fluorescent

standard cuvette and using a primary filter to isolate the selected wavelengths in

conjunction with a secondary filter to prevent the unwanted scattered light from
reaching the photomultiplicr. Fluorescence from the samples wras strongest at the
3020A-3660A waveband, but gave a greatly reduced signal at 4050A-4350A and was
practically negligible at 5460A. The relative intensities at 3020A-3660A were
averaged for each depth and are plotted in Fig. 11.

*

F.lJCRfSCFKCE

40 50 5D

Mt*<

Fig. 11. Relative fluorescence oF
water samples as a func-
tion of depth of the Blue
Lake.

The standard cuvette was used as a control for instrumental drift. There are

at present a number of basic difficulties in the calibration procedure. The
fluorescing matter therefore could not be assessed in terms of concentration.

The chemical synthesis of the humus-like fluorescing matter in the natural
environment was investigated by Knders (1943) in great detail. Long ago, Kalle

(1938-39) suggested that such fluorescing matter appeared to be one of the
decisive components In producing a blue colour in the ocean. These substances
were known to fluoresce light blue in the U.V, light, and were said to form,, by a
different route of condensation of methvlglyoxak the initial breakdown! product
of a carbohydrate (Endcrs, 1943; Kalle/ 1962).

The light sensitive matter in the lake water may resemble these substances
in solution which would strongly chelate the number of transition elements; as
they arc also wcaldy acidic they would slightly, but effectively, increase the
hydrogen-ion concentration and undergo photooxidation and photoexcitation in

the presence of oxygen and solar radiation with ten times more ultraviolet in the
summer season, Ward (1941) reported in his article that, in fact, the lake water
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absorbed four times more oxygen in .summer when subjected to a 4-!ioiu per-
manganate oxidation at room temperature.

A blue fluorescence results from excitation at 3020A-3660A: the lake water
was excited most at this bandwidth, The blue coloration appears ti> he more
luminous than dull. Large masking particles are virtually absent in the lake water;
the fluorescent blue, therefore, is more prominent than any other colour.

Fluorescing matter may be brought to the lake in solution by groundwater,
or released chemically at die lake mud-water interface (Mortimer, 1941-42).
Chemical stratification of these substances seems to occur in the Blue Lake
throughout the ye^ir (Fig. 11). The physico-chemical history of the lake changes
quite considerably with a large inflow after September each year. The buildup
of the soluble organic, matter then reaches a threshold concentration in the
epilimnion, after which the blueuess in the luke becomes fully perceptible.
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THE STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE EDIACARA FAUNA IN
AUSTRALIA

byMary Wade*

Summary

The uppermost Precambrian Ediacara fauna has been found in almost continuous outcrops along the

west flank of the Flinders Ranges, from near Hawker to Mt, Scott Range 140 km north. All

occurrences are stratigraphically low in the upper member of the Pound Quartzite. In parts of this

region erosion prior to deposition of the Parachilna Formation has removed 500 m or more of the

upper member; the entire upper member was eroded prior to the deposition of the Parachilna

Formation or the Lower Cambrian Wilkawillina Limestone, in the ranges on the east flank. Trace

fossils, Plagiogmus and probable Rusophycus, indicate a lowest Cambrian age for the Parachilna

Formation, which is overlain by the Wilkawillina Limestone or its equivalent the Ajax Limestone.



THE STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE
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ABSTRACT
The uppermost Piecambrion Ediacara fauna has been found in almost

continuous outcrops along the west flunk of the Flinders Ranges, from near

Hawker to Mt. Scott Hunge 140 kin north. All occurrences are srratigraphieaUy

low hi the upper member of the Pound Quartzite. Tn part* of this region erosion

prior to deposition of the Farad tt)n& Formation has removed 500 m or more of

the upper member; the entire upper meniber whs eroded prior to the deposition

of the Farachilna Formation or the Lower Cambrian Wilkawillina Limestone, in

the ranges on the east flank. Trace fossils
]
Plagiocmtts and probable Rttsophycu*,

indicate a lowest Cambrian age for the Parachilna Formation whieh is overlain

by the Wilkawillina Limestone or its equivalent the Ajax Limestone.

INTRODUCTION
The rich Precambrian fauna discovered near the top of the Found Quaityjle

at Kdiacara Range by Sprigg (1947, 1940) was augmented by the collections of

Miucham and Flounders (Glaessner, 1955 et seq.) and later workers. These dis-

coveries and the failure to find fossils at other levels m the Precambrian at

Ediacara triggered fruitless searches concentrated on the top of this formation
elsewhere. Only in the area of outcrop closest to Ediacara Range, Red Range,
Beltana, was a small fossiliferous outcrop revealed; this was 180 m below the top

of the Pound Quartzitc. a much greater distance than at Ediacara, and in a much
thicker sequence. The stratigraphic relationships of these two isolated areas

remained uncertain.

The study of the preservation of the soft bodied fauna (Wade, 1968) brought
out the fact that requirements for preservation were not particularly stringent,

The fauna could be preserved anywhere that sediments which had finally been
deposited without reworking could be found. Such an environment was ascribed

to the Ediacara Range deposit on independent sedimentary evidence by Goldring
and Curnow (1967). The conditions required for the exposure of fossils were
either that the rocks were naturally flaggy, or that the fossils were sufficiently

tough and large to cause a weakness in a massive rock where sand-grains had
been prevented from interlocking, so that the rock parted along the 1 site of the

fossil during weathering. Accordingly a new investigation was launched, which
concentrated on finding suitable beds. It was immediately successful.

The present paper records the stratigraphic position and distribution of the
Ediacara fauna witldn the area shown in Fig. g. Fig. 2 shows the outcrop of the
Pound Quartzitc in the area outlined in Fig. 1 and indicates the 22 sections

examined in the course of this work. Areas not yet examined include the thickest

development of the Pound Quartzitc, the northeast of the Northern Flinders
Ranges.

PREVIOUS WORK
Reference to the Pound Quartzite is found in many of the works of Mawson

who measiirecl sections at ltalowie Gorge and Campbell's Bald Hill Range
(Mawson. 1937), defined the formation ( Mawson, 193S), gave the earliest descrip-

tion of the two members into which the formation is s-till informally divided
(Mawson, 1911), and preliminarily mapped most of the Central Flinders Ranges

* Geology Dept.. Universily of Adelaide.

Trans. R. Soc. S, Aust. (1970), Vol. 94.
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Fig. 1. Areas of Late Precamhrian sedimentation showing localities where fossils of the

Ediacara fauna have been discovered. Boxed area, within the Flinders Ranges, sec

Fig. 2; V Punkerri Hills; "y" a few km E of Deep Well Homestead SSE of Alice

Springs; "z" Fowlers Gap Beds underlying Lintiss Vale Beds a few km NW of Acacia
Downs Homestead, NNE of Broken Hill. (Mainly after Thomson, 1969a, and Webby,
1970.)
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Fig. 2.
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(Mawson, 1942). Additional references may be found in Teesdaie-Smith (1959).
There is considerable difficulty in reconciling some of the thicknesses obtained in

this early work with later data. Campana ( 1958 ) provided a number of structural

sections across the Northern flinders Ranges but omitted the thicknesses of beds.

Thicknesses are provided by Thomson (1969b) in interesting diagrams f the.

facics relationship* but the diagrams arc of too small a scale to allow precise

geographic location, or lo show structure.

Modem stmtigruphic work at Ediaeara commenced with Glacssner and
Daily (1959) and was continued by Nixun (1963V and by Coldiing and Cumow
(1967) on the sediments. Coldring and Cnrnow convincingly demonstrated, an
unconformity between the Pound Quartzitc and the overlying Parachilna forma-
tion td Ediaeara Range, though their paper was not cited by Lceson (1970) who
adhered to the view that there was nu significant break and Segnit's report ( 193^
of a unconformity in this position was wrong. Meanwhile Dulgarnn (1962., 1964)

and Oalgamo and Johnson (1962, 1964) in defining and discussing the Paraehilua

Formation in the main Flinders Ranges had already shown a regional uncon-
formity in the same position, which may he equated with that at Ediaeara.

The first large-scale attempt to systematize the description and naming of

beds in the Adelaide Gcosyncline wus carried out by Daily (1956) on (he Cam-
brian. Thomson etui, (1964) .similarly established a regional nomenclature tor

(he Frecambrian. The most recent review is that of Thomson (1969b).

Since the 1950s the South Australian Geological Survey has been issuing

maps of parts of the relevant area on the 1:63.360 scale. More recently this data

ant! that gathered by later work has been distilled into 3 sheets of the 1:250 4000

geologic map series. From S to N these are; Orroroo (Rinks el al., 1968), Paia-

chilna (Dalgarno and Johnson, 1966) and Copley. The last is an unpublished

preliminary version displayed in MS. The Parachilna 1:250.000 sheet was the first

to record the distribution of the lower and upper members of the Pound Quart-

7ite. This example was followed in the 1:63,360 map series bat regrettably not in

the Orroroo 1:250,000 sheet, nor, as yet, in the Copley sheet. Reports of investi-

gations accompany some map sheets: Arrowie (Horwitz, 1962), Blinman Dome
(special series; Coats, 1964a), Marree (Forbes, 1966), Beltana (Leeson, 1970), or

concern other projects such as the hydrology of Frome Embayment (K.cr, 1066)

which assembled littlr-knov/n subsurface data.

STRATIGRAIDPY

The Pound Qnarrzite is the youngest formation in the Adelaide Gcosyncline

to which the age "Marinoan" has been applied (Thomson et al. y 19G4; Thomson.
1960b), If it is Intended that Marinoan reach to the base of the Cambrian
(Thomson, I960), however, a subsidiary tvpe area where the rocks do not

terminate in an unconformity should be sought.

All beds containing elements of the Ediaeara fauna have been placed in the

Upper Marinoan Epoch (Fig, 1, +). Within the Adelaide Ceosyneline the hods
deposited during the Marinoan have already been recognized as susceptible of a

3-fold subdivision (Thomson ct ui, 1964; Thomson 19r39b, pp. 6S-79, figs. 22, 27).

This subdivision appears likely tn be widely applicable. The oldest or Lower
Marinoan sediments are influenced by the thud and last phase of Pieeambrian
glaciation which has been used for correlation with northwest New South Wales
(Webby, 1970), and is possibly correlative to the last phase of gluciation in the

East Kamberleys. which is overlain by marine shales currently dated at 665 =45
m.y. (Compstnn and Arriens, 1965). The lower Marinoan sediments of the

Adelaide Geosynclmc are part of the Umberatana Group which also includes all
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Fie;. 3, Sections 1-11 as named on fig. & Only the centra! portion of section 1 was measured,
the total thickness is conservative.

the Sturtian glacial and inter-glacial beds. Stromatolites are the only known
fossils. The remainder of the Marinoan sediments are the Lower and Upper
Wilpena Group sediments (Thomson, 1969b, fig, 27) which may be regarded
respectively as Middle and Upper Marinoan. The trace fossil Bunyerichnus
dalgarnoi Glacssner (1969) was described from the Middle Marinoan of Bunyeroo
Gorge but no other fossils arc known. The Upper Marinoan consists of the
Bunyeroo and Wonoka Formations and the Pound Quartzite which alone has
produced animal fossils. These are of such variety and size that a long history of
development must he in older sediments.

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of sediments of Middle and Upper Marinoan
age (after Thomson, 1969b, fig. 27; Webby, 1970) and known fossil localities of
the Upper Marinoan. The area marked T* is the Frame Embayment of Mesozoic

rig. 4. Generalized sketches of the outcrop from the top of the lower member, Found Quart-
zite, through the fossil beds. True dips and thicknesses are shown. A. Ikachina Gorge.
B. Bunyeroo Gorge. C. Mayo Gorge. l f Top of lower member. 2. Unfossiliferous basal
beds of upper member. 3, Lowest fossiliferous bed. 4. Ihifossiliferous intercalation.
5. Upper fine-grained fossiliferous bed. 6. Fossiliferous, fine- to coarse-grained, white
sandstones. 7. While sandstones of the cross-stratified to flat stratified facies. Slump
rolls have been observed in 5-7 where cliagrammatieally indicated. The horizontal lines
below 3, 5., 6 indicate approximately the position of fossiliferous beds.
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lo Recent age which is known from bore data (Ken 1966) to be underlain by
Prceambrian and Cambrian rocks in N-S trending blocks, like these exposed on
its east and west margins. Detail on (he correlation of possible Adelaide System
rocks is lacking.

The Found Quartzite

This formation occurs between approximately 30° and 32
,%

33'S latitude. It

rims many synclinal and basinal structures in the Northern and Southern Flinders

Ranges but is restricted to the flanks of the Central Flinders Ranges (Fig. 2)
where uplift and deep erosion has exposed Sturtfan rocks and large diapiric cores

(Mawso/i, 1942; Coats, 19(143; Dalgaxno and Johnson, 1966). Immediately prior

to the deposition of the Pound Quartzite, fine-drained carbonate-rich sediments

weie deposited ovei the area. These rocks are known as the Wonoka Formation

(Dalgarno and Johnson, 1964) and are usually grey to brown or red siltstom?s

and shales with bands of limestone but occasionally dolomite nr limestone

predominate.
The base of the lower, or red, member of the Pound Quart/.ite indicates an

abrupt regional change, to haemalitic, felspathic sandstones (Fig. 3), usually

through non-calcareous, red siltstoncs. The member is dominantly medium- to

fine-grained, with ferruginous coatings on the grains in most beds, though some
included sandstones are orthoquartzitic; il contains minor amounts of clayey

siltstones and a very few grits; small-scale cross-bedding is dominant but current-

swept flat bedding planes also occur; ripple-maiks aie common; a few bedding
jilmes reveal a suitable lithology for the preservation of fossils but only rarely

nave possible trails been found. A basal conglomerate occurs south of the Beltana

Diapir in Red Range (Leeson, 1970).

The upper, or white, member consists of clean, coarse to medium-grained
felspathic sandstones, with rare fine sediments. For the most part beds are rather

massive and cross-sl ratified to fiat-stratified (Goldring and Curnow, 1967). Slump
rolls are common in some beds, as arc mudflake conglomerates, cut-and-611 scours

and ripple-marks. Grit bands are rare; conglomerate bands occur udiacent to

Mucatoona Diapir. For the most part reworking during deposition has removed
any ferruginous coatings from grains but at a height of about 16-SO ui above the

base in the west flank of the Flinders Ranges, red beds are included in a sub-

stantially fine-grained deposit which extends for 145 km N-S, from the south

branch of Green Well Creek to Black Jack Runge, south of Hawker. A gieal den!

of this is very fine-grained sandstone and minor siltstones and much of it is

fossiltferous. The thickness of the fine-grained beds varies from 7-112 m
(
largely

according to how much barren sandstone is interbedded. The barren sandstones

may be relatively fine and even-bedded (Mayo Gorge, Runycroo Gorge; Figs. 3

(2,5); 4C,B); mud-pellet conglomerate, coarse sandstone, and small "slump rolls"

(Bmehinn Gorge, Figs. 3 (6), 4A); or slump rolls up to 2-3 m thick and normal,

bedded sandstones (Paraehilna Gorge. Fig 3 (7)). Evidence of slumping and/or
scouring is recurrent wherever sections have been examined.

Fossils are known in almost continuous outcrops from Green Well Creek to

Yappala Range just WNW of Hawker. Isolated from these almost continuous

outcrops are beds with fossils at Red Range, Edicara Range and Mt. Scott Hange.

AH these beds occur low in the upper member of the Pound Quartzite, and they

are correlated as a datum plane in Fig. 3, The fine-grained sediments are almost
exclusively red beds from Mt. Scott Hange in the north to south of Brachina
Gorge but the lower portion is whitish sandstone at Bunyeroo Gorge and south
(Fig.4,A-C).
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The picture of the Pound Quartette as an uncomplicated, two-member
formation is over-simplified, though there are only minor deviations from th.s
norm in the area of the Paraciiilna 1:250.000 sheet and adjacent parts of the
Orroroo 1:250,000 sheet to the south. These are:

L Intermittent orthoquartzitic sandstones in the lower member; particularly
thick beds are seen at Green Well Ciwk on the west flank and on the cast flank at
Wilkawillina Gorge, near Oraparinna Diapir

2, The fine beds near the base of the upper member on the west: flank.
3. Light maroon, haematitic sandstones occurring intermittently in the upper

member particularly in Yappala Range and around Parachilna Gorge.
North of 30*57' on the west flank of die ranges, the lower sediments become

more sandy between Nilpena Hills and Green Well Creek on die south, and Red
Range on the north. Section 9 (Fig. 3) is based upon thicknesses measured by
Major (unpublished thesis, 1964} along the creek next south of Red Range water-
bore, and in a direct line east. He did not make a large-scale subdivision of the
Pound Quartzite hut his data .suggested, and further field study has confirmed,
that the section could be divided into three units on the basis of upwardly
decreasing frequency of red beds. The.se three units were, from the base: 140 m
of haematitic, felspathic sandstones lithoIogieaUy characteristic of the lower
member; 248 m of uiterbeddcd. haematitic and ortnoquarLririe sandstones; 257m
Of mainly orthoquartzitie sandstones with minor red beds. Comparison of thick-
nesses with section 8 (Fig. 3) served to suggest that the two lower units at Red
Range, together, are equivalent to the lower member to the south, and this was
confirmed by the position of the fbssilifcrotis lied. The outcrop at 'Red Range is
duplicated across a N-S strike fault (Leeson* in Leeson and Nixon, 1966; Ixcsom
1970, figs. 3, 4) but contrary to both publications the lower member as well as the
upper outcrops west of the strike fault, though its base is truncated. The fossil bed
is thinner and less rich in the eastern section than in the western; only the
epiehnial groove Form B (Glaessuer, 1969), has been recovered cast of the fault,
while fossils listed in Table 1 have been found in the western outcrop. There the
fos-sik occur through 11 m, in comparison with 3 m in the eastern outcrop where
beds- lack the finer sediment-sizes. Fig. 3 (9) is composite to the extent (hat the
fossil beds have been shown as 11 m thick though the overall measurements have
been taken fiom the eastern outcrop. As far as can be judged from pacing the
sections, the thickness of the upper member is approximately the same xn the
western and eastern outcrops; the dip is 70°W in the west and 35°W in the east.
The function of lower and upper members is extremely weathered and the boun-
dary is not definite in the west section but from 180-225 m of the lower member
are present.

Leeson (1970, pp. 27, 2&J described a section across Red Range but did not
say where it was measured. Although he also subdivided the Pound Quartzite
into three units, the lower two of which are equivalent to the lower inemixr, his
thicknesses cannot be reconciled with those of Major. This boundary between
lower and upper member (Leeson. in Leeson and Nixon, 1966) occurs in the field
precisely where it would be placed on Majors data. Leeson describes the base of
the lower member as intertonguing with the Wonoka Formation, and also as
being conglomeratic at the north end of Red Range, adjacent to Beltaua Diapir.
He could not recognize any pebbles from the diapir in his sediments but very
little of the diapiric materia] is of striking lithology.

Threefold sequences like that at Red Range arc also found at Randelt Look-
out inEdicara Range and Mt Scott Range, and. according to Leeson (1970 J, are
general for the area of the Bcltana 1:63,360 map. The sections measured at Randell
Lookout by Major (unpublished thesis, 19&4) and bv Daity (1956) at Mt Scott
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Range arc used in Fig. 3 (10. 11). Neither author attempted a major sub-division

of the Pound Quarto te. When correlated with each other and with the fossil beds
this threefold sequence fits the regional picture, as Leeson (1970) has said, pro-

vided the lower two units arc correlated with the "lower, red member" of the

sections to the south (Fig. 3 ( 1-8) ). The fossil beds thus provide confirmation of

the Jirhologie correlation in this region though elsewhere on the western flank

tire stratigraphie position lias been used to show that the fossil beds form one
band only. Leeson (1970, pp. 27

7
28) also published a section through the Pound

Quartzite at Randcll Lookout which is not in close agreement with that of Major
except for the overall thickness.

The topographically highest ridges in Red Range and Randcll Lookout

sections arc white sandstones among the red and white sandstones. They replace

the white member as the chief scarp-forming ridges here, though Tint at Mr.

James as is clear from Goldring and Curnow (1967). At Mt. Scott Range, in a

similar set of three lithologic types, the chief scarp-forming bed is again a white

sandstone among the red and white sandstones, and once more the fossil beds

occur in maroon sandstones and silts about 60 80 m above the base of the third

unit (the. dominantly white sandstones). This local variation points la an inde-

pendent movement involving the Bcllana Diapir complex, which preceded the

regional shallowing of the deposition basin that terminated deposition of tfce

lower member.

SECTIONS EXAMINED
The Western Flunk

The type area of the Pound Quartzite, Wjlpcna Pound itself, hus been investi-

gated near Wilpena Chalet on the east side of the entry (Fig. 3 (4) ) but here

the bedding planes arc often current-.NAvept, and massive to coarsely laminated

sandstones form the lower part of the upper member; indeed, it is massive

throughout. It is the only section on the west flunk where the fine-grained beds

which are usually fossiKtWous arc known to he completely replaced by coarse

sediments: though the sediments at Nilpena Hills tend this way, a few clayey

laminae were present there. Sections which have been systematically searched for

fossils have been plotted on Fig. 2 (1-21 ) but save for Wilpcnu Chalet* section 4>

unfossiliferous sections are not ilustratcd in Fig. S for they have not been

measured in whole or in part as have those that are illustrated. Two of these

unmeasured sections have yielded fossililrerous Anal but nothing in .situ: l&
Nilpena Hills, 27 km W of Green Well Creek, and 1.7, Patawarta Cap on the cast

flank of the Flinders Rrmgcs, 25 km C by N of Green Well Creek. Possibly

fossilifemus lloat was found at 12, Pultapa Spring. Al 8, Green Well Cr-ek, and 7,

Paraehilna Cor^c, a moie gtadational change from lower to upper member is seen

Hum that found to die south. From the commencement of dominantly orlho-

quartziiic sandstone deposition, it is interlayered with haematiLic siltstones and

sandstones for the first 4 5 in at Green Well Creek and the first 15 in a) Paraehilna

Gorge. As the fossiliferous beds can be traced from the south to Green Well Creek

die rather massive orlhoquart/ites hclow the transitional banded bed there must

reptesent the top of the lower member (Fig. 3 (8)) ?
though they were mapped

as belonging to the upper member which is covered by outwnsh on the north side

of the creek. These massive orthnriuarteitcs occur so high in the lower member
drat thev can scarcely represent the sandstones associated with the Bcltarm

Diapir (pp. 93? 94}- There are nearer small diapirs (Fig. 2), Nilpena and Green-

well Diapirs being closest and both associated with Nnecaleena Fault (Leeson.

1070). Facies changes between Nuccalecna and Creenwcll Faults and adjacent

to Grccnwell Diapir (Leesou
: 1970, fig. 6) show that this diapir was moving in
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late Lower and Middle Marinoan times, while the recorded movement of Nilpena
Diapir was post Lower Cambrian. Thoy outcrop on Nuccaleena Dome, a much
larger structure which Lecson (1970) considers likely to overlie a large diapiric

cnie of which they arc apophyses.

\t Parachilna Gorge some bands of haematitie sandstone art* present

tluoughout the lower three-quarters of the upper member; these, and interbedded
white sandstones, an* both rather sugary in tevtine and often become friable when
weathered. In these last two characters the white sandstones of Green Well Creek
and Nilpena Hills are similar. The upper one quarter of the upper member at

Paraehilna Gorge is as* indurated and massive as is usual in the upper member
further south, and the lower three-quarters is also massive (except for the

fossiliferous beds) only a few km to the south (pers. comm. R. F. Harris).

Tlie fossil beds at Brachina Gorge (Fig. 3 (6); table 1) are the richest pur*

of the new outcrop but otherwise quite typical, and are detailed as an example
(Fig. *iA). Total thickness of the lower member here is 340 m, and of the tipper

member 440 m. The fossiliferous section at Brachina Gorge begins 71 m above the

base of the upper member and consists of Lhe beds numbered 3-6 in Fig. 4A: (3)
10 m silty. fine sandstone with minor amounts of clay. Most is maroon but some
laminae are slightly greenish white. (4) 3-3 m dense, massive, white sandstone
with mud pellets concentrated near the base. To the south of a transverse fault

which is hidden by scicc except where it intersects Brachina Creek, this white
sandstone is less massive, less well exposed, and possibly thinner but is still the

only totally un fossiliferous subdivision of the "fossiliferous'
1

beds, (5) S m silty,

clayey sandstone, maroon coloured, with slump rolls of coarser maroon sandstone
in the upper 1 m. (6) At least 3 m dense, massive white sandstone with slump
rolls and occasional hedding planes that bear Dickinson iu fairly commonly and
less often other fossils similarly "resistant" enough (Wade, 1968) not to have
collapsed or decayed prior to the setting of the enclosing rock. The same lithnlogy

oontinues above (Fig, 4A (7)) but without fossils, although veiy rare bedding
planes arc found with surfaces whose smoothness indicates mat the sand burning
them was deposited against a fine-grained surface (Wade. 1968). These could
preserve fossils but arc very rare; their total exposed area is only a few square
metres, No fossils are known. This same rarity prevails in the massive beds at

every section examined. The cross-stratified to flat-stratified fades of the Pound
Quart/ite is normally deposited under too rigorous conditions of sediment-
transport to preserve a soft-bodied fauna. On some rock faces even smooth
surfaces showed evidence of .scdiincnt-trrm.sport winch would have destroyed soft

bodies; Wilpena Chalet and Patawarta Gap sections are samples of this—but
nevertheless a piece of float with faecal pellets on it was found in the creek at

Patawarta Gap.
At Bunyeroo Gorge (Figs. 3 (5), 415) the fossil beds contain considerable

fine-grained white sandstone which is largely barren but has fossiliferous layers

intermittently in it. Fine-grained maroon saudstones to siltstoncs occur higher in
the section, and the lower 6 m of coarser sandstones above the tine-grained

sediments parts on bedding planes which arc occasionally fossiliferous. The beds
continue to the south, becoming coarser and unfossiliferous to the SSE in Wilpena
Pound. They thicken considerably but remain fossiliferous to lhe SSW, where die
greatest thickness of the fossil beds (112 m) was measured at Mayo Gorge,
where Hookina Creek cuts through Elder flange, 15 km N of Hawkev. This section

is complicated by a number of faults atid the lower part of the upper member is

repeated four times. The most informative section (Figs. 3 (2), 40) is in the
block between faults F2and F3, It is rather sparsely fossiliferous except near the
top of the lower fossiliferous bed where the cpichnial groove Form B is common
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add medusoids are rare, In the same strarigraphic position between faults F3 nncl

F4 quite a rich fauna was found (Table 1). The base of the section was absent
from this block.

The more westerly section at Hells Gale (Fta 3 (3)) is probably not as
poorly fossilifcrous as the record of only Form B would suggest. It is deeply
weathered and leached white now, though it may have been partly red-beds
prior to weathering. It docs not part cleanly; its very floury texture indicates that
chemically destructible, presumably clayey, material was present throughout lite

laminated, fine-grained silty sandstone. The Yappala Range section (Figs. 2;

3( 1 ) ), on the other hand, is really sparsely fossilifcrous, As in Mayo and Bum erou
Gorges, the fossiliferous beds arc largely white, laminated sandstone with some
maroon siltstonc near the top. The fine-grained beds here are closer to the base of
the upper member than in anv other section, only 16 m above the lower member.

The section at Black Jack Range ( Fig. 2 (21)) may yet prove to be sparsely
fossilifcrous; a short distance above its base, the upper member contains mainly
very fine-grained maroon and white sandstones in a limited exposure. Chace and
Druid Kanges to the northeast ooutain a similar sequence but it is badly
weathered and budly exposed at sections 19 and 20, as on Mawsons Jine of section

(1041), As the sequences aria traceable into those, at Yappala Range and Black
Jack Range, respectively, they must be considered as potentially fossilifcrous.

The Eastern Flank
There is much less outcrop of Pound Qitarbute on this flank. This is partlv

due to Late Precambrian and early Cambrian erosion and/or non-deposition. The
upper member is totally absent in the vicinity of the Orapariniia Diapir, us is

the Parachilna Formation. Going northward, first the Parachilna Formation and
then the upper member of the Pound Quartzitc re-appear and thicken northward
(Dalgarno, Johnson and Cnats

:
1964, 1:63,360 geological map, Blinman sheet).

Section 18 at Wirrealpa Hill near Mt Lyall was examined as it is one of the
thickest sections of both members. Apart from some small circular shapes in the
lower member which were probably due to mudflakes, no possible fossils were
found. The mapped boundary between lower and upper members is not un-
equivocal in this .section, it was placed by Dalgarno and Johnson (196(5) at the
lower of two ix»silions that seem equally possible. This placement results in some
medium to rather fine red and white sandstones being considered as low in the
upper member in preference to high in the lower member. No fossils were found.

The Northern Flinders Ranges

Only the southern tip of this broadly V-shuped region was included in the
area studied. The only previous record of Precambrian fossils in Lhis area (Sprigg
and Wilson. 1953) was of a single fossil jellyfish from 3-3 km ENE of Mt Urn.
in the Pound Quarlzile of the NW Hank of the Arrmvie Rasin, NE of Xarina
Basin (Fig. 2). About 33 km to the SW of this, on the SW side of Narina Basin,
Patawarta Cap was investigated. The hill at the south side of the Gap
(section 17) and the creek-bed were examined, 'lite upper member is exposed
as a series of four large qucstas of massive to Hat-bedded, white sandstone.
Kxposure is almost total. Surfaces are current-swept or ripple-marked and
fine sediments are lucking The lithology most closely resembles the upper member
in the VVilpena Chalet section where sediments also may have the winnowed
appearance that results from medium to coarse sandstones, individually well-
sorted. The underlying red, lower member consists of finer sandstones to siltstones

and does not outcrop very well. It was not completely traversed. A sharp-edged
piece of float bearing faecal pellets was found in the creek; this is a greyish sand-
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stone with maroon surfaces like the haematite-coated Hags from the lower fossil

heds at Ediacara (Wade, 1988). In Itthology it more closely resembled the lower

member than the upper but it was less battered than float which had travelled

1 Jail down the creek from the upper member. Lateral transport from between

two questas is suspected. This section is cast and a little north of Green Well

Creek, across an axial high with small exposures of diapirs- The most northerly

fossilifernus occurrence known is ihe section 1-5 km E of Mt Scott ( Fie, 3 (11) ).

Tt has been discussed together with the correlation of other sections in the vicinity

of Ueltana Diapir (pp. 93, 94). Section 12 east of Puttapa Spring is also similar;

jt yirlded doubtfully iossihTerous float though no fossils were found in situ there.

The syneline extending east from Patsy Springs Homestead past Angcpena
Homestead was investigated irJ two sections that proved to be ill-chosen (15, 16).

The north limb, just south of Angepena Homestead, is overturned. It contains

silty and clayey beds hut these aj*e somewhat deformed; sandstones among them
are' massive, arid there is a general lack of flaggy sediments. They do not re^mble
the Mt Scott section. The south limb, near Ml, Wallace, is a much thicker section

of fine to dominantly medium and coarse sandstones with some pebble bauds.

The preliminary Copley 1:350,000 sheet shows it as a fault trough associated with
the Mncatoona Diapir to the east and south. This diapir was apparently shedding

sediment into the area during the tune of deposition of the Pound Quartritc.

Coats (1964b) described evidence of instability at the Patsy Springs end of die

syneline just prior to the deposition of the Wonoka Formation.

The northernmost section studied (14) was that at Mundy Waters cast of

Leigh Creek, near Mt. Telford and fust north of Boolooroo Diapir, Neither fossils

nor fine-grained beds were found there. There was no clear-cut division into two
or even three members. Sandstones tended to roddisli and roughly flaggy in the

higher beds and greyish and more massive in lower beds which were not con-

tinuously exposed,

OVERLYING SEDIMENTS
Faracfiilna Formation

In the Northern Flinders flanges, both in the Angcpcna syneline and the

Mundy Waters syneline, drab, olive-grccn siltstones with minor sandstones under-

lie the sandy fades of the "worm burrow beds" with Diplocratenon and other

burrows- In the Mundy Waters section, above the drab, olive-green siltstones and
inteibedded barren, grey sandstones, the form Glaessner (1961?)) considered

probably Ru&ophtjcus Seilacher is a common fossil in sandstones crowded with

less characteristic trails. The facics and fauna is closely similar to that from near

the top of the Aruinbera Formation (Glaessner, 1969) and may similarly be
lowest Cambrian in age. Flagiogmus Roedel has also been recorded in this for-

mation by Glaessner (1969), and Daily, Twidale and Alley (1969) who listed it

bom sections overlying the Pound Quartzite at Wilpena Pound. This not orOv

reinforces the resemblance to the top of the Aruinbera Formation where it also

occurs (Ross River area, east of Alice Springs) but refines the Cambrian dating

suggested by the probable Rusophycws by correlation with the Swedish occurranee

(
pers. comm. Martinsson, in Glaessner. 1969) which was probably from the Lower
Cambrian of Kabnammd region.

In the Angcpcna syneline the drab, olive-green sediments are thicker than

at Mundy Waters and contain some beds of dark grey, impure sandstones that arc

crowded with ''worm casts" of various si#es and a bifid trail resembling that

figured by Glaessner (1989, 9H, C). Most of the trails, however, arc simple,

unbranched and horizontal Above them are cleaner sandstones typical of the

Diplocfaterion fades which contain some beds of remarkably deep burrows; they
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reach 0*6 m deep. Shales again predominate in the heels above the clean sand-
stones. The olive-green siltstones and sandstones were only observed in these two
Northern Flinders synclines, where Ihey appear conformable with the more wide-
spread Diplwraterion fades of the Parachilna Formation and to have been
included in this formation by Dalgarno (1964) who mentions its "mappable
contact" with the Pound Quartzitc in this area. Tf we assume (Dulgamp, 1962;
19641 that the widespread occurrence of thick beds of the Diptocratcrion sand-
stone fades is everywhere the same age, then the Parachilna transgression must
have started earlier in the Northern Flinders. The total thickness varies from tens
of cm to nearly .50 m in the southern area but increases to 370 in in die Arrowic
syncline, SE of Angepena syncline (Dalgarno, 1961; Horwitz, 1962). The Para-
dnhia Formation everywhere underlies the Wilkawillina Limestone (or the eurre-
lative Ajav Limestone. Daily. 1956; Dalgarno, 1964; Walter, 1967) and wherever
investigated has above it a mid F-ower Cambrian datum of relatively low in the
Upper Aldan Stage. This datum was obtained by Walter (1967) from Arcbaeo-
cyatha from the middle of the Wilkawillina limestone. The base of the Willca-
willina Limestone is generally algal limestone and unzoned. From its stratigraphic
position we have no cause to suspect a great age range within the Parachilna
Formation which u probably all low Lower Cambrian.

OCCURRENCE OF EDtACAKA FAUNA
The Ediaeara fauna is thus separated from the Low Cambrian bv the

time taken to deposit 600 m (or more) of Pound Quaitzite> a major erosional
interval, and the time occupied by a (?mildly) diachronic transgression. The
duration of these events fs open fo many interpretations. Probably our best method
of dating die Ediaeara fauna is through the gradually improving correlation with
related fauna! elements that have been dated overseas, This (Glacssner, 19HB)
currently gives an age around 6*00-700 m.y. It llius obliquely supports correlation
of the Kimberley and Stmlian to Marinoan glaciations.

The known faunal content of the rocks is eApa ruled by every collecting trip.
To date, every single fossil is of a form known from Ediaeara Range. The present
count of species is listed under the section numbers of the localities in Tabic 1.

TECTONIC SETTING OF SEDIMENTATION
The distribution of the lower and upper members of the Pound Quart/ile is

not shown on die preliminary Copley 1:250,000 map bul older map legends show
it is recognizable over much of the area. The Cadnia 1:63,360 sheet (Grasso,
Brock and Honvitz, 1960) mentions the reddish colour and shaky interbeds oF the
lower part. S^riggaud Wilson (1953) were even more explicit on the AugCpCtta
sheet (adjoining Cadnia on the north side): "Sandstone and quartzite slightly
arkovic in part; principally light-coloured but thick reddish basal development
partieuliuly in the south westerly areas." The southwesterly area is part of the
uosse of the Mt. Scott Kange synclme and the description indicates that the two
members are no less distinct here than in sections 11 and 12 neat* Mt, Scott and
PutUrpa Spring; they may well be more distinctive, being further from the Beltana
Dtapir complex and die associated orthoquartzitic beds in the lower member
(pp.34),

Thompson (1969b) does not discuss the Pound Quartzite individually but
figures; it (fig. 27) as a coarser stipple overlying a finer one, both increasing in
thickness to represent about 1.200 m of secfiment each in the extreme north of
Northern Flinders Ranges. This great increase in thickness implies differential
reetumc movements over a long time and indicates that the shallowing and the
supply of coarser sediments that resulted in the Tipper member of the Pound
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TABLE 1

The known components of the Ediaeara fauna and the areas from wliieli Ihey have been
collected. Section numbers refer lo Fig, 2. The entire fauna from Ediacara Range has been
listed under section 10 for convenience. ^"Kimberia" Glaessner and Wade, 19&M3, not KhnbefUt

Cotton and Woods, 1935.

Section No. 1 2 3 5 fi 7 S 9 10 i 1 12 13 17

body fossils:

coarse, spicular impressions X X X
indeterminate meduaoida X X X > X X X ?

Bdiacaria fiindersi Sprigs of X ef X X X
Bellanella giles-i Sprigg X
Mcdminitcs asteroides (Sprigg) X
Cyelomerfum davidi Sprigg X X X
C. raditUa Sprigg X
C. pfona Glacs-sner & Wade X
M
fi

n
*p; X X

Maifsaniles spriggi G. & W. X
Conomcdusites fabatus G. & W. K X
*Kimbcrw quadrate G. & W. X
Ragvcofitfex trvUtmaticus G. & W. X X
medusoid, n* sp. X X nf
medusa, n. sp. X X
Lorenzinites varus C. & W. X
Ovatascittuw. convent?icum G, & W- X X
Ohondrophore, n. gen., n. sp. X
Rrmgen longa G. & W. X
Ji. grandis G. <fc. W. X
Pteridiiiium simplex (Giirieh) of X
Arbarea arborm (Glaessner) X X of
Ihcltnsonh confatn Sprigg X X X X X
D+ tiongam G, & W. X X X X
D. tenuis G. & W. X X
Spriggina fiounderH Olaessripr X X
Spriggino/i vvata G. & W. X X X
Fraecamhridium tiigillum G. & VV. X
Pan>art-Corin<A minchami Glaessner X X
Tribachidium hcraldiewn Glaessner X X X
trace fossils:

Pstiviorh'izQstomites howchini Sprigg X X X X X
Form A (Glaessner, 1969) X X cf
Form B (Glaessner, 1969) X X X X X X X X X
Form C (Glaessner, 1969) X
Form X) (Glaessner, 1969) X ?

Form E (Glaessner, 19H») X X
Form F (Glaessner, 1969) X X
3 point imprints (imdescribed) x: X X
-f ve trail (undoscirihecl) X X X

Quartzite, are more probably the result of increased tectonism than some custatic
process. Glacial euslatie processes arc most unlikely for the geologic instant was
long after the deposition of the partly glacial Lower Marinoan Elatina Formation
and the Middle Marinoan expansion of sedimentation which Thompson (1969b)
suggested could be explained this way.

The six sections studied in the Northern Flinders Ranges (fig, 2 (11, 12,
14-17)) show more variability during Pound Quartzite sedimentation than is

recorded in ihe Southern and Central Flinders ranges but 11 and 12 were asso-
ciated in documented movements of Beltana Diapir, 13 and 16 with partly
documented movements of Mueatoona Diapir, and 14 is very close to Boolooroo
Diapir though only post-Lower Cambrian movements arc vet documented for
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that, Only Patawarta Gap (17) seems to have been in a stable area, and to differ

from the southern and western sections only in its greater thickness.

The conclusion that the northern area was more actively subsiding than the
southern Is inescapeable but the roles played by diapirism rrmy appear more
strongly differentiated than they actually were. Deep erosion in the axial region

of the Central and Southern Flinders Ranges has removed the Cumbrian and
Upper Marmoan from the neighbourhood of a number of diapirs, and thus reveaU
more evidence of early movements of the diapirs there, arid records less uf their

Inter movements. The less deeply eroded areas show more evidence of the younger
movements while the older rocks are covered.

Shortly after the onset of coarser ( upper member ) sedimentation, an elongate
deposit of fine sands with minor silts to clays formed (Fig. 3) west of what is now
an axial high extending south from latitude 3()~45' lire only definitive edge to the
fine sediments is found at Wilpena Pound where massive sandstones like those at
Patawarta Gap are in line with a low in the axial structure as at present expressed
—a gap between two diapirs that had commenced movement by the Sturtiau
(Dalgarno and Johnson, 1966). The more northerly or these continued its move-
ments intermittently into die Cambrian (Oraparhuia Diapir, Dalgarno, 19fi4

;

Walter,, 1967). No post-Stutlian rocks are associated with the more southerly All

of 'he larger diapirs on this axis have histories of movement dating back to the

Sturtian, except Beltana Diapir which is surrounded by Middle and Upper
Marinoan rocks (o both of which it contributed coarser sediments. The observa-
tions of Coats (1964a) and Dalgarno (1964) on the extent of the movements
reeeivt- additional documentation from the maps of Dalgarno and Johnson (1966.)
and Leeson and Nixon (1966) and from Leeson (1970). After the short, and
variously interrupted, period of deposition of fine sediments the area returned to

the deposition of coarse- to medium-grained, white sands, shmngjy cmss-hedded
and ripple-marked., and with intermittent slump rolls—the cross-stratified to flat-

stratified facies of Coldring and Curaow (196/).
Alternative explanations lor this distribution of fine sediments must lake

decreasing effect of water movement into account. This could have been caused
either by the deepening of the water column over the region of the present Mt.
Scott syueline, west flank area and Cluice and Druid syncline, or by the formation
of barriers reducing wave action. Though in this region only the Helruna Diapir
shed boulders into the Pound Quarlzite—and that earlier than the widespread
change of sedimentary pattern in the south—it hardly seems possible thai a
general shallowing could affect the basin without reactivating al least some of
the pre-existent diapirs. Frome Diapir, east of Mt. Lyall, was eroded at this time
(Coats, 1964a). The formation of sheltered areas of sea floor on die landward
<west) side of shoals in the general position of re-activated, known diapirs seems
the most likely explanation of the short-lived deposition of fine sediments in this

shallow sea. Erosion in the axial region has proceeded to a depth Hiat has
r* -moved most evidence but statistical work may show maxima iri the direction

of movement of slump rolls, for instance;, which would show the direction of the
high or highs lhat shed them. At Pitmen Una Corge they even occurred inter-

mittently during the deposition of the fine sediments.

OUTLYING OCCURRENCES
Two single specimens, each of a pennatulid on a loose rock slab, hax-'e been

found beyond the confines of the Adelaide Geosynclinc (Text-fig. i; v, y).
Arborea arborea (Glaessner) was found at locality x> 27" 15', 130 J

30', in the
uppermost Prceanibrian PttriKcm Sandstone which is correlated with the Pound
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Quarbdte but nut well exposed (pcrs. comin., R. B. Major). Rangea cE longu
Glaessner and Wade was found at locality jr. east of Deep Well Homestead, SO
km SSE of Alice Spriugs), in the lower part or* the Arumbera Sandstone (Claesx.-

ner, 1969). The specimen is identical with Ediacara specimens lacking preserved

secondary branches (anthosteles); these have similarly been called Handed ef.

Jonqa.

The Arumbera Sandstone is Lower Cambrian at its top (Glaessner, 1969)

and is conformable with the Precambrian Pertatataka Formation (Wells, ef qI

l!>67; Forman and Milh'gan, 1967, maps only, pis. 10-13). These authors provision-

ally considered the entire formation Cambrian though Wells el til. noted that the

base could be Frccambnau. The known fauna consists mostly of die trails and
burrows described by Glaessner (1969) mainly from a bed about three-quarters

the distance from bottom to top of the formation, and higher. (The existence of

two published variants of the thickness in the Laura Creek region, 23 km WSW
of Alice Springs. 600 m and 430 m, leads me to prefer to render the relative

Sositions as ratios). The; commonest trace fossil, by field observation, is a small
iumeter, unnamed burrow filling (Glaessner. 1969, fig. 6K) which also may occur

in the finer sediments right down to (but not in) the lowest ridge-forming sand-
stone a littie less than one quarter the distance from base to top. About two-thirds

nf the distance from the base to top the well-preserved but undescribed medsoid
collected by G. K. Williams was obtained (Glaessner, 1969; G. K. Williams, pers.

com); one specimen of an epiehnial groove inseparable from Glaessner' s Form
B in the Ediacara fauna was collected half way through the formation, and a few
Hfittidatfa brtwri Wade from one quarter the distance from base to top (Wade.
1969). The Httngeu from Deep Well was said to be from near the base of the
Arumbera sandstone.

The known fauna may be summarized as: one form known from the Ediacara
fauna fmm near the base. 2 medusoids not known from the Ediacara fauna and
2 tmce fossils with overlapping ranges, one previously known from the Ediacara
fauna and one fYom the Cambrian, from the central part of the formation, and
several Cambrian trace fossils from the upper quarter. Thus whether we accept
tlit evidence of bridging of die Cambrian to Precambrian boundary or not, we
have elements of a fauna which must represent at least the upper part of the time
unrecorded in the Adelaide Geosynclinc, due to the uncoiuormity between the
Pound Quartzite and Parachilna Formation.

Webby (1970) has comprehensively described the lately-discovered trace

fossil faunas of the Fowlers Gap Beds and the Lintiss Vale Beds in north-west
New South Wales (Fig. Iz), It is unfortunate that not many of his forms arc very
distinctive but most satisfactory to have a description of the complete fauna-

Webby noted that about $ times as many kinds of activity were present in

the upper fauna (from the Lintiss Vale Beds) as in the lower (Fowlers Gap
Beds) fauna. He pointed out that the same conclusion could be derived from his

material as from literature that the trace fossil faunas become richer as the
Cambrian is approached. Glaessner (1969) came to the same conclusion from
comparison of literature, the Precambrian Ediacara Jauna trace fossils and the
definitely low Lower Cambrian Arumbera Sandstone fauna. Webby based his

decision that he was dealing with a Preeitmbrian fauna on the absence of
Arthropod markings and most complex burrows, though he noted some typically

Cambrian forms, a new Phycodes? and bilobed and trilobed trails in his upper
fauna. His Fig. 11 could be a fragment of Pfagiogmus which is sometimes pre-
served as a burrow filling but even disregarding this possibility there are clost-

resemhkmces between the Parachilna-Animbera fauna and the Lintiss Vale fauna.
PktjCtnlen? antecedens Wefcby is admittedly close to Phycodes pedum Scilacher
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which occurs in the Arumbcra and possibly is also present in the Parachilna
Formation at Mundy Waters. The bilobed trail (Webby, 1970, Fffc. 12A,B)
appears identical with the Parachilna Formation form figured bv CW.skVht (1969.
Fig. 9B T C). PhnoUtes ballandus Webby (1970, Fig, 14A, C) can be duplicated
from the Arumbera Sandslone. Conlia sp. of Glaessncr (1969,. Fig. 9F) is an
external mould identical in shape and size to CotMichnus serpens Webby- Small,,
curved trails differing (mm Torroicangea rosei Webby by the pellets being Jess

closelv packed and the curves smoother and more open, occur below the richly
fossiliterous sandstone three-quarters the distance from bottom to top of Lhe
Ammbera Sandstone.

The aspect of the Lintiss Vale trace fossil fauna is more like the low Lower
Cambrian tauna than the Ediacaran. Tf further collecting fails to produce inure
of the Cambrian clement in the fauna, its age will have to be considered inter-

mediate between the low. Lower Cambrian and the Ediacara fauna. The Ediaeara
fauna must be re-sought below the Lintiss Vale Beds. The Fowlers Gap fauna
would not appear out of place in the Ediacaran but is too poor tn dale.

CONCLUSIONS
*I"hc long-awaited evidence on the stratigraphic placement 61 the Ediacam

fauna has been provided by a band of fossiliferous rocks near the base of the
upper member of the Pound Quartzile. This so closely parallels the boundary
between the lower and upper members as tn entitle us to regard this boundary as
a time plane through the western side of the Flinders Ranees.. It also highlights
the tremendous amount of erosion that tonk place on the locally inconspicuuus
unconformity between Pound (,)uai1zite and Parachilna Formation. The thinning
of the lower member at Fcliacaru Range has to be regarded as a dcpusitiunal
thinning since, both the typical 'lower member 7

' beds and the "red and while
sandstones" above them are (binned in the same proportions relative to the Mt.
Scott and Red Range sections. The upper member eoukl owe its thinning here
only to erosion (Fig. $ (10) ) as the beds below die fossils are of average thick-

ness, but erosion has removed the evidence.
Evidence of repeated movement on the diapiric cores from Sturtian to post

Lower Cambrian continues to mount. It appears clcar'cr that the major strati-

graphic highs seen in die zone of diapirism today have been bijgfis repeatedly
since rhf Sturtian and were nut re-elevated by onancc in the lower Palaeozoic
folding o( the geosynclinc.

The discovery that a low Lower Cambrian fauna in the upper quarter of the
Ammbera Sandstone is correctable to the Parachilna Formation (Clacssner,
1969) reveals the fact that the differing fauna in the middle of the Arumbcra
Sandstone represents a zone above the Ediacara fauna. Whether this should be
assigned to the Cambrian or die Precambnan will await inter-rcgionul correlation.
The discovery of a fauna of about this age near the top of a continuous sequence
m northwest New South Wales (Webby, 1970) gives a second possibility of
establishing the Prccambrian-C lambrian boundary in a continuously zoned suc-
cession, a* has been done with later era boundaries. This area may provide a
suitable subsiduary section for the top of the Upper Murinoan.
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THE SUBLITTORAL ECOLOGY OF WEST ISLAND, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
1. ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES AND THE ALGAL ECOLOGY

byS. A. Shepherd f and H. B. S. Womersley*

Summary

An account is given of the sublittoral marine algal ecology of West Island, a small island lying at

the western end of Encounter Bay, South Australia. Environmental factors and the algal zonation

and associations to a depth of 28 m are described.

On rough shores three zones are evident but on the sheltered lee shore the uppermost zone is very

restricted and the lowermost zone does not occur due to the limited water depth. The upper

sublittoral zone is colonised by a short red-algal turf comprising species tolerant of turbulent water

and strong light, with a sublittoral fringe of Cystophora intermedia present only in the roughest

areas. The mid sublittoral zone is dominated by larger brown algae and the lower sublittoral by a

mixed association of red algae growing under conditions of low light and slight surge.

Water movement and light are probably the two most important ecological factors in the sublittoral.

Horizontally species' range is largely determined by water movement but vertically light is the more

important; however, it is evident that the mid sublittoral zone of large brown algae occurs at greater

depth under rougher conditions, and several other species follow this pattern.

The depth range of most species can vary considerably depending on the interplay of light, water

movement, aspect and probably other less conspicuous factors.

Estimates are given of the standing crop of algae within various associations.
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SUMMARY
Ad account is given of the sublittoral marine algal ecology of West Island,

a small island lying at the western end of Encounter Bay, South Australia.

Environmental factors and the algal zonation and associations la a depth, of

28 m are described,

On rough shores three zones are evident but on the sheltered lee shore the

uppermost zone is very restricted and the lowermost zone does not occur due
to the limited water depth. The upper sublittoral zone is colonised by a short

red-algal turf comprising species tolerant of turbulent water and strong light,

with a sublittoral fringe of Cystophora intermedia present only in the roughest
areas. The mid sublittoral zone is donnnated by larger brown algae and the
lower subliUoral by a rubied association of red algae growing Tinder conditions
of low light and slight surge.

Water movement and light are probably the two most important ecological

factors in the sublittoral. Horizontally species' range is largely determined by
water movement but vertically light is the more important; however, it is

evident that the mid sublittoral zone of large brown algae occurs at greater

depth under rougher conditions, and several other species follow this pattern.

The depth range of most species can vary considerably' depending on the inter-

play of light, water movement, aspect and probabfy other less conspicuous
factors.

Estimates are given of the standing crop of algae within various associations.

INTRODUCTION
Although the intertidal ecology of the southern Australian coast is fairly well

knuwn (Bennett & Pope 1953, I960; Womersley 1947, 1948, 1956a; Womcrsley &
Edmonds 1952, 1958), the only study within this region of the subtidal algal

ecology and distribution, based on collections made in situ, is that in the almost
enclosed Port Phillip Bay, Victoria (Womersley 1966).

This contrasts with the situation in the northern hemisphere where pioneer

studies in subtidal ecology were made by Gislen (1930) in a Swedish fjord, using
helmet tliying equipment, and by Feldmann (1937) in the Mediterranean. With
the advent of" SCUBA equipment, sublittoral surveys have been carried out on
many coasts, including those of Europe (Forster 1961, Jorde 1966, Kam I960,

Kitching 1941, Soderstrom 1965). the Mediterranean (Crossert & Larkum 1966,
Peres 1967, Vaeelet 1967), Asia (Petrov 1967, Vozzhinskava 1965), North
America (Edeistein et al. 1969, McLean 1962, Neushul 1965), New Zealand
(Bergquist 1960a,b) and the Antarctic (Zancveld 1966).

Thus knowledge of subtidal marine organisms and their ecology in Australia
is largely limited to the uppermost sublittoral as observed during very low rides

or by shallow diving and visual observation from the surface. The sublittoral on
rough coasts, which comprise most of the southern Australian coastline, is

virtually unknown, though the rich algal flora has been fairly well documented
from drift collections.

f Department of Fisheries and Fauna Conservation. Adelaide.
° Department of Botany, University ot" Adelaide.

Trans. R. Soc. S, Aust. (1970), Vol. 94.
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The ecology of subtidal communities of marine algae and sea-grasses is of

basic importance in many marine studies and. together with floristie studies of

such communities, is a valuable indicator of the biogeogruphic relationships of a

region. Subtidal, rather than intertidaL, organisms are probably better for this

purpose since they are not subject to the extremes of temperature and other

conditions in the intertidal region,

West Island was chosen for study because of its easy accessibility yet suitable

position subject to rough conditions with no protection from the south-west,

Hiotic communities on such otf-shore islands generally have a richer flora unci

fauna than communities In more sheltered waters. This is probably because

physical conditions in the water are more favourable and less variable. White
water movement is usually greater around off-shore islands, fluctuations in

temperature, salinity, oxygenation and turbidity are smaller and sand scour is

almost absent. West Island is of a suitable size for a study of the effect of wave
action which varies greatly from windward to lee shores around the island:, also

Hie presence of steep under-watcr slopes permits a study of communities in

relation to depth.
The aspect of subtidal rock surfaces is of considerable importance. Upward

facing surfaces are dominated by algae but, as a rock lace approaches the vertical,

faunal elements increase and algal density decreases. In caves, crevices and under

overhangs, algae arc mostly absent and animals predominate, as has been

described by Ciossctt & Larkum (1966), T6res & Ticard (1940) and Vaeelot

(1967). This is due almost entirely to low light intensity and re-oinphnsizes that

algae usually dominate the photic zone while animals dominate places where
light is inadequate for plant growth, While some animal communities do occur

within ihc photic 7xme, division o£ synecological studies into faunistic and floristie

aspects Ls convenient. In the following account, horizontal and sloping to vertical

surfaces are considered, but not other" surfaces subjeet to reduced light where the

fauna predominates. The animals which arc prominent among the algal com-

munities are mentioned briefly.

This account of the subtidal algal vegetation of West Island i.s of more than

local interest, since many of the communities and the basic zonation arc found

elsewhere in rough areas of ihc central coast of South Australia. The intortidal

7one is excluded from this account since the discussion of Womersley mid

Edmonds (1958) for rough to sheltered, steeply sloping coasts applies to West
Island.

METHODS
The survey on which this study is bosi-d was carried out hy die first author

with SCUBA equipment between December 1965 and May 1968. with occasional

observations since then. The island was visited on fifty occasions at fortnightly

or monthly intervals during the study period and more than seventy hours were

spent underwater. Notes were taken on sand-blasted perspex and algal (and

faunal) colleetions were made at numerous localities about the island. Determi-

nations of algae were made by the s*eond author. Specimens of all species are

lodged in the herbarium of "the Botanv Department University of Adelaide

(ADU).
All depths given in this paper are in metres and are based on the low water'

neap tide level for Victor Harbor. Tins "datum level" is used for Figures 7-14

and the eulittoral—sublittoral boundary varies from this as indicated on Figure 6.

Initially, a general survey was made of the area and the algae collected iot

identification. Then followed a more careful survey and the relative abundance
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and range of individual species were noted. Finally, quantitative estimates were
made of the density of algae at several points about the island.

The continuous south-west swell made collecting difficult and hazardous on
the southern and western shores, and the upper sublittoral zone at these localities

was only accessible after days of protracted calm weather. On only two occasions
during the period was the swell low enough to permit diving at upper levels at
Lands End.

AREA SURVEYED
West Island ( PL 1) is a granile knoll of about 13 hectares (33 acres) rising to

a height of 40 m, about 800 m offshore at the north west end of Encounter Bay
(Lat. 35°37', Long. 138°35'). The island is figured and its geology discussed by
Howchin (1910, p. 7, pi. XI), Some prominent features on the island and locality
names used during the survey are shown hi Figure 1 and Plate 1. Along the
windward southern face, steep cliffs fall abruptly to the intertidal and continue
to a sandy sea floor at a depth of about 29 m, Underwater the granitic blocks
have broad sloping faces and form between them crevices, caverns and overhangs.

^^Penguin .Rock

f x

Restless Pfc32>&?'

__ \Toad Head

fo /

1
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\ /
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y (fl :' lubllnortt rock

Seal Rack

Lands End'^-v _j^-~V-^y .--'"'

\.., ^^^Oedipus.Pt:'''
100m, 1 2 3

. . — i-
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Fig, 1 Map of West Island.

While the underwater topography provides many different micrormbitats with a
great diversity of plants and animals, there are "also extensive areas of uniform
algal growth. Along the eastern and western shores the sea floor gradually rises
(see Figure 4). The continual breakers on much of the western shore prevented
a detailed examination of the sea floor. The northern shore of the island between
Restless Point and Penguin Rock is low and slopes to the sea bed at about 5 m.
In many places rounded granite boulders up to 50 cm across lie down the slope
and are scattered on the bottom, and two shallow rocky sills run shorcwards at a
depth of about 3 m. To the lee of the island, extensive beds of marine angiospcrms
stabilize the sandy sea-bed.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
(a) Temperature

West Island is reported to lie between the summer and winter surface sea

isotherms of 19° and 13°C (Womersley and Edmonds 1958). Temperature
readings were taken from the surface to the bottom at 5 m intervals in the open
sea outside the island, at monthly intervals for three years. Figure 2 shows that

the annual range in surface temperature is about 8°C. Surface temperature
readings from the winter of 1967 until the winter of 1968 were relatively high,

averaging about 2°C above those recorded in the previous two years, while

summer temperatures in 1969 and 1970 were lower, the highest readings being

19-5°C.
Temperatures did not vary greatly from the surface to the bottom. A thermo-

cline was sometimes recorded between 15 and 20 m during calm periods in

summer when the surface water was from l-3
aC warmer than deeper water. This

was no doubt due to the heating by radiation of the upper water column, together

with lack of mixing. Conversely, in late autumn, the surface waters cooled more
quickly and were sometimes up to l

rC cooler than the water between 20 and
28 m, Between July and October a bottom layer of turbid water up to 3 m thick

was sometimes found to vary up to 1
CC above or below that of the superjacent

water.
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(b) Waves, Stoell and Surge

Wave energy reaching the island is of three main types

(i) Prevailing Swell. This is generated in the Southern Ocean well south

of the continent and prevails throughout the year; the direction of

approach is south-west,
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(ii) Local Seas. These arc caused by local winds. When the winds arc
offshore (i.e. from the cast through north to west) waves of short wave
length (period < 3 seconds) are generated. These produce no surge
ana are of little significance in the sublittoral zone. On-shore winds
produce waves which combine with the swell and reinforce it

(iii) Local Swell Tn early summer (November and December), the pre-
vailing winds are from the south to south-cast. During these months a
short swell is generated from that direction with a period of 5 to 6
seconds. This may be superimposed on the prevailing swell causing the
combined swells to periodically reinforce each other. Local swell is

unusual at other times of the year.

Average monthly
distribution of days
oi. low, moderate
and hcavv swell for
the years'1965-1967
at Neptune Is.

Prevailing swell conditions from 1965 to 1967 as recorded at Neptune Island
(at the southern end of Spencer Gulf) are shown in Figure 3 and indicate the
situation at West Island. Although oceanic swell is on the average more severe
during winter, periods of very low swell may occur at any time of" the year.

The observed swell characteristics are shown in Table 1, Wave lengths were
determined from aerial photographs.

-r—

I riirrtfion cl

Tig. 4 Successive wave crests (broken
lines) about West Island. Figures
(within the island outline) are wave
heights expressed as percentage of
maximum height at Lands End.
Dcptiis are in metres. The position of
West Island is shown on the inset
map of the South Austialian const.

In this paper the term "surge" is used to refer to the rapid sub-surface
horizontal water movements with abrupt reversals of flow caused by the swell as
it passes over shallowing water. In deep water, as a wave passes, anv particle of
water describes a circle the radius of which decreases with depth. However, on
approaching an island barrier the water* will surge to and fro more or less hori-
zontally. Tins effect is most severe near the surface and decreases with depth.
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TABLE 1

Observed prevailing swell conditions at WeM Inland

Swell Wave- Height
Range
(metres)

Period Wave Length

(second*) (metres)

XsOW
Moderate

(0-5-) 1-2
2 — 3

over 3

I 10 — 12 I 110 — 1'20

The degree of water movement is of great significance in its effect upon algal

growth but it has not yet been satisfactorily measured. The methods of Jones

and Demetropoulos (1965, 196S) and Muus (1968) are not readily applicable to

under-water studies. Despite the lack of accurate measurements, biological

indicators and some local knowledge will generally enable a reasonably good

assessment of surge conditions to be made. There is no doubt that occasional very

rough seas do more damage to algae by mechanical action of surge than do
average conditions.

The prevailing swell strikes the island on the southern and western shores,

reaching maximal force at Lands End. The distribution of wave height about the

island is controlled largely by diffractive effects although on the northern shore

some wave refraction occurs inshore (see Figure 4). The two submerged reefs on
the northern shore and the dense sea-grass meadows in shallow water cumu-
latively attenuate the swell so that in Abalonc Cove it is reduced to about 20%
of its original height. At Abalone Cove the waves passing around each side of the

island intersect, resulting in a continual though slight surge. Figure 4 shows
successive wave crests and estimated wave heights at various localities expressed

as a percentage of wave height at the roughest location.

(c) Visibility and Submarine Illumination

The island is washed by oceanic water which is virtually free from suspended

silt discharged from mainland rivers Occasionally (usually September to

November) after strong southcrlies, tongues of turbid water may extend west-

ward from the Kiver Murray mouth (about 24 km to the east) to the vicinity of

West Island, but these are rapidly dispersed by a change in weather.

TABLK 2

Underwater Visibility off West Island

Conditions Visibility at depth of

- 20m 20 — 2<Jru

October to February
Low Swell
Moderate Swell

7 — 12ra
About 5m

om

March to September
Low Swell

Moderate Swell
10 — lorn

5 — 7m
10m
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Visibility is fairly uniform down to about 20 xn but below this drops sharply.

The degree of turbidity is related to swell conditions. Bottom sediments are

stirred up through agitation of the sea-bed by surge and water turbidity is

greatest near the bottom, depending on the duration and severity of the swell.

The approximate range of visibility during die year is shown in Table 2. After a

prolonged calm, visibility near the bottom may rise to the maximum shown in

the Table but usually lies between 1 and 4 m.
Water transparency was found to be generally lower during summer than at

other times. An increase in plankton may be responsible for the reduction in

transparency, but this has not been investigated.

Light readings using a photometer in a watertight case were taken from the

surface to the bottom at 5 m intervals outside the island, monthly for 12 months.

The readings were all taken with the sun at zenith and with a clear skv. Light

intensities vary according to water turbidity and the range in values down to 28 m
(expressed as a percentage of subsurface illumination) is shown in Figure 5. The
illumination for clearest and average oceanic water and for average coastal water

(after Sverdrup et ah 1942, p. 776) is also given in Figure 5 for comparison. Tire

transmission values fur the waters off West Island lie between the values for

average ocean water and average coastal water.

In addition the horizontal illumination was measured at various depths to

determine the intensity of light falling on a vertical rock face (Poole and Atkins

1929, Strickland 1958, 'p, 472). The ratio of horizontal to downward illumination

at various depths is shown in Table 3. The highest percentages were recorded

from waters of average transparency and the lowest from turbid water; the

percentages for very clear water were slightly below the averages recorded. On
rare occasions, however, near the bottom, light reflected upward from the sand

increased the level ot light by as much as 50%.

TARLK 3

Ratios of horizontal to ttownimrd -illumination at various depth* avQpr&Rfcd as

ft percFV-ttrgv of dojcawartt •diuntinnhutl

Depth (metres) Subsurface 6 13 19 20

Exfcrwnf Mange (%)
Avrtfagf! %

20 — 25 25 — 7.i

33
10 — 50

33
10 — 40

21
10 — 25

17

(d) Scour and Sedimentation

Scour by sand does not occur due to the absence of surge at the suhlittoral

base of the island where rock meets the sand. The waters of these rough short*-1!

ate free from sediment, so that silt is absent from rock surfaces to at least 25 m.

Below this depth sediments stirred up by swell may sometimes settle on rock,

On the lee of the island also, sediments of fine sand may accumulate on a

horizontal rock surface which is in an exceptionally protected site.

(?) Other Factoiw

No measurements were made of salinity, phosphate, nitrate, alkalinitv or of

the level of dissolved oxygen. The figures given by Womersley ( 1947, p. %$$) for

the south coast of Kangaroo Island arc probably applicable to West Island.

Kirkwood (1967) gives figures for organic phosphorus, inorganic phosphate and
nitrate in South Australian waters. These factors are so stable that they arc

unlikely to contribute to community differences in the region studied.
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TERMINOLOGY
With the probable development of further underwater studies, there is a

need for uniformity in terminology. The proposals made here are applicable to
southern Australian coasts and accord with observations made elsewhere by many
other authors.

(1) Horizontal Distribution

On rough coasts of southern Australia surge is a principal factor affecting
algal distribution (Woinersley 1947, p. 236) and hence a classification of the
benthic-plant environment should be related to this factor. The coastal sub-
formations of Womcrsley (1947) might be adapted for sublittoral conditions as
follows:

Rough coast sub-formation (i.e. subject to prevailing swell),

(i) Strong to extreme surge,

(ii) Moderate surge.

Womcrsley s "sheltered rocky coast sub-formation" then refers to a coast subject
to a slight surge caused by swell or by wind-driven waves of short wave length.
Bennett and Pope (I960, p. 221) use similar degrees of roughness and take the
wave strength at Cape Bridgewater as a standard maximum. Wave action at
Lands End, although not as severe as that at Cape Bridgewater. is of the same
order.

(2) Vertical Zonation

A sharp distinction between zones is less apparent in the sublittoral than in
the intertidal zone and plant zonation is seen rather as a gradation from one
association to another. Nevertheless Jorde and Klavestad (1963) and Neushul
(1965) describe three vertical algal zones and Bergquist (1960a,b), McLean
(1962), Jorde (1966), Petrov (1967) and others describe an upper and lower
zone in the sublittoral. in southern Australia usually three, sometimes two, zones
according to loeality and roughness, can be recognised. Figure 6 illustrates the
terminology used. Most writers recognise similar vertical subdivisions (sec Hedg-
peth (1957, p. 19) and Petrov (1967) where the terminology used by various

RC'JGH_ SHELTERED

EULITTOHAL

fan

UPPER SU6UTT0WAL

MID SUBllTTORAL

LOWER SUBLITTORAL

Fig. 5
(left)

Fig, fi

(right)

Range in transmission values for waters off West Island during low swell are shown in
the shaded area. Other values are; 1. Clearest ocean wateT (after Sverdrup). 2. Average
ocean water (after Sverdrup). 3. Average of values recorded during low swell 4. Most
tu/bid water recorded during moderate swell. 5. Average coastal water (after Sverdrup).
Zonus of the sublittoral showing the depth variation from rough to sheltered water.
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writers is summarised), the differences between them being in naming of the

/ones only. Peres (1967) discusses a similar scheme based cm intensity of water
movement at different depths.

The term "upper sublittorar refers to the upper /one which on most coasts

is characterised by a .short algal turf but on rough coasts in the cooler waters of

Victoria and Tasmania is dominated by the "bull-kelp", Dutoillea potato* urn, On
rough coasts the zone may descend to 5 m; in these conditions the highest port,

emergent between waves at low tide, is characterised by distinctive species (e.g.

Cystophora intermedia) and is referred to as the sublittoral fringe (Womersley
and Edmonds 1952; Bennett and Pope 1960, p. 198).

The mid and lower levels of the sublittoral are characterised by communities
of brown algae and red algae respectively.

These zones are biologically characterised entities and their boundaries vary
according to the physical conditions. Figure 6 shows the shift in boundaries from
ruugh to sheltered conditions. The most striking effect is that under sheltered

conditions the upper sublittoral zone of algal turf is very narrow and the mid
sublittoral zone oi brown algae extends to low tide level.

(3) Association and community

The term "association" is used as in intertidal ecology (e.g. Womersley 11)48) to

refer to distinctive groupings of one or more species occurring repeatedly in a

particular environment. The term "community* is less precise and refers generally

to moderately distinct aggregations of plants. Further characterisation uf eco-

logical groupings in the sob-littoral must depend on future studies and at this

stage more precise definitions are not attempted.

ZONATION AND DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE ISLAND
The general features of the algal vegetation change markedly around nV

island in passing from rough to more sheltered coasts. The shores have therefore

been divided into four regions, each of which has algal communities with
characteristic features. The changes in the vegetation from one region to another

are seldom sharp yet occur over a relatively short distance, indicating a distinct

gradient in one or more environmental factors.

(I) Region A. The rough-water southern and western coasts between Toad
Head and Restless Point.

(II) Regions B and C. The moderately rough-water disjunct sections on the

eastern and northern shores.

(Ill) Region D. The semi-shcllcjed section in Abalone Cove.

(1). REGION A (ROUGH WATER)
Wave action is generally strong and reaches its greatest force on the south-

western side. Hera the splash zone extends upwards to more than 20 m above sea

level and the littorinid snail Melaruphe unifasciata (Gray) is common at this

height, in conditions of such extreme roughness, both the eulittoral zone arid the

upper boundary of the sublittoral zone are elevated relative to mean sea level

(eh Soderstrom 1965), and Cystophora intermedia which has been used <is un
indicator of the upper boundary of the sublittoral (Womersley and Edmonds
1958) forms a narrow belt (sublittoral fringe) up to a metre wide. A vegetation

profile down to 27 m in an area of extreme roughness at Lands End is given in

Figure 7.
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y>^ Cystophcra intarrntdta

^ Carattina spp

vi££ Getldiurn glarvdulaefotium

>Jt Curdiea gymnogonqrcdes

MelanthaUa spp.

Scytothalia dorycarpa

adiata

Fig. 7. A vegetation profile

near Lands End ( very
rou^h). Three belts in

the upper subliltora!

are indicated by broken
lines on the right of
this zone.

Upper Sublitioral Zone (to 3-5 m deep)

A strong surge exists down to at least 12 m and it is seldom possible to

examine underwater the region just below low water level. The zone is clearly

defined and extends vertically down to between 3 and 5 in according to the

degree of water turbulence. Along the western shore, on sloping faces, the zone
contains three distinct horizontal belts.

(1) The uppermost is colonized bv Coralline sp. and encrusting lithothamnia

down to 1 m, Pterocladia capillacea occurs where there is local shelter near
Restless Point. The corallines form a community with the barnacle
Batanus nigrescem (Lamarck) and the chiton Ponerophix costata (Rlain-

ville). Occasionally, the mollusc Dicathais textiliom (Lamarck) is also seen.

The upper limit of the belt is indicated by Cysiophora intermedia which, on
horizontal rocks, forms a dense eominunUy but on sloping rocks occurs only

in scattered clumps. This community also extends above Cysiophora inter-

media to form the lower eulittoral zone (sec Womcrsley and Edmonds 1958)
and it is now apparent that on such rough coasts there is a fairly uniform
coralline mat

—

Balanm association extending for some distance above and
below the low tide region (through and beyond the 'suck back' region) with

a superimposed belt of Cysiophora intermedia occurring where it is subject

to momentary emergence at low tide.

(2) Below the corallines, there is a well defined middle belt comprising a mat
chiefly of Gelidium glandulaefolium and Curdiea gymnoxongroides. This
mat extends to the lowest part of the zone but in its lowest 2 m tends to be
overshadowed by more prominent species of the belt below.
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(3) The lowest belt is characterised hy largei algae, including Melanthalia
concinna:, M. obtusata, Sargamtm bracleolomm, Zonaria sincluirii and
occasionally Scijfothalia dorycarpa, and forms a transition zone to the mid
sublittoral zone dominated l>y Kcklonia radiahh The stalked aseidian. Pyuta
pacltydennatina (Herdman) var. gibbosa Hcrdman is common below about
2 m.

Where the rock face drops vertically into the sublittoral and on much of the
steep and shaded southern snore, three distinct belts are not evident Probably
due to the lower light intensity, corallines are scarce and the upper sublittoral is

dominated by Gelidktm glandidaefolium, Cttrdiea gymnognngroidex and Ztmaria
xinclairiL Lower down in the zone, particularly on steep faces, 1'tacamium
nttguxtum, Rhodymenia austral^ and Tterodadia lucida may occur in addition to
the prominent species of this level referred to previously.

Mid Sublittoral Zone (5-15 (-19) m deep)

The upper boundary of the zone is sharply defined by the appearance of the
laminarian Ecklonia radiata which dominates ihe zone and extends even into the
lower sublittoral. Ecklonia is co-dominant with Melanthalia spp. and other brown
algae at upper levels of the mid sublittoral where they form a dense canopy. (See
Ecklonia-Mclanthalia Community where the species are listed). Where agitation

of the water is most severe, the undergrowth Is sparse and in many places the

pock is covered with a crust of lithothomnia.
Below about 10 m some minor changes in the vegetation occur. Brown algae

(except Ecklonia) become sparse and a red algid undergrowth occurs under the

canopy of Ecklonia, Toward the lower limit of the zone, Ecklonia becomes scat-

tered and the red algal element increases.

There are no noticeable qualitative differences between the vegetation on
vertical and on horizontal surfaces where the surge is active, i.e. to about JO m
depth on the rough shore (A), decreasing to about 1 m in the sheltered parts of
Region B. However upper-storey species (mainly brown algae) are less prominent
while undcr-storcy species are more conspicuous on vertical than on level surfaces.

With increasing depth (over 10 m) brown algae disappear rapidly from vertical

feces and a red algal community is established, usually epi/oic on a ground commu-
nity of calcareous bryozoans (mainly Reteporidae). Some algae appear restricted to

or have a strong preference for vertical faces. These axe Cheilosporum clegans.

Epiphloea btdlosa, llwmmoctonhtm dichotomum, Lattrencia chwalu, L, cleta and
L. jxliformta.

Lower SnhlUtutul 7,o$u> (J7-39 w deep)

The occurrence of a uniform red alg^l community in this /one is discussed in

detail later. Red algae form a dense cover on upward facing rocks but on steep
slopes are sparse (Figure 11). Here the tough and wiry algae of shallow water
arc replaced by delicate, filamentous or flabellatc species. Near the base nf the
island at 25-28 m> algae are sparse and the rock face is covered by sessile fauna.

Large sponges, the aseidians Herdmania momtis (Savigny) var. grandls TIeller

and Styela ntlwridgii Herdman are prominent, Bryozoan colonies of lletepora

spp. and Ad&ona grib'ea Lamouroux are abundant in places and provide a sub-
strate for some algae e.g, Thatmwcionium dichotomum and Plocamium spp. Less
prominent but quite common are stands of the hydioids PlumiduHa procumbens
Speneev, SertulareUa lata Bale and occasionally Thccocarpns ditaricatus Bale;

orange and white gorgonians, crinoids and Crustacea are abundant.
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(II). REGIONS B AND C (MODERATELY ROUGH WATER)
These are regions of constant surge but lack the extremely rough conditions

of the southern and western shores. Toad Head and Restless Point are the natural
outer boundaries of the two regions as they mark the transition in the mid sub-
littoral from communities of few species dominated by Ecklonia to those in which
(here is a more varied brown algal vegetation. Cystopliora intermedia disappears
from the sublittoral fringe at about these points and is generally absent in regions
B and C. Communities of green algae are common in more sheltered parts.

At the inner boundaries respectively (Point Gillian and Penguin Rock) Iht-

wcaith of algae decreases markedly. Due to the shallower depths in the two
legions a lower sublittoral zone is generally absent.

Upper Sublittoral Zone
From Toad Head northwards towards Penguin Rock the upper sublittoral

decreases from 3 m broad to less, than 1 m; it is occupied by a short and dense
algal turf with often a thin encrusing sponge as a basal matrix:. Ulva lactnea is

often common at the upper limit of the zone. In die rougher parts of the regions,
the algal turf comprises a Coraltina-Zonaria community towards its lower limit, or
further up on vertical faces the following species arc frequently seen: Ifahptcris
ftmiaduris, 1L izracilescens, Lobospira bicttspidata, Areschou&ia kntrcncui, BalUa
eallitficha (stunted).

The iower limit of the zone is often not clearly defined and some species
more characteristic of the mid sublittoral may occur, e.g. Cystopliora moniliformis,
C, suhfarcinata, Scytothalia dorycarpa, Seirococcus mUUiris, Surgasmm vsrrucu-
latum, Plocamiwn coslatum-

In more sheltered parts of the regions, the zone bears a Fterodudia capilhicca
association descending for about 1 m until it merges with the vegetation of the
mid sublittoral zone. However, an Amphiroa-Corallina association is able to dis-

place the mat of Pierotdudiu in a sunny aspect and in well-agitated water. U\
places, it dominates the slope from low water level to about 4 m deep.

Three communities of green algae are often seen. Between 1 and 2 m depth
Cuttlerpa bwtvnii occurs either as a niouospeeifie community on horizontal rock
surfaces or among the Amphiroa-Corallina community at the same depth. A Httle

deeper between 2 and 4 m a Cuiderpa fiexilis community is common on horizontal
rock faces, Occasionally a Cauhrpa obscura community occurs at about 3 to 4 m.

Mid Sublittoral Zone

In the upper part of the zone, a fneoid association forms a dense cover over
the rocks. The preference of algae for upward facing rocks with increasing depth
has been described and is evident in this zone. The vegetation near the sublitrorul

base of the island is poor and limited to a few species of which the brown alga
Clos.wplwra nigricans is prominent. The poverty of algal growth is probably duo
to the presence of fine sediments on the rocks as is indicated bv the common
occurrence of the bulky aseiclians Herdmania ntomus vai\ ^rancfis and Ascidhi
sijdneycnsis SUmpson.

(III). REGION D (ABALONE COVE)
The depth of water is limited to 5 m and there is a general decrease in !he

number of species compared to other regions; the lower sublittoral zouc is nnt
present.
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Upper Suhlitioral Zone

This is very narrow (0-0-5 m) and is rep7*cscntcd only by a dense mat of
Fterocladia capilhicea, At the boundaries of region D, where wave-action
increases slightly, corallines are more in evidence and lend to displace the
Fterocladia rnal.

Mid Sublittoral Zone

Part of this area has a solid granite substrate and the remainder has a loose
boulder slope with rounded stones up to 50 cm across, The vegetation varies
according to the type of bottom. Small stones are unstable and do not support
large brown algae. The solid rock bears a "forest" of Ecklonia (up to 80 cm high)
with very few undergrowth species except for a thin crust of lithothamnia. Steep
or vertical slopes, however, have small numbers of the following species;
Hahpteris funicularis, H. gracilescem, H. pseudospicata, Dictyota dieviensU,
Zonaria angustata, Z. crenatu^ Z< spiralis, Sargassum cerrucut&sum, Cheilosponim
etegam* These species are also common on all except the smallest stones of the
boulder slope. The bright orange jointed bryozoan Catenicella margaritacea Busk-
is also conspicuous in this zone.

At about 3 m depth Ecklonia is largely replaced by species common in die
fueoid association, namely

—

Acrocarpia paniculata, Cystophora monttifcra, C.
moniliformis, C. mbfarcinata and the coralline algae Cheilosponim elegam ;ind
Metagoniolithon charoides. Nearby, the sandy bottom supports dense beds of the
marine angiosperms Amphiholvi antarctica, A, griffithii, Posidonia australis
(narrow leaf form) and Heferozosfera tasmanica. These sea-grass communities
have not been studied in detail.

(IV). ALGAL ASSOCIATIONS AND COMMUNITIES
The associations and communities recognised about the island are described

below. Communities of the culittoral zone were not specifically studied and arc
only discussed where they extend into die sublittoral.

A list of the commoner algae, from the four regions recognised and with
known depth ranges, is given in the Appendix,

1. Coraixink Association

Many corallines tolerate strong light and occur commonly in the lower
culittoral and upper sublittoral. At West Island corallines are not prominent on
the steeply sloping and shaded southern and eastern shores but are common
elsewhere.

(m) Corallina community
Corallina sp.

Conditions:—Moderate to strong turbulence.

Vertical Range:—Lower euliUoral down to 1 m.

The community is well developed along the western shore of Regiou A.
especially on horizontal or gently sloping rocks. The association with the barnacle
Htdamts nigrescens and certain molluscs has already been described (p, 114). This
community extends into the lower eulittoral where Balanus may become dominant
in .some localities (as also described for Point Sinclair, Eyre Pen. (Wotnersley
and Edmonds 1958)). In very rough conditions the community appears as short
tutted groups of plants scarcely 5 cm high, but in more sheltered places plat) Is

are denser and may show a vivid pink growth to about 7-3 cm in height.
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( b) Arnphiroa-Corultina Community
Common:

—

Amphiroa anceps, Corallina cuvieri, Cheito.spomm elegarvs.

Occasional;

—

Corallina sp,

Conditions;—Moderate turbulence.

Vertical Range: 0-5 m.

This community is prominent in Region C and portion of Region 13 near
Penguin Rock and in optimal conditions forms a very dense turf to about 10 cm
in height. Toward its lower limit, calcareous algal fragments accumulate among
the living plants providing a haven for worms, crustaceans and molluscs. The
proportions in which the component species occur may vary with depth as shown
in Figure 13. Between 3 and 4 rn, Cheilusporum elegam characteristically forms
a pure stand on steep or vertical faces. Other species such as Canhrpa bwwMu
Ptewcladia lucida and Melanthalia obtusata occasionally occur, This community
is seen in similar habitats along much of the central Flindersian province of
southern Australia.

(e) Corallina-Zonaria Community
Common:

—

7>onaria sinclairii^ Corallina cuvieri Fairly common;

—

$arga$$um
hructeolosum, Cheilosporum elegans. Occasional;

—

Caulerpa brownii.
Conditions:—Moderate turbulence.

Vertical Range: 0-3 m deep.

The community is well developed in moderately rough situations. It consti-
tutes the uppermost sublitroral zone in Region B and also may be found in small
stands m Kegion C. The development of Sargasmm bracteoiosum is seasonal:
from Fcbruarv to September only the basal leaves are seen and the community
is dominated by Corallina cuvieri and Zonaria sindairn which forms a dense mat
between 5 and 10 cm in height. In spring, Sargassum bracteoiosum rapidly"

develops fertile fronds reaching 30 cm or more, then overshadowing the other
components; these fertile fronds are completely lost again by February.

With increasing turbulence, Corallina cuvieri and Sargasmm bracteoiosum
become sparse so that in some places there is an almost pure community of
Zonaria sinclairii. This is seen mostly on gently sloping rock where the water is

well agitated, and the community may continue into the lower eulittoral. The
following species are more commonly seen on steep faces or toward the lower
limit of the community

—

llalopteris gracilexeem* H. funicularis% Lobospiva
bicu^idala, Cheilosporum eieguns, Areschougia dumosa- It is uncertain whether
their preference for a steep surface is due to a lower light requirement, u lower
tolerance of surge, or both.

2, FiuitonLAuiA Capillacea Association

Common:

—

Ptewcladia capillacea. Fairly common;

—

Sargasaum hractea-
tuttim. Asparagopxix armutu, Plucamium angushtm.

A number ol other species occur but these are probably the outliers ot
communities lower down in the sublittoral. The following have been recorded at
various times but arc usually stunted in form and not common.

Caulerpa jlexilis, C, obscura, Dictyota dicmensis, Zonaria sinclairii. Z. spiralis,

Cijstophora subfarcinaia, Corallina cuvieri, MeJanthalia obtusata, Laurcnciu
elutu.

Canditiom;—Slight to moderate surge, with a preference for sterp or veilteal

faces, Where the surge is more severe the association is displaced by corallines.
Vertical range: 0-2 m.
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In Region D the association forms a dense turf between 5 and 10 cm JjfcA
down to about 1 m depth where it gives way to the laminarian Ecklonia.
In Judith Cove ( Region C) it may extend down to about 2 m where it is replaced
by various brown algae. At very low tide the upper part of the association is just
emergent and m the summer the upper plants arc often bleached by the sun.
Corallina an. occurs occasionally and Asmragopsis annala is often epiphytic on
the Pterocwdia. The community has only occasionally been noted elsewhere itt
South Australia in similar conditions.

3. Gelidiunt CLANDin^KFouuM-Ct.'imuiA GvMNor.oNGROiDKs Association
Common;—OeUdutm gondii lacfalhim, Curdica i'tjmnogongroides. Fairly

common.—MeUuttfialiu coneinna, M. obtusahi. Occasional:—Zowaria smrlairii
rolyopes constrictus.

Conditions—Extreme turbulence on steep faces.

Vertical Range i—from 1 to 3 m below low water.
This association is present at Lands End below the Coralline Association. It

16 most evident on steep or vertical rock faces, with the common species growiii*
up to about 8 em high. It forms a eommunilv with the barnacle Bcfanm
mzrescens and the stalked ascidian Pyura pacht/dermatwa var. gibbosa.

Occasionally, a nuxed Coraltina-Getidium community is $eeii in places where
the surge is strong but not severe. With increasing depth; the association becomes
subordinate to die brown algae Ecklonia and Sctjtolhalia.

4. Fucoii) Association
Common:—Acrocarpia paniculate Cystophora momllferu, C. moniliformis,

C. platylobmm, L. mbfarcmata, Seirococcus axillaris, Aspurapopsis armuta. Fairlycommon;—Scytothuia danjearpa. Occasional:—Peritkalia '

caudata Ecklonia
rtsdwta

y bargaxsum hracteolosum.

Conditions:—Moderate surge.

Vertical Ran&e; 3-18 m deep (in calmer situations 1-10 m deep).
A dense vegetation of fucoid algae is a characteristic feature of mekv sub-

strates un moderately rough shores or southern Australia; this community occurs
throughout Regions B and C and on some coasts m Sourj Australia reaches to
low tide level.

The structure of the association is complex; its vegetation is usually two-
layen cl, but occasionally three-layered. The dense upper lavcr. ranging from 50On to 1 tn in height is dominated by fueoids, the individual species "of whichmay occur in stands up to 10 m- in area, or sometimes as single or small groups
ot plants. The dissected and irregular nature of the rock surface on which the
vegetation occurs creates numerous microVabitats with differing light and surge
resulting in a complex mosaic. Different species tend to be dominant at different
depths, figure 10 shows the vertical range or some species in Region B.

Ecklonia radiata is surprisingly sparse, being absent from most level surfaces
but present on steep faces just below (he lip of flat-topped rocks. In deeper water
ot IS to 20 m Ecklonia persists m a predominantly red algal community.

1 he middle layer is less complex, its height is from 10 to 20 em and indi-
vidual plants generally lie scattered and hidden rndcr the shade of the p.ommmt
tucoid aJgae. At 5 m the undergrowth is mostly CheUosporum (dr&ws- at 8 m
Zonarw. spp., Corallina ciwicri, Uuloplem spp„ Plomtmum an^istum and
Fhawlocarpus lahillardieri occur. Between 10 m and 18 m the following species
comprise die undergrowth; Lobospira hiempidata, Zonaria .spiralis. Asparagopsis
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Fifi. 8 Vertical range of some common algae on horizontal rock in Region A (rough).

- common (shown by a thicker line where dominant):

sional; %. * + Tare.

armata, Peyssonelia gunniana, Phacelocarpus ktbillardieri, Plocamium angtistwn,

P. mertenm, Rhodophyllis multipartita, Areschougia dumosa, Mychodia harnata

and Osmumlaria prolifera*

At 18-20 m deep, the upper layer comprises mainly Ecklonia and Cystophota

platylobium and is much less dense than in shallower water. On many slopes

stands of Plocamium spp, are well developed. Here also a ground layer of pros-

trate species occurs, e.g. Peyssonelia gunniana, P. novae-hotlandiae and Sondero*

phycus austfalis.

With increasing shelter there arc minor changes in the association. Some

species become more common, e.g. Sargassum verrucukmim, Corallina sp,,

Metagoniolithon charoides and Mclamasto'phora ftahellata. Figure 15 shows the

horizontal distribution of some of these species.

In Region C where similar surge conditions exist, the vegetation patterns

typical of the upper part of the association in Region B are seen. The under-

growth species are mainly Melamastophora fiabellata, Metagoniolithon charoides,

Cheilosponim elegans and Corallina sp.

Floristically, the association is very rich and the total number of species

collected is about 80.

5. ECKLONIA RAD1ATA ASSOCIATION*

Ecklonia radiata is one of the most important and conspicuous zone-forming

species of algae of southern Australia. It is prominent at West Island where it

dominates two habitats on the rough and sheltered sides of the island respec-

tively. In each habitat, Ecklonia constitutes the bidk of the vegetation ( Figures

9, 14). In Region A, it characterises a community in water 3 to 18 m deep and in

the sheltered Region D it occurs from about low water down to 5 m. Each

community will be discussed in turn.
.

Why Ecklonia is not more common on tile moderately rough shores ot Region

B is puzzling- It is possible that this laminarian may be unable to compete well

with fucoid algae where conditions are optimal for their development.
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Ecklonia—Melanlhalia community
Common:—Ecklania radiata, Scutothalia dorycarpu, Melanthalia concinna.

Fairly common:—Acrocarpiu panicuhta, Surgassum bractealosum, Melanthalia
obtusata. Occasional:

—

Seirococcus axillaris, Perithalia caudata.
Undergrowth—Common:

—

Gelidium glandulaefolium. Fairly common;—
Fterocladia lucida, Phacelocarpus lahillardieri Plocamiwn preissianum. Occa-
sional:—Zonaria sindairii, Corallina sp., Polypes comtrictus, Callophycus laxus,
Ballia callitricha.

Conditions:—Strong to extreme surge.

Vertical Range:—4-10 (-14) m deep.

The species listed arc all able to stand extreme water movement The
Ntrueture of the community is two-kycred. The upper layer consists of Ecklonia.
Scytothalia, Seirococcus and Acrocarpia. Under these plants, an understorey of
ulgne growing to about 20 cm in height occurs. The turbulence is too great for
most animals except Ptjura pachydermatina var. gibbosa and compound ascidians
which colonise steep faces. The vertical ranges of the algae arc shown in Figure 8.

Ecklonia community

Ecklonia radiata and encrusting lithothamnia.

Conditions:—Slight continuous surge.

Vertical Range:—0-4 m deep.

Very dense stands of Ecklonia occur on firm granite substrate, Undergrowth
.species arc absent except for the presence of pink encrusting lithothamnia°on the
rock.

Both Ecklonia and the lithothamnia prefer well-agitated and sediment-free
water and conditions are no doubt favourable where the swell passing around
each side of the island causes intersecting wave patterns and a consequent con-
tinual water movement (Figure 4).

6. OSMUNDARIA PROUFKiU ASSOCIATION
Common:

—

Osmundaria prolifera. Fairly common:—Cystopharu monilifera.
Conditions:—Moderate surge.

Vertical. Range:—3-8 m deep.

Aldiough this association is relatively common in deeper sheltered waters of
St Vincent Gulf, it is poorly developed at West Island and occurs in only a few
places in die more sheltered parts of Region B. The association has a simple
structure and is dominated by Osmundaria prolifera with Cijstophora monilifera
as a characteristic associated species.

7. Rep Algae Association

Common:—Nizynutnia australis, Rhodophyllis memlmmacea, K. multipartita
Plocammm angustum, P. mertensii Rhodymenia australis, Ballia nuiriana Fairly
cotrynon:~SonderophycMS amiralis. Occasional*—Gelidium anstralc. Pterachdia
lucida, Peyssonelia gunniana, Thamnoclonium dichotomum, Areschougia
dumosa, Ballia callitricha, Haloplegnui preissiL Hypoglosxnm protendem Rare.-
Cheilosporum elegans, Phacelocarpus lalnllardieri, Osmundaria prolifera.

Conditions:—Reduced light and slight surge.

Vertical Distribution;—16-28 m deep on horizontal and sloping rock
occasionally shallower (see below).
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This association is developed in the deeper, quieter waters about the island,

i.e. in Region A and the outer part of Region B. The brown algae of the mid

sublittoral gradually disappear between 10 and 15 m depth and are replaced by

this community. However, Eckhnia may persist sporadically down to 24 m or

more (Figures 7> 8, 14).

In shaded aspects and in calmer microhabitats such as depressions in the

rock, the association occurs at levels up to 10 m but is best developed between

15 and £0 in deep. The association is floristically rich with 48 species recorded;

plant cover is almost 100% with a two-layered structure. Some algae are com-

monly up to 30 cm high and there is in places a low ground layer of prostrate

species

—

Sonderophycus australis7
Teyssonelia gunniuna and P. novae-holhndiae.

Fig. Vertical dis-

tribution of wet weight
of algae on horizontal

surfaces between 5
and 27 m deep near

Seal Rock in Region A
(rough). The broken
ine indicates total

weight of red algae.

Fiff. 10 Vertical distribution of wet weight of algae on horizontal surfaces between 2 and 18 m
deep in Region B (moderately rough), The broken line indicates total weight of red

algae.
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Individual species o£ the upper layer may occur from single plants to patches
up to 1 square meter in area. Jt is uncertain whether the observed patchincss is
chance or is caused by ecological factors, Bergquist (1960a) comments on the
same feature in New Zealand waters.

In deeper water (over 20-22 in), plant cover decreases to less than 10%
as the fauna becomes dominant and covers the rock face. Frequently, algae in this
region are attached to bryozoa. The number of species also declined and at 25 m
only 15 species were recorded. At this depth red algae growT only on the upper
faces of rocks, the steep faces of which are covered entirely by sponges, gorgonia,
corals, bryozoa and hydroids. Some algal species become" heavily epiphytisccl by
bryozoans, hydroids arid sponges. Changes in the composition of the association
with depth are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 11.

11 Vertical distribution of
wet weight of algae on ver-
tical rode faces between 6
and 25 in deep at Seal
Rock in Region A (rough),
The shaded area repre-
sents total wet weight of
Ecklonia radiata

t which is

not given as a separate
diagram.

8. Caulerpa Communities
Several species of Caulerpa are of common occurrence about the island. As

their fronds rise from creeping stolons often densely intertwined, communities
which occur in favourable conditions spread over extensive areas, Except where
surge is strong, particulate matter accumulates among the stolons and probably
prevents establishment of other algae. These communities are well developed on
upper surfaces of rocks in agitated shallow water with maximal light conditions
and are not uncommon in similar habitats elsewhere on the southern Australian
coast.

Caulerpa brownii community
Conditions:—Moderate surge.

Vertical Range:—Usually 1 to 1-5 m deep. Scattered plants as deep as 5 in.

The species forms a dense community of plants up to 10 cm in height In
Regions B and C, usually on upward facing rocks. Sometimes scattered plants of
bargassum bracteolomm and Penthalia cauRata occur where the association is not
dense. C. brownii is also common in the lower eulittoral algal mat in Regions R
and C. e
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Catderpa flexilis community

Conditions :—Moderate surge.

Vertical Range:—2-5 in deep.

The stolons form a dense basal mat sheltering a rich crustacean molluscan

and worm fauna. Above it the fronds form a dense cover to about 15 cm in height.

At West island the community prefers slightly deeper water than Caulerpa

hrownii and is found in Regions B, C and D.

Caulerpa obscum comtmnUttj

ConditioM:—Moderate surge.

Vertical Range;—5-7 in deep.

This community is common on horizontal or sloping rocks in liegion B in

rather deeper water than either of the other Caulerpa communities. The bonds

are up to 20 cm long and arc a haven for very large numbers of amphipods and

isopnds.

SEASONAL AND OTHER CHANGES
Nearly al! the prominent algal species (see Appendix) are present through-

out the year, though some show pronounced seasonal growth. However data on

manv of the smaller species are not adequate to judge whether some might be

strictly seasonal in occurrence. Many red algae also appear to live for up to two

years and show at least two age groups; younger plants are relatively free from

epiphytes such as hydroids and certain bryozoans whereas older plants are often

heavily epiphvtised.

Algal growth is vigorous from winter until early summer. By midsummer the

vegetation has an impoverished appearance as many species shed their fertile

parts. The following changes are conspicuous; Scytothalia donjearpa and Seiro-

coccus uxillaiix lose some fronds and receptacles; Cysiophora moniliformis loses

its ramuli, leaving onlv the bare primary and secondary ases; the fronds of

Caulerpa flexilis and C. bwwnii disappear leaving only their stolons on the rock

lace; the corallines lose fronds and ramuli often leaving bare stalks. During March.

strong growth commences and the vegetation soon regains its winter appearance.

As previously described, Sargassum bracteohsum grows seasonally during spring

and sheds its fertile fronds by late summer (February). The growth of Eckionia

appears to cease during mid-summer and at this time the plants otten lose part of

their thalli while the remainder is often grazed by the gastropod Snbn'meUa

undulata (Solander).

After completion of the main part of this stuclv some changes in the vege-

tation were noticed during the summer of 1909-70. The density of Eckionia

grrally increased on the boulder slope in Region }>, where it had previously been

sparse, and at a depth of 4 to 5 m Cijstophora namillfera, which previously had

occurred as scattered plants, formed dense stands over one metre in height. Tpe

understorev species of smaller brown algae largely disappeared from this eanopjed

arw and were replaced l>v a low mat of Corallina cuvieri and Coralima sp. The

brown uk« Clarlofitephus verticitiatw was noticed for the first time and became

abundant in places. The winter of 1969 was Free of stovms and these changes are

probably altributable to the calm conditions which had prevailed since the winter

of 1W58.
% c ,

Changes such as these will be followed over the next tew years in ruder

to judge the stability of the associations described in this paper.
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ESTIMATES OF STANDING CROP
In order to assess the individual contribution of species to the total biota, a

quantitative study was made at selected localities on both horizontal and vertical
faces. Over 100 samples were collected between August and December in 1967
and in 1968 by using a hoop of area 1/6 in2 on horizontal surfaces and 1/10 m-
on vertical faces. The hoop was placed on a rock and the algae were scraped from
within the area into a net and later examined and weighed. Because of the
physical difficulty in obtaining samples in strong surge where 10 minutes might
be occupied for each, random sampling techniques were not feasible and the
following procedure was adopted. A visual assessment was first made of the
locality to select a rock face on which the algae were considered to be repre-
sentative of the average density and cover for that locality. Any rock face which
appeared to be either unusually protected or subjected to extreme water move-
ment was therefore avoided. A number of contiguous samples was then scraped
from the rock over a horizontal distance of several metres. This was repeated at
various depdis and localities. On vertical cliff faces a site facing the direction of
the swell was selected in each case to minimise local effects.

At any single locality, 5 or 6 samples were considered sufficient to adequately
sample the fairly uniform red algal growth (although often more were taken),
but for the patchily occurring larger brown algae a more extensive area was
sampled and a proportion of die plants collected. The method used by Crossett
and Larkum (1966) is very similar. The results are given in Figures 9-14. At Seal
Rock and at Toad Head samples were taken at approximatelv

5

3 metre intervals
vertically, and in Judith Cove at one metre intervals.

Fig. 12 Vertical distribution of wet weight of algae on vertical rock faces between 3 and 15m deep in Region B (moderately rough). The shaded area represents total wet weight
or brown algae.

Since Ecklonia dominates the vegetation in the mid sublitloral in Ilegkras A
and D, estimates of density (number of plants per m2

) and cover were also
obtained. The results (Figure 14) show that the population density of Ecklonia
is greatest (20+ plants per nr) at a depth of 6 m in rough conditions (Region
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Fig. 13 Vertical distribution

of wet weight of

algae in Amphiroa-
Cotallina association

in Region C,

A) and at 2-4 in depth in Region D. In Region B the highest density values are

at a depth of 4-5 m but arc mueh lower (5 plants per m~), probably due to

competition from other species.

However. Figure 9 shows that the highest standing erop values (fresh

weight) in Region A for Ecklonia occur at a depth of 10m, i.e., somewhat deeper

than the depth at which the highest density values occur. This is because the size

and weight of individual plants in very rough conditions (i.e. Region A, 5-8 m)
is much less than in conditions where surge is moderate (the figures for mean

plant weight being 95 g for the former conditions as compared to 600-800 g for

less ro ,, 'rK **»*•*** tirtPttrtttai? tn InraKrv^ . Plants eonstantlv subiect to severe surge

rarely develop to the size of those under less extreme conditions, and stipes with

tattered or missing thalli are commonly seen after stormy weather.

D

Ft
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ML

o pt/r i_o

cover 50 V»
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5

Fig. 14 Vertical

distribution of

plant density (as

number of plants

p e i square
metre ) of Eck-
loniu radiata on
horizontal sur-

faces in Regions
A. 13 and D.

DISCUSSION

The decrease in surge from rough lo sheltered shores of tire island is accom-

panied by conspicuous "differences in the composition of the vegetation. The

distribution of each species depends upon its particular response to and tolerance

of various environmental factors. The survey has shown that groups of species

have similar distribution patterns resulting in the occurrence of plant communities

which persist throughout an area so long as the environment remains substantially

unchanged. The same communities are seen in other places where a similar

environment recurs. At several points abrupt changes in the type of community

are also accompanied by a relatively steep gradient in surge or illumination, these

being probablv the two most important environmental factors.
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TABLE 4

Showing the total number of spcvies found in the i>arious regions.

TJ.S.L, — Upper Sublittoral; M.S.L. — Mid Sublittoral. L.S.L. — Lower Sublittoral.

G reen Algae Brown Algae Red Algae

4
-A

4
CO

L.S.L.

Total

4

p

hi
DO

4 H

4
Eg

4 4
m
4

ig

O
Total

of

all Species

Rough
Region A

1 '

—

1 2 3 6 3 £ 6 25 4S 65 76

Moderately Rough
Region B

2 7 — 7 3 24 — 24 2 60 — 61 n

Moderately Rough 1 5 — 5 2 12 — 12 5 10 „ 12 20
Region C

Semi-Sheltered
Region D

1 5 — 5 1 36 r-- 1(3 4 5 tr- 6 27

Total Number
of Species 9 30 93 132

SURGE
extreme strong moderate Slight

Caulerpa ipp

Halopterl* spp

Lobosptra hicuspidaia

Zonaria anguslata

Zcnaria crenata

Zonaria sincUirii

Zonana spiralis

Perrthaiia caudata

Scytpthatia doryeatpa

Seirococcus tntitlarts

Acrocarpia parnculata

Cystophora intermedia

Cyslophera rrctiriiieta

Cystophora moniliformis

Cyslophora subfarcmata

Sargassum bracleotosum

Sargassum verruculosum

Asparagopsis armata

PlcrocUdia capitlacea

Amphiroa anceps

Cheilosporun elegar*

Melagofiioliinor charoid«s

Meunthalia conciina

Metanlhaha obtusata

Phaeelocarpus apedus

strong

H 5

SURGE
moderate slight

X''

-~-"- 'I--'

5,-"

Fig. 16 Elevation of the upper limits for some
species with reduction in surge.
L Lohospira bicuspidala, Seirococcus

axillaris, Nizymenia austtalis,

Rhodophyllis multipartita, R.
membranacea.

2, Mychodea hamata, Osmundaria
prolifera, Laurencia clavata.

3. Zonaria angustata} Zonarla spiralis,

Asparagopsi? armata.
4. Metaniastophora flabellata, CheHo-

sporum elegans, Euptilota articu-

lata.

5. Thamnoclanium dichotonxum.

Fig. 15 Horizontal range of common algae of the inid-sublittoral. Extreme to strong surge—Region A. Moderate surge—Regions B and C. Slight surge—Region D.
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A feature of the survey is that comparatively few species comprise the bulk

of the vegetation while many species occur in small numbers or in a restricted

locality.

Horizontal Distribution

The total number of species in the four regions varies considerably and their

distribution in regions and zones is given in Table 4. It is apparent that a shore

of moderate roughness favours the greatest number of .species; this is due to the

occurrence of two fioristieally rich communities viz. the Fucoid Association in the

mtd sublittoral and the lower sublittoral association of red algae. However, the

latter association is better developed in the deeper waters of Region A when
there is lower light intensity.

Figure 15 gives the horizontal ranges of some common species, mostly of the

mid sublittoral, and it is evident that writer movement is an important factor

limiting the horizontal distribution of most algae to that pari ot the shore where
suitable conditions exist. Some shade-tolerant species (see Figure 16) are able to

**xtend their horizontal range by growing at a greater depth m rougher conditions.

Green algal (Cottlerpa) communities Tequire rather sheltered conditions

and are distributed accordingly. Their occurrence at ditferenl depths probably

reflects their particular requirements lor light rather than for water movement.

Vertical Distribution

It must be rc-emphasLzed here that this survey deals with the algae of

horizontal and vertical or steeply sloping rock surfaces on a "steeply sloping*

granitic island. These habitats arc relatively uniform compared to those on cal-

careous coasts where roek platforms at about low tide levei offer a great variety

of pools and overhangs giving great diversity in microhabitat conditions of light

and water movement. On such rock platforms (see Womcrxley 19IS), many
species recorded only from deeper zones (e.g. the mid sublittoral) on West Island

are. found in shaded or sheltered pool areas. At low tide, deep pools on rock

platforms provide conditions of surge comparable to those at some depth,

Changes in algal vegetation with depth have been documented for many
seas (for recent studies see Crossett and Larkum 1966, lorde 1966, Kitching 1941>

Neushul 1965, Petrov 1967, Vozzhinskaya 1965, and Zanevcld 1966). Other

workers have shown experimentally that important controlling factors are

gradients in light and water movement (see Conover 1968, Fcldmann 1937, Jorde

and Klavestad 1963, Levring 1947, 1966, 196S, Whitfoid and Kim 1966). These

factors will now be discussed tor each /.one.

( 1 ) Upper Sublitlora} Zone

This ?.one, best developed in Region A, is dependent on rough conditions.

(Figure 6). Sume species {Curdiea ^ymnogou^roides, Melanltwila spp. and
Volyopes constrictus) require high water movement and are restricted to this

zone; others tolerate these conditions and range more widely in the Sublittoral

(e.g. GelkUum glamluUiejolium, Pterocludia capillocea and Coraltina spp), Strong

light is a limiting factor for many species, but some browu algae (Sargasstim

bracteolosum, Zoiuiria slnclairiU dystophora subfarciiwfa and Acrocnrpiu panlptir

lata) and coralline algae (Corallinci spp. and Amphiroa ahcepi) withstand full

sunlight and even grow in momentarily emergent situations (see p. 118 and Figure

7). Fcldmann (1951 ) attributes the success of corallines in high light intensities

to the presence in their tissues of calcium carbonate which serves as a light

shield. This ptubably explains their abundance in sunny aspects about the island.
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In rough areas of West Island the upper limit of the upper sublittoral zone
is marked by the sublittoral fringe zone of Cijstopliow \ntf-rmedki (Womcrsley
and Edmonds 1958, p. 233) as shown in Figure 7. This fringe /.one Is absent on
less rough coasts (Regions B, C : D) where the mid .suhliitorat large brown algal

associations approach closer to low tide level.

The lower limits of the upper sublittoral zone aire often indicated by the
tattered remnants of species characteristic of the zone below, suggesting that
wave action prevents the encroachment of algae characterising the mid sublittoral
by ft* destructive effect on these young plants, probably during storms, rather
than by preventing their initial establishment.

(2) Mid. Sublittoral Zone
The importance of surge rather than light in determining the depth at which

an alga! zone occurs is strikingly shown for the mid sublittoral zone. As shown In
Figure 6> this zone is depressed in rougher conditions. In such cases surge
conditions arc of primary importance providing light intensities are still adequate
for the species concerned.

The most conspicuous alga of this zone, Ecklonia, grows to a considerably
greater depth in Region A (Figures 9. 10 and 14) than in the other regions, and
in other rough ocean areas of South Australia oeeur> at much greater depths
(Shepherd, unpublished data). Other West Island species whose lower limit is

similarly extended by greater water movement are Perlthalia caudata^ Gelidhtm
australe, G. glamhdaejolium > Pterochdia lueida, Cheilosporum elegans, Thamno-
clonium dichotomum and Niz.ymenia awtralis.

On the other hand some species of algae do not grow at greater depth in
rougher conditions (e.g. Acrocatpiu paniculate, Cqstophora mondiformis^ C.
motiilifora and C. std)farcinata) and it is probable that light attenuation is the
critical factor determining the lower limit for these species.

Asparagop.sis annota occurs principally as an epiphyte, but shows little

preference for a particular algal host (see Appendix-). It is unable to grow in very
rough conditions but is prolific elsewhere. At its lower limits the species appears
tu be sensitive to reduced water movement. On European coasts trie species has
a narrower vertical range but its ecology is otherwise similar (see Dizerbo 1964).

A third factor which may be important in limiting the growth of some algae
at depth is the nature of the surface film on the substrate. It has been observed
that some algae (c-g. Ecklonia, Scytothalia and Seirococcus) only grow on clean
rock surfaces. In deeper water, with reduced water movement, the rock is covered
with sediments of various kinds. Such a surface may be unsuitable tor establish-
ment of these algae. This factor is clearly related to water movement and further
studies are necessary to elucidate it.

(3) Lower Sublittoral Zone
This zone is occupied by species which are adapted to low light conditions

and slight surge. The decrease in light below 25 m, associated with turbidity
near the bottom, is probably responsible for the disappearance of algae just below
this depth. However, other factors not investigated may also have some effect;

these include the deposition of sediment previously mentioned ( see Strachan and
Kaski 1969) and the smothering effect of epiphytic bryozoans on some algae. The
lower limit for attached algae for the waters of Encounter Bay Ls probably about
30 m; further offshore, in deeper waters, the lower limit is known to exceed
35 m.

The factors determining the upper limit for red algae are problematic and
U is not often possible to distinguish between the effects of light and surge.
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Hhodophyllis multipartita and R, memlnanacm appear to be sensitive to both
factors and are appreciably displaced upwards only with a combination of
sheltered and shaded conditions (Figures 9-12). Some species appear to

respond in the same way to reduced water movement (see Figure 16). However,
it appears that most species of the mid and lower sublittoral are sensitive to

strong light to some degree. Uplift of limits in shade has been noted fur Thamuo-
duniam divhoiomum, Pterocladia hiclda, Mctamastophora jlabellata, Battia

mariana and B. callitricha. The last named species has a remarkable vertical

range and is able to grow in deep shade in the upper sublittoral in rough eondi-

tiom.

Standing Crop and. Density

The variation in standing crop values taken en horizontal and vertical

surfaces (Figures 9-12) further illustrates the effects of light and water movement
on algae.

On vertical surfaces where light intensity is 10-40% of that on horizontal

jsurfaues at a given depth (Table 3) there is a substantial reduction in the total

weight of standing crop. This is due partly to changes in community structure

and partly to competition for space with f'aimal elements which predominantly
colonise steep or vertical surfaces.

Comparison of standing crop values in Region A with those OT Hegion R
(Figures 9-12) shows that, except at upper levels (0-6 m. Region A) where
mechanical damage by wave action is considerable, [here are higher standing

crop values on both horizontal and vertical surfaces in the rougher locality. This
hi probably due both to the better conditions for growth provided by increased
water movement and to associated effects permitting greater density of algae v

such as the presence of a cleaner substrate and the depression of certain faunal
species into deeper water.

In Region A the highest standing crop values for Eckkmia are 1.0-4 kg/m-
(at 10 m) and there are even higher values of 16 H leg/tir in Hegion D ut 3 in

depth. These values are comparable with values for Laminaria hyperbowa forests

on coasts about the North Sea (e.g. 11*1 kg/m- reported by Liming 1060. and
(5 kg/m'-> a mean of 59 surveys, found by Walker 1954),

Floristic Aspects

Further detailed collecting around West Island would doubtless considerably
extend the total of 132 species of green, brown and red algae recorded in Table
4 (the commoner ones being listed in the Appendix). It is clear however that

certain groups or genera are conspicuous in the sublittoral while others are

notably absent.

In the Chlorophyll only the genus Cauhuya Is common (6 species and 3
recognised communities). In Iht-* Phaeophyta, the Dictyotales (especially spt-cies

of Zonaria) and the Fueales are most conspicuous, though the only member of

the Laminariales (Ecklonia) found on central South Australian coasts is eco-

logically important.

In the Rhodophyta, two genera of the Gigartinales arc strikingly common,
both in species and occurrence; these are Phcamium with 8 species and Hhodo-
phyllis witii four species. The Ceramiaies are not widely represented compared
to the large number of genera and species found in southern Australia; this

applies especially to the family Bhodonielaceae. However, further collecting may
well result in many additions of small species in this order.

With the exception of the coralline algae (which reach the lower eulittoral)
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and some of the large brown algae which reach to low tide level all the species
recorded (see Appendix) arc found only in the sublittoral. The general lack of
algae above low tide level on South Australian coasts has been documented by
Womersley and Edmonds (1958).
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APPENDIX. ALGAL SPECIES LIST
The following list includes the commoner species collected during the survey

but not those found only rarely. Further collecting, especially in other micro-
habitats than vertical and horizontal rock, would doubtless increase the number
of species. Womersley 1956b and 1967 give references to the southern Australian
species of Chlorophyta and Phaeophyta respectively, but no single reference to
the species of Rhodophyta is currendy available. Specimens representative of all

species are deposited in the Algal Herbarium. Department of Botany, University
of Adelaide.

The distribution of each species is given as in the four regions recognised
(A, B, C, D), followed by the depth range in metres. References to text figures
concerning the species are given where appropriate.

Most species are present throughout the year, although some show their best
development in spring and summer,

CHLOROPHYTA
Ulvalks

Utea laciuca L. B, 0-1; C, 0-1; D, 0-1.

Caulerpalxs

Caulerpa hrotvnii ( C. Ag. ) Endl. A, 0-3; B, 0-2; C, 0-2; D, 0-2, (%. 15).
Caulerpa cacioidex (Turner) C. Ag. B, 5.

Cattlerpa ftexilis Lamx. B, 2-5; C, 2-5; D
; 3; (Fig. 15).

Caulerpa geminata Harvey. A, 5; B, S; D. 1. (uncommon).
Caulerpa obscura Soncler. Q 3-7; D, 4-5. (Fig. 15),
Caulerpa scalpelliformis (R. Br,) C, Ag. D, 4. (uncommon).

Codiales

Codiv.rn pomoides J* Ag. A, 10-15; D, 5-7. (uncommon).

PHs\J£OPHYTA

Sphacelamales—Stypoeaulaccae.

Halopteris funkularis (Mont.) Sauv. B, 3-6; D. 1-5. (Fig. 15).

llaloptem gracilescem (J. Ag.) Womersley. B. 3-6; C. 3-6; D, 1-5, (Fig. 15).
Halopteris pseudospicata Sauv, D, 3-5. (Fig. 15).

Clados tephaccac

Cladostephus veiikillatm (Lightf.) C Ag. D, 3-4.
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Dictyotales—Dictyoteae.

Dictyota diemensvs Kuetzing (narrow form). C, l-5 3 D, 3-5,

Dictyota prolifera Lamx. B, 15-22.

Dilophus robustus (j- Ag,) Womcrsley. A, 10-13; B T 16. (Fig 8).

Glossophora nigricans (J. Ag.) Womerslev. A, 16-18; B, 10-22. (Fig. 8).

Lobospira bicuspidata Aresch. A, 13-25; B, 6-25; D, 2-6. (Figs. 8, 12, 15, 16).

(commonly epiphytic on Acrocarpia paniculata y Seirococcus axillaris and
Phacelocarpm labillardieri)

,

Pachydictyon paniculaium (J. Ag.) J. Ag. B, 3-6; D, 3-5.

Zonarieae

Dictijopleris muelleri (Sondcr) Rcinbold. A, 13-25; B, 16-26. (Fig. 8).

Zonaria angustata (Kuctz.) Pap. B, 13-22; D, 1-5. (Figs. 15, 16).

Zonaria crennia J. Ag. A, 22; D, 3-5. (Fig. 15).

Zoruiria sinvlairii H. & H. A, 0-5; B, 0-13; C, 0-5; D, 0-5. (Figs. 8, 15).

Zonaria spiralis (j. Ag.) Pap. A, 1-3; B, 10; D, 1-5. (Figs. 15
? 16).

Sporociinales

Carpomitra costata (Stackh.) Batters. A, 7-25; B, 13-22. (Fig. 8).
Perithelia candaia (Lab.) Womerslcy. A, 2-14; B, 5-10; C, 2-3. (Figs. 8, 15).

Laminabiales

Ecklonia radiata (C. Ag.) J. Ag. A, 4-22; B, 2-20; C, 1-5; D, 0-5. (Figs, 7-12,

14).

Fucales—Seirococcaceae

Scytothalia dorycarpa (Turn.) Grev\ A, 2-17; B, 10. (Figs. 7-9, 15).

Seirococcus axillaris (A. Br.) Grev. A, 14-20; B, 7-25; C, 4-5. (Figs. 8, 10, 12,

15, 16).

Cystoseiraccae

Acrocarpia paniculata (Turn.) Aresch. A, 3-11: B
3
3-15; C, 3-5; D, 3-5. (Figs,

8,9,10,15).
Cystophora intermedia J. Ag. A, sublittoral fringe. (Figs. 7. 15),

Cystophora moniliferaj. Ag. B, 5-8; D, 1-5. (Figs. 10, 15).

Cystophora moniliformis (Esper) Worn, and Nizam. B. 1-9; C, 3-5; D, 1. (Figs.

10,15).
Cystophora platylobinm (Mcrt.) J. Ag. B. 10-18. (Fig. 10).

Cystophora subfarcinata (Mert.) J. Ag. B, 2-6; C, 3-5- D, -3-5. (Figs. 10, 15).

Sargassaceae

Sargassum hracteolosum |. Ag. A. 3-13: B, 0-10; C. 0-5; D, 0-2, (Figs. 10, 13,

15).
Sargassum verruculosum (Mcrt.) C. Ag. B, 4-16; D, 2-3. (Figs. 10, 15).

RHODOPHYTA
Nemauonales—Helminthocladiaceae

Liagora haweyiana Zeh. B s
3-6 (uncommon).

Bonncmaisoniaceae

Aspuragopsis arrnala Harvey. A, 16-25; B, 6-16; C, 3-5; D, 0-2. (Figs. 10, 13,

15,16).
(A common epiphyte on Zonaria spp., Acrocarpia paniculata, Cystophora

monilifera, C. moniliformis, Sargassum wrrncutosum, Gelidium glanaulae-

folium, Pterocladia capillacea and Amphiroa anceps).
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Delisea etegans (C. Ag.) Mont A, 16-19; B, 13-16.

Delisea hypneoides Harvey B, 13 (uncommon).
Delisea pulckra (Grcv.) Mont. A, 19-22 (uncommon).
Leptophyllis conferta (R. Br.) J. Ag. B, 13-22.

Gelidiales

Gelidium. amtrale J. Ag. A, 3-23; B, 3-13. (Fig. 8).

GeUdium glandulaefoliam H. & H. A, 4-20; B, 6-10. (Figs. 7, S).

Fterocladia capillacea (Gmel.) Born. & Thur. B, 3-6; C, 0-5; D, 0-5. (Fig. 15).

PterocfodAa lucida (R. Br.)
J.

Ag. A, 4-22; B, 6-10 (Figs. 8, 12).

CfiYfTONEMiAucs—Squamariaceae

Feipsomlxa gunniam J. Ag. A, 11-24; B, 13-22. (Figs. 8, 12).
Peyssonelia novae-holtondiae (Kuetz.) Harvey. A, 12-22; B, 12-18,

Sonderophycus australis (Sonder) Denizot. A, 8-26; B, 13-22. (Fig. 8).

Corallinaceae

Amphiroa anceps (Lamarck) Dene C 2-5. (Figs. 13, 15).

Cheilosporum elegans (H. & H.) Aresch. A, 8-23; B, 3-16; G, 1-3; D, 3-5. (Figs.

8, 12,13,15,16).
Corallinu cuvieri Lamx. A, 0-2, B, 3-10; G\ 2-5; D, 1-5. (Figs. 7, 10, 13).

Corallina sp. A, 0-3; B, 1-3; C, 1-5; D, 2-5. (Figs. 7, 10, 13).
The species of Corallina need detailed study; two taxa may be present

under C. cuvieri and the status of Corallina sp., possibly related to C. officinalis^

needs clarification.

Metagonioliihon charoides (Lamx.) W.v.Bnsse. B, 2-6; D, 5. (Fig. 15).

Metammtophora flabellata (Sonder) Sctchell. A, 10-18; B, 7-13, [Fig. 16).

Cryptoncmiaccae

Carpopeliis phyUopliora (H. & H.) Schmitz. A, 10-18; B, 6-13.

Epiphloea bullosa (Han7
.) Schmitz? A, 10-16.

Pohjopes constrictus (Turn.) J. Ag. A, 2-6; D, 0-2.

Thanmodonium dichotomum (J. Ag.) J. Ag. A. 13-26; B, 10-13. (Figs, 8, 11,

12, 16).

Gigartinales—Graeilariaceae

Curdiea gymnogongroides J. Ag. A, 1-8; C, 2-3. (Figs. 7, 8).

Melanthalia conoinna ], Ag. A, 3-10: B, 3-12. (Figs. 7, 8, 9, 15).
Mehnthalia ohiusata (Lab.) J. Ag. A, 6-16; B

?
fi-10; C, 1-2. (Figs. 7, 8, 9, 15).

var. intermedin (Harv.) J, Ag, A, 18-18; B, 6-10.

Plocamiaccac

Flocamium angustum (J. Ag.) H. & H. A, 3-28; B, 2-22. (Fig. 8).

Flocamium coccineum (Huds.) Lvngbye. A, 14-26; B, 10-15; D, 2. (Fig. 8).

Plocamium costatum (C. Ag.) II. & II A, 15-20; B, 6-10. (Fig. 8).
Flocamium dilatatum J. Ag. A, 15-20; B, 10-16. (Fig. 8).

Flocamium leptophylium Kuctzing, A, 20-24; B, 16-20.

Flocamium mertensii (Grev.) Harvey. A, 10-25; B, 6-16. (Fig. 8).

Flocamium patagiatum J. Ag. A, 10-25, (Fig. 8).

Flocamium preisskmum Sonder. A, 3-17; B, 10-20 (Fig. 8).
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Phacelocarpaceae

Phacelocarpus apodus J. Ag. C, 2-5. (Fig. 15).
Phacelocarpus labillardieri (Mert.)

J, Ag. A, 5-26; B, 6-15. (Figs, 8-12).
Nizymenia australis Sonder. A, 13-25; B, 6-16. (Figs. 8, 11, 12, 16).

Solieriaceae

Callophycus laxus (Sonder) Silva. A, 10-20. (Fig. 8).

Rhabdoniaceae

Areschougia dumosa Harvey. A, 16-24; B, 13-16. (Fig. 8).
Areschougia laurencia (H. & H.) Harvey. B, 6-10.

Rhodophyllidaceae

Rhodophyllis marginalis
J. Ag. B, 13-18.

Rhodophyllis membranacea (H. & H.) Harvcv. A, 13-26; B, 10-23. (Figs. 8 5 9,

11,16).
Rhodophyllis multipartita Harvey. A, 10-26; B, 6-23. (Figs. 8-12, 16).
Rhodophyllis ramentacea (C. Ag.) J. Ag. A, 13; B, 13-18!

Hypneaeeae

Ifypnea episcopate H. & H. A, 16-18; B, 6-16.

Mychodeaeeae

Mychodea hamata Harvey. A, 15-18; B, 6-8. (Fig. 16).
Ectocliniwn laiifrons J. Ag. A, 13-17.

Acrotylaceae

Acrotylus australis J. Ag. B, 6-13.

Peltasta australis J. Ag. A, 10-16; B, 13-16.

Rhodymeniales—Rhodymeniaceae
Rhodymenia australis Sonder. A, 13-26; B, 13-23. (Figs. 8, 1

1
).

Champiaeeae-

Champia tasmmica Harvey. A, 16-22.

Ceramtales—Ceramiaceae—Crouanicae

Gattxja pinnellu Harvey. B, 16-21.

Antithanmieac

Acrothamnion preissii (Sonder) Woll, A, 16; B, 6-13. (Epiphytic on Gelidium
australe, Pterocladia lucidu, Nizymenia australis and Batlia calHtricha),

Ballia calHtricha (C. Ag.) Knciz. A. 5-25; B, 5-23. (Figs. 8, 11).
Ballia mariana Harvey. A, 10-26; B

3
13-26. (Fig. 8).

Spongoclonieae

Haloplegma preissii Sonder. B, 16-26.

Spongoclonium sp. A, 13-20; B, 13-26.

Other species of Spongoclonium occur at Toad Head and Oedipus Point
in 16-26 m. The species of this genus are confused and await monographic
study.
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Griffithsieae

Neomonospora elongata (Harvey) Womersley. A
f
19-26; B, 13.

Neomonospora griffithsiouhs (Sonder) Womersley. B, 6-23,

Spyrideae

Sptjrldia opposita Harvey. A, 15-20: B, 10-13,

Ptiloteae

Euptilota artictihila (J. Ag.) Scbmitz. A, 10-20; B, 6-23. (Figs. 8, 16).

Delesseriaceae-Hypoglossuni group

Hypoglossum protendens J. Ag. A, 16-26; B, 13. (Fig. 8),

Hemineura group

Hemimura frnndom (H, & H.) Harvey. A, 16; B. 19-26.

Phycodrys group

Crassilingua marginifera
(J.

Ag.) Pap. A, 10-19; B, 13-16.
Hulicnide siTniUim

J<
Ag. A, 16-26; B, 16-22.

Cryptopleura group

Acwsorium uncinatiim (J. Ag.) Kylin. B, 19. Common as small plants on other
algae in various depths of A and B.

Hymenena multipartita (H. & H.) Kylin A, 13-26.

Dasyaceae

Dasya ceramioides Harvey. B, 16-26,

Heterosiphania australis (J. Ag.) De Toni A, 21-26.

Rhodomclaeeae—Polysiphonieae

Tohjsiphonia nigrita Sondcr. B, 3-10. Epiphytic on Actocarpia, Scytothalia and
Cijsiophora subfarcinaia.

Amansieae

Qsmundaria prolifera Lamx, A, 18; B, 5-22. (Fig. 16).

Laurencieae

Laurencia clavata Sonder? A, 13-26; B, 6-23, (Fig. 16).
Laurencia elata (C Ag.) Harvey. A, 6-10; B, 13; C, 1-2.

Laurencia filiformw (C. Ag.) Mont B, 6-23.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE

Plate 1

Fig. 1. Aerial photograph of West Island showing Encounter Bay and Victor Harbor to the
north east.

(photograph A. R. Milne)

Fig. 2. Aerial photograph of West Island showing the main localities.

(photograph A. R. Milne)
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THE SUBLITTORAL ECOLOGY OF WEST ISLAND,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

2. THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN HYDROIDS AND ALGAL SUBSTRATE

byS. A. Shepherd f and Jeanette E, Watson

Summary

The association between hydroids and benthic algae has been examined at West Island in Encounter

Bay, Thirty-eight species of hydroids (of which 17 are new records for South Australia) are

recorded epiphytic upon algae. Of these, 17 species show preference for particular algal substrates

to a striking degree while 5 other species of very common occurrence are less selective of substrate,

each being recorded on at least 10 species of algae.

Observations upon the nature of preferred and unfavoured algae suggest that some hydroid larvae

are positively rugotactic, favouring rough, flat or depressed algal surfaces and avoid filamentous or

mucus-coated species. The biochemical properties of some algae and the presence of a suitable

surface film appear equally important so increasing the ecological possibilities of substratum

preference by hydroids. Red algae (with 38 species) are a more favoured substrate than brown algae

(with only 15 species).

The most important factor determining the distribution of epiyphtic hydroids in the sublittoral is the

presence of suitable substrate algae. At West Island, optimal conditions exist in the mid- sublittoral

between 12 and 20 m on the rough windward shore, where there is a rich red algal flora; here, there

is an abundant epiphytic hydroid fauna in terms of species and density.
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SUMMARY
The association between liydroids rind benthic algae lias been examined at

West Island in Encounter Bay. Thirty-eight species o{ nydroids (of which 17 are

new records for South Australia) arc recorded epiphytic upon algae. Ol these, 17
species show preference for particular algal substrates to a striking degree while

5 other specie.s of very common occurrence are less selective of substrate, each
being recorded on at least 10 species of algae.

Observations upon the nature of preferred and unfavoured algae suggest
that some hydroid larvae are positively myotactic, favouring rough, flat or

depressed algal surfaces and avoid filamentous or mucus-coated species. The
biochemical properties of some alga?, and the presence of a suitable surface film

appear equally important SO increasing tire ecological possibilities of substratum
preference by hydroids. Red algae (with 38 species) are a more favoured sub-

strate than brown algae (with only 15 species).

The most important factor determining the distribution of *?piypliHe

hydruids in Ore suhlittoral is the presence of suitable substrate algae. At West
Island, optimal conditions exist in the mid-sublittoral between 12 and 20 m on
the rough windward shore, where there is a rich red algal flora; here

:
there is an

abundant epiphytic hydroid fauna in terms of species and density.

INTRODUCTION
Reports upon the association between benlhie animals and algae in trie sub-

littoral zone are rare. Rogick and Croasdale ( 1949) in the region of Woods Hole,

U.S.A. and Ryland (1962) on the English Coast have noted the association of

bryozoa and algae; Sloanc et ai (1961) has reported upon the fauna on algae in

Lough Ine. Eire. Following the account of Kato et al. (1951.), Nishihira ( 1965,

1966, 1967a, 1967b, 1968a/l96Sb) studied the ecology of hydroids in the region

of Asamushi, Japan,
Detailed reports of this kind for Australian waters are lacking although

fragmentary information about the algal sukstrate of hvdroids may be found in

the papers" of Rale (1884/, Bartlctt' (1907), Mulder 'aud Trcbilcock (1911),
Blackburn (1.937, 1938, 1942), Hodgson (1950). Ralph (1956) and Pennvcuick
(1959).

This paper is the second of a series of studies upon algae and their associated

fauua about West Island, Encounter Bay. An account of the sublittoral environ-
ment and of the algal distribution at West Island is given by Shepherd and
Wornersley (1970).

Hydroids attached to rocky substrates, or found among holdfast fauna are

not included in this study and will be the subject of a later paper by the second
author. Notes are made upon the abundance, fertile seasons and ecology of the

species found- Microslidcs of hydroids examined in this study are lodged in the

National Museum of Victoria, the South Australian Museum and held in the

personal collection of the second author.

I Department of Fisheries and Fauna Conservation, XK3 Gawler Vlace. Adelaide,, S.A.
p National Museum of Victoria, Russell Street, Melbourne. Victoria.

Trans. 11. Soc. S t Aust. (1970), Vol. 94.
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TABLE 1

Jiydraid epiphytes on algae

o indicates new record for South Australia

* indicates months when fertile colonies round

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jim Jly Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

K OAMPANlJLARilDAE
CmnpanvlariM iiftdivpUm Mulder & TrebUock 191+
CmnpmivMria autfraU* Steel.uw 1ft24

Orthopyxis vul&uUtta (Hineks 1863)
OHftopyzi* anyuiuttt Hale 1N14
Obelia genteuUfa (Li ant*. 1758) !

Silwuiar'ui hllnbiafa (Coughtrey 1875)

O

c
o u.

*
•X-

*
-X-

R SYNTHEC1IDAE
Diphasia mfaaritwtn (Jiu&k 1852)
Syntfieciutn sp.

1

i ;

1

i

F. LIXEOLAKIIDAE
r.infiolariji spintdoita Hlncks 1861 o 1

1

F, HALKCUUAE
Srvrettbia doidala Watson I960 o

#

*

-X-

-x-

X-

-X-

8-

-X-

3S*

ft

X-

F. SERTULA1U1UAE
Stereatheca slowata (Lumouroux 1816)
CmUirithmt tteattShostoma (Bale 1882)
AmphisbHia mhrimn (Thompson ItiTH)

AmphisfHtfa mapkMonei (Bule 188+)

AmphUheHu minuta (Bale 1882)
Ampkiebetia pulckrlla (Thoutnisoa 187y)
Serttuaria avittu Stechow 1 £21

Srrtularia gfnnumta Bale 188i
Sntularia mecaUmm Bartie it 1907
XertuUiria imcrac&fpa Bale 1884-

SrrfiiUiria o/jli'pttmoda Mulder & Trebiloek 101*
Symylectowypftv* nrnlwtw (Thompson 187**)

SyMplvstoxcyphus imirisim (Bale 1882)
$yrnpUtf»<ti>yphux rnacrvtheeus (Bale 1882)
SerlutarHla n>bu*l»- Cniitfhi.rey 1875
JiywHitem quadrW*ntata (Ellis & Sola-iider 1786)

o
o
o

o

-X-

-X-

-X-

.V.

F. FLVMULAIUIDAK
diwittntfZfc sp.

J'lumularw alata Bale 1888
Phimuiaria flftzttvM Bale 1394
Humularia spinutom var. aptttifjptyl Bale 1882
Phimularto JuicaulU' Kireheiipauer 1876
HiifapterixaiflaaptimiafoTmis Mulder <fc Trelrileoek 1909
V'icnutheca pftmtCUi ttitle. 1882
Afffatiphvnta phWiom Ball! 1882
T}<ecocarpHH ttimrimtus rar. i)Weoyi Bain 1882

HuliMrnaria Imtftirwtrw { KJrchfciipauer 1S72)

Halicoranria rtseidiohlts Bale 1&S4
WilicamopaU cp'gtins (Lamarck 1810)

o
o
o
o

o
o

i

i * J£

*

METHOD
Algae collected at approximately monthly intervals during the algal survey

of West Island in 1967 and 1968 ('Shepherd & Womersley, 1970) by the first

author were examined for die presence of hydroids, and observations were made
upon their fertile season. The algae were identified by the first author, and in eases

of difficulty, by Dr. H. B. S. Womersley, and hydroid determinations were made
by the second author. In addition, algae collected early in the survey in 1965 and

1966 and mounted on herbarium sheets in the Botany Department of the Uni-

versity- of Adelaide, were examined by us. Although this material was dried and

pressed, it was not difficult to recognize most hydroids. A few species required

reconstitution in water before identification was certain, and only Antennella sp.

and Synthecht7n sp. could not be identified to species. In this way, the common
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species of algae were examined on numerous occasions and uncommon species
were checked several times.

Abundance of hydroid growth was estimated subjectively by taking into
account frequency of occurrence and luxuriance of spread of a colony upon a
substrate. This method was found satisfactory as growth was eidier profuse and
occurred on a majority of plants of an individual species or was only occasionally
or rarely recorded. Hence the results, based upon a large number of observations
at all times of the year give a good overall picture of the incidence of epiphytic
hydroids. Nevertheless, it is possible that further collecting will produce addi-
tional records as the abundance of some hydroids was found to vary seasonally
and from year to year.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The epiphytic hydroids and the months in which they are fertile are recorded

in Tabic 1. Athecate hydroids were not found growing on algae probably because
the unprotected hydranth is unable to withstand turbulent conditions.

Some hydroids, listed in Table 2, were found on very few occasions, so that
their constant association with particular algae is not established; it is likely that
some of these hydroids occur on other substrates as well.

The hydroids listed in Tables 3 and 4 are all associated with particular algae
and the results show that these hydroids are selective of substrate in varying
degrees. They are discussed in three groups, according to the degree of selectivity.
The authors of hydroid species are given in Table 1 and the audiors of the species
of algae from West Island are given bv Shepherd and Womerslev ( 1970).

(a) Species showing least selectivity

The species in this group are:

Amphisheiia minima, Campanularia australte, Tlumulariu filicaulis, Symplec-
tosajphus negjeclus, Stereotheca elongata.

TABLE 2

Hydroids eddom found on atyae

Ilydroid Algal Substrate

Amphisheiia mapteatonti
Amphisbetia minuta-
Anteimvlla np.

Camptmut-arui ambipU-ca

Diphama subcfiriiiala

ftynamena quadridevtata
Halieornriria ascidioidm
Halupleris aglaophemctfortms
Lineolaria spinufom

Pliwiularia viola
Plumuhiria- flexuomi
Pycnolheca produtsta

Sertularia gmtinatri

Serttdaria oblk/tum oda
tii/mplectojscypirns macrothacus
Hynthcciunt sp.

Ptocamium sp.
Corpopeltis phyllophom
PtRvoclatlia hti'ufa

fteirococcus axillaris

CraesiMnyua niarginiferft.

Laur$7ieia filiformis

Mttamwitophora flabeUata
Laurencia filiformis
Placamium prai^si-anum
HhodophyHis m ultipartita

Carpopdtw phyllophora
P/wdymfnui avMrulis
Zonariu spiralis

Pr-ifAtion di<i g tat n iana
ffliody-menia austroiU
La,uri>ntia ehta
Laurmeki filiformi*
Acrocarpia pan-kultd'a

Gelidium austrah
CpMophora Subjarcinnta
JLo.tirf/tijrAa Jllijormis
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TABLE 3

Showing hydro-ids associated vAtk brown ahjac. v.o, = very tioramonj e. = common; 000. == occasional

J

i
e

a.

1

i
1

1
1
1

s

1

«

I

5
5

is

o

S
1

O
s

1

fa

I
1
£
C

•51

a

|

1
1

ft

!,

Si
Is
Si

|
'8

Q
«•

i
t?5

1
a

w
a
Sa

1

oq

OCC

1
.C.

-SE
B
b

"E
-r«l

g

1

m%
#3

I
I

§
i

1

Kvimbei' of
liytlniiil

associated
with Shift

alga

Lobospim bkuspidata occ 2

Zomrix iMmMa OCG twx
1

Zmiarin r.r*<nata VC i

ZotiafiG tfUici-airii oec occ ow —

-

3

y.onarm xpiralU ota 1

Pfritkalm mudata OOP QCf! 2

Eck-loriia ruiii/tta ve

occ

1

Awottirpiu pmtit'ulata oec OCC occ L*. 5

CysU>jihvta inonilifera occ 1

(fyfttaphora- Yti&ntiifurmw occ — -
1

Cytttophora xuhfarvirtata Y« 1

ScytottmUa doryearpa (.' 1

Sfeiratoceuas axillaris

vc DCC

fl occ 2

Saryafsw/i bra?teofc*Wi
2

Sargas&um rpmirulo/nim OCf 0"0

' 1

occ

1 1

occ

1 3 «>
1 3

i

Number Of species

epJphytispd by this

hydmid
5 (5 1 2 1

These are the most common hydroids of the region and several factors appear to

contribute to their abundance. Although they occur on numerous species of algae,

they arc preferentially associated with a few species some of which are very

common in the sublittoral, with the result that there is an abundance of available

substrate on which their larvae may settle. The fact that three of them (A.

minima, S. elongata and S. nedeclus) are fertile for most of the year (Table 1)

no doubt also contributes to their prevalence (cf. Nishihira, 1966).

( b) Species showing most selectivity

Two species were observed in association with only one alga, and one species

was observed in association with the two related species of algae. These are;

—

Qbelia genicututa with KcMonia radiata

Scoreshia daidala with 7,onaria crenata

Sihctdaria bilabiala* with Scytothalw donjeorpa and Seirococcus axillaris

In the first two cases., die association appears to be obligatory as these two

hydroids have not been recorded in southern Australia on any other substrate.

(See Womersley, 1967, p, 226; Watson, 1969, p, 115). However, Obdia genictdata

* There is also a solitary' record of Uus hydroiri on Acwcarpia panicidata.
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Shouting hydroids a/tsormted uilh red utyup.
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s

•S

i
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i

e
S3

1

J}

BOa

S3
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ft!

•2

%
s

&

1

ft

,2

|
i

1

i &

1

i

i

3

1

1

3

I

1
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o
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1

in

i

i

1
*
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I

s
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and Silicularia hilahiata are recorded growing on Macrocyst'is pijrifera (L.)
Agardh m New Zealand waters (Ralph, 1956), and Ohelia genicuhta is reported
upon Lamimria digitata (Huds.) Lamour. on the British coast (Robins, 196y)
and upon Symphyorladia laiimcxila (Ham) Yamada by Nishihira (19fl6) hi
Japanese waters. Evidently, preference for a particular alga id a local character-
istic of both Silicularin hitabialo and Ohelia genlcutata and varies over their
geographic ranges according to substratum possibilities.

(e) Specie showing .<iome setevtivifti

The remaining bydroids in Tables .3 and 4 axe all found OKI relatively few
species of algae, indicating that some are: more favourable than others; however,
only 5 species (Crateritheca acanlhosh>nm, Lineolarla spinuiosa, Plumuhtriu
spimdosa var. spinulo$a

:
Sertuturelke rohusta and Sartuhria ar.uta) show a strong

preference for a particular alga.

Algae as Substrate

It is clear from Tables 3 and 4 that at West Island the red algae as a group
atv* the most favourable substrate for bydroids. Except far three species, brown
alguc are generally uniuvouiable ami green algae never seem to bear hvdroids.

Awarding" to Nishihira (1966, 1967a, 1968a) the physical and chemical
nature ol the substrate is of fundamental importance to hydroid larvae. Our
observations arc in agreement. Algae with flat laminar thalli. concavities or rugose
surfaces are favoured substrate and nearly all red algae on which four or more
hydroid species grow have these physical characteristics. Of the brown algae
commonly cpiphytised, Sargamim bnicfeolosum has flat and somewhat rugose
basal fronds and Acrororpia pankvlaia has a rough and warty stem- However,
the attractiveness of other algae withoui these physical qualities, e.g. Melanihnlia
spp, and Gelidium spp. which are mucus-coated or possess finely divided ramuli
may depend upon a positive ehemotaxis among hydroid larvae as reported by
Nwhihtra (1968b).

Conversely some physical and chemical character] sties of algae may be
adverse to bydroids. Generally, filamentous or finely divided algae (e.g. Ballia
7fiariana

y Corynospora spp. Plerodadia capillacea and Haloptcrh spp. ) do not
carry bydroids. Nishihira (1967a) attributed this to the fact that die filaments of
such algae are smaller in diameter than the larvae and stolons of bydroids.

The general absence of epiphytes on brown algae is probablv clue to the
presence of tannic substances secreted by their tissues (Conovrr with Sieluuth
1964, Sieburtli and Conovcr 1965). These tannins possess antibiotic properties
inhibiting settlement of larvae on the alga, and are found in many brown algae
(Ofiino 1883, McLaehlun and Craigte 1964).

Some red algae (e.g. RhodopliylJis mamhmnar.ea, Haloplegmu premii and
Epiphioea bullosa (?)) also appear to secrete mucus and this may make them
unattractive to hydroid larvae. Corallinaceous species (e.g. Corallinu spp,, and
Amphiroa anceps) are also not colonised by hydroids,

The oldest part of the thallus of an alga is generally colonised first. Eckhniu
radiata* which grows at the transition /one between stipe and frond, is usually
colonised first on the distal uart of the frond whereas red and brown algae which
grow apically tend to be colonised first on the stem. Algae in their first season of
growth are usually quite clean and this may be ft useful field method for aging
some species. The evident preference by hydroid larvae for a substrate which has
aged may be due to the acquisition bv the blade of the alga of u suitable surface
film (Nishihira 1908b) or may be due to a seasonal variation or a decline in
antibacterial activity by the alga (Sicburth and Conover 1065).
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Distribution of Hydrokls

In general, the occurrence of epiphytic hydroids appears to be related to the

availability ot suitable substrate algae rather than to any direct environ mental

effect. Hence, the distribution of hydroids about West Island is determined by
the distribution patterns of its preferred substrates.

For this reason, epiphytic- hydroids arc relatively scarce on the protected lee

shore of the island where brown algae are dominant, but are abundant in the mid
and lower sublittoral zones on the. rough windward side of the island where there

is a rich and varied red algal flora, as described in detail by Shepherd ami
Wumcrslcy (1970), However, the distribution of three hydroids (Obelia getii-

cttlata, Orthopyxis angulaia and Orthopyxis caliculuta) is exceptional as they

occur only in fairly sheltered conditions although their host algae are more
widely distributed. These Species all liberate free-swimming medusae and it is

possible that species which reproduce in this way are not adapted to rough
conditions.

The abundance of epiphytic hydroids is greater in a shaded micro-habitat

than on horizontal rock surfaces, and an alga growing on the former $ite is

generally more heavily cpiphytlscd than the Mime species growing in a situation

which is bettor lighted. Also, man}' of the records in Table 2 are from shaded
habitats. The increased abundance of hydroids both in species and in density in

shade may be due to a preference for lower light intensities or to factors asso-

ciated with reduced lisjht such as the increased growth of encrusting cpibiota on
algae in these conditions, resulting in a more attractive substrate.
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A NEW GENUS OF TREMATODE (DIGENEA; GORGODERIDAE)
FROM THE URETER OF TUNA FISH (THUNNUS THYNNUS MACCOYII)

IN AUSTRALIA*

byHarold W. MANTERf

Summary

A large, digenetic trematode is described from the ureter of the tuna Thunnus thynnus maccoyii

from southern Australian waters. It represents a new genus and species, Cetiotrema crassum

(subfam. Gorgoderinae) distinguished by the size and shape of the body, the caeca being distant

from the sides of the body, the uterus being inter-caecal, the vitellaria arising as three claviform

lobes on each side and the seminal vesicle at least partly anterior to the genital pore.

The genus is close to Phyllodistomum Braun; P. carangi Manter, 1947, is considered to belong to

Cetiotrema; P. lancea Mamaev, 1968 is very similar to Cetiotrema crassum in some features but,

largely on account of the form of the vitellaria, is retained in Phyllodistomum.



A NEW GENUS OF NEMATODE (DIGENEA; GORGODERIDAE

)

FROM THE URETER OF TUNA FISH (THUNNUS
THYNNUS MACCOYII) IN AUSTRALIA*

by Hahold W. Manter!

SUMMARY
A largo, di genetic taximilodc is described from the ureter of the tuna

Thunnvs thijnnm moccoyii from southern Australian waters. It represents a new
genus and species, Cetiotrema crassntn (si.ibfam. Gorgoderinae ) distinguished

By the size and shape of tlie body, the caeca being distant from the sides of the

body, the uterus being inter-caeca!, the viteliaria arising as three cktvifcnm lobes

on each side and the seminal vesicle at least partly anterior to the genital pore.

The genus is close to Fhyllodistomttm maun; P, carangi Mantcv, 1947, is

considered to belong to Cetiotrema, P. lancea Mamaev, 1968 is very similar to

Celioirema craxsurn in some features but, largely uu account of tlie form of the

viteliaria, is retained in PhyllodUttomum.

The Ircmatodes described below were sent to me by L. Madeline Angel, of the

University of Adelaide, South Australia, They were collected by the Common-
wealth Scientific & Industrial Research Organization ( C.S.I.R.O.) from East Bass
Strait and Kangaroo Island in 1939, Two specimens were collected from each of two
tuna fish. The three complete and one incomplete specimens are remarkable for

their large size. To the naked eye they suggested in size and shape such trema-
todes as Fasciolop'sis bxiski but were even more muscular.

Each specimen was sharply bentventrally near midbody and evidently strongly

contracted. It was necessary to unfold (or cut) and then compress the specimens
before they could be mounted on a slide and studied. After staining in Delafield's

haematoxylin, each specimen was clamped between two slides, using brass clamps
with screws to compress the slides tightly together, then passed through the

alcohols to 100& before releasing. Compression of living specimens at the time of

killing is preferred handling, but no important distortion seems to result from
considerable mechanical pressure after preservation. However, only limited

flattening can be achieved in this way.
The large size of these worms indicates they must bend or curl within the

ureter of their host and their mass is such that some injury to the tuna must result.

No information on incidence or intensity of infection is available.

Most parasites of such large size, especially when infecting a host of economic
importance, are described in early literature, The location in the iirctcr, an organ
often not examined for parasites, may explain why this genus seems to be
undeseribed.

FAMILY GORGODERIDAE
Cetiotrema erassum gen. nov.. sp. nov.

(Figures 1-3)

Host: Thunnus thynnus maccoyii (Castelnau); Thunnidae; southern bluefin

tuna.

Localities; East Bass Strait and Kangaroo Island, South Australia.

Collected by. C.S.I.R.O.; 1939.

Number: 4 (one incomplete); 2 from 1 host in each locality.

Studies from Dcpt. of Zoology No. 419,

\ University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA

Trans. R. Soc. S. Aust. (1970), Vol. 94.
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Holotype: South Australian Museum, No. ES63.
Paralype; U.S. National Museum, Helminth. Coll. No. 71424.
Description (Measurements on 3 specimens, all somewhat contracted and

compressed after preservation. Measurements are in mm unless otherwise iadi-
cated); Body very large, thick, muscular, with almost parallel sides, broadly
rounded at each end. Length 200 to 25-5; widdi 7-3 to S-5. Sides of body thsii

and slightly thrown into short folds. Dorsal surface smooth; ventral Mirbxe,
where nut eroded, covered with minute papillae Strong longitudinal muscles in
pttrcuehyrna except near sides of body.

thai sucker ventral, snbtermjnai, circular, 1-2 to 1-5 wide. Forebody 2 '753 to
3 8 long. Acetabulum circular, with circular aperture and longitudinal -cavity;

V235 to 1-615 wide. Sucker ratio 1:1.

Pharynx lacking, but anterior portion of oesophagus thick-wailed. Oesophagus
(contracted) about 0-348 to 0-536 long; bifurcation slightly nearer oral sucker
thau to acetabulum. Caeca extending to within 2-185 to 2-7 of posterior end of
body; not far apart; dividing body width into approvtmalc thirds,

Genital pore median, about midway between acetabulum and bifurcation of
oesophagus. Testes a little anterior to midbody, ovoid, smooth or slightly ercim-
latcd. diagonal, intercaecal, separated by short space; 1-52 to 2-23 long by 1*14
to 2-09 wide. Seminal vesicle a rounded to elongate sac, inconspicuous, between
acetabulum and bifurcation of oesophagus, partly anterior to genital pore; cirrus
sac and cirrus absent; prostatic duct short, surrounded by small, radially arranged
prostatic cells, nnlcro-dorsal to genital pore.

Ovary ovoid, smooth, to right of midline, pretesticular, separated from anterior

testis by uterine coils. Vitcllaria immediately anterior and to left of ovary, intcr-

caeeal; consisting of claviform lobes, three on each side, sometimes branching.
Seminal receptacle lacking. Uterine coils narrow, extending to ends of caeca or
slightly beyond; mostly intercaocal but frequently slightly lateral to caeca ven-
rrally: extending between testes, between anterior testis and ovary, and lateral to

acetabulum on both sides. Metraterm glandular or at least lined with cells,

longitudinal between genital pore and acetabulum Eggs 38 to 45 by 20 to 29
microns; operculum apparently lacking; embryo only partially developed.

Excretory pore conspicuous, dorsal., glandular, 1 IK) to 1*158 anterior to

posterior end of body. Excretory vesicle not seen.

Diwussiom Distinctive characters of Cetiottemn are large body size; broadly
rounded ends; thick body but with thin sides; caeca distant from sides of Ixidy

which are largely unoccupied by organs; chiefly intercaecal uterus: vilcllaria

consisting of claviform lobes arising as three on each side; and seminal vesicle
at* Feast purdy anterior to genital pore. Other Gorgoderinac arc generally much
smaller.

The genus Pht/llodistomum lkaun, 1899 contains manv species occurring in

the urinary blader of both marine and freshwater fishes. These species are thin-

bodied and usually have a length of one to a few millimeters. It is, however, the
nenTest related genus to Gethi rema, and one species, P. camn^is Manter, 19 17

I* Fig. 4). 8 mm in length, from Carom ruber ( Uloch ) in the Gulf of Mexico, can
be considered a second species of CeHotrema. It differs from C. cumtim in smaller
size and other characters but agrees in broadly rounded ends; caeca distant from
sides of body; vitellaria consisting of three elongate lobes; papillae on the ventral

surface; narrow, intercaecal uterine coils, and seminal vesicle anterior to the

genital pore. It is from a pelagic fish. Although found in the body cavity, it

probably was Irom the urinary bladder. Phtjllodistomum caran^is was compared
with P. arceptunt Looss, 190], from the urinary blader of Cren'thibrus- spp. in the
Mediterranean. Phifllodivtnmum acceptum does seem to have somewhat simitar
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Figs. 1-3. Getiotrema crassum. Fig. Is Ilolotype. Ventral view. Fig. 2: Vitellaria of a
paratype. Ventral view. Fig. 3: Terminal genital ducts. Ventral view. Fig. 4: Celtiotrema

carangU (Manter, 1947). Dorsal view. (From Manter, 1947),
All figures were drawn with the aid of a camera lueida. The scale is in mm. Abbreviations:

ep
}
excretory pore; gp >

genital pore; mt
f
metraterm; or, ovary; ,s%, seimnal vesicle; t, testis;

ttf, uterus; vt, vitellaria.

vitellaria but the body is more tapered, the caeca nearer the sides of the body,

the seminal vesicle posterior to the genital pore, and the uterine coils extend

nearly to the .sides of the body. Considering these characters together with the

host/P, acceptum seems to be closely related to P. (Vitekkarinus ) crenilabri

Dolgikh & Naidjenova, 1968 from the Black Sea.
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Mamaev (1968) has described a species, Phyllodistomum hncea, from die
kidney of Euthynnus affinis and Auxis thaazard in the South China Sea. It is

related to C. craxsum and perhaps should be considered a third species of Catio-
trema. It does not appear to have a wide body with rouitdcd ends but its figure
shows longitudinal lines suggesting that the sides of the body may be folded
inward vcntrally. Its seminal vesicle is entirely anterior to the genital pore. How-
ever, the vitcllaria arc rather compact, lobed, grape-like masses rather than
elongate tubes, and chiefly on that basis the species is retained for the present
in the genus Phyllodistomum. It is about the same size as C, carangis.

Generic Diagnosis of Cetiotrema: Gorgoderidac. Gorgoderinae. Body large,
Math almost parallel sides and rounded ends; sides of body thin but rest of body may-
be highly muscular. Minute papillae on ventral surface. Suckers equal or sub-
equal in size. Testes ovoid, diagonal, intercaecal; cirrus and cirrus sac lacking;
seminal vesicle at least partly anterior to genital pore. Ovary pretesticular, to
right of midline; seminal receptacle lacking. Vitellaria of three claviform lobes
on each side, sometimes branching at ends; prcovarian. Uterus of narrow coils,

mostly or entirely intercaecal. Eggs non-opcrculatc: embryos partly developed.
Excretory pore dorsal, well anterior to posterior end of body. Parasitic in the
urinary bladder or ureters of pelagic marine fishes. Type species: Cetiotrvma
crasmm. Other species: Cetiotrema carangis (Mantcr, 1947) n. comb.

The name Cetiotrema is from cetio — monstrous or large; and trema, for
trematodc. The name crassum is from crassus = thick, referring to the thick,
muscular body of that species.

Known life cycles ot Gorgoderidae arc as yet limited to freshwater species,
but those of marine species are probably similar. The mollusean host is a bivalve
mollusc; cystocercous ccrcariae develop in daughter sporocysts, emerge, and are
ingested by a second intermediate host which, in different species, "may be a
variety of animals: insect larvae, crustaceans, snails, or tadpoles. In one specie^
Phyllodistomum simile Nybclin, 1926, precocious metacercariac in sporocysts
are infective to the final host. life cycles of marine species probably involve
bivalve molluscs and Crustacea.
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THE CAINOZOIC STRATIGRAPHY OF THE EASTERN COASTAL AREA
OF YORKE PENINSULA, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

by William J. Stuart, Jnr.
j

Summary

The Cainozoic succession occurring in coastal cliffs along the east coast of Yorke Peninsula

consists of paralic sediments. The Muloowurtie Formation and a partly-included sand tongue, newly

described and named Quartoo Sand Member, make up the lower part of the "Muloowurtie Clays".

The upper part is re-described and named the Throoka Silts. The Port Julia Greensand, in an

expanded sense, is regarded as a member of the Rogue Formation (new name). The overlying Port

Vincent Limestone is described and named. The first phase of Cainozoic accumulation commenced
with the deposition of Middle to Upper Eocene fluviatile sediments. During early Upper Eocene to

Miocene time, sediment accumulation was mainly marine except for a thin interval of sediments,

which indicates lagoonal deposition. Marine deposition took place during the Upper Pliocene, and

during the Quaternary fluviatile deposition was dominant over marine accumulation in the coastal

area.

Earth movements occurred during the Cainozoic Era along ancient fault lines in Cambrian and

basement rocks. These movements, which either faulted, folded or tilted Cainozoic beds took place

during early Upper Eocene, Oligocene. Middle Miocene to Lower Pliocene and the Quaternary.

Facies relationships and the distribution of Tertiary sediments suggest that linear elements played

an important role during the accumulation of these sediments, as boundaries between either areas of

variable subsidence or areas of relative stability and subsidence. In general Yorke Peninsula can be

subdivided into blocks, which at times during the Tertiary were undergoing reasonably uniform

movement, but at other times the blocks moved independently of one another.



THE CAINOZOIC STRATIGRAPHY OF THE EASTERN COASTAL
AREA OF YORKE PENINSULA, SOUTH AUSTRALL\
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SUMMARY
The Cainozoic .succession oceiirrmy in cuastal cliffs along the oast coast of

Yorke Feninsula consists of paralie sediments. The Muloowurue Formation anil
a partly-included sand tongue, newly described and named Quartoo Sand
Member, make up the lower part of the "Mulunwurtie Clays'; The upper part
is re-descrjbed and named Lbe Tlirouka Silts. The Port Julia Creensand, in an
expanded sense, is regarded as a member of the Kogue Formation (new name)
The overlying Port Vincent Limestone is described and named- The first phas"
of Cainozoic actum illation commenced with the deposition of Middle to Upper
Eeeeuo fluvia tile sediments. During early Upper Eocene to Miocene Lime, sedi-
ment accumulation was mainly marine except for a thin interval of sediments
which indicates lagbrjnal deposition. Marine deposition too!; place' during the
Upper Pliocene, and during the Quaternary fhiviatile deposition was dominant
over marine accumulation in the coastal area.

Earth movements occurred during the Cainozoic Sua along ancient fault.

lines in Cambrian find bnSfment rocks. These movements winch either faulted,
folded or tilted Cainozoic beds took pliiee during early Upper Eocene, Oligocene.
Middle Miocene to Lower Pliocene and the Quaternary. Facies relationships and
the distribution of Tertiary sediments suggest that linear elements played an
important role during the accumulation of these sediments, us boundaries
between either areas of variable subsidence or areas of relative stability and
subsidence. In general, Yorke Peninsula can be subdivided into blocks which at
times (Sirring the Tertiary were undergoing reasonably uniform movement, but
at other times the blocks- moved independently of one another.

INTRODUCTION
General Statement

In South Australia, good exposures of Tertiary sediments occur in coastal
cliffs along the east coast of Yorke Peninsula. This area is situated on the western
margin of the St Vincent Basin (Fig. 1) where paralie accumulation prevailed
during the Cainozoic Kra (Claessner and Wade, 195S). Although much work
has been undertaken on the stratigraphic relationships of* Tertiary strata in the
eastern side of the basin, there has been no comprehensive study' of these se-di-

meuls in its western side.

A clear analysis of the geological history of the St. Vincent Basin requires
discriminative naming of rock stratigraphic units which form an essential frame-
work of reference, but formal nomenclature for sediments along the cast coast of
Yorke Peninsula is unavailable in the literature except for the Muloowurtie Clays
of Tepper (J 879) and the Port Julia Greensand of Crawford (1965), In recent
years, the Tertiary sediments have been discussed as time-stratigiaphie equiva-
lents of the formally-named Tertiary sediments on the eastern "side of the SL
Vincent Gulf, but distinct rock units and complex facies variations over short
distances warrant introduction of a new stratigraphic nomenclature. Only the
Tertiary succession is discussed in detail in this paper, but the general Quaternary
succession, as exposed in coastal cliffs, is also included for completeness of coastal
sequences, The purpose of this paper is not only to provide a time and rock unil
framework, but to deeipher the geological history in this area and the role of
relative earth movements taking place during die Cainozoic Era.

3 C<*osurveys of AuaUalia Pty. Ltd., Adelaide, S.A.

Trajis. K. Soo S. Aust. (1970), Vol, 94.
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Procedures

The coastal profiles (Figs, 2, 3, 4) were constructed by sketching coastal

cliffs, the heights and distances controlled by topographic base maps and
measured stratigraphic columns. The profiles are idealized in the sense that in

several places either scree or grasses obscure the sediments. However, where the

tracing of beds was difficult, columns were described and measured after the

debris was removed by trenching.

TROUBRIDGE WELL N c
l

Troubridge Shod

vvesr**1*"

F(G. I, Map showing the location of coastal profiles, faults, synclines, and

parts of fault btocks
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Several samples of Tertiary sediment were examined for foraminifera which
were used for the purpose of correlation. Locations of these samples are not
shown in this paper, but are on file at the Department of Geology, University of
Adelaide.

STRATIGRAPHY
General Statement

The Cainozoic succession exposed in coastal cliffs along the east coast of
Yorke Peninsula consists of alternating marine and non-marine sediments. Coastal
profiles of these sediments are presented in this paper from immediately south
of Rogue Point to 8 kilometres south of Port Vincent (Fig*. 2, 3, i). The .suc-

cession Is, in ascending order, comprised of a basal fluviatile sediment unit
(im-named), marine Muloowurtie Formation (redefined), lagoonal Thiuoka
Silts (new name), marine Rogue Formation (new name), marine Port Vincent
Limestone (new name), marine. Hallelt Cove Sandstone and PPleistoecne
fluviatile and subrecent marine sediments ( un-named ) . In the discussion of these
formations it is convenient to subdivide (he coastal area into a northern portion
between Rogue Point and Black Point and a southern area between Black Point and
Fdithboitfh. The formations of Tertiary age arc correlated with sediments of tins

age which were encountered in the Black Point Xo. 1 Well, Tunibridgc No. 1
Well and exposures at other localities on Yorke Peninsula. The discussion begins
willi the basal Middle !o Upper Eocene fluviatile sediments.

BASAI. FLUVIATILE SEDIMENTS
Distribution and litkofogy

Inland in the vicinity* of Ardrossan and Price Townships, Middle-Upper
Eocene quartz sands and sandstones with subordinate conglomerates, silrstoncs
and clays are found in isolated outcrops and quarries (Crawford, 1965). These
sediments are preserved in hollows within the basement and vary in thickness
with a maximum of 11 metres at CorrclTs, sand quarry, A small remnant of
lluviatile conglomerate is present immediately south of section 9 ( Pig. 2). Sands
and conglomerates, 16 metres tliick, are founcf below 155 metres in the Black Point
Well. South of Black Point along the east coast of Yorke Peninsula and at lower
levels in the Troubridge well, fluviatile sediments of Middle to Upper Eocene age
are absent

Quartz comprises at least 95% of the fluviatile sands, but mica and feldspar
arc common accessory minerals. Within conglomerates, pebbles are essentially
resistant rock-types: quartz, quartzite and vein quartz with subordinate arkosic
>andstone. The clay mineralogy of samples from lenticular clays is predominantly
kaolinitic with traces of illite and moutmorillonitc.

The exposed fluviatile sediments are laminated to thinly bedded. They contain
small to medium scale cross-stratifications (planar and trough; in tin* sense of
MeKee and Weir, 1953). Coarse channel-lag deposits are common over an irregular
basement surface which has approximately 5 metres relief in the B.H.P, quarry.

Palacoeurrent analysis of cross-stiata was attempted to establish the dominant
directions of stream transport of Middle to Upper Eocene sands. It is apparent that
only two locations arc suitable lor direct measurement of current directions in the
northern portion of Yorke Peninsula (Fig. 5), su that conclusions can only be
tentative. Channel and cross-strata directions in the B.H.P. quarrv and Crowell's
sand quarry near Arrhossao indicate transport to the east-southeast ( Fig. 5). This
suggests stream transport towards the present axis of the St. Vincent Gulf. The
next phase of sediment accumulation is recorded by Uie murine Muloowurtie
Formation.
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270

iao 160

Fig. 5
Cross— stratification directions measured from (A)

Crowell's sand quarry and (B) B.H.P. quarry,

Arrows indicate mean direction of cross —
stratifications. One radius equals 55 measured

cross —stratifications.

MULOOWURTIE FORMATION
Definition

Teppcr (1S79) applied the name "Muloowurtie Clays' to a marine sequence

between Rogue and Muloowurtie Points of (in ascending order) fossiferous,

oehrc-yellow clay with oysters, cchinoderms, pelecypods and fish teeth; white

plastic clay; one Inch of arenaceous limestone with Fibularia gregata Tate; 3 to 6

metres of unfossiliferous ochrcous clays. The "Muloowurtie Clays" actually con-

sist of biogenic calcarenitcs, quartz sands, calcareous and glauconitic quartz

sands and sandstones and minor thin conglomerates, sills and clays. Because the

''Muloowurtie Clays" contain several non-clayey rock-types, the name Muloo-

wurtie Formation is preferable. As used here, it is restricted to sediments below

the ^unfossiliferous, ochreous clays
4>

. The "unfossiliferous ochrcous clays" are

assigned to the lagoonal Throoka Silts which disconformably overlie the Muloo-

wurtie Formation.

Type Section

The type section of the Muloowurtie Formation is located at Sliding Rocks

(Sect, 3, Fig. 2). The formation as restricted is about 12 metres thick and imcon-

formably overlies the Lower Cambrian Kulpara Limestone (or Ardrossan Marble

of Tepper). Green glauconitic quartz sands containing thin lenses of pebbles are-

found in the lower 2 metres of the formation. Subround to subangular pebbles of

quartz, quartzite, limestone and arkosic sandstone within the sands were probably

derived from local source areas of pre-existing Tertiary sediments and Cambrian
rocks. The sands arc moderately-sorted and medium- to coarse-grained. Glau-

conite in the form of pellets and internal moulds of foraminifera rarely exceeds
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10S of the bulk composition. The glaucom'ric sands were not recorded by Topper,
but are here included in the definition of the Muloowuitic Formation.

Richly fossiliferous sands containing a few quart?, pebbles gradationally
overlie the glauconitic sands. The following fossils were recotmized: the echinoids
fibidaria gregata Tate, Saleniu tertiara Tate, Ei/patagus, rrfnoid plates, braehio-
nods, lamellibranchs, the bryozoans Retepom and Celtepora, ostraeods and
foraminifcra. Tho fossil ifexims sands vertically grade to calcareous, silty lo fine,
quartz sands. Th** quarts sands decrease as carbonate constituents increase
upwards and they grade to silty; biogenic calcarenites. The carbonate constituents
consist of numerous toramirrifera, small shells and fragments, and common
echinoid spines. The clay and silt fraction of the carbonates varies between 10
and 20 per cent. The sediments contain lenticular laminae and very thin beds.
Ripple-marks and burrows occasionally occur within the sequence. These sedi-
ments are the fossiliferous, ochre-yellow clay and white plastic clay of Tepper.
They are about 5 metres thick and often are speckled buff by iron-oxide staining.

The calcarenites in turn vertically grade to yellowish grey, calcareous, very
fine to medium quartz sands often argillaceous and silly. They are overlain by
resistant calcareous, very fine to fine quartz sandstones which are very finely-
bedded to thin-bedded. The sandstones contain an interbed of pale greenish grey
and buff silt, The upper 91 centimetres of the formation consists of variegated,
argillaceous, quartz sands interbedded with arenaceous clays. The sediments
above the calcarcnite* probably constitute the arenaceous, yellow clay and sand-
rock of Tepper. They are about 4 metres thick.

Distribution and Uihologij

For about 800 metes north of Sliding Rocks only minor fades variations are
found within the Mnloinvurtic Foimation as it gradually dips below sea level
(Fig. 2). At Sliding Rocks basal glauconitic sands overlain in part by finely
bedded calcareous sands both thin to a depositional edge on the Cambrian
Kulpara Limestone.

Immediately south of Sliding Rocks, a second glauconitic quartz .sand is

found near the middle of the Muloowurtie Formation. It increases in thickness
to the south (Sect. 4, Fig. 2) and forms an extension of the Quartoo Sand, new
name, a Member of the Muloowurtie Formation

( p. 160). The sand tongue divides
the remainder of the Muloowurtie Formation into lower beds A and upper bed*
B (informal units) winch ran be recognized at section 3 and further north
(Fi^ 2).

The Muloowurtie Formation dips below sea level on the north side of
Muloowurtie Point but reappears to the south in coastal cliffs and 3 traced almost
to Section 6 where calcareous sands and arenaceous calcarenites of the lower
beds thin to a depositional edge on Precambrian crystalline basement (Fig, 2
just north of Section 6). Because the topography of basement is irregular, they
exhibit minor fncics changes in the vicinity of a hollow located at sections 6 and
7. At a lower level in the hollow (Sect. 7) glauconitic and richly fossiliferous
quarts sands are overlain by calcareous sands and arenaceous calcarenites. They
show vertical grain size trends similar to those in the sequence at the type section.
At slightly higher levels on the hollow (Sect. 6) a thin sandstone with small to
large pebbles of quartz, quartzite and granite gneiss contains occasional brachio-
pnds. and numerous oysters. On nearby basement an oyster was found in growth
position. The fossiliferous sandstone is separated from glauconitic and richly
fossiliferous sands by calcareous sands and arenaceous calcarenites filling it\ the
hollow. This suggests that the basal glnueonihc and richly fossiliferous sands and
the fossiliferous sandstone were probably deposited at about the same time on
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submarine, low dipping surfaces located at different levels, Oysters flourished in

;< higher energy environment on the higher surface.

hi the vicinity of Harts Mine, the thickness of the lower beds is about 3
metres. A basal poorly fossiliferous tamsgressivc conglomerate with quart*/,

quartzite and granite gneiss pebbles overlies Prccambrian basement (Sect- 8,

Fiy. 2). On the wave-out platform, it overlies Cambrian arkoses and contains

numerous fossils. At section $, yellowish grey moderately- to poorly-sorled fine

and medium quartz sands With occasional fossils overlie the basal conglomerate.

They arc overlain by 30 centimetres of resistant, grey-white, very calcareous,

coarse to very coarse, quart*/ sandstone with granules. The basal transgressive

conglomerate is stratigraphieally controlled by an overall rise of basement

beginning about 92 metres south of Harts Mine (Fig. 2). This partly explains

the thiumng of the overlying quart1/ sands to less than 1 metre in a southerly

direction. The sands also thin by lateral gradation to coarser sands of the Quartoo

Sand Member. The boundary between the lower bods and the Quartoo Sauds is

arbitrarily drawn on Fig. 2.

At Rocky Point about 4 inches of laminated and thin-bedded calcareous

sands and biogenic calcarcnites overlie a thin basal conglomerate (Sect. 13. Fig.

2). They show vertical grain size trends similar to lower beds A in northern

areas. About 1 kilometre south of Rocky Point they dip below sea level. To the

north the sediments mostly thin to a depositions! edge on Cambrian arkoses

and conglomerates. The upper few feet laterally grade to coarse sands and con-

glomerates, and again the boundary of tins part of the Muloowurtie Formation

and the Quartoo Sands is arbitrarily drawn on Fig, 2. The depositioua] tliinnmg

of the lower parts of the formation north of Rocky Point and south of Harts Mine
accompanied with an increase in quartz constituents and proportionate decrease

in carbonate show a depositional high between these two areas.

Considering upper beds B. south from sections 3 to 6: very fine calcareous

quart? sandstones and sands laterally grade to lenticular sands, arenaceous

calcarenites and arenaceous Mlty clays (Fig. 2). In general, these sediments

become coarser grained to the south. At section 8, thin beds of greenish grey

sands arc intcrbedded with these sediments. They are considered thin extensions

of the Quartoo Sands.

Alrnough clay minerals are subordinate to quartz and carbonate constituents

in the Muloowurtie Formation, montmorillonite and glauconite arc common with

variable amounts of halloysite and traces of chlorite and illite. Traces of the

zeolite clinoptilolite are also present within the formation.

QUAUTOO SAND MEMBER OF THE MULOOWURTIE FORMATION
Defimiiou

The name Quartoo Sand Member is applied to variegated pale to dark gcCfttt,

buff, pale grey and red, quartz sands which constitute (he upper half of the

Muloowurtie Formation in the \ieinity of Pine and Rocky Points (Tig. 2). The
type section (13) is located at Quartoo Point (now called Rocky Point). Here,

3 metres of quartz sands grade from very fine sands at the base to coarse and

very coarse sands with granules near the top of the sequence. They are fairly

well-sorted with a deficiency in clay and silt grades. Bands of goethite staining

arc common near its base and red iron oxides occur at upper levels.

Disinhution and Uthologij

From its type section the Quartoo Sand Member extends northwards to the

vicinity of section 9 and gradually becomes coarser grained (Fig. 2). Medium
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to very coarse, quartz sands with granules- and occasional pebbles arc pre-
dominant. The siands arc thin- to thick-bedded in contrast to fine* bedding in
other parts of the Muloowurtie Formation, The Quartoo Sands first overlie
yellowish giey calcareous sands in the lower part of the Muloowurtie Formation
with gradational contact, then to the north extend onto basement rocks near
section 12. Between sections 9 and 10 the thickness of the member is mostly
controlled by erosional irregularities of basement A maximum thickness of 4
metres is found at section 12. Patches of thin basal conglomerates cither are
coniined to small erosional hollows or lie on low dipping erosional surfaces.

Although erosion has removed the Quartoo Sand Member between section

9 ami 10, pale grey and grecm calcareous- fine to coarse quartz sands with
granules mostly intertonguc and laterally grade to other parts of the Muloowurtie
Formation in the vicinity oi Hails Mine and further north towards Sliding Rocks
(Fig. 2). From immediately south of Harts Mine through Rocky Point the
absence of upper- beds H could be explained by erosion prior to the deposition
of the Tbrooka Silts, but thin green quartz sands intcrbedded with the upper
beds in the Harts Mine area suggest that the main reason for their absence
further south is lateral gradation to the Quartoo Sands. From Harts Mine through
section 3 at Sliding Rocks, a poorly fossil ifcrous greenish grey quartzose sand
extension of the Quartoo Sands, 30 centimetres thick, constitutes the uppermost
bed of the Muloowurtie Formation (Fig. 2).

An upward increase in grain size is a characteristic textural feature of the
Quartoo Sand? and its lateral extensions. They arc considered regressive, marine
sands. Patches of thin conglomerates overlying basement between sections S and
10 on the deposit iunal high show the only departure from the coarsening upwards
trend. Here auarlz sands fine upwards for a few metre* above the conglomerates
then show tne coarsening upwards trend. The conglomerates were probablv
deposited during the initial ingression of the Upper Eocene sea. Regression is

further substantiated between Harts Mine and Sliding Hocks by the stratigraphic
distribution of the glauconitic sand tongue separating lower beds A and upper
beds B. To the north it becomes moderate- to poorly-sorted with a general
decrease Id grain size, greener in colour with an increase in gLuueonite, and more
fossilifcrous with Fibularia gregata, echenoid spines, lamelUljranch fragments and
foraminifcra. The sands of this tongue finally grade northwards to buff speckled
yellowish grey, calcareous, fine, quartz sands near the top of the lower beds.
This relationship can be seen just south of Sliding Rocks where large sigmoid al

ripples are found within a thin gradational unit separating the lower beds and
the glauconitic sand tongue. The vertical gradation of biogenic calearemtcs to

calcareous quartz sands near the top of the lower beds and its counterpart south
of thp depositronal high also suggest regression.

As shown by better sorting within the Quartoo Sands and the rare preservation
of fossil fragments and glauconite pellets, they were deposited under higher
energy conditions over the pre-existing dcpositional high then extending south
past Rocky Point The deposition of upper beds R north of the depositional high
indicates a return to slightly lower energy conditions before the final regression
near the lop of the formation.

TIIROOKA SILTS

Definition and distribution

The name Throoka Silts (from Throoku Creek. Hd. of Muloowuitie) is

applied to a thin (23 to 3-6 metres) sequence of silts and quartz sands which
aie the unfossiferous ochreous clays" Tepper (1879) recognised between
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Rogue and Muloowurtie Points, The type section is located at section 4 between

Sliding Rocks and Muloowurtie Point (Tig, 2), The formation is easily recognised

by its pale colour screaked with thin bands of goethite iron-staining often parallel

with bedding, and Liesegang rings. Except far minor gaps it is traceable in

coastal cliffs" between Rogue and Black Points. Disconformities separate the

lagoona! Throoka Silts from the underlying Upper Eocene Muloowurtie For-

mation, and the underlying marine, Rogue Formation. Tlioe surfaces indicate*

fully small hiatuses*

Lithology

At the type section (4) the Throoka Silts consist of laminated to very thlnlv

bedded quart/, sands and subordinate silty and arenaceous clays. No overall

vertical or lateral textural trends are apparent. Muscovite is a common accessory

mineral and kaolinite is the dominant clay mineral. There are also traces of ilbte

and chlorite.

Over the most southerly kilometre of outcrop, lenticular beds of laminated

white and brown arenaceous clays arc intercalated within very fine and medium
quartz sands and silts. At Rocky Point a 1 metre cross-stratified siliceous medium
quartz sandstone containing silicificd wood (Howchin, 1918; Glacssncr and

Wade, 195&. Crawford, 1965) underlies these sediments. Plant impressions are

found on weathered bedding planes. The sandstone contains numerous small

scale, planar (wilh subordinate trough) cross-strata. Bedding cannot be traced

through the sandstone to adjacent sands and its shape forms a small lentil. This

lentil of sandstone only occurs locally and here is included within the Throoka
Silts. Howchin (1918) noted "a similar sandstone located 1-2 kilometres north

of Muloowurtie Point at a small headland". The second siliceous sandstone is

found near the base of the overlying, marine, Rogue Formation. The Throoka

SUb are not unfossiliferous as described by Tepper but contain large t'orarnini-

icral tests (Ammodkcus sp.) which are commonly recognizable in outcrop. Other

arenaceous foraminifcra and rare Miliolids also are present.

Ihfaful and Subsurface Distribution of the

Muloowurtie Formation and Throoka Silts

The Muloowurtie Formation and the overlying Throoka Silts can be seen for

only a short distance inland along a few intermittent streams. A road-cut located

250 metres west of Muloowurtie Point contains the upper part of die Muloowurtie

Formation, the Throoka Silts and part of the overlying Rogue Formation. The
Muloowurtie Formation consists of quart/ sands that are similar to those of the

Quartoo Sand Member. About U*8 to 1-6 kilometres inland between Muloowurtie

Point and Ardrossau, remnants of the Rogue Formation uneonfonnably overlie

basement on hill tops about 61 to 76 metres abov* sea level. Although erosion

has removed parts of Hie formations and no published subsurface data arc avail-

able, u section normal to the coastline would probably show fades relationships

and dcposilional thinning similar to those within the Muloowurlie formation

between Sliding Rocks and the basement high south of Harts Mine (Fig. 2).

The maximum known thickness of the Muloowurtie Formation is 70 metres

in tire Black Point well (Fig. 6). Here at 155 metres, the formation overlies

flnviatile conglomerates mostly consisting of quartz granules. The basal 25 metres

of ihe formation consists of pale grey and yellowish grey, moderately-sorted,

medium and coarse, quart/ sands with a thin 1-2 metre glauconitic quartz .sanil

located 4 metres from the top of this sequence. The sands arc poorly fossiliferous

at lower levels with onlv occasional foraminifcra, barnacles and shell fragments,
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whereas near the top of this sequence foraminifcra, echinoid plates and spines
and lamellibranch fragments are common. The basal sands an- overlain by pale
brown, biogenic ealcarenites with some interbody of brownish grey, calcaieons
clays and calcareous quarts sands. The ealcarenites contain carbonate con-
stituents similar lo those in the coastal sequence. Sponge spicules arc reason-ably
common within d>e clays. Near the fop of the formation the ealcarenites become
arenaceous and are overlain by calcareous, moderately-sorted, medium, quartz
Minds, In the upper 3 metres of the formation well-sorted medium and coarse,
quartz sands occur at the same stratigraphic* level as the regressive Qua rtoo Sands
at Rocky Point. Between 76 and 79 metres a black lignitic sand and lignite over-
lies the Muloowurtie Formation. It is about time-equivalent to the Thtooka Silts
in the coastal sequence and was probably deposited in a marginal .swamp.

Although differential movements contemporaneous with deposition account
far some of the thickness variation in the Muloowurtie Formation between the
coastal sequence and the Black Point well, the abnormal thickness of the for-
mation in the well is here attributed mainlv to a differential relief caused by
faulting prior to the. deposition of the Muloowurtie Formation, This is docu-
mented by marine sediments Oi the Muloowurtie Formation separating the
fluviatile sediments below 155 metres in the well trum an cmvionaJ remnant of
fluviatile conglomerates located immediately south of section 9 { Fie. 2) and
from those located about 61 metres above sea level to the north towards Clinton.
At least the lower 43 metres of the Muloowurtie Formation in the well ts of
lowermost Upper Eocene age whereas the Surface exposures also of Upper
Eocene age are sightly younger (p. 173). The faulting probably indicates a
rejuvenation of movement along an ancient northeasl-southwest fault zone located
in Cambrian and Pt'ecambrian rocks.

In the Troubridge well the lower 49 metres of the Tertiarv sequence consists
of cedcarenites, clays and quartz sands. On flic basis of foraininifcra, it is time
equivalent to the Muloowurtie Formation of Upper Eocene age in the Black
Point well (Fig. 6). Permian basement in the Troubridge well is overlain bv
30 metres of grey-white, fine to medium, biogenic culearenitrs wilh occasional
grey, calcareous clays and a basak yellowish grey, quartz sand. The ealcarenites
contain bryozoal and shell fragments and fonunmifcra which are sJighdy re-
erystallized. The calearenite sequence ts overlain by 12 metre* of pat brown
and grey, arenaceous, calcareous clays. The clays contain numerous glauumite
pellets and internal moidds of forammiteia at lower levels. Pale brown argilla-
ceous fine biogenic ealcarenites, 6 metres thick, overlie the clays Both the clays
and argillaceous calcarenites contain well preserved foraminifcTa with occasional
sponge spicule* and Turritella aldnitfae. They constitute the lower part of a clay
sequence. The description of rockstratigraphie units is hindered by lh<- absence
of subsurface data from areas of possible occurrence between Troubridce Shoal
and Black Point (Fig. 6).

fa
-

Between 201 and 210 metres in the Truubridffc well, dark brown silty elavs
contain some lignitic fragments, occasional foraminifcra and glauconitic pellets.
They are dominantly marine but occur aL about the same stratigraphic level as
the Tluookii Silts.

Neither the Mulonwuilie Formation nor the Throoka Silts an* exposed in
coastal cliffs between Black Point and Edithburgh, For about 2*4 kilometres north
of Fori Vincent and in the subs.ufaee further south, the Hogne Formation uneon-
tormably overlies Permian basement. Although erosion l>y the second trans-
gression that is documented by the lower pari of the Kngue Formation ixndd
explain the absence of the Muloowurtie Formation and Throoka Silts in tins area,
the sediments probably thinned to a depositional edge south of Black Point and
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seaward oJ the present coastline (Fig. 6). The absence of derived ealcaieous

material such a* lowermost Upper Eocene foraminifera reworked into the Rogue
Formation tends to suggest mainly dcpositional thinning.

ROGUE FORMATION
Definition

The name Rogue Formation (from Rogue Point, Hd. of Muloowurtie) is

applied to a mainly marine sequence consisting of quartz sands, sandstones and
siliceous sandstones, siliceous and arenaceous limestones, mudstones and clays.

Sands and sandstones are more common than oilier roek-types. Tepper (IS'79)

called sediments between Rogue and Muloowurtie Pnmts at lower levels hi the

formation the "Turriiella Grits". Because the formation is characterized by
numerous facies changes and erosion which limits its distribution, a composite
type section is designated in coastal cliffs from Rogue Point to immediately south

of Muloowurtie Point (Fig. 2).

Pishibution atul Hthnlogtj

The Upper Eocene to Oligoeene Rogue Formation is exposed at low tide at

Ardrossan and extends intermittently in coastal cliffs from Rogue Point to 7*2

kilometres south of Port Vincenl (Figs, 2, 3, 4), It discontormably overlies the

Thiooka Silts in the northern area and unconformably overlies Permian basement
immediately north of Port Vincent. About 1-6 kilometres west of the coastline

and extending northwards from Throoka Creek to 2-4 kilometres northeast of

Clinton, remnants of lossilifcrous siliceous sandstones interbedded with sands

overlie basement on low-lying hills (Tepper, 1879, Howehin, 1918: Crawford,
)9no). Tepper (1879) and Howehin (1918) correlated these rocks with siliceous

sandstones immediately south of Rogue Point which here rue considered part of

the Rogue Formation. At Muloowurtie Point, the Ro^ue Formation is uncon-
formably overlain by the Port Vincent Limestone. In the coastal clilTs south of

Black Point, the two formations are conformable,
Between Rogue and Muloowurtie Points, part of the Rogue Formation con-

sists of either thin-bedded, grey and grey-whltc, calcareous, siliceous quartz

sandstones or arenaceous and argillaceous limestones with minor interbeds of
brown and green arenaceous and silty clays. These rocks constitute a carbonate-

siliceous facies, containing a fauna of numerous TurrUellu atdingac, sponge
\picules and other fossils. Silica is disseminated in the sandstones and often

forms layers and nodules. It has replaced carbonate in some megafossils. Within
a few metres or less the rocks within the carbonate-siliceous facies laterally grade
to grey-white and variegated slightly calcareous, quartz sands. The sands are

thin- to thick-bedded. They vary in grain size from very fine- to medium-grained
with occasional coarse beds. There is a decrease in grain size where the sands
laterally grade to rocks in the carbonate-siliceous facies. Thin beds Well in

Turritella can be traced from the carbonate-siliceous facies into the sands. In
some places the sand.* have been leached of carbonate, but thin beds containing

moulds of Tntfitetta are still traceable. The carbonate-siliceous lactes frequently

forms headlands whereas the sand facies fonns bays. Each occurs at various

stratigraphic levels in the formation.

Immediately north and south of Muloowurtie Point the Rogue Formation
forms part of a synclinc plunging north of cast (Fig. 2). A fault on the north side

of Muloowurtie Point accentuates the dip* of the Rogue Formation, Throoka
Silts and the Muloowurtie Formation. The fault plane is essentially vertical trend-

ing 10 degrees on die wave-cut platform. The displacement of th« beds
f
which
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arc- slightly downthrown to the east is considered small, a few metres or less. To
the south the fault strikes inland and is covered by soil and culerete. On the

flunks of the \ynchne the composite thickness of the Rogue Formation v> about
30 metres.

A bout ! 1 metre*; of the basal thin-bedded and massi ve, variegated,

moderately-sorted, medium and coarse, quartz sands are exposed immediately

north of Muloowurtie Point, The sunds become calcareous and contain occasional

arenaceous, glauconitie limestones towards Muloowurtie Point proper. They are

overlain by 91 centimetres of dark green* glauconitkv quartz sand with occasional

casts of Iamellibranchs, bryo2oans and corals. It is found near the top of coastal

dills adjacent to the southeast corner of a small bay north of Muloowurtie Point

and on the wave-cut platform at Muloowurtie Point. On the southern Hank of

the syncline pale quartz sands are found at the same stratigraphic level suggest-

ing a fueics change at depth near the axis of the syucline. The glauconitie sand
is overlain hy about 15 metres of pale grey and grey-white calcareous, very fine

tu fine, quartz sandstones with some thin, haid limestones (Sect. 5. Fig. 2). The
sandstones arc thin- to thick-bedded. In some beds, burrows are filled with

glaucunite while others contain siliceous nodules and sand-pipes. Only a few
megafossils arc found in these rocks.

Near the axis of the syncline at Muloowurtie Point, soft yellowish grey, well-

sorted, very fine to fine, quartz sands constitute the upper 4-5 metres of the

Rogue Formation, They contain even and wavy, very thin bedding, faintly visible,

small scale, cross-stratifications and occasional symmetrical rippk>marks. Although
the area! extent of the outcrop is small, the sediments, sedimentary structures

and rare fossils suggest a beach environment and/or possibly backshorc drifting

sands.

Between section ob and fi, stratigraphic relationships between the sand

fades and carbonate-siliceous fades are similar to those north of Muloowurtie
Point in the Rogue Formation except that some sandstones have been cemented
by secondary iron-ovides (Fig. 2),

Between Harts Mine and Black Point, the lower part of the Rogue Formation
consists of variegated grey, red and buff, medium to coarse, quartz sands ( Fig.

2), The c-arlxmate-Mlicoous fades is absent in this area. The sands are very thin-

to thinly bedded or often massive. They contain thin lenses of small quartz and
quartzite pebbles. At lower levels the bedding is either even or lenticular with

occasional ripples. At upper levels weathering has reorganized the sands and
bedding features arc obliterated. The bedding is not typical of a fluviatile environ-

ment but could indicate a marine or beach environment Occasional moulds of

TutriteUa are found at lower levels in the formation immediately south of Kocky
Point. They indicate marine influence although their lateral distribution is not

great. A near shore, littoral to subh'ttoral environment is suggested for these

sands. Their distribution is similar to the Quartoo Sand Member of the Muloo-
wurtie Foimation. They also indicate a higher energy environment than their

fossiliferous counterparts to the north, suggesting rejuvenation of the depositioual

high from Harts Mine in the north to past Rocky Point in the south.

Between Port Julia jetty and Port Vincent (Fig. 3). a composite thickness of

the Kogue Formation ranges between 26 and 32 metres. The basal beds of the

formation are only exposed for a distance of 2-4 kilometres north of Fort Vincent,

Heie the lower 11 metres nf the Formation consist of alternating calcareous

quartz sandstones and laminated silty clays. The clays contain numerous Chlumys
whereas the echinoid Duncanla&ier is present in the sandstones. North of section

23 these bods dip below sea level.
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The middle port of the Rogue Formation mostly consists of yellowish grev
and grey-white, moderately-sorted, fine to medium, quartz sands and sandstones
They are intermittently exposed in coastal cliffs between Port Vincent and
Sheoak Flat, further north at the base of section 15 and south of Port Vincent
between section 25 and a small crcelc south of section 26 (Figs. 3; A). Over this
distance the sands and sandstones are about 6 to S metres thick. Immediately
north of section 21 (Fig, 3) the uppermost sands laterally grade to calcareous
siliceous sandstones which are similar to those in the carbonate-siliceous fades
located in the northern area. Between Port Vincent and section 21 (Fig. 3), a
lesistmt calcareous medium to coarse sandstone abruptly overlies the lower part
of the Rogue Formation. Numerous low angle planar cross-sUalifieatioris within
the sands are mostly oriented in a northerly direction (Fig. 3). The sands are
mostly massive but contain very thin to thin bedding and uccasional tipples. The
middle part of the formation is poorly fosslliferous except near the top and base
of the sequence where foraminitera become more common.

Between Port Julia and Port Vincent, the upper pait or' the Rogue Formation
consists mostly of interbedded, poorly-sorted, fine and medium quart/, sands and
sandstones with variable amounts of carbonate and clay. Richly glauconitic sand-
stones and muds-tones, calcareous claystones, arenaceous limestones and siliceous
sandstones arc less common. Numerous fades changes take place over short
distances and .specific rock- types are shown in sections M to 2\ (Figs. 3; 4). The
upper part of the formation is more fossilifcrous than the middle portion.
Foramujifera, ostmeods, lamelHbnmebs, gastropods, bryozoans, sponge spicules
and sharks' teeth arc present. A resistant yellowish grcv calcareous and siliceous
sandstone 13 metres above the base of section 15 (Fig. 3) contains the gastropod
Tunitella tristira whereas bods below this sandstone contain Turritclla aUlin^oe.
Variegated poorly-sorted medium quartz sandstones with Chlatntjs and other
fossils oriented along the bedding gradatioually overlie the middle part of the
Ruguc Furmation. Most of the remaining rock-types in the upper pari of the
Rogue Formaticm display very* thin to thick bedding Irregularly lenticular bed-
ding and burrows also are present,

At section 15 (Fig. 3) t pale green slightly glauconitic quart? sands constitut-
ing the uppermost beds of die Rogue Formation laterally grade to calcareous
arenaceous claystones in tin- north and south flanks of a fold. The claystonev are
gradationally overlain by arenaceous, hryozoal calcareniles (Port Vincent Lime-
stone). These can be traced southwards near beach level almost to section 19.
Here the Rogue Formation and Port Vincent Limestone have been uplifted along
a high angle reverse fault. The claystones in the Ro.sue Formation again laterally
grade to mostly pale green, quartz'sands which are located on the upthrown side
of this fault. Leaching may be invoked to account for the northerly sands at
section 15 but is probablv not the explanation of sands underlying bryo/oal
calcarenites at section 19. The change to sands on the crests of these, small folds
seems more likely to indicate mild structural growth contemporaneous with
depasition.

From section 2? through section 22 the upper part of the Rogue Formation
has been leached of carbonate. Sandstones, sands ;md clays form a sequence of
beds whieh contain variable amounts of secondary iron-oxides and silica (Sect
22, Fig. 3). Fades changes between sandstones; argillaceous sandstones and
arenaceous clays can he recognized. These rocks arc traceable to calcareous
counterparts.

The uppermost beds of the Rogue Formation south of Port Vincent consist
of grey and buff, medium, quartz sandstones with interbeds of thin brown, green
and buff arenaceous mudstonos (Sect. 24, Fig. i). They laterally grade to poorly-
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Sorted, medium, quart*/ sands with granules near Devils Gully. Further south at

section 26, the sands are about 6 metres thick. These sands contain patches of

gree-u colouring and are less sorted than the underlying grey quartz sands near

the middle oF the Rogue Formation. They can be tracer! through a badly
weathered area between section 27 and the first small creek immediately to Hie.

north (Fig. 4), Near section 27 the sands laterally grade to calcareous and
argillaceous, quartz sandstones and arenaceous limestones which gradually dip

below sea level to the south.

Clay minerals in the Rogue Formation are mainly montniorillotiite, mixed
layered montmorillomtc and glaueouite with variable amounts of illiie. The
zeolite chnoptilolite j.s fairly common in marine sands at the type section and
very common in the upper part of the formation south of Black Point.

Many slump-blocks consisting of parts of the Rogue Formation and overlying

sands, clays aiKl caleretc arc found between Fort Vincent and section 23 ( Fig, 3).

The clays in the lower part of the Rogue Formation, often saturated with water,

provided a slippage plane for these blocks,

Subsurface and Correlation

In the Black Point well the lower 14 metres of the Rogue Formation consist

of alternating browu, moderately- to well-sorted, coarse quartz sands with

occasional pebbles, daik grey and grey, silty to very fine quartz sands aud
arenaceous, silty clays (Fig, 6). Occasional glauconite pellets, pyritc* muscovRe
and lignitjc fragments are found in these sediments. They contain a fauna of

small foraminiferu, uslracod\ lamellibranch shells and fragments, sponge spicules

and the gastropod TurriteUa ahlin%ae. It is likely that a facies change takes place

in the subsurface towards the northeast because quartz sands predominate in the

lower part of the formation at Rocky Point. In the Black Point well the alter-

nating sands and clays are found at a stratigraphic level similar to that of sands
aud clays constituting the lower part of the Rogue Formation near Port Vincent,

Further south at the Adelaide Cement (Quarry, about 9 to 15 metres of quartz

sands overlie Permian basement jn the subsurface. Thus, the alternating sands

and clays to the north probably grade to quartz sands in the subsurface towards

NlR south (Fig. 6). In the Troubndge well, marine pale and grey calcareous

arenaceous clays between 192 and 204 metres constitute the upper part of the

clay fades and are correlated with the lower part of the Rogue Formation in

other areas,

Mostly grey and dark grey fairly well-sorted medium and coarse quarts sands

are found between 55 and 69 metres in the Black Point well The sands eontahi

lignitic fragments and occasional marine foraniinifera. At higher levels glauconite

pellets and occasional TurriteUa are present. The sands occur at a stratigraphic

level similar to those constituting the middle part of the Rogue Formation in

coastal cliffs south of Black Point (Figs. 3; 6). Further south, grey argillaceous

quaitz sands and silts between 186 and 192 metres in the Troubridge well arc

about time-equivalent to the sands constituting the middle part of the formation

in the eoavtal cliffs (Fig. 6). In the coastal cliffs and the Black Point well these

poorly fossihferous and fairly well-sorted sands indicate a higher energy environ-

ment than laminated to finely bedded clays in the lower part of the formation.

At upper levels these sands indicate a slightly lower energy environment ill the

coastal sequence because they here become more rossihfernus and then arc grada*

tionully overlain by poorly-sorted, fossiliferous sandstones of Upper Eocene age
in the upper part of die formation, The deposition of these sands lasted slightly

longer in the Black Point well and they also correlate with Upper Eocene beds
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Jo the upper part of the formation in coastal cliffs to the south. In the well marine
foramlni&ra of Upper Eocene age are rare below 55 metres in the coarse Sands
whereas foraminifera of Oligocene age are fairly common at 53 metres in finer
sands. The strat (graphic ielatfonslup of the sands in the well to those in the
southerly coastal cliffs suggests regression and probably still stand followed by a
northerly component of transgression. Further south, the Upper Eocene beds in
the tipper part of the Rogue Formation in the coastal sequ^uce correlate with
the lower 6 metres of the Port Vincent Limestone in the .subsurface at the
Adelaide Cement Quarry and the underlying 9 to 15 metres of sand (Fig. 6).

In the Black Point well the sediments between 35 and 82 metres mostly
correlate with the Rogue Formation at its type area. Quartz sands above 55
metres in the well gradually fine upwards until pale yellowish grey calcareous
very fine to fine quartz sands constitute the upper IS metres of the formation.
These sands correlate with the uppermost part of the Rogue Formation of Oligo-
eeiie age and part of the Port Vincent Limestone of Oligoccne and lowermost
Lower Miocene ages in the coastal cliffs south of Black Point and in the Troti-
hridgc well (Fig. 6). Although erosion has removed most of the Rogue Formation
ft short distance inland and subsurface data is unavailable from areas of possible
occurrence, it is probable that most of the formation consists of sands and sand-
stones similar to those both to the north and south.

The maximum known thickness of the Rogue Formation. 52 metres, is /omul
in the Black Point well. The formation becomes thinnei to the south by lateral

gradation to part of the Port Vincent Limestone and by depositional thinning of
the lower part of the formation winch documents the second ingresvion of the
Upper Eocene sea. At Muloowurlie Puhtt the unconformity at the top of the
Rogue Formation suggests that thinning in the north was probably controlled by
erusion or non-deposition prior to the deposition or the Port Vincent Limestone.

PORT JULIA GKEKNSAND MEMBER OF THE ROGUE FORMATION
Definition and distribution

The name Port Julia Gieensand was used by Ludbxook (1963) and later

was formally designated a formation by Crawford (1965). 11ie name was
applied to a thin (46 em) bed of glauconitie sandstone which outcrops for
about 200 metres near the base or coastal cliffs 250 metres south of Port Julia
jetly (Sect. 15, Fig. 3), The Port Julia Gieensand (Member) as used in an
expanded sense here (Fig. 3) is of Upper Eocene age and .stratigraphioally

located near the base of a variable sequence of sandstones with occasional
carbonates, glauconitie sandstones and rnudstones, and calcareous claystoncs. AH
the.se rocks are here considered the upper part of the Rogue Formation, The
separatum ot the Rogue Formation consisting of mostly sands and sandstones
from the two distinct rock-stratigrapbic units, the underlying Throoka Silts in the
northern area and the overlying Port Vincent Limestone, is practical on the east
coa^t of Yorke Pemusula.

immediately south of sceliun 15 the Port Julia Grecnsand (in the sense of
Crawford, 1965) laterally grades to less glauconitie quartz sands, A second
glauconitie sandstone or mudstone is now present 61 ecnriinetrcs higher in the
succession. Cluuconitiu sandstones and tnudstones are found at about this strati-

graphic level between Port Julia jetty and Port Vincent (Fig. 3). About 5 metres
above these rocks in the vicinity of section 15, variegated red. green and buff
sandstones and mudstones also are partly glauconitie and can be traced inter-

mittently in coastal cliffs. Both to the north in the Black Point well and to the
south of Port Vincent in coastal cliffs the Port Julia Greeasand has laterally graded
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to quartz sands which are Found at a similar stratigraphic level. The Port Julia

Greensand here is considered a mappable member of the Rogue Formation when
expanded to include the variegated sands that include the lower glauconitic

sandstones and mudstones at the type area.

Lithology

The Port Julia Grcensand varies in composition between a green .glaucoiiitie

quartz sandstone and an arenaceous glauconitic mudstone. It contains a fauna of

numerous lamellibranchs, gastropods, corals, bryozoans and other fossils. Occa-
sional carbonate shells have been replaced by glauconite whereas internal and
external moulds of' fossils are predominant. Faecal pellets, pellets and internal

moulds of foraminifera are common. Occasional opaque minerals are present hut
constitute less than 0-5^ ol the bulk composition.

PORT VINCENT LIMESTONE
Definitwn and Distribution

The name Port Vincent Limestone is applied to a distinctive rock strati.

graphic unit consisting of bryozoal limestones which are exposed intermittently

in coastal cliffs between Port Julia and Edithburgh (Figs. 1, 3; 4). In this area
it giadationally overlies the Rogue Formation. An angular unconformity separates

U irom the Upper Pliocene marine sediments. An erosioual remnant of bryozoal
limestone at Muloowurtic Point is presumably of this formation; it unconformable*
overlies the Rogue Formation. The type section is located immediately south of
Port Vincent at section 14 (Fig. 4).

The maximum thickness of the Fort Vincent Limestone is 1.25 metres in the
Tioubridge well (Fig. 6), and was deposited during the uppermost Upper
Eocene to Middle Miocene. The formation thins northwestward to about 40
metres in some bores at the Adelaide Cement Quarry. It also thins to the north,,

where only 3 metres of bryozoal limestone are exposed 250 metres south of Fort Julia

and 6 metres thickness in the Black Point well. In the coastal area, the formation
is mostly of Oligocenc and Lower Miocene age whereas in the Black Point well

and at Muloowurtie Point it is only of Lower Miocene age. Thinning is explained
by the angular unconformity at the top of the formation, lateral gradation to the
Rogue Formation, and minor diastems within the formation.

Litttob&j

The lower 9 metres or less of the time-transgressive Port Vincent Limestone is

often arenaceous. It contains A'ery fine to fine grains of quartz in the TtHibridgc
well: coarser grains of quartz are found in the coastal area arid near the base of
tore No. 35 at the Adelaide Cement Quarry.

Pale grey and grey-white bryozoal calcarenites varying in grain size from
fine to very coarse are found in the Troubridge well. The finer grained calcare-

nites contain variable amounts of micrite with secondary growths of the sparry
cement. Hard, coarse-grained calcarenites located at 152 metres and in the upper
46 metres of the formation are moderately-sorted and contain sparry cement
composed of crystals 15-50 ft in diameter. The limestones contain rare glauconitic

pellets.

From the type section (14) to die vicinity of Giles Point pale grey and <Lirk

yellowish grey medium to very coarse bryozoal calcarenites and crdcirudites arc

traceable. Although the limestones are mostly massive, they contain some len-

ticular, thin beds containing numerous Cfitamys and other fossils oriented along
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bedding pianos. At lower levels grey-white to pale pinkish while, well-sorlcd,
bryozoal ealciruclites contaiu bryozoal fragments ranging in size from 2 to 15 mm.

Pale grey and grey-white bryozoal limesLones laterally grade to hai'd pink,
pinkish gicy and orange-red calea'renites and ealdrudites near the base of eoustal
cliffs in the vicinity of Beach Point arid Klein Pomt (Fig. 1). The hard limestones
are usually assoeiatcd with small faults, folds and fractures. The voids within the
limestones are filled with sparry cement. In a few cases the sparite is confined th
well-sorted limestone beds that can be traced laterally. It often accentualvs small
to medium scale, trough and tabular cross-strata. At the northernmost outcrop at
Beach Point an erosional surface, considered a local diaslem, separates hard pink
calcarcnitcs from soft yellowish grey and grey-white culcarenites. The latter

contain a few reworked pebbles of pink limestone which indicate an early intro-

duction of cement. On the other hand, the soft limestones gradually become
harder and contain sparry cement indicating at least two periods or cementation.
Secondary cementation of limestone along fraclures is also common.

About 6 metres above the base of pale yellowish grey and dark yellowish
grey bryozoal calcaremtes between section 21 and Shcoak Flat (Fig. ."}). thm-
hedded limestones eontain lamellibranehs and other fossils which are broken
and show signs of abrasion. In contrast to these beds there are occasional inter-

calated lenticular thin beds containing delicate lamellibranehs and bryozaans
which show Jitlle sign of abrasion. They are also found north of Sheoak Flat ;tt

section 20 where they form lenses at the base of the formation. On the down-
Ibrown side of a reverse fault north of section 20, bloeks of bryozoal calcaremtes
have been rotated during faulting.

Although bryozoans are tin; dominant biogenic constituents, foraminifera.
echinoids, lamellibranehs, braehiopods and seaphupnds are present, The echinoid
I.utenia uoothi and the lamellibranch EotYigonia .semittnriulata are found in the
bryozoal limestones of uppermost Oligoeene and Lower Miocene Age. Loceaia
woodsi is very common in Lower Miocene yellowish grey bryozoal limestones at
MuJncnvmtie Point, at tipper levels in bryozoal limestones immediately south of
Sheoak Flat; in dark yellowish grey resistant limestones forming the upper parts
of coastal cliffs intermittently between section 27 and Ciles Point; in coastal cliffs

at Kdilhburgh.

Xcar Muloowurtic Point a thin transgressive sand, maximum thickness 1-2
metres occurs at the base of an arenaceous, moderately-sorted, bryozoal calcure-

r.ite (Sect. 5b, Fig. 2), They show a discordance of about 3° with the underlying
Hogue Formation. The erosional surface is synclinal in torm with a maximum dip
of 5 <: on the northern flank and less on the southern flank. The basal sands arc
coloured buff and pale green, and grade hum moderately-sorted fine sands at

base to moderately- to poorly-sorted very coarse sands with granules at upper
levels. Quartz is the predominant constituent with grams of granite gneiss and
arkosie sandstone. These constfkients are also found within the overlying coarse
valearenites which contain intercalated thin beds oi very fine to fine, biogenic
<jlcareniie„s.

OTHEK EXPOSURES ON YORKE PENINSULA
Glaessnerand Wade (195\8). Ludbrook (1963) and Crawford (1965) have

shown or summarized the distribution ui bryo/.oal limestones on Yorke Peninsula.

At most localities remnants of bryozoal limestones unconformahly overlie pre-

Tertiary sediments and basement, llcnmauts located at Urania and in the sub-
surface ai Miulalon and tipper Yorke Valley (Crawford, 19B5, Maitland Sheet)
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suggest that the Port Vincent Limestone overlapped al least tJie upper p;rrt tif

the ltogue Formation onto basement. Slight regression and stillstand nr-ar the
middle of the formation may indicate mild uplift and possibly slight erosion of
the lower part of the formation prior to the major transgression, Kenmants located
on the west and southern coasts indicate that basement highs were present during
deposition of Upper Eocene and possibly lowermost Oligoecnc Rogue Formation,
On the northern portion of Yorke Peninsula, remnants of a later murine deposit,

uppermost Lower Miocene and Middle Miocene bryozoal limestones with
LepUloa/clind in their lower portion overlie basement in the Melton area.

Lindsay (1970) has indicated that these Miocene sediments record at least 3
marine transgressions in areas north of Melton.

The bryozoal limestones in the southern portion of Yorke Peninsula are bard,
pink, red and white ealcarenites and calcirudites cemented by sparite. They are
often arenaceous at lower levels, Crawford (1965) formally applied the name
Port Turton Limestone which was informally used by Ludbrouk (1963) ror a
remnant of bryozoul calcarenite about 15 metres thick on the western coast at
Port Tuiton. On the northern pari of Yorke Peninsula, the name Melton Lime-
stone, informally used by Ludbrook (1963), was formally applied by Crawford
( 1965) to "30 feet of conglomeratic, sandy, bryozoal cross-bedded limestones rich
in Lepidocydina'. The limestones at Melton arc correlated with hard bryozoal
limestones deficient in quartz between 82 and &1 metres in the Troubridge bore.

The arenaceous fraction of these, limestones and those at Port Hughes contain
Uthic and crystalline fragments derived from local source areas.

Hard, pale brown, 7Afhothamnion limestones are located 3-2 kilometres south
of Cmieliffe at elevations not greater than 136 metres above sea level. They occur
at about the same level as the Melton Limestone. Lithotiianinioii, which are
characteristic of shallow water, indicate that the sea probably did not cover
po i lions of Yorke Peninsula at greater elevations.

HALLETT COVE SANDSTONE
Distribution and. Lithology

Crawford (1965) has used Ihe name Ilalfelt Cove Sandstone for fossiferous
sandstones and arenaceous limestones of Upper Pliocene age on Yorke Peninsula.
In the Tronbridge well arenaceous limestones of this age are about 30 metres
thick whereas on the eastern coast of Yorke Peninsula these rocks rarely exceed
3 metres. In the coastal area these rocks can be intermittently traced from Edith-
burgh to immediately past the vicinity of the Port Vincent golf course. Over this
distance the Hnllett Cove Sandstone unconfonnably overlies the Port Vincent
Limestone in the south and the Rogue Formation in the north.

Near Giles Point, arenaceous limestones contain numerous oysters and other
fossils (Ludbrook, 1939), These oysters are often oriented parallel to bedding
and show contact relationships to one another with medium to coarse-grained
ijuartz sand filling voids. Further north oysters are less numerous but Mttr^Uw-
pom vertehwlis is common with the mollusc Anodontkt splterictda, other
moLluticu, and bryozoans,

between Port Vincent and Sheoak Flat the Hallett Cove Sandstone has beeu
considerably leached of carbonate. Immediately north of the golf course it is

mainly medium to coarse quartz sandstone which contains occasional moulds of
fossils. Immediately north of section 20 (Fig. 3) the sandstone becomes very
argillaceous and ferruginous with a reticulate red and grcv mottling. This
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mottling results from a later Iatcritic profile. In coastal cliffs north of Shcoak
Flat and on the northern side of the basin marine sediments of Pliocene age flW
not known. Fluviatilc rocks in this area may be partly of Pliocene age but there

is no fossil evidence to confirm this.

Quaternary Sediments

Ay the stratigraphic coastal profiles also show various Quaternary sediments

and \ort profiles exposed along the east coast of Yorke Peninsula, a general

discussion of these sediment!* is included here.

Flnviul-fun deposits unconformably overlie Tertiary formations immediately

south of .Rogue Point and in the vicinity of Ardrossan. Tepper (1879) applied

the name "Ardrossan Clay and Sandrock" to these sediments which arc- probably

more than 30 metres thick. The fluvial-fan deposits which have been described

by Ilowchin (1918) and Crawford (1965) ar« mainly arenaceous clays and
quart/ sandstones with lenses of conglomerate. The conglomerates contain

pebbles of quartz, quartzite, feldspar, arkosie sandstone and fossihferous siliceous

sandstone. Tertiary formations and basement rocks constituting hills immediately
west of the coast were the source for most of these pebbles (Crawford, 1965).

Between Black Point and Giles Point fluviatile quartz sands and arenaceous

cluys overlie with angular unconformity the Hallett Cove Sandstone, Port Vincent
Limestone and Rogue Formation. The angular discordance between fluviatilc

sands and two of these formations eiin be seen between Giles Point and Wool
Bay (Stuart, 1969; chart 3D). This unconformity indicates that earth movements
were still taking place here during the Quaternary. Near Giles Point dark
yellowish-grey quartz sands partly fill solution cavities in the Hallett Cove
Sandstone and Port Vincent Limestone.

Between Sheoak Flat and Port Julia jetty a reticular red and gray mottling

horizon in fluviatilc sediments also represent part of a lateritc profile (Fig. 3).

This profile is not confined to these sands because underlying Tertiary formations

have been leached in several places and the mottled horizon also occurs imme-
diately south of Sheoak Flat in sediments which are considered lateral equiva-

lents to the Hallett Cove Sandstone. On both the western and eastern sides of

the basin thin lenses and layers of the mineral ahmitc are commonly associated

with these profiles. Below the mottling horizon immediately south of Sheaoak

Flat, enterolithic folds are found in green arenaceous clays which contaiu lenses

of alnnite between bedding planes (Fig. 5). Above the mottling horizon dark

yellowish-grey or buff quartz sands contain uurhigenic ferruginous pisolile.s.

fluvial fan deposits near Ardrossan also contain this- mottling horizon. In this

area, the lateritic profile has been truncated and reworked pisolites above this

surface were probably derived from areas immediately west of the presr-ir

coastline.

Arenaceous red and green clays unconformably overlie the enrlier fluv>a(ile

sediments and Tertiary Formations (Figs. 3; 4). These clays fill .solution cavities

in the Hallett. Cove Sandstone and Port Vincent Limestone tn depdis greater than

27 metres (Stuart, 1969; Charts 3C;D). At a few localities, pink sands overlie

these clays and calcrete soil profiles are well-devt-loped.

Fossilifcrous limestones overlie either the Rogue Formation or Port Vincent

Limestones on wave-cut platforms at the sites of Tertiary syuclincs adjacent to

Stansbury and Port Vincent. These limestones are tentatively correlated with

bssililerous sediments containing Anadara trapezia on the eastern side of the

basin where they have been named the Glanville Formation by Firman (1966).
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AGE OF SEDIMENTS
Immediately west of Ardrossan and Price Townships, the basal fluviatile

sediments have been correlated by Crawford ( 1965) with the Middle to Upper
Eocene portion of the Clinton Coal Measures in trie northern side of the St,

Vincent Basin. Although the fluviatile sediments in the lower portion of the Black
Paint well do not contain lignites which could be used for the purpose of peno-
logical dating, these sediments are likely to be of Middle to Upper Eocene age
as they underlie marine sediments of earliest Upper Eocene age.

The earliest Uppej Eocene marine sediments of the Muluowurtie Formatiou
are found between 119 and 155 metres in the Black Point well. Their age is

indicated by the first appearance (down the hole) of Ttuiuorotalohics eolhwtcQ
Finlay at 119 metres. The absence of Clohoquadrina primiiiva Finlay (= Trim-
corotalokUts prhnitioa) whose faunal range partly corresponds to that of T,
cofUictea* elsewhere during the Middle Eocene (Ludbrook. 1967) suggests an
early Upper Eocene age, as the range ot T. coliaclea extends into the Upper
Eocene. Although Ludbrook (1967, Fig, 3) included part of the Muloowurtie
Formation in the Middle Eocene, she has not published the evidence and Lindsay
(1969) indicates that T. pnmitiva has not been found in the St Vincent Basin.
The Upper Eocene ranges of foraminifcra associated with T. coRacfea in this

well and within the interval 232 and 259 metres in the Troubridge well are
sfiown in Figure 7. Unnii<emna aJabamensis which is a zonal fossil of the 17.

ahhavtensis zone (Glaessner, 1951; Faunal Unit 1 of Carter, 195$) has not been
found in the wells, but only occasional specimens ^tc reported from surface
sections in the eastern side of the basin.

The earliest Upper Eocene marine sediments accumulated during the upper-
most portion of the lower subzone of the TurborotaUa aculeaia zone' which was
recognized by Ludbrook and Lindsay (1969), The remaining portion of this

zone and the succeeding Subbodna Iinaperta zone which arc present in the
eastern side of the basin (Lindsay, 1969) can also be recognized in its wevtein
side (Fig, 7). Lindsay (1967; 1969) indicates that the upper boundaries ot these
zones arc characterized by the final appearance of their zonal fossils. The lower
boundary of the T. aculeate Tone can not be recognized, as marine sediments
of this age have not been deposited in this area,

In the Troubridge well the first occurrence (down the hole) of S. Iinaperta is

found 12 metres above the base of the Port Vincent Limestones at 174 metres
while T. acukata was encountered at ISO metres This suggests that the S.

finaperlti Zone is prevent \n this bore. A clay and thin limestone sequence between
186 and 232 metres is included within the upper portion of the 7\ neuleptil Zone.
In the Black Point well (Fig. 4) S. linapirtn is first recorded rarely at 55 meltes
in the Rogue Formation- This suggests that the remaining beds of the Muloo-
wurtie Formation, Throoku Silts and part of the Rogue Formation were deposited
during this time interval. Planktonics are usually very rare in the upper part of
this interval in well-sorted sands of the Rogue Formation which may explain the
absence of V aculeata in this portion of the Black Foiut well. The same lor-

mations were deposited within this time interval in their coastal sequences except
most of the Rogue Formation is of definite Upper Eocene age at its type area.
Chbi^eropsh index Finlay is found near the base of the formation whcieas _S.

iinaperta and C. cubemis are present about ft metres below its top.

In coastal cliffs between Black Point and section 24 south of Port Vincent,
the final appearances of both S. cf. Umperta and T. aculeata occur within the
upper beds of the Rogue Formation. Although sample intervals lor the purpose
of this study are widely spaced S. cf. Iinaperta and T, actdeata occur together
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about 1 '3 metres above the Port Julia Greensand Member at section 15 (Fig. .1).

Immediately south ot section 16, S, cf. linaperia occurs without 7. aculeata about
3 metres above this member.

Distinctive benthonic foraminifera noted by Carter (1958. J 964) in Victoria
are also present in the western side of the basin (Glaessner and Wade. 195S).
Wade (1964) recorded Slwrbornina atklnsoni, Axierigerina adelmdemis and
Crespinina kingscotemte within the. Muloowurtie Formation located in the coastal
area. In this area KfadineUa chapmani and Vsettdo^wtijmorphitut sp. (figured by
Ludbrook 1963) are also present within the lower half of this- formation. In the
Black Point well a similar assemblage occurs within roost of the Muloowurtie
Fonnation. In this bore and the coastal section the Bolivinellu sp. (figured by
Ludbrook. 1963) and juvenile specimens of Lamarckiiui cf. ciren&hs are also
present. Benthonic foraminifera which extend throughout the Upper Eocene aud
arc found in sediments nf Oligocene age .ire shown in Figure 7. Near the top of
the Muloowurtie Formation in both the subsurface and in the coastal area
between Rogue Point and Harts Mine, foraminifera become veiy small and no
diagnostic forms are present. The absence of diagnostic foraminifera in the strata
may be due to regression that has taken place at different times within the upper
half of the Muloowurtie Formation. On the other hand A. addaidentifo aud
Fsciidapolymorphina sp, are not found above the laguonal Throoka Silts in the
basal beds or the Hoguc Formation. From these considerations, the Muloowurtie
Formation above 119 metres in the Black Point well and the coastal exposures
probably correlate with the Banded Marl Member and possibly the lowermost
beds of the Soft Marl Member of the Blanche Point Marls in the eastern side of
the basin.

In the Troubridge well (Fig, 6), A. odelaidemis- also occurs rarclv above T.
collected in glauconitic calcareous clavs between 197 and 212 metres. In this well
Pveticlopohjmorpbijw sp. and Laviatvfom aieetwis are found between 229 and 259
metres in a limestone sequence. Ludbrook (1963) and Lindsay (1967) have
recorded this PseudopohjmGrphitui sp. only from sediments which were only
deposited during the lower portion of the T. accuhaia Zone. However in the
Troubridge well this Fseudopolymurphina sp. is not present in calcareous clays
between 213 and 229 metres but occurs at 210 metres in fine calcarenites which
were deposited during the upper portion of the T. Qccufaata Zone, This indicates
that the distribution of this roraminifer is probably controlled by sediment type.

L. cf. airensis occurs within the lower half nf the Rogue Formation between
Port Vincent and Black Point and in the Black Point well between 69 and &4
metres. In the Troubridge well the first probable occurrence of this foraminifer
is at 9!> metres in a clay sequence, Carter (1964) notes that the final appearance
of /_. airemh- occurs within his Faunal Unit 2 which would also be close lo the
final appearance of this benthonic form in this area.

On the bases of benthonic : planktonie foraminifera and stratigraphic position
within the range of diagnostic planktonics, the lagoonal Throoka Silts probably
correlate with the lower part of the Soft Marl Member and equivalents on the
eastern side of the basin. The sands near the middle of the ltngue Formation
between Stansbury and Black Point are about time-equivalent to the uppermost
beds of the Soft Mail Member, the Chinaman's Cully Beds and the lowermost
portion of the Port Wilhinga Beds. While most of this sequence is regressive, its

uppermost portion is considered transj;rcssivc, as shown hy a similar sequence
encountered in the Black Point well where it now underlies sediments of Oligo-
cene age. In this well the uppermost portion of this sequence is an approximate
time equivalent to the remaining sediments of Upper Eocene age in the Port
Willunga Beds.
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Lindsay (1967, J.969) has established three rones for faunas of Oligocene age
in the eastern side of the St. Vincent Basin. The ChiloguemheMmi cubenm Zone
and rhe Cut'mhclifrki xfrivensii Zone have been recognized (Fig. 7) within faunas

in its western side, but the uppermost Oligoccue Gktbi^erinn euapertura Zone
has not been recorded here. This is probably due to widely spaced sampling and
very thin sequences that could be of this age. Lindsay (1967) indicates that. the

lower boundary of 0. cubemis Zone is characterized by the final appearance of

S. lirutperia while the upper boundaries of this zone and the succeeding C.
stmsensis Zone are defined by the final appearance of the zonal fossils (Fig. 7).

The overlapping ranges of Chiloguembelina and Gucmbelitria were shown by
Wade (1961 Table 1) The final appearance of GuembeUMa is just below the

Oligocenc-Mioccne boundary (Wade, 1964, Lindsay, 1967, 1968).

Between Block Point and Stansbury the C\ cubemis Zouc and the C
stmzcnsis Zone arc present within the uppermost beds of the floguc Formation
and the Port Vincent Limestone. In the Rogue Formation at sections 15 and 16

(Fig. 3) the local, final occurrence of C. fuben&is is found about 5 metrev below
the top of the Rogue Formation. Immediately south of Sheaoak Flat, it is now
found just above the base of the Port Vincent Limestone about 120 mclrcs north

of section 22. The uppermost occurrence of this fossil north and south of Shcoak
Flat suggests that the lowermost beds of the Port Vincent Limestone arc about
time-equivalent to die uppermost part of the Rogue Formation (Fig 3), Further

south at section 27 (Fig. 4), C. cubenm is present 1-7 metres above the base of

the Port Vincent Limestone. At these localities, G. vM<tpfjrtum y G, bvlloulei?, G.
ampliapertura, G. angustiumhilicata and Guembelitrla siaveiisis and are asso-

ciated with the zone fossil, C. cubensis.

Occasional specimens of G. shttwmis are present in the remaining beds of

tine Rogue Formation and Port Vincent limestone between Sheoak Flat ami
Black Point and the remaining outcrop of the Port Vincent Limestone immedi-
ately south of Shcoak Flat. Pianktonics arc usually very rare with only occasional

specimens of G. cnapcrfuva and G. am))liapertnra. Within these beds, S. utkin-

soni and SvratJcina pcrlata (Upper F.ocene-Oligucene) accompany C, $fr/u<.>nxfe

which suggests an Oligocene age (Fig. 7). The first appearance oi the eehinoid

Luvenia woodsi is found within the G, sttwensis Zone on both the eastern and
western sides of this basin.

Between Port Vincent and Stansbury rare specimens of Globi£erinoktes

quadriiohm primordiw (Banner and Blow) arc present within the C, stavensis

Zone. It is only known from Cartel's Faunal Units 5 and 6 (Wade. 1964; Tabic

1). immediately south of Beach Point at section 18
7
Operculum oictoriemis

occurs within the upper third of the Port Vincent Limestone with re-crystallized

Sherhomina while midway between sections 28 and 29, the uppermost beds of

the Port Vincent Limestone contain S*. cutset marginato, S, othnsoni and O.
victoriensis. The assemblage of foratninifera (Faunal Unit 6, Fig- 7) suggests that

the Oligocene-Miocene boundary is present within the Port Vincent Limestone
al these localities. Further south at Klein Point, Lndhrook ( 1963) recorded S.

atkinsotu near the base of coastal cliffs and C. wneimargiiwUi at a higher strati-

graphic level within the Pot* Vincent Limestone. This suggests that the

Oligocene-Miooene boundary is also present at this locality.

la the Troubridge well, the C, cubcn*i$ and G. vfacervviv Zones cannot

be recognised within the Port Vincent Limestone because ihc zonal fossils

arc cither very rare or absent. The lower boundary of Oligocene is tenta-

tively placed at 174 metres where S. Knajterta is first encountered down the bme
hole (Fig, 6). From 16S to 174 metres, bryozoal limestones contain a similar

assemblage of pianktonics as those recoided in rocks of Oligocene age in the
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coastal sequences (Fig. 7). Although planktonics arc very rave or absent above
168 metric in the Tronbridge welt, occasional small specimens of C\ -vrc/oensi*

only huve been recorded from 159 to 165 metres. The Oligocene -Miocene boun-
dary ean be only tentatively placed between 137 and 159 meties in this well The
first appearance (down (Jit4

, hole) or (lie S. atkinsonl accompanied by S. cutiei-

vuirgitudv is at 137 metres but these are extremely rare. Bryozoal limestones at

146 metres containing S. cuncimaiginata. S. atkimoni and C. venieulato (all

rare) may be close to the Oligocene-Mioecne boundary,
In the Black Point well, quartz sands within the Bogue Formation between

•34 and 55 metres arc of OHgoWfi* age fPw I). The Hr.st appearance of (2,

xtuvenw is at 36 metres. Within this interval planktonic forarnhiifcru in these

.sands are G. ouachilaemte, G. an^iporoides
> G. btdloides and G. (inqustitim-

bilicaia. Cibicides pseudoconvexua is found rarely near the base of this sequence
*vbcjeas S*. atkimoni is present as high as 34 metres. Calcarina verricwata is

present between 25 and 37 metres suggesting that the Oligocene-Miocene boun-

dary occurs either within the uppermost sands of the Bogue Formation or within
arenaceous bryoxoal limestones (Port Vincent Limestone) at the top of the well.

Single specimens of C. vurriculata are recorded below 37 metres but their preser-

vation suggests contamination.

Sediments of Oligocene age within the Port Vincent Limestone and the

Hogoe. Formation are correlated with Oligocene sediments within the Port

Willuoga Bed.s in the eastern side of the basin.

Inunediately south of Vluloowurtie Point (Sect, ob, Fig. 2). limestones <xin-

biinmg Ihe association of S. atkiiMml S, cuneimarginata and C. verriculuiu are

considered of Lower Miocene age (Faunal Unit 6). It has been pieviuusly slimvn

that these limestones and thin basal sands uneonfortnably overlie about 5 metres

of beach sands constituting the uppermost beds of the Rogue Formation. Hie
first fully marine bed just below these sands to the south contains S. linuperia

and C cuhi'.nsls, Tins suggests thai the faunas diagnostic of the C, cubemis Zone
and t* stavemis Zone are not present at this locality.

Furthei south of Muloowurtie Point in the Blade Point well the upper 3
metres of the Rogue Formation and lower 6 metres of the Fort Vincent Limestone
contain C. vcrricuhtu, S. utkitviotti is present near the top of the Rogue Formation
whoeas S*. cunehnarxinata occurs rarely in the Port Vincent Limestone of this

well. The upper 9 metres of sediments in this well,, limestone* just south of
Muloowurtie Point and the upper beds of the Port Vincent Limestone at localities

immediately south of Beach Point are correlated with the Port WilUmga Beds
of lowermost Miocene age, i.e. Faunal Unit 6.

In the Troiibridgc well, Carter's Faunal Units 6 and pad of 7 are probably
present between lift and VIM metres within the Prut Vincent Limestone. C
wrriatlata and O, vitiorienm- occur wilhiu tins interval whereas S. utkinsoni and
S. ruwHmnrgimla are found together in the lower 9 metres of this interval.

Occasional specimens of Cdc$, bispheiicus occur between 97 and 122 metre*.

Limestones below 122 metres also contain this planktonie fauna but their preser-

vation suggests contamination. Lepidonfclina within bryozoal limestones between
&5 and 97 metres correlate with the lower portion uf the Melton Limestone on

I he northern pari of Yorke Peninsula. In this well, the interval from 85 to 146
meties within the Port Vincent Limestone are correlated with sediments uf

[iOwer Miocene age (Faunal Units 8, 7. 8 and part of 8) withm the Port Wilhinga
Beds on the eastern side of the basin. In the Yroubridge well, the Lower
Miocene—Middle Miocene boundary may be present in 24 metres of limeston^x

above beds containing occasional Lepidocydina y
but there is no faunul evidence

tu prove this. On the other hand, sediments of Middle Miocene age occur in the
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subsurface of the Adelaide Plains Embaymcnt and the Melton area. Lindsay and
Shepherd (1966) have shown that the Munno Para Clay Member of the Fort
Willunga Beds is of uppermost Batesfordian and lowermost Balcombian (paits

of taunal Units 9 and 10) Lindsay (1970) ruts also indicated that the upper
portion of the Melton Limestone is bf lowermost Balcombian. The Balcombian
is considered of Middle Miocene age (Carter, 1964; Wade, J964 and Ludbruok
1967). Lindsay (1968) also recognized sediments of Bairusdalum age (FauuaJ
Unit Jlj from this area.

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY
Tertiary accumulation commenced Ju the northern area with the deposition

of Middle Eocene flnviatile sediments. Streams flowing from rising highs on the
northwest portion of Yorkc Peninsula transported fine and coarse detrkos to

sinking areas in the St. Vincent Basin.

Fo]]owmg the accumulation of the&c fluviatile sediments, the ingressinn of

the sea is documented by marine .sediments (Mnlonwurtie Formation) deposited
during the lower portion of the Turborotatia aculeata Zone representing earliest

definite Upper Eocene age. The sea encroached onto the northern area of Yorke
Peninsula, but did not extend onto its southerly coastal area. In the northern
area., currents and/or wave-action tended to even the topography of the sub-
marine floor by transport of sediment to areas of lower energy during subsidence.
A shallowing of Lhc sea is indicated by the Quartoo Sand Member of the Muloo-
wurtie Formation, but since this portion of the formation was deposited over a
great area of the depositional rugh between Pine Point and Harts Mine, basin
expansion continued here, Slight deepening of the sea north of the depositional
high is indicated by the upper beds of the Muloowurtie Formation while a high
energy environment continued on its southern side.

The Upper Eocene sea uniformly letreated from the northern area and the
region immediately offshore from the present coastline in the southern aiea. This
is indicated by the lagoonal Throoka Silts and poorly fossihferons arenaceous
clays in the Troubridge well Alter the accumulation of the lagoonal sediments,
the Upper Eocene sea returned to present coastal areas and alternating clays and
fairly well-sorted sandstones within the lower third of the Rogue Formation
suggest an oscillating shoreline immediately west of the* present coastline. High
energy marine environments arc documented by well-sorted quad?, sandstone on
the southern side of the depositional high and the area immediately south of
Klein Point. Another retreat or the Upper Eocene sea,, near the top nf the Turbo-
wtalia (wuhata Zone,, is indicated by quartz sands in the middle portion of the
Rogue Formation in the southern area, but the sea did not retieat past the present
coastline as the sequence indicates a subsecpient marine srillstand of short dura-
tion. During this time interval, dicre is no evidence within the Kogue Formation
at Muloowurtie Point to suggest a retreat of the sea.

The sea probably retreated from the northern area during the S, liiutperta

Zone as suggested by the erosional surface separating Upper Eocene and Miocene
strata. Non-deposition with minimal erosion probably took place during this

hiatus Iv-causc reworked foraminifcra of Upper Eocene age have not been
observed in sedime-nts of Oligoceue age in other areas. As the retreat of the sea

continued in die northern area, a ntajor advance of the sea had begun in the
southern area. The sea continued to advance in this area during the Oligocene
I Chiiozuembeiina cnbemi.s and Guemheiiiria staveruis Zones) and Miocene
time. Sedimentologicul and palaeoccological evidence from this area and other
portions of the St. Vincent Basin, suggest that the sea during the latter zone
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<wei^d pails of Hie southern portion of Yorkc Peninsula (Stuart 1969). The
fades relationships between the Rogue Formation and Fort Vincent Limestone
indicate a northerly component of this transgression (Fig. 6). The sea did. not
reach the vicinity of Muloowurtie Point until earliest Lower Miocene tunc as
indicated by benthonie fnrarmnifera within the Port Vincent Limestone. It is

likely that by uppermost Lower Miocene time, the sea had covered most of
Yorke Peninsula, as Miocene sediments (Melton Limestone and equivalents) htfi

exposed in its northern portion, and slightly earlier limestones arc present in the
subsurface at Minlaton and upper Yorke Valley.

Available evidence in surface exposures and subsurface indicates a period
ut erosion which took place between the accumulation of lower Middle Miocene
and Upuer Plioccue sediments in Yorke Peninsula area. Tire. Miocene sea had
retreated from known areas of marine accumulation and probably From the

remainder of the basin as well (Stuart, 1969).
During the Upper Pliocene the sea returned to parts of Yorke Peninsula and

a narrow seaway was present on its southern portion (Ludbrook, 1959). Another
erosional surface between Upper Pliocene marine strata and ?Plcistocene fluviatilc

sediments indicates another pciod of erosion. Tins was followed by the accumu-
lation of fluviatilc sediments along the cast coast of Yorke Peninsula. A notable
example of these are the fluvial-fan deposits ("Ardrossan Clay and Sandroek'")

deposited near Rogue Point (Fig. 2) and in the Ardrossan area (Tepper. 1879;
Howchin. 1918). They were derived Irom basement and Tertiary rocks constituting

low hills immediately to the west of the present coast (Crawford, 1965). These
deposits and the remaining miviatile sediments now exposed in the coastal cliffs

of the southern area were weakly laterized ami there is evidence particularly in

the Ardrossan area of more than one soil profile. Green and red clays were laid

down following still another period of erosion.

Sub-Rcccnt shelly sediments accumulated in areas now constituting svnclines

of Tertiary strata, particularly on wave-cut platforms adjacent to townships in the
southern area. Calcretes were formed in soil profiles during and after the climax,

of Pleistocene accumulation in the coastal area.

STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT
The study of Caino7x>ic strata along the cast coast of Yorke Peninsula h&S

dune much to elucidate the structural history recorded here during the Caimxzoic
Era Following the accumulation of fluvialile sediments in the vicinity of Black
Point, the separation of a remnant of fluviatile sediments in the coastal sequence
(Fig. 2) from those in the subsurface (Fig. 6) indicates that either north-south

or northeast-southwest faulting occurred in tins area prior to the deposition of

earliest Upper Eocene marine sediments. Tire displacement of beds was less than

60 metres.

The accumulation of Tertiary sediments indicates that Yorkc Peninsula can
be sub-divided into blocks which arc separated by linear elements (Fig. 1).

However, it is apparent from the beds which form gentle synclines and anticlines

that several minor fault-lines were active during times of more or less earth move-
ment, so subdivisions into smaller blocks could be possible. Glacssner (1953) has

previously shown that ancient faults (Sprigg. 1942) form the boundaries between
areas of mild uplift aud subsidence in aieas east of tht- St. Vincent Gulf.

The northern block (A) appears io be separate from the southern areas, as

indicated by the accumulation of the Upper Eocene Muloowurtie Formation,

Slight tilting of this block towards the St. Vincent Gulf and to thc_north is indi-

cated by the absence ot these beds on the western side of Yorke Peninsula and
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fades relationships of the high energy Quartoo Sand Member intcrtonguing with
the main body of the Mutoowurtie Formation in a northerly direction. The north-
ward tilting of this block is also indicated by fades of mainly quartz sands in the
Rogue Formation grading to more carbonate-rich rocks in a northerly direetion-

South of Black Point the absence of the Muloowuitie Formation or equiva-
lents from the cast coast of Yorke Peninsula suggests that a north-south fault-line
is piesent in this area. It is difficult to imagine an irregular topography persisting
iu such poorly indurated sediments as the Permian, throughout the Mesozoic
and early Tertiary. This fault-line determined the boundary between more and
less subsiding aieas of accumulation. This explains the abnormal thickness of

1

earliest Upper Eocene sediments under the western portion of the St. Vincent
Gulf. This substantiates a statement by Crawford (1965) who considered that a
fault-line was present in this area. The northern and southern blocks (A and B)
acted as a single tectonic unit during the accumulation of the lower half of the
Rogue Formation,

The independence of movement between blocks A and B is demonstrated by
mild uplift of the northern block while the southern block was subsiding during
at least the Oligocene This is indicated by the unconformity between Upper
Eocene and Miocene sediments in the northern area and the presence of Oligo-
cene sediments in a conformable sequence in the southern area. Small pulsfts of
variable subsidence took place during the accumulation of Oligocene sediments
in the Kogue Formation between Port Julia and Port Vincent as suggested by
tacics reialioitslrip.v of quartz sands grading to clays. These fades relationships
indicate that the variable rates of subsidence occurred adjacent to east-west fault-
lines.

The tilting of the northern block and times of independence of the move-
ments along the east coast of Yorke Peninsula suggest a southwest-northeast
ancient fault-line located in the vicinity of Black Point (Fig. 1). This is also sub-
stantiated by acromagneb'e data ( Schocnharting, pers. eornm. ). This fault-tine is

also substantiated by a large synclinal structure between Rocky Point and Port
Julia.

The two southern blocks (B and C) which form the lower portion of Yorke
Peninsula have also undergone variable rates of movement. The southernmost
block C (Fig, 1) was a persistent structural high during most of the "Upper
Eocene, sediments of this age are not present on this block. During the Oligrvceue,
this block began to founder as remnants of rocks of this age are located there.

Thinner sequences of Oligocene and Miocene sediments accumulated on the
landward side of the north-south fault-line adjacent to the east coast of Yorke
Peninsula as shown by the transgressive Rogue Formation and Port Vincent Lime-
stone. The northward component of this transgressive sequence (Fig. 6) also
suggests that the relative rate of subsidence was gieater parallel to 'and towards
the present continental shelf; thus it is likely to Be associated with larger scale
epeirogcuic earth movements.

Gentle folding movements occurred along the ea.st coast of Yorke Peninsula
between the accumulation of Miocene and Upper Pliocene sediments (Glarssner.
1953). The strata m several areas have also been faulted, hut the displacements
of beds are very small (Figs. 2. 3). However, the folding movements of the
Cainozoic beds are dependent upon the movements of linear elements within
Cambrian and basement rocks as arc also the faulted beds.

Reactivated folding movements involved Pliocene beds as can be seen imme-
diately south of Sheoak Flat (Fig. 3). Between Stansbury and Giles Point (Fig.
1; ('hart 3D shown by Stuart. 1969), a southward component of tilting move-
ments can be recognized by unconformable relationships between Miocene,
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Upper Pliocene, arid Pleistocene beds and also between beds of Pleistocene age
(Stnart, 1960). In the Ardmssari area, fhi vial-fan deposits also indicate eaitb

movements along linear elements.
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QUONDONG STATION, SOUTH AUSTRALIA:
A FIELD CONTEXT FOR APPLIED RANGELAND RESEARCH
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Summary

Sheep stations are the administrative units of the arid zone pastoral industry in southern South

Australia. Their general nature, history and present circumstances are given, with particular regard

for the native vegetation upon which their productivity depends, by using Quondong Station as an

example. A study of the pastures of Quondong Station is presented, intended as a general field

context to which research results may be related.

The flora of Quondong Station is listed. The native pastures are classified initially into four main

groups, and are then cross-classified on other features. Results are summarised in map form.
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SUMMARY
Sheep station* are the administrative units of the arid zone pastoral industry

in southern South Australia. Their general nature, history and present circum-
stances are given, with particular regard for the native vegetation upon which
their productivity depends, by UHthg Quondong Station as an example- A study
of the pastures of Quondong Station Ls presented, intended as a general field

context to which research results may he related.

The flora of Quondong Station is listed. The native pastures are classified

initially into four main groups, and are then cross classified on other features.

Kesults are summarised in map form.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years concerted efforts have been directed towards ecological

problems* associated with the arid zone pastoral industry in South Australia.

Much of the research is sb'll in progress, but some is already published (Lange,
I9f3Q; Barker and Langc, 1969a). Such papers are specialised, and it is necessary
to describe the field context within which specialised advances must be inter-

preted.

When sheep were introduced fo arid Australia in the nineteenth century.,

their impact on the native shrubs was both sudden and disastrous. For example,
Dixon (1S80) and Woolls (1882) describe the destruction of saltbush after only*

a few decades of grazing in western New South Wales, Arid zone shrubs are slow
growing, long lived plants adapted to low rainfalls and slow nutrient cycling. As
such, they are quite different from kinds of plants that evolved under intensive

grazing by ungulates. While climatic changes can gradually degrade arid zone

vegetation for periods, the effect of hooved grazing animals on these vulnerable

populations has had an inordinately destructive effect for such a short time span,

Pioneers were concerned with expansion and development in the short term,

rather than conservation in the long term. This attitude can be understood when
one recalls the colonists' ignorance about the Australian environment (Mcinig,

1963).

At the present time, disregard for long term conservation can no longer he
tolerated. It is imperative for the future of this State that the consequences of the

pastoral industry be examined. The type of resource being used by the pastoral

industry is described by reference to a single administrative unit, Quoudong
Station, where grazing has been more or less continuous since 1873. The situation

here is similar to that on many sheep stations in this and other States;, boundary
fences cut across different vegetation, rock and soil types, and paddock size and
shape is determined by the disposition of a limited number of stock water points,

often having little relation to use of different pasture types. Under such conditions

it is inevitable that, given free range over several square miles, stock will utilise

and, in extreme cases, degrade certain types of vegetation more than others.

In addition to the description of the current situation on Quondong Station,

the history of the area is outlined to indicate how historical factors may have had
an effect on the present pasture pattern.

c Department of Botany, University of Adelaide.

T«iw. R. Soc. S. Anst. (1970), Vol. 94.
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SITUATION AND ENVIRONMENT
Quondong Station, covering an area of approximately 830 sq km, lies in the

northern part of the Murray basin, south east of the Olary Spur, and almost equi-

distant between Burra and Rrokeu Hill (Fig. 1). The over-riding climatic feature

of this area is the low rainfall, the average for the period 1955-196S being 180

mm (Table 1). The occurrence of rain is most erratic, more so
?
for instance, than

in the coastal arid areas of the State (Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology,

1961). Although the figures are variable, it appears that on average most rain is

received in May and least in October.
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TABLE 1

Rainfall at Quondong in ram
( by courtesy of the Pastoral Board

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June Jul. Aug. Sop. Oat. Nov. Doe. Total

1955 0-0 87-1 44-5 7-9 63-3 38-1 1-0 21-1 28-2 0-9 16*8 10 3161
1956 00 0-0 02-0 19 6 33-0 160 37-3 4-3 19-8 9-7 13-5 0-0 215-2
1957 00 64-0 51 0-0 4'3 68-6 10 17-8 4-6 16-3 8-8 24-4 209-9
1058
1959 1-3 13-0 23-6 0-0 119 0-0 14-2 7-9 4-3 28-2 0-0 3-4 112-9
I960 4-3 7-1 5-8 13-5 191 3*3 38-6 14-2 28-7 0-0 35-3 0-0 169-9
1MI 0-0 11-9 1*3 27-7 58 00 6-6 12-5 17-0 ia 648 29-2 177*9
1962 59-2 0*0 22-4 0-0 32-5 6-6 2-3 15-8 O'O 7-9 0-0 70-9 217-6
1963 39*6 0-0 0-8 2-2-4 45-2 41-7 21-8 lti-S 0-0 12-7 2-5 11-7 215-7
1064 10-8 O'O 0-0 12-2 7-4 5-3 0-0 lfi-2 81-5 OK 1*8 lN-0 153-0
1965 0-0 — — 0-0 3-8 3 3-2 15-5 13-7 lG-% 0-0 7-1 27-2 97-3
1966 8-1 19-8 8-1 0-0 160 11-7 7-1 0-0 11-9 91 15-2 41-2 151-2
1967 8-1 36-3 4-8 0-0 41 2-H 2-8 16-8 61 0-0 o.o 0-0 81-8
urns 610 0-9 8-4 27-2 27-2 26-7 30-7 lfi-2 0-0 5*3 00 0-4 218*0

Mean 14-8 18-5 14-5 100 21-5 18-0 13-7 13-2 16-9 7-6 12-4 18-6 179-7

Records of wind direction are available for Yunta and these display condi-
tions generally applicable to the plains lying east. During the warmer months the
prevailing winds are from the southerly quarter, whereas in winter, winds are
more frequent from the north west (Table 2).

TABLE 2
% Frequency nf Wind Direction at Yunta at 900 hr

( by courtesy of the Bureau of Meteorology)

YTTKTA 1962 63

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. % I June July Aug.

3

Sep. Oct.. Nov. Dec.

X 3 9 3 1 7 2 7 3 10 12
XE 14 7 2 5 10 8 3 3 3 10 17 7
E 2 1

•>
1 2 it

SE 45 54 54 30 20 2 8 11 27 U 24 51
B 3 3 5 2 3 2 3 7 6
aw 13 18 17 25 20 17 18 18 27 24 26 12
w 2 5 5 3 8 5 3
NW 16 9 13 14 24 32 38 36 25 18 12 7
CALMS n •-y

9 19 16 29 24 18 3 5 2 5

Temperature data are shown in Table 3; the hottest months, January and
February, achieve maxima of 32°C and the coolest months, June and July, 16°C
and 14'"C respec Lively. Extreme maxima and minima indicate the range of
temperature which can be experienced by the region,

Such meagre meteorological information is typical for most sheep stations.

The geology of the area is imperfectly known ( O'Driscoll, I960; Ludbrook,
1961). Proterozoie and Palaeozoic basement rocks outcrop in the Mount Lofty
llanges and the Olary Spur forming a rim to the north of the Murray Basin.
Quondong is about 52 km to the south-east of this outcrop and is situated on the
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TABLE 8
Temperature in °C for Yuhta

(by courtesy of the* Bureau of Meteorology)

VUNTA

•1 an,

141
23-3

Fob. MRr. Apr. ; May Juno .Tuly

i± 1

2-8
8-3

Aug. Sep.
|
Oat. Nov, DtW.

Av, Max.
Ay, Min.
Av. Mean

5&-.B

14 4

23 -3

28
J2-0
20

23- IS

s-;t

l9'4
;

lit 1

50 !
»•#

12-5 ' 10 •()

10*4
4-2

10-0

18-9
!
22-g

6-0 1
8-3

12-2
|
15G

28-0
11 -3

jy*7

2S'9
12-2

Extreme
Max.
1951-66
Bate

4fti| 43-3

28/'*>5

40-6

3 S/*65

33-9

2/'54

27-8 23 9

I7/*59

22-8

27/'B0

28-3

11 /'59

98-0
|
40*0 42-2

BQfft*

K.\trmne
Min.

1951-65
Date

fi-7

1/'5G

•14

29/
,

58

l:*

22/
,

5fi

11

{'QJ.HB

3-9

24/
!

57

G-7

94-10/

-50 '-3-1
i 1-0

S/'G2 .ST/'S^I 4/
T03

1 1

ii

arcs

is

U/'5S

infill material of the Basin, consisting of Tertiary and post-Tertiary littoral, marine
and freshwater sediments, which in turn have been overlain by Recent aeolian

deposits (O'Driscoll, I960; Firman, 1965). This lack of geological information CS

not general, however, and for sheep stations situated where there are major voek
outcrops, the information available is as good as that for the wetter parts or the
State.

There is little detail in the literature concerning the relief of the area and
the following new observations arc presented. The general elevation falls 78 m in

a snutlveaslerly direction from the north of Ki-Ki Paddock, to the south-cast comer
of Drayton Paddock. Topographically the station may be divided into two region*

north and south of a line which joins points A and B in Fig. 2. The principal

ridges uud drainage lines also shown in Fig, 2 have heights relative to each other

varying between 1 in and 7 m.
To the north, the country is a gently undulating outwash plain of the Olary

Spur, (raverscd by broad ill-defined watercourses or washes, the intervening areas

being occupied by low calcareous ridges and Recent sand dunes. There are two
main drainage systems in this region; one flows from north to south in Record.
Sixty, Sergeant's, Well, Ki-Ki and Eighty paddocks and the other flows from west
to east through Sergeant's and Swamp paddocks. The two systems mingle and
lose their identitv in George's and the Boundary paddocks. Only in the water-
course running through Ki-Ki and Eighty paddocks has gully erosion proceeded
to the extent that parts of it could be regarded as a creek, with banks and a flat

sandy bed ( PL la ) . It is probable that this has occurred subsequent to sheep being
depastured in the area, as a result of increased run-off due to compaction. This
phenomenon has been observed elsewhere (Jackson, 1958).

The ridges, which arc old dunes, have soloniscd soils, containing a high
proportion of calcium carbonate both in the A horizon and in the lower layers,

where nodular or massive calcrere occurs. This soil type is classified as Gel, 12,

according to the Factual Key (Northcote, 1965). The occurrence of polygonal
patterned ground in these soils has been reported previouslv (Barker and Langc
1969b).

South of the line A—B the ridges and dunes are inure numerous and the
b road alluvial expanses of wa tercourses are a bsen t. Tl ie draina ge lines are
relatively small and arc radial, draining into claypans and other low-lying areas.
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Some of the claypans have lunettes along their eastern margins. These may be
an indication of a higher rainfall regime in the Recent past, as lunettes are

uppaTCutly formed by a combination of wave action on lake shores during wet
winter months and deflation from dry lake beds during the Summer (Campbell,
196S). The current rainfall would be insufficient for water to lie in the Quondong
claypans for any length of Lime.

The far south cast of the station is occupied by a continuous area (Mime
25-30 »q km) of deep sandy dunes of Recent aeolian origin, oriented in an east-

west direction. They can be recognised bom the vegetation map by the occur-

rence of malice; isolated sand dunes appear us far north as the Well paddock.

These have soils classified as Uc5. 11.

Descriptions by O'Driscoll (1960) of the hydrology of the north of the

Mm ray Basin are based on information from a few bores. The salinities of th<t

fossil waters examined on Quondong are too high to allow for their use as stock

water. All stock water is, therefore, derived from surface run-off stored ui earth

dums. The position of these in relation to the topography is shown in Fig. 2. All

the dams are watering points for stock, and some of their water is piped to

troughs in parts of the station which would otherwise be ungrnzed.

The preceding account emphasises that a sheep station is not homogeneous
in terms of landscape, Ensign of experiments in such a variable situation is thus

difficult; also, extrapolation of findings from one region to another must be at the

We! of principal rather than detail.

VEGETATION
Over a period of one year, March 1967—April 1968, plant collections were

made on Quondong. These collections., consisting of some 150 species, are now
housed in the State Herbarium of South Australia, Subsequent experience on
other stations with a herbaceous rather than a shrub vegetation lias shown that

plant collections often cannot be completed for several years.

The map at the end of this paper assembles and displays the outcome of the

work upon which this paper is based. Sixty extensive ground traverses were
needed to rectify adequately an initial interpretation based on aerial photographs.

The classification thought best suited for analysis of the system was
%

one using

character trees first, then cross-classifying successively in terms of character

shrubs, then herbaceous components. This kind of classification avoids the

necessity to draw discrete boundaries as between two mutually exclusive classes,

and permits mapping which expresses gradients of change.

Details concerning the map are given with the explanatory legend accom-
panying the map.

Compared with some stations the broad vegetation pattern is simple on
account of the comparative geologic and topographic uniformity. There are four

principal vegetation types. These are (I) Cuxitarina crlsloki (black oak) woodland

(11) Mallee (III) CnWtth columellahs woodland (IV) Acacia anettm (mulga)

woodland. In addition, section (V) includes a miscellany of local but distinctive

vegetation types characteristic of water-collecting areas other than the major

watercourses or washes.
(I) Casuarina cristata (black oak) woodland, found on the old calcareous

dune ridges north and south of the line A—B, occupies by far the greatest aiea

of the station and is extremely dense in parts, particularly in the south. Although

many groves of this tree aie dead, especially in Oorg«*x paddock, it is regener-

ating freely by means of suckers all over the station, even in apparently dead
stands (PI. lb). This is of interest as workers in other parts of the State (Hall,

Spccht and Eardley, 1961; R. M. Purdic—personal comuiumaition ) imply that
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under heavy stocking or in tunes of drought Casuarina suckers are grazed down
before they can reach maturity.

Olher tree species found commonly throughout this woodland are Myoponnn
pUUijcarpum

7
freely regenerating from seed ( jH. le), contrary to observations by

Hall et al. at Koonamore, and Heterodendnim oleaejollum, the regenerating
.suckers of which are grazed down as in other parrs of the State (Hall et al,
1964, R. M. Purdie—personal communication).

Eremophila longifolia (emu bush),, Acacia ostcatdii, Fittosporam phyUi-
raeoides (native willow, apricot), and Santahim acuminatum (quondomr) arc
rather less common.

The shrub layer consists principally of Kochia sedifolia (bluebush) with
K. etcamla var. trichoptera and Ba&sia diacajitlw. On the tops of the calcareous
ridges there is often very little else, but other shrubs fairly common locally are
Ptihtus obovatus, Otearia muelleri, Scaevola spinesams, Cratystylis conocephala,
Cama mmophila var. nemophila, (I nvmophiht var. coriaceal Acacia collefioides
and Templetonia egena (desert broombush), with Kochia breinfolia, K. georgei,
K astrotricha, Ltjcium austi'ale (boxthom ), Nttraria schoberi (nitrebush), Eremo-
phila glabra (tar bush), E. scoparia and Zygophyllum aumnUaeum less common-

C. nemophila var. zygaphylla. C, nemophila var. platypoda, Acacia hakeoides
ami Ptiiotus alTiplicifolius are rare.

Atriptex vesicaria (bladder saltbush) occurs only in small quantities; an
apparently isolated area in Ki-Ki paddock is 1h<? southernmost extension of \idr-

bukb from the fioodplains of the Clary Spur on the adjacent LUydalc Station.
Elsewhere on Quondong, A. vesicaria is associated with low lying areas in thr
south.

Kochia pyramidaia, recognised as a symptom of degraded arid pastures in
the north-west of the State (Jessup, 194S;'Correll

) 1967), docs not occur exten-
sively on Quondong Station.

Rhagodia spmescem var. deltophylla, Rh. nutans and Enchyhena lomeniaaa
are* found throughout the Cawnrina woodland, but mainly under trees and in
drainage lines.

(II) The malices, Eucalyptus oleosa and E> gracilis on the dunes rn Dravtou
paddock, a northern extension of the Murray Malice, have a sparse shrub undcr-
storcy. Trindia irritans (porcupine grass} provides most of the grouud coven
further north there is less porcupine grass and shrubs are present, including
Chenopodium desertorum, Greviflva /u«rgto, llakca leucopfera, Olearia pime-
iioides, Kocitia triptera var. crioclada and K. xedifotia, and the herb Boerfuwia
diffusa. In places the malice iutergrades with dunes carrying Casuarina aistata
and Hakealeucoptera, with Kochia tomentom and K, triptera var. eriodada.

(III) In two small areas of the station sand dunes are occupied by Callitris
cotximellaris, with Ildkeu ieucoplera, Kochia bretdfolia, K. triptera var. erioctoda
and the grass Eragroslh' laniflora in the understorcv.

(IV) Acacia aneura (mulga) stands are in the drainage lines and water-
courses which dissect the CasuariiM woodland in the northern half of the station.
Timber is much less dense in these areas and in the well defined watercourse of
Ki-Ki and Eighty paddocks includes Acacia victoriac as well as other tree species
mentioned in the description of the black oak woodland. Shrubs and forbs in
the*** areas 3rc

Eremophila macuhla Atriplex limbata
(native fuchsia) A. spongiosa

E, oppos-itifolia A. angulata
Bassia paradox** .4. Undleyi
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A. acutibractea Senecio niagnificus

Solanum esuriale Pterocaulon spliacclattim

Acacia burhitii Hibiscus kricnauffianus

Cassia nemophila var, nemophila H. farragei

C. nemophila var. coriacea Sidu intrieata

Swainsonia viridis S. corrugata

Ixiolacna leptolepis S. corrugata var. angustifolia

Erodiophyllum elderi

(Koonamorc daisy)

Herbaceous plants found in watercourses and wash areas are

Stipa nUida Brachyscome ciliaris

Gymbopogon exaltatus llelipUrum floribundum
Eragrostis dielsii Calotis hispidula

E, setifolia Nicotiana goodspeedii

Chloris acicularis Convolvulus erubescens

Enneapogon avenaceous Goodenia subintegra

E. cylindricus Chenvpodium pumitio

Panicum effusum Arabidelfo tmecta
Danthonia sp. Mahaslrum spicatum

Vittadinia triloba Morgania glabra

(V) Although many of the above watercourse species occur along tracks, in

sinkholes, drains and in the vicinity of dams, others are quite specific to sink-

holes and similar small depressions—
GiJesia biniflora Marsilea drummondii (nardoo)

Alyssum Unifolium Eriochlamys behrii

Teucrium racemosttm Centipeda thespidbides

Euphorbia eremophila Abulilon malvifolium

Oxalis corniculata

while some are specific to areas around dams and the drains leading into them,

for example,
Centaurmm spicatum Minuria leptophytta

Glinus lotoides Atriplex eardleyi

Gnaphalium luteo-album A. spongiosa

Tetragonia tetragonoides Babbagia acroptera

(native spinach) Bassiu brachyptera

Porlulaca oleracea Tribulus terrestris

Verbena officinalis Plantago varia.

In addition, alien weeds are to be found only in watercourses and other

water-collecting areas:

Xanthium synnosum Asphodelm fetulosus

(Bathurst burr) (wild onion)

Salvia lanigera Sida teprosa var. hederacea

Inula graveolem (stiuWort) Diplotaxis tenuifolia

Nicotiatui gl/iuca ( tobacco bush

)

Heliolropium supintim

Centaurea melitensis H. curopaeum
Citndlus lanatus Polygonum avicuhre

( bitter melon

)

Chenopodium murale.

Cucumis myrwearpus
(paddy melon)
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These are obviously very dependent on additional water for survival and are
unlikely to spread to drier sites.

Swamps near Centenary Dam and Mick's Swamp Dam are characterised by
Muehlenbeckia cunninghamii (lignum), Chenopodium nitrariaceum and Era-
groKtis uustralasica ( caoegrass

) , while parts of the southern clay pans have.
Dfcphyma oustrah (pigface) and Pachycomia sp. growing on them.

GRAZING HISTORY
Early pastoralists in South Australia relied upon supplies of natural >iufac*J

water for stock, with the result that grazing in arid country began in the Flinders
Banges and Diary Spur. The northern part of the Murray Basin was Without
surface water (S. Aust. Pari. Paper No. 57, 1865-66), so this region was nut
opened up until the 1870's.

The present Quondong Station was originally three administrative units; a
run known as Quondong Vale (including Brands paddock, S.W. Boundary* pad-
dock and all paddocks to the north of these), part of the Drayton Run (now Red
Dam and Drayton paddocks) and part of the Pine Valley Run (Balara Yabba,
Weary, and Parker's paddocks).

Although the lease of Quondong Vale WW first acquired in 1873, it is unlikely
that any grazing occurred during the first few years as there would bo no perma-
nent water until 1876 when a Woolshed Dam in the south of Georges paddock
was dug. A further seven dams had been dug by 18S0 and eight more and the
Engine Well were complete by 1890; if sufficient rain had fallen during this
period to fill the dams, then considerable areas would have become available for
grazing.

The watercourse or wash country close to the homestead in George's, Swamp,
Brand's and the Boundary paddocks, which were fenced prior to 18S4, was
probably the only urea in constant use for shepherding sheep up to J89R The
surveyor described this area as "fair pasture; open country covered with various
bushes aud bluebush plains with a little grass, greater part heavily timbered with
black oak etc " There is evidence that in the country north of this (now Sixty,
Record, Eighty aud Ki-Ki paddocks) the lessee had difficulty in establishing
dams.; also as the vegetation was described as heavily timbered with unly a few
Open bluebush, plains, it was probably only lightly graved, if at all.

It is apparent frorn correspondence Willi the' Surveyor Generals Office that
Ihe lessee had other problems. By 189*) the north of the Murray Basin was over-
run by rabbits and dingoes (see also S. Aust Pari Paper No. 33, 1591) and by
7892 was drought stricken. No rain had been received for twelve months and
leases to the south had been abandoned. Although the lessee said he would not
restock the country as his lease was about to expire hi 1891, he continued to run
sheep until 1896, when he finally abandoned the country. He had 340 sheep
watering on the Engine Well at that time in a vain attempt to convince the
Government Analyst that the water was not too saline fot stock. It may be this
event which accounts for the effect seen in PL Id where close to the Engine Well,
George's paddock is denuded of bluebush.

Less is known about the Drayton and Pine Valley runs; as these two leases
were taken out together in 1874 by the same person they were presumably run
as a single unit. This area corresponds to the southern topographic region. The
smveyor described it as "Poor pasture; undulating: light red sandy loam with
occasional clay flats., limestone rubble on the sin face. . .

, dense black oak, malice,
sandalwood, and various bushes, undergrowth and saltbush/

1

Six dams and a well
were dug by 1890. Embankment Dam was the ffrsl and shephcrdiug wTas certainly
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carticd on there in the nineteenth century. Weary Dam, dug in 1881, was used to

water bullock teams crossing from New South Wales to Burra. As the pasture was
assessed as being poorer than that further north, sheep on the Drayton-Pine
Valley Hun would have been more susceptible to the drought prevailing by 1891.

leading to the abandonment of parts of it only 17 years after the lease was first

taken up.

It seems reasonable to assume that the northern part of Quondong Station

(Quondong Vale) was more heavily grazed during the nineteenth century than

the southern part (Drayton—Pine Valley). Whatever the actual stock numbers
may have been in these two areas, it seems certain from Govder's remarks (S.

Aust. Pari. Paper No. 82, 1867) that the practice of shepherding was far more
destructive, than the present one of allowing sheep to range freely within

paddocks.
Between 1901 and 1909 one lessee acquired the leases described above nnw

comprising Quondong Station; since then six more dams have been dug and
mure naddocks fenced, thus allowing more extensive vise of pasture. The regular

use or the country for sheep grazing probably dates bom about 1910. Information

in the Department of Lands indicates that the heavier use of the watercourse

country to the north of the homestead continued lor at least some of the past 00

years, die Drayton—Pine Valley section being referred to on one occasion as

showing no sign of erosion or overstocking, as water supplies were too small to

permit that, whereas there are implications that some of the watercourse pad-

docks had been overstocked.

Historical records for other stations arc certainly more complete, particularly

where the lease luis been held by one family for several generations. Although

the present manager of Quondong is interested in the station's history, the lease has

beet* previously held by several others and records have been mislaid or

destroyed. It would be of immense value in long term assessment of arid pasture

conditions if all station records, including rainfall data, numbers of stock carried,

photographs, could be maintained in Pastoral Archives.

DISCUSSION

Some ot the effects of using arid vegetation as sheep pasture are. beginning to

be understood. The break up of the soil surface and destruction of a lichen crust,

immediately lays the soil open to erosion by wind am! water even where vege-

tation remains.* Nutrients arc removed with the top layers of soil. It has been
suggested by Carroll (1967) that the loss of nitrogen in this way has encouraged

the change bom Koelda sedifolia to K. pyratnidata shrubland north-west of Port

Augusta. While the surface layers may be pulverised. lower soil layers round
water points and along sheep pads become highly compacted, promoting run off,

and allowing subseqiicnt storage of water in dams, which would otherwise enter

the soil (Jackson, 195S),

Such physical changes as these are clear within a short period of time and
are now, therefore, predictable lor all Nheep grazing areas. However, the longevity

Of arid zone plants (Correll and Lunge. 1066; R. M. Purdie—personal communi-
cation) means that changes in vegetation (apart from its rornpU-te Temuval in

overstocked situations) will be much slower to appear, and eonsequendy with

our present state of knowledge, much less predictable Not only doe.v arid vege-

tation vary all over the State according to environmental differences, but even on

one station the vegetation pattern will differ from paddock to paddock and
within individual paddocks. The position of water points in paddocks will

obviously affect the utilisation of these different pasture types, for it is well

known that sheep degrade vegetation close to water before that in other parts of
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paddocks (Osborn, Wood and Paltridge, 1932; Barker and Lange, 196%)}. Sheep
grazing habits are not yet fully understood, but general observations indicate that
sheep preferentially graze watercourse vegetation and tend to graze into the
wind along the southern edges of paddocks.

The uniform use of pasture is made very difficult in areas where paddock
size and shape is strictly controlled (as at Quondong) by the number of suitable
catchments for dams and die water-holding capacity of the substrates. In other
arid areas of South Australia plentiful bore water and piped river water allow
strategic positioning of troughs in small paddocks, thus encouraging stock to
utilise pasture they might otherwise ignore.

The descriptions and comparisons made in this paper exemplify the multi-
variate situation which arid rangeland ecologies have to understand before
changes in the vegetation can be attributed bo stocking. The overall vegetation
pattern on Quondong Station is similar to that in thn immediately surrounding
areas of the Murray Basin, but differs from that found elsewhere in arid South
Australia. It must, therefore, be understood that plants which may indicate
degeneration in one part of the State do not necessarily indicate degeneration in
other areas, This raises an important noint Results or observations gained from
one location iu the arid zone must not oc extrapolated injudiciously. For example.
comments made by Hall, Specht and Eaidlcy (1964) on the regeneration of
Ctmmrina cristata and Myoporum platticavpum at Koonamore, and by Jessup
(194S) on the spread of Kochia pywmidata in overstocked situations in the north
west are at variance with observations made on Quondong. Generalisations made
on the basis of particular results have introduced a great number of misleading
.statements into the literature.

A modern appioach to the solution of management problems associated with
natural ecological systems like these native arid pastures is to use simulation
studies. These, depend on the definition of parameters which describe the various
aspects of the total system. At present it is difficult to see how precise parameters
can be derived for such extremely variable vegetation.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES

Top left— (a) Gully erosion in the
Ki-Ki paddock watercourse.

Above— ( b ) Casuarina cristata

suckering from apparently dend
parent.

Centre left— (c) Young Myoporum
))latiieurpum trees regenerated
from seed.

Bottom left— fd) View looking
west along fence between Well
paddock (on rigbt) and George's
paddock.



A REVIEW OF THE PRECAMBRIAN AND LOWER PALAEOZOIC
TECTONICS OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

byB. P. Thomson*

Summary

Tectonic nomenclature is discussed. Structural features in southern Australia are grouped by means

of trend directions into four categories. Arranged roughly in order of decreasing age they are as

follow:

1. Northwest. Archaean fold belts of Yilgarn Block are apparently reflected in

South Australia by the trends of the continental margin and the north east flank of the

Adelaide Geosyncline.

2. Northeast. The Carpentarian and Adelaidean Fraser-Musgrave fold belt and crystalline

basement in South Australia e.g. Gawler Craton.

3. Northerly. Adelaide Geosyncline and Torrens Hinge Zone, which is part of a meridional

transcontinental structure.

4. Transverse. Adelaidean Musgrave Block overprint trends, repeated in graben

development further south during Palaeozoic and Mesozoic.

The southern and eastern flank of the Gawler Craton is framed by the Delamerian

(Cambro-Ordovician) fold belt. A mirror-image fold belt extending from Office Basin southeast

through the Denison Block is probably older (Marinoan-Cambrian).
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SUMMARY
Tectonic nomenclature is discussed. Structural features in southern Australia

are grouped by means of trend directions into four categories. Arranged roughly
in order of decreasing age they aje as follow:

I- Northwest. ArcOiaean fold belts ol Yijgam Block are apparently reflected

in South Australia bv the trends of the continental margin and* the north
east flank of the Adelaide Ceosynclinc.

2, Northeasi. The Carpentarian and Adelaidean Fraser-Mustfrave fold belt

and crystalline basement in South Australia e.g. Cavvler Ciaton.
3. Northerly* Adelaide; Gcosynclhie and Torrens Hinge Zone which is part

of a meridional transcontinental structure.

d. Transverse, Adelaidean Musgrave Block overprint trends, repeated in
graben development further south during Palaeozoic and Mesozoic.

The southern and eastern flank ai the Gawler Craton is framed by the
Delarnerian ( Oambro-Ordoyirian ) fold belt, A mirror-image fold belt extending
from Office Basin southeast through the Denison Block is probably older
( Marinoan-Cambrian )

.

INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a review and tectonic interpretation of geological and

other relevant data in South Australia and adjoining regions.

During the last three years the writer has been a member of the tectonic

map Committee of the Geological Society of Australia which is engaged in the
compilation of a new 1:5,000,000 scale tectonic map of Australia, This paper
discusses some interpretations of crystalline basement and sedimentary cover
relationships which have arisen during the compilation of the map data for the

South Australia region. The writer also takes the opportunity in this paper to

revise and amplify tectonic aspects of his contribution to the first three chapters
of the "Handbook of South Australia Geology" (Parkin, 1969) in the light of new
information from geophysical and geological surveys and exploratory drilling.

The valuable stratigraphic drilling done by the South Australian Department
of Mines in the last two years has meant important advances in basic geological
knowledge, particularly of the poorly known subsurface geology of the central

and western areas of the State.

In 1969, die Australian Mineral Development Laboratories (AMDEL) in
collaboration with the Geological Survey of South Australia began major regional
K/Ar radiometric dating projects on the geochronology of the Precambrian base-
ment rocks of the Musgrave Block and Gawler Block. Some preliminary elates

from these projects have recently clarified several uncertainties in the tectonic
interpretation of both areas.

TECTONIC CONCEPTS
Tectonics (or georectonics, when applied to structures on a regional scale),

is defined by Dennis (1967) as . . , "the science of the structure of the earth's

eru.\t, and of the movements and forces which have produced it. (Derivation;
Greek, tekton, a builder; ge earth. ) . . .

Supervising Geologist, Regional Surveys Division, Geological Survey of South Australia.
Published with the permission of the Director of Mines.

Tram. R. Soc. S. Aust. (1970), Vol. 94,
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From its derivation, tectonics implies an analogy with architecture, and, in

feet tectonic maps have been described as portraying the architecture of the
uarth's crust by means of symbols,

Owing tn the interpretative character (rf the science, tectonic terms have
acquited numerous shades of meaning. An interesting example is Hie term

PUttform, which is of fundamental importance- It appeals to the writer to have
been used in a slightly different xeuse in North America to thai which has been
employed by Soviet geologists in the compilation of tectonic maps of Europe and
Asia- Since the concepts involved appear to the author to apply closely to the

Prccarrtbriau tectonics of South Australia^ they will be discussed jo some detail.

King (1969), in his authoritative explanatory notes to the new tectonic map of

North America, defines ft platform as— (p. 86) , , . Thai pan of a continent

which is covered* by flat-lying or gently tilted strata, niamly sedimentary, which
are underlain at varying depths by basement rocks that were consolidated during
earlier deformations. . T A part of the craton of the continent*. French "plat-

forme"' , . . on p. 21 he adds in reference to basement "consolidated, not only by
carliei deformation but in part by metamurplusin and plutonisiii , Note that

Craion is defined (Dennis, 1967), as *a relatively stable segment of the earth's

crust undergoing no more than eneirogenie deformation'*. King's definition of

platform has been accepted by Dennis (1967), as the English terminology

definition of platform in Ike International Tectonic dictionary. King's term clearly

refers to only part of a craton and is restricted lo areas wlnvft retain cover*—in

fact the emphasis *s on the platform deposils (i.e., cover), and the areas of plat-

form deposits are separated according to their age, independently of the age of

basement. This classification and portrayal of tectonic units serves to emphasize
basin development.

The usage has been adapted in part by die Australian Tectonic map Com-
mittee tor the proposed tectonic map or Australia although a broader concept of

platform involving generalization of the cover rocks is employed.

The following description by A. A. BogdanofT, a recognized world leader in

tectonic mapping, also outlines a somewhat broader platform concept. . , "The
EasL European platform is a typical Precambrkm platform (craton). Its basement

is formed of PrecainlMan melamorphic series and ancient intrusive wcl<s u>ltici\

outcrop as the Baltic Shield, and Ukrainian massif.\ Within the vast territory ot

the wosl of the platform, known as the Russian plate, the basement surface occurs

at considerable depths 1 to 3 km and locally down to 10 km and is overlain by a
thick cover of uudislocaled, non-metamorphic, prcdominandy sedimentary tor

mations. The platform cover is composed of Riphean, Paleozoic, Mesozoic and
Onozoie series the sequence of which is most complete within deep depressions

of the plate, The problem of the exact position of the platform is one of the

cardinal and, in many respects, still unsolved problems of the tectonics of the

East-European platform. The present outlines of the platform are marked by the

position of marginal parts of fold belts framing the platform, The age of the plat-

form is determined by the time u:hen its folded basement was consolidated,

. . ? (Bogdanotf, 1964). Bogclanotf in contrast to King (up eit) here places

emphasis on the age of basement rather than of age of cover.

The above description has much En common with the tectonic pattern of the

Preeambrian basement in South Australia. The writer (Thomson., 1965 ) , first

applied the term Cawler Platform to the area which included the Cawler

Author's italiL*.

Authors italic*. It h assumed liere that platform l.ase-menl. .-bielil flgd n\avsit lire pwr
irf ila- craton.
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Cnitonic Nucleus of Sprigg (Dickinson and Spring 1953, p. 429) and its extension
in the subsurface. Subsequently the writer (in Parkin 1909, p. 2-5), has extended
the term to include part of the continental shell areas to the south and west.
Although this usage of pJatform may incorporate basement ureas of similar time
range, it is too broad to agree with international nomenclature, therefore to avoid
contusion with anticipated nomenclature of the forthcoming Australian map. it

is proposed that the term Gaickr Craton* be adopted in lieu of Gmrfer Plat-

/arm*. Craton is used in die sense of Dennis (ibid). This usage has the advantage
of applying a specific geological time interval (i.e. post-Carpentarian) to a
structural feature which in part is basement to some areas of a more extensive
"Central Australian Platform". The Cawler Craton includes Gawlor Block, Yorke
Peninsula basement and shelf areas, Mt. Woods and VVallabyiug Inliers, Shunt
Shelf, southern margin of Olficer Basin, portion of Euela Basin, offshore areas in

the Great Australian Bight and Eyre Peninsula and northern Kangaroo Island.

Details of the geology of the Craton will he given later in this paper which is.

largely concerned with basement tectonics-

The term "shield", although strictly applying to individual extensive orrr-

crofflring areas of basement rock (Dennis, 1967), has not been used in a strict

tectonic sense in the case of "the Australian Shield". This expression has loosely

come to mean that part of the continent containing crystalline Precambrian
eruNtal rocks. Note here that Doyle et al. (1968), discussing seismicity, considers

it quite likely that Precambrian rocks extend under eastern Australia as part of
the '"granitic" layer detected by seismic methods.

Confusion in tectonic terminology and nomenclature also arises from changes
with time of spatial relationships between parts of the crust. As an example, the

Precambrian basenient ages ol the Cawler Craton correspond closely with those
of the Precambrian Willyama Block to the east (Compston and Arriens, 1968).
It is reasonable to assume thut the two tectonic units once formed part of an
older larger craton The writer believes that the development of the Adelaide
Geosyncline and of a subsequent Palaeozoic fold belt destroyed the eratonic
character of the eastern icgum of tire older craton which has since retained a

mobile character distinguishing it from the Cawler Craton prupcr. An analogous
problem is in the naming of sedimentary basins which belong to separate tectonic

and depositional cycles but which arc in part superimposed on each other.

Wopfner (1969a) has employed a separate name for each basin associated widi a

specific cycle in the Phanerozoic basins of South Australia. Where information
is available his .system will be followed in this paper.

THE PPECAMHRTAN BASEMENT
(1) Fold belt treuch in Stnrthern Australia

Crystalline basement structures have played a fundamental role in the
development and tectonic history of Phaocrozoic sedimentary basins (Wopfner,
l96cJa) and localization of metallogenetie provinces in South Australia (Thomson,
1965). As a consequencc^ the fullest possible study of the basement is justified

if long range assessment of future mineral resources is to be seriously aUetnptcd.
Tlic setting of the South Australian region in the Australian Precambrian

crystalline basement framework is illustrated by Fig. L This figure has been
greatly simplified from the current draft of the 1:5.000,000 tectonic map of

Australia in preparation by the Geological Society of Australia. Structural trends
are emphasized, fault structures have been omitted for clarity. The nomenclature

a Author's italics,
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of Daniels and Horwitz (1969), has been adopted for the tectonic units in west-
ern Australia. Radiometric age limits have been adopted largely from Compston
and Aniens (1968).

The basement trend lines represent the traces of fuJcl-belts that have generally

undergone more than one phase of metamorphism and deformation e.g., in the

VViJlyarna Block (Binns, 1964; Talbot, 1967; Vernon, 1969). The structural over-

printing leads to patterns in rock layering that, although hcwilderingly complex
Ln detail, are believed by the writer to be tectonicaliy meaningful even when
considered on the grossly generalized scale of Fig. 1.

( 2 ) NortJiwest trending features

The northwest trending Archaean fold belts of the Ydgarn Block have nut to

date been recognized as such in the internal fold structures of the basement in

South Australia. The northwesterly trending outline of the Gawler Block however,
reflects the significant rnafor basement features within the continental shelf to the

west described by Smith and Kamcrling (1989). The first of these is the con-
tinuation to the northwest of the Cygnet Fault from Kangaroo Island. Tills

structure forms the seaward boundary uf shallow Precarnbiian basement. Parallel

to this boundary and farther southwest in the Duntroon Basin a deeper structure

is outlined by a chain of basement ridges. This chain is in alignment with the

southwestern margin of the Gawler Craton. At the head of die Bight the same
KOAG is marked by an intracralonic trough in the basement cover (Fig. 3).

Further to the northwest within western Australia, a marked change in trend of

the deep trough of the Officer Basin around the Musgrave Block is located in the

smmv 7011C. Still further west, Archaean structures in Yilgarn Block basement
appear to control fold trends m the Bangemall Basin sediments of probable
Adclaidean age. The northeastern flank of tbc Gawler Craton is also the site ot a

awann of shallow northwest trending positive ueromagnctie anomalies which
may represent basic dykes (Webb ami Wuyzbun, 1$67, see appendix)* such as

occur in the Musgrave Block. Tbc Adelaide Gcosyncline and the alignment of

the Willyama, Mount Painter and Denison Blocks are an expression or a bigger
regional feature incorporating the MacDonald Shear Zone, Norwcst Fault,

Yluloorinna gravity ridge, Lake Eyre and Lake Blanche Faults. To the southeast

of the State the prolongation of the Padthaway Ridge marks a major north-

westerly swing in trend of the northern margin of the deep Mcsozoic-Tertiary
Otway Basin which is very similar in structural style to the interpreted pattern

of the Duntroon Basin and likewise may have a metamorphie Palaeozoic base-

ment (Wopfner, in Parkin 1969, p. 161).
South of the Otway Basin, Prccambrian rocks reappear on the same trend

in King Island and Western Tasmania where they are probably affected by late

Frecamhrian folding and plutonism (Compston and Arriens, 196S). Although
most of the northwest trending struetures described are evident as a result of

Phanerozoic tectonism, it is interesting to speculate that they may reflect funda-
mental northwest trending structural features that were established in the crust

in Archaean times. The writer has already proposed, from stmtigraphic and
structural evidence (Parkin, 1969, p. 28), that a continental Archaean ernstal

basement underlay South Australia in Lower Proterozoic time,

v For tlie purposes of the following discussion U8Q has been made of a number of impub
Itahrtf IVpoits. The full titles of these are given as an appendix to trm References at the Hid
of tlie paper, This is indicated in the tcvt hy inclusion of (sec Appendix) at each such
notation.
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(3) Northeast trending feature* and the Gtticler Craton Boundary Prphlem,

(i) Tur FiusEn-Muscnave Fold Belt

The Precambrian jfeology of the eastern part of the Albany-Fraser Province
flanking the Archaean Yilgarn bloek has been outlined by Wilson ( 19.52, 1969),
Morgan vi al. (1968), and Doepel (1899), 'The latter believe the gneisses on the
southeast coast to be of Archaean age. although this fold belt is at right angle* to

tlic known Archaean fold belts in the Yilgarn Block. Shallow crystalline basement
continues un<ler the Eucla Basin (Peers and Trendall, 196'S), Lndbrook in

(Parkin, 196*4. p. 193), and under the Great Australian Right (Smith and Kamcr-
lttlg, 1989) and deepens to the northeast under the Orhcer Basin, reappearing at

the surface in the southern part of the Musgrave Block which has a dominant
Ittrfteast trend (Thomson, in Parkin (1909), p. 24, 34-45). The central and
northern parts of the Block however have a complex pattern in which north-
easterly trends are largely obscured by other cross-cutting structures, Within the
Arunta Klock to the north, in the Alice Springs region, northerly to northeast fold

trends are preserved within strong east-west stmctui'es. These northerly trends
aie considered to be relics of folding which was associated with the Aruntu
Orogeny, prior to development of the Amaclens Basin (Wilson, 1953; Wilson et

ah. 1960; Wells, 1969). Further support for the inrerpretnUon that a major trans-

cnn(menlal .structural fealnre exists, is provided by the sulking alignment of the
southern limits of outcrop of the Mt. Isa-CIoneuny and Ceorgelown Prceambrmn
basement inliers in Queensland with the eastern limits of the Arunta and Mus-
Uruve Blocks and the Fraser Range area. The writer believes that in (he Fraser-
Musgrave Hanges region (his alignment represents a complex Precambrian fold

h*4t associated with the Musgravian orogenic cycle (Parkin, 1969, p. 43) believed
to have been active between 1400 and about 1100 ni.y. The foklbelt contains
sume older crystalline freemen t rock units that suggest that the Musgiavian
cycle has overprinted on an older Carpentaria!! basement.

In the Musgrave Block and the Albany-Fraser Range Province, granites
with radiometric ages between 1100 and 1200 my. have been recorded (Torek
and Stephenson. 1966; Compston and Arriens, 196S). Aniens and Lambert ( 1969)
obtained a 1328 * 12 m.y. isoehron for the granulite facies rocks in the Fraser
Range and a less distinct 1380 ± 120 m.y. isochxon for the granulite facies roeks
of the Musgrave Hanges. Adjacent gneisses in both areas gave possible ages from
1660 to 1900 m.y. in the Fraser Range area and 1100 to'l650 m.y,, in the Mus-
grave Range.

Aniens ami Lambert (op. cit) associate the granulite isoehrons with periods
of rapid uplift and favour a geosyndinal and volcanic origin for the graimlite

fades rocks. The writer on ihe other hand, considers that the graimlites* in port,

at least, represent sediments thai were deposited durum the Lower Protero7-oic

unci were probably first incorporated in a fold belt in the Carpentaria!! (1800-
1G00 m.y.) (Thomson, in Parkin, 1969, p, 43), According to Arriens and Lambert
(ibid. p. 385) such an interpretation, in order to explain the low SrST/SrSfi
initial ratios of the granulite rocks, would recpiire selective expulsion of SrS?
during mctamorphism. A i'uthcr complicating factor that should be noted, is that

lK)th sampled area* of granulite rocks adjoin profound regional fault /ones which
must represent 7jones of immense, and possibly oscillating vertical movements
during the Precambrian with consequent effects on possible "cooling dates"

{ Moofbath, 1967) of ihe^e rocks and opportunities for isotopie fractionation and
diffusion. The isotopie evidence where stratigraphic evidence is not available.
nevertheless is of great value in providing the only method for distinguishing
crystalline mcks of the Fraser-Musgrave Fold belt from those of the Cawlei*
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Craton. At present the minimum age of the Gawk* Craton plutrinic and jnefcv
morphic rocks is assumed to coincide? with Hie 1400 m.y. Adelaideao-Carpentarian
time boundary,

Webb (1970) (sec appendix) has determined K/Ar radiometric ages of
biotite and hornblende from granitic rucks in the Musemve Block and Gassier
Craton. These preliminary results show that Gavvlcr Cratun gncissic basement
{ i.e. ages in excess of 1400 m.y, ) persists ui the subsurface to at fca$jt as far north
as latitude 28;% whereas the granites in the eastern end of the Musgrave Block
have been affected subsequent to emplacement, possibly at ca. 1100 m.y.. by a
mctamorphic event at probably about 1000 m.y. This last event corresponds to
the Winanyan Phase of the Musgraviun Orogenv proposed by the writer (in
Parkin, 1969. p. 44-45) The northwestern boundary of the Gawlcr Craton shown
on Hgure 1 was interpreted as coinciding in depth with the Cambro-OTdovieian
and Adelaidean hinge ?oue located by Wojifner (19r?9a, Fig. lb) in the sub-
surface of the eastern Officer Basin. This boundaiy has been extrapolated to the
southwest follosving approximately the 2 km acromacrjetio basement contour
derived from an interpretation by Ada.sira limiting ct el (lft65) (see appendix)
(sec Fig. 5 this paper). Below the Fucla Basin m Western Australia the boimdary
l

/

S
i?^

l

l

m
L
d t0 paSS uetween E >'re Na 1 and Madura No. 1 bores where Ingram

(1967) has recorded a thickening in Cretaceous cover. It is suspected by the
writer that this feature may be controlled bv a northeast trending basement
slrueture. In the western area of the Great Australian Bight, the boundarv would
cross Ihe continental shelf eastwards of the Archipelago of the Recherche where
Morgan et al. (op. cit.) record that a granite, considered bv Ihetn to be the
equivalent of the JlOli my. Albany Granite (Turek and Stephenson 19rtfl), has
mtiuded an uldcr layered seouenee. Following this intrusive event the sequence
was folded urtn a broad anriclinorium.

(ji) TiiK Gawler Cratov
(a) Cranulites and structural relationships

• ,^
ranulite" fae ' tJS roc'k« may not be confined to the Fraser-Musgrave

r/old belt tn the subsurface, as recent mapping and pctrographio examination of
exploratory and stratigraphic bores to basement has e.slabhshed that a major vxmc
ol granulite-fades rocks, uof recorded by Wilson (15JG9), extends apparently in
a northeasterly direction across the northern end of the Gawler Block. The zone is
also represented by grannlite.s in the small inhcr of Mr. Woods further casL and,
Ifl the subsurface to the north, in Wallmi No. 2 bore (Fig, 2),

The age of the granulite metamoiphism in this area has not set been dated
however, Webb (1970) (see appendix) using biotites from gneiss of apparently
lower metamorphio grades, in Walfira No. 1 and Mr. Furncr No. 1 bores (Fig 9)
obtained K/Ar dates of 14(30 m.y f and 1432 to 1439 m y. respectively, Waliira No.
1 bore occurs near a granulite area and Yit. Furner \'o. 1 bore is located appar-
ently to the north of the fcroa Since the biotites would be sensitive to post-
grauulite inctamorphic events, the true granulite ages are interpreted as possibly
considerably greater than the indicated biotite ages and coeval, with the meta-
moiphism of the ca. 1800 m.v. Kimban phase of tectonism of Eyre Fcninsula to
the south. The possibility that the granulite-facics rocks of the Craton extend
below cover to the northwest to adjoin the /one of granulite metamorphism of
the Fraser-Musgrave Fold belt, raises again the question that some areas of
regional granulite mctumoiphisni in the Mmgrave Block may be of considerably
greater age than the 1380 m.y. age proposed bv Arriens and Lambert (I960) in
the ha-oabellu area. The northwestern and southeastern position of the Guwler
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Block (the major outcropping part of the Gawler Craton) is made up of tbe
Cleve Vletumorphics, which the writer correlates with part of the Lower Proteio-
zoic Mt. Bruce Supergroup (Daniels, 1966) of the Hamerslcy Basin in Western
Australia. The Mt. Bruce Supergroup sediments are considered to have a time
range of from 2200 to 1950 m.y. (Compston and Aniens, 1968).

The Cleve Metamorphics contain two major iron formatiorts which provide
important keys to regional structures,. Whittcn (1960) (sec appendix) demon-
strated, from mapping and study of aeromagnetics. that a northeasterly trending
antichnonum is pre.sent in tbe Wilgena-Mt. Christie area (Figs. 2 and 5) and
that a major synchnorium occupies a large part of the southern Evre Peninsula.
The western limb of the syuclinorium extends northwards along the west coast
to Elhston and from there strikes northeasterly to Warramboo. The eastern fimb
follows the trend of the Lincoln and Cleve Uplands and then continues north-
wards through the Middleback Ranees.

Subsequent regional mapping (see Fi« 7, Parkin 19G9) shows that north of
UcVfi llie synclmonum trends to the northwest, it consequently has a sygraoidal
outline in plan, indicating that it lias undergone more than one period of defor-
mation. Tiie overall trend of the svneh'norium however, remains northeasterly
Phe presumed anticlinnrial area north of Elhston is poorlv exposed and it is
feasible that it may represent the metamorphosed equivalent of Archaean base-
ment. No radiometric dates are available from the area. Whitten (op cit )interpreted the iron formations revealed by aeiomagnetics and drilling in norlhcru
^orke Peninsula as occupying an east-facing anticfinorial limb struclure strikine
north-northwest. A consequence nf this interpretation is that the lower part of
the Spencer Gulf area is largely occupied by a north-northeasterly trending anti-
cbnonum. Thix is supported by the norlhwesterly strike of basement foliation in
the Sir Joseph Banks group of islands and the vvest-uorthwesierlv strike of gneissm southern lorke Peninsula. In Gulf St Vincent, the cast-facing antielinoriaflimb
is probably marked by the meridionally-trcnding deep Orontes basement block
from (he head oi the Gulf to the foot of Fletirieu Peninsula from whe.e basement
ar.uchnonal Witos reveal northeasterly trending infra-basement structures
through the Mr. I oily Ranges. The character of the basement in the subsurface
to the north has already been mentioned above (Fig. 2), The isolated outcrop of
basement at Ammaroodmu Hill (Krieg, 1970), south of the Mmgravc Block hasbeen assigned to the Frasor-Musgrave Fold belt since it appears to have partici-
pated in Palaeozoic folding of nearby Adelaidean and Paleozoic sediments
hesnue and gravity investigations and slratign.phie drilling show that the
northern limit of the Gawler Block is marked by narrow basement troughs which
are frequently fault bounded Isolated outcrops of granite gneiss along the north-
west flank of he Gawler Block have been recently mapped bv helicopter and
northeast trending foliations established. (A. F. Williams pcrs. comm.)

(b ) The Mailable Depression
Basement cores and cuttings from selected bores in the Eucla Basin are bejftgreexamined and Fig. 3a and 3b was drawn after sludy of available data.

™„J
b
'f

,ed structure, revealed by drilling and geophysics records importantevents in the history of the Gawler Craton. The section studied include theMailable No. 1 bore which was drilled for Outback Oil Co. (Scott 1969) (seeappendix;, to explore the trough revealed bv a Department of Mines seis.n.e

k^lM'°H haS been adjusted to follow approximately the shape suggested bvKendalls InghspeeJ refraction contours. The seismic results were compL in thewestern part of the trough where a retractor with 18.500 ft/see (5-6 Wsec-1 to
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20,000 ft/see (6 1 km /see) velocities was assigned to the granite-porphyiv base-
metfj believed to have been intersected in the two western holes. A check of the
cuttings from Albala Karoo water bore, drilled in 1890, showed that from 1045
to 1073 feet depth, porphyry ami rhyolitc were pieseur, below this depth to thp
bottom of the hole at 1084 feet oulv one inadequate sample was available. The
Change from "hard blue rock" to "red granite noted in the original 1S90 log
possibly represents a definite change to granite basement as assumed by Kendall

Guiuewarra Bart? Intersected amvgdalmdal red and grey rhyolite and
porphyry between 1066 feet and 1253 feet depth. From 1253 to the' bottom at

}zLl
feet imwcatbered granite gneiss is present*, thus oonfirming the oriRinal

1892 log of the holt* which reported a change in this section from 'hard red and
blue rock to 'granite*.

Seismic results indicate a rapid deepening of basement eastwards between
Guinewarra and Nullarbor No. H bore, Kendall related the porphyry sported in
the bottom of the No. 8 bore to a 16,500 R/scc (5 km/sec) refractor, a deeper

JSK? W^MY refractor be interpreted as "Protcruzoie sediments'" underlying a
sill of porphyry. Samples from No. 8 boi« confirm that porphvry. including
aniygdaJouIal rhyolite similar to the two western holes, is present from 1387 to
1470 feet The remaining samples to the total depth of 1500 feet are unreliable
but probably represent volcanies.

The assignment of a lower velocity to the porphyry in the No. 8 bore than
in the western holes may he correct if porpbvrv forms only a thin skin on high
velocity granite basement in the western holes.' The porphyry in all three holes
is correlated by the writer With the Carpentaiian Gawfer Range Volcanics, on the
Gawier Block to the east, noted also in Harris and Ludbrook {'1966). Kendall's
Proterozoic sediments, considered fo be below Nullarbor No. ^ probably repre-
sent equivalents of the Corunna Conglomerate and Tarcoola Reds, which occur
as scattered infolded remnants in the Gawier Block to the east

Mailable No. 1 Bore did not intersect porphyry. The volcanics, by con-
trast, are entirely basaltic and are strikingly similar petrographicallv (turner
k\M Smale, 1969). (see appendix), to the AdclaLdean Roopena Vr>lcanics,f which
cover part of the eastern flank of the Cawler Cruton. Turner and Smale observed
that the basalts contain a mineral assemblage consistent with a rnctamomhle
grade between zeolite and greenschist faciei winch they suggest is the result of
static burial, presumably under a much thicker cover than these rocks have .it

present. The voleanics are underkiin by a shale-arkose sequence which the writer
believes is the equivalent of the early Adclaidean Rackv Point Formation whir*
underlies and mtcrtongues with the Roopena Voleanics in the Roopena and
Cttlhma areas. Ihe sediments rest with marked uneonforraitv on steep dipping
granitic biolitc-hornblcnde gneiss with traces of altered basic rock. Radiometric
dating of this rock is in progress. Similar basement with schist was intersected in
Nullarbor No. 7 nud occurs m outcrop at Lake Pidinga (King. 1951 . The writer
believes that these axe probable ecpiivalents of the Cleve Metamorphio asso-
ciated with the Kimban phase of tectonism,

The above stratigraphir interpretation, if correct, demonstrates that the
pattern ot unconformities in this region records that only gende epeiro^eoctic
movements- which have aHected the crust since Carpentaiian times. Davie and
Ever.ugham 1.1964) and Doyle et ah ( W88) using seismic data from nuclear
explosions at Emu and Maralmga to the north and from natural seismieity,

* Mis* p Simpson (per.s. coram*)

o J JftlLSf*^
e'ms

?
der* ^ ***«* at ****** and Kooprna to be lane e.lLI ivabul.

Scott vlUoy} .•iss»gns (he Mailable volcanics to the CnmbrcHOrdovicinn. presumably euutttme
tfjfin teA the M.lyonp Volcanics of the Officer B^.n. A. Webb (perwiial comniiimonLinn ) hasobtameU basement K/Ar dates inthcatinsr vulcanic* inav he less than Hon m. yr$
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demonstrate that the continental crust in the Cawler Craton area has a remflik-

ablv uniform thickness of between 37 and 40 km. Using the 40 km mistal thick-

ness which is probably accurate for this section, Fig. 3(b) clearly shows the mild

character of the Miillabie depression. The ureal shape of the depression is

eonjecliual because of inadequate geophysical data. Kendall (1965) (sec appen-

dix) assumed that basement contours- had northwesterly trends but subsequent

aeromagnetie surveys to the south suggest that the trends are northeasterly.

Current investigations to the northeast indicate that this is more probably correct

and also, that the eastern margin of the depression is probahly fault controlled.

The Fz unit is provisionally equated with the Observatory Hill Reds of

Wopfner (196Gb), of probable Middle to Late Cambrian age. The unit forms an

extensive cover on the Craton to the north. For details of younger Phauemzxnc

cover sec Scott (11169) (sec appendix )> Harris and Lndbiook (1966) and Lud-

brook (irt Parkin, 1969)

(v) Tectonic phases

The Gawler Block, the main outcrop are* of the Craton, although including

much terrain to the west that is unmapped because of extensive Quaternary

cover, nevertheless provides some critical Precambrian scratigraphic relationships

in South Australia which have been preserved because of the absence of Palaeozoic

deformation e.g.. Thomson in Parkin (1969, pp. 25-32) aud Thomson (1966).

The pioneer regional geochronological study by Compston et al (1966) estab-

lished a number of key reference dates which have been used by the writer in

grouping phases of tectonic activity in the development of the Gawler Curtnn ( Fig,

$). These phases are the Kimban (oldest^ Charlcstonian and Wartakan (youngest).

Each phase is preceded by sedimentation and terminates with uenerally acid

igneous activity which is followed by an erosional interval. Acid volcanism in

important »n the second and third phases. The first two phases would probably be

equivalent to separate Pbanerozoic orogenies.

An account of Ihe regional structures outlined by the Kimban phase is given

above, but the tectonic history of these features. particularly the limits and

duration of the events, is speculative. The metamoiphism has been dated at 1780

m.v. by Compston and Arriens (1968) mainly from samples of granulite from

southern and eastern Eyre Peninsula. This date may reflect Ihe time of uplift of

selected parts of the block in this sector and consequently does not necessarily

date the age of the earlier folding of the Oeve Metamorphics. The youngest unit

of the Mt. Bruce Supergroup in Western Australia is the Wytoo Group (Daniels,

1966 i; it has some close lithologio similarities with the succession represented by

the Cleve Metamorphics. According to Compston and Aniens (1968) the Wyloo

Cruup has a minimum age of 1950 m.y. This age may be the maximum possible

age of the Kimban phase. The Glenloth Granite, actually a granitic quart?.-

fcldspar-biotite-gneiss, has been dated imprecisely at 1930 ± 200 m.y. (Compston

et al, 1966). The Hiltaba Granite previously dated by Compston et al. (ibid) at

1.730 m.y. now appears from field evidence and K/Ar dating by Webb (1970)

(see appendix) to have an apparent age of 1477 m.y. and belong to tlie Waitakan

phase. i . l

The termination of the Kimban phase is uncertain; it may be represented by

deformed granite, intruding Clcvc Metamorphics west of Cuwell, and by the

Tickcra granite near Walkruo which, although intrusive, appears in places to

have gradattonal relationships with the gneisses of uV Cleve Metamoq>hics

equivalents. The Ml mctamorphism of Binns (1064) and Vernon (1969) in the

Harrier Ranges region of the Willvama Block has been dated at 1650-1700 m.y.
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in the vicinity of Broken Hill by Pidgeou (1967) and Shaw (1968). A complex
history is suggested since Binns, (1964 pp. 311-312), presents evidence that the
Alma Augen Gneiss represents an igneous rock (Pgrauite) that has undergone
the Ml metamorphism. The gneiss itself has been dated at 1700 m.v., coose-
rmeatly the parent granite must be of greater aue, possibly coeval with the
kimban phase. Support for the concept that the Cleve Melamorphics are the
metamorphosed equivalents of the Mtf Bruce Supergroup is given also by the
tact that on the southern flank of the Hamerslev Basin the Supergroup is itself
folded and intruded by the Boolaloo Granite which is dated at about 171)0 m.y.
( Compston

i

and Arriens, 1968). This intrusive event probably records the close of
the Optlwtmion Folding of Daniels (1966) which may approximate to theUnman Phase.

Erosion am! sedimentation with contemporaneous and predominantly acid
yolcanism Of the Moonabie Formation and Mounahie Porphyrv ushered Ifl the
Lhartestonian Phase of folding, metamorphism and granite intrusion. The phase
is represented typically by the coarse-grained Charleston Granite which has a
well established isutopic age of 1590 m.v. (Compston et at, 1966). The phase
may have eorded with die intrusion of gabbroic rocks. Similar granites with
approximately similar ages are the Burkitt Granite, granite near Wilgena and
probably a coarse granite at Cooladdin Hock Hole north of Tarcoola. In northern
Eyre Peninsula, these and other petrographicaHy similar granites tend to be
aligned m a northwesterly direction The granites were intruded as discrete
plutons up tu JO miles across. A similar rock in the Olarv area of the Willyama
Block is the Binberric Adamellite, dated at 1580 m.y, (Compston et el. 1966)

At present the Moonabic Formation is known only on the eastern side of
the Gawler Block. Possible equivalents elsewhere are the Freeling Heights
Quartzite in the Mount Painter Block to the northeast and unnamed quartzitesm the Pcake Mctarnorphics \b the Denison Block to llie north,

After the Charlestonian Phase of folding, erosion of the Gavvlcr Blodc again
followed and the Corunna Conglomerate and the equivalent Tarooola Beds,
which include sandstone, shale and dolomite, were deposited in local intra-
cratonic basins and were probably accompanied bv arid voleanism, The War-
takan Time commenced with the folding of these sediments and was then
Followed by a period of intense volcanism, predominantly rhyoliric in character
(i.e., the Gavvler Range Volcanics). Numerous rhvolitic breccia pipes penetrated
the older rocks to the south and, according to Turner (19701 (see appendix),
the main mass of the Gawler Range volcanics was extruded rapidly at about 1535
m.y. (Compston et ah, 1966) in a large cauldron subsidence area in the eastern
part of the Block. The subsidence aiea was bounded to the south by the east-west
Uno Fault against which the sheet of tuffs, welded tuffs tod lavas were upturned,
Subsidence was most active after major explosive eruptions. The main sheet
spread over a known area of about 12.000 square miles and it is dear that it was
originally much mom extensive, possiblv covering most of the area of the Block
and to the west of the Mailable depression.

The Wartakan Phase concluded with the intrusion of dykes of rhvolite near
lion Xnob and larcoola and the Mnonta Porphyry on Yorke Peninsula at 1470-
1480 m,y. (Compston ct al., 1966). The sheet of gentlv dipping Gawler Range
Volcanics was intruded by small plutons of lcucocratic tnierographic potassic
granite in two known localities. The first at Kokatha (Fig. 4). near Kinuoonya
intruded the base of the Gawler Range Volcanics which/here, are interiaycred
with basalts and nuciogabbros. The second locality is at Hiltaba further south,
near the western margin of the main Gawler Range volcanic sheet. A pluton of
Haltaba Granite, petrographicaHy similar to the granite at Kokatha, has gently
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Fig. 4. Geological map of Kokatha Area,

intruded and slightlv domed the generally flat-lying rhyolite sheet. From the

granite, Webb (1970) (see appendix) obtained a K/Ar biotite age of 1477 m.y.

which the writer believes may be near the age of emplacement and thus repre-

sents the final igneous event that marked the end of the Wartakan phase and

consolidation of the Gawler Craton. Minor dolerite dykes in the Craton may be

post-Wartakan in age. They are possibly equivalents of Roopena Volcanics.

(iii) The Eastern Inliehs

The small inliers of the Mount Lofty Ranges and Anabama area occur on

the "Mount Lofty-Olary arc" of Campana (1955). This connects the Willyama

Block by a lower Palaeozoic fold belt to the southern margin of the Gawler

Craton. Campana considered the arc to be an expression of "framed tectonics"

resulting from the reaction of a plastic basement in the fold belt to compressional
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movements between the Gawler Craton and a buried craton below the Murray
Basin, However, this writer believes that the are is an expression of "vertical
tectonics" and that the underlying basement itself is the main contributor to the
mechanical deformation that formed the are.

Although much deformed by Lower Palaeozoic folding, the "grain" of
basement layering is dominantly that induced by pre-Adelaidean northeast trend-
ing fold belts. This is particularly evident in the Willyama Block (Fig. % in
Parkin, 1969) and regional maps in King and Thomson (1953) and Thomson
(1969). The pattern of folding of the cover constant ly seeks to adjust itself to
the more complex structural pattern of the basement. For example* in the
Northern Barrier Ranges the anticlinorinm trends northeasterly although it is

formed by individual northerly trending folds in the cover. This trend of the
anticlinorinm reflects the actual trends of basement layering below the Adelaidean
northeast dipping unconformity surface.

In the Mount Painter Block the southern mlier has a dominant northeasterly
trend. This probably continues to the northeast in the shallow crystalline base-
ment block which forms the northeastern Jlank of the Cambro-Devojiian
Warburton Basin of Wopfner (1969a). The basement inliers in the Denlsnn
Block have internal layenng striking northeast. Thii> controls the alignment of a
chain of basement inliers extending for 30 mites From the vicinity of Nilpinna
Homestead to Lagoon Hill on the western margin of the Great Artesian Basin.
This lineament (see Fig. 10, Parkin, 1969) is also the! locus of intrusion of plugs
of "granite", now identified as quartz monzomte and syenite, which intrude the

Adelaidean (Torrensian) sediments.
The gcochronology of these intrusions is being investigated. At present it is

uncertain whether they arc of Lower Palaeozoic or late Adelaidean age as sug-
gested by Wopfner (1969a, p. 15).

(4) North trending structures

(i) The Adklaidf. Geosyn-clixe (Spfjcc, J9o2)

(h) Regional Extent

This major rreeambrian feature is clearly recognizable as extending between
fist* Wiilouran Ranges, near Marrec in the north, and the Mount Lofty Ranges to

the south. To the west it is bounded by the Cawlcr Craton
The boundary between the Gawler Craton and the Adelaide Geosyncliuc* is

placed tentatively on u complex fault structure, the Torrens Hinge Zone (Fig, 5)>
which is thought to extend from ihe northern end of Lake Torrcus and south-
ward through the head of Spmeer and St. Vincent Gulfs. This boundary is

truncated in the south by the Cygnet Fault (between Kangaroo Island and
Fleurieu Peninsula) ami to the north by the Norwest Fault in the concealed area
between the Wiilouran and the Peake-Denison Ranges,

It may be argued from the evidence of intensity of folding, or basement
depth, that Hie boundary should be selected east or west of this line. The writer
believes that this choice of boundary separates* an area of cover to the east which
hn.s a much more complete stratigraphic record ttuin that to the west. The Torrens
Hinge Zone incorporates the area of the Tertiary graben belt extending from
Lake Torrens to the St. Vincent Gulf and westwards to the vicinity of Mount
Gunson, Because of its metallogenetic associations, this zone is being explored
by the Department of Mines and private companies (e.g„ Webb and Woyzbun,
1967) (see appendix). The eastern flank of the zone is the most active seismic
area in the continent (Doyle, Evcringham and .Sutton. 1988, p. 302).
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To the southeast the Gcosynclinc appears to be flanked bv a Cainbrn-
Ordnvician fold belt extending to the north cast. The Willytunn Block and the
shallow crystalline basement east of the Palaeozoic Arrowic Basin (Wopfncr,
1969a) forms die eastern margin. The northern margin is formed by the Muloo-
rinna Ridge extending between the Mount Painter and Denison Blocks. To
facilitate the study of the Gcosynclinc and related features in South Australia the
writer has prepared a basement contour map ( Fig. 5) from all data available to
him (Appendix 1). The map is largely a compilation of aeromagnctic basement
interpretations by the Bureau of Mineral Resources and petroleum exploration
companies and, where possible, it incorporates seismic and stratigraphic drilling

data (e.g., Milton, 1970) (see appendix). On the whole the map probably should
be referred to as a basement form-line map. In poorly known areas it is likely

thdt basement depths are probably more shallow than shown. The basement
depths in the central zone of the .geosynclinc are very conjectural as the effect of
Lower Palaeozoic mctamorphism has dominated the aeromagnctic record. The
maximum basement depths in excess of 10 kin have been estimated from strati-

graphic thicknesses. In places it has not been possible to allow for the effect of
cteeollemcnt which has occurred. South of the Willyama Block the presence of
the Palaeozoic Anabama granite and marked regional metamorphisin lias con-
verted the geosyiiclinal sediments to new crystalline basement A north-south
basement fault probably extends from the Olary area (below the Frome Embav-
mojit) to the Mount Painter Block and, together with associated Palaeozoic
granites (Coats and Blissett, 1970), is in aligment with the western limit of the
Anabama Granite. South of the Anabama Granite area, north trending basement
Tan Its appear to influence the aeiomagnetic basement contours.

(b) Dwutkm of the Adelaide Geosyi>eline

The writer has maintained (Thomson, 1966) that the geosynclinc con-
tains sediments extending back to about 1400 m-y. The consequent concept
of sin Adelaidcan System is fundamental to the tune-stratigraphic subdivision
ot the Australian Prccambrjan which was proposed by Dunn et at. (1986). Subse-
quent investigations, such as the stratigraphic drilling of the Mailable depression
described above and in the Roupena area (Fig. 6) on the eastern flank of the
Gawlcr Craton. support this concept. A strong argument that the conventional
role of biostratigraphy may yet be employed for world-wide correlation in the
Preeambrian is advanced by Glaessner et id. (1969) who demonstrate that the
evidence of stromatolites in the Gcosynelme supports a middle Riph<-un <iec
(1350 ± 50 to 950 ± 50 m.y.) for the Callanna Beds either alone, or including the
overlying Burra Group For a recent summary of the stratigraphic record of the
Geosyncline the reader is referred to Paikin '(1909, Chapter 2)

The effect of the Musgravian orogenie event on the Adelaidean sequence in
the Geosyndine has yet to be elucidated. The writer has assumed in (Parkin,
1969.. p. 52) that a. break in sequence between the Upper and Lower Callanua
Beds may have resulted from this event. The duration of this assumed regional
hiahis may be reserved by close study of the stratigraphy and geochmnology of
the Duff Creek Beds along the north-east side of the Gawler Craton iti the vicinit)
of the Denison Block and further bouth in the Willouran Ranges area.

(c) Palaeogeography
The earliest known event was probably the development of a sheet of basin

sediments (mainly continental), associated' with basic volcanics, extending from
the Mailable Depression eastwards to the north of the Willvama Block. The
sequence probably passed into a marine tueies to the north for example, marginal
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to the Painter Block. The source area to the south was the basement established

in the Carpcntariau Wartakan tcctomsm. Tlift basin was probably terminated to

the west by the Frascr-Musgrave fuld belt. The orientation of the original basin
is obscure. In later Willouraa and in Torrcnsian time the Upper Calianna Beds
and Hurra Group were deposited in a deep trough bounded to the west by the
Torreus Hinge Zone, and show that the Adelaide Geosyncline was a downwarpod
structure in older ct atonic basement. The Gawler Craton area to the west became
a major source area for the sediments. Subsequent Sturfian and Marinoan troughs
in die Geosyncline appear to have had their thickest developments east of l.his

Laic Willow an-Torrensian trough (Thomson, in Parkin, 1969). The palace-
.geographic relationship of the Torrowangce Group (Rose and Brunker, 1989),
on the eastern flank of the Willyama Block, with the Adelaide Geosyncline has
not yet been resolved, The Torrowangce sequences show obvious close lithologic

correlation with the Adelaidcan of South Australia (Thomson, 1969). Tlu- Cn>up
probably occupied a separate eastern basin that had intermittent connection
with the Geosyncline*

(ii) Northern Basins

Basement form-lines and scanty bore data indicate that remnants of Adelaidcan
cover form the floor of the Boorthanna Trough of the mid-Palaeozoic Arckaringa
Basin (Wopfncr, 1969a) and extend northwards below the floor of the Palaea^oic
1'cdirka Basin ( Wopfner, op. cit. ). A saddle strut-hire connecting the Musgravc
Block and the. Denison Block appears U> Separate the basins. The Yluloonnna
Ridge forms the eastern flank of the basin cnain and apparently connects with
the McDflls Anticline (Stewart 1967) in the Northern Territory. The truce of
the basin chain further north is obscure; it may die out within the saddle-shaped
depression shown in the "McDills Gravity Platform*' (Stewart, op. tit.. Fig. 2).
This platform probably represents Musgrave Block basement. It is very likely.,

considering the stromatolite evidence of Glaessncr el al. (1989), that the
Adelaidean ( PTorrensian ) sediments which formed the floor of the Officer Basin
and Amadeus Basin were deposited after the ?VVillouran Duff Creek Beds. The
palaengoography of the areas of Willouran sedimentation remains lo be resolved.

(iii) Major Guotkctonio Stouctubks

The Torrens Hinge Zone forms the western margin of a network of conti-
nental fractures trending west of north. The network covers a wide belt to the
northeast and incorporates the Tibooburra Ridge of Rose and Brunkcr (196U),
and extends northwards to the Ambem Land arid Carpentaria areas of northern
Australia where it has apparently affected Carpentarian sedimentation. Most of
the major known Precambrian base metal deposits (e.g.. Mount Isa and Broken
Hill) are. incorporated in this belt which is consequently of profound inetallte

genetic significance. The southern prolongation is highly speculative^ but, gravity.
aeromagnetic features and the continental shelf north of the Gambier sun-basin
of Hie Otway Basin suggest that the network has been active since the Camhm-
Ordovician ( Dclamerian ) Orogeny, ft is likely that the apparent displacement
of the mid-ocean ridge between Australia and Antarctica which was interpreted
by HHrtzler ct al. (1968) from rather sparse magnetic data, is related to the
same network of faults.

(5) Tramverse Trending Structure-4

}

Numerous important features (rending cast-west or west-northwest truncate
carlk* established patterns of folding. Some of these features are. graben or half
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graben structures apparently developed during a period of stress relief toward
the end of. m long after, a major orogenic event. An example is the posl-Tasman
Geosyueiiue Otway Basin. The Cygnet Fault is a revived east-west structure in

the Kangaroo Island area and forms the southern margin of the Tertiary Sv.

Vincent Basin, In this area it coincides with the arcuate Cumbrian Kanmantou
Trough which developed around the southern and southwestern margin of the
Gawler Craton The Polda Basin (Wopfncr, 1969a), incorporating the Ellistori

Trough of Smith and Kamerling (196&), probably acted as a graben in the
Gawku Craton during die Mesozote, The occurrence of the Blue Range Con-
glomerate of possible Palaco'/oic Age on the eastern prolongation of this- "feature-,

near Cleve on Eyre Peninsula, suggests thaL tin- structure has a long history. Tlie
Uno Fault further north on Eyre Peninsula, formed an important structure con-
trolling the development of the Carpentarian Gawlei Range Volcanic* (Turner,
1970) (see appendix).

East-west alignment of diapirie sti'uetures and faults in the Adelaide Geo*
synebne flank a promontory of the Willvama Blue); basement extending west
from the Olary Region, Sub-parallel to this feature is the extension into South
Australia of the Thackaringa-Pinnacles Fault. This fault is a major Carpentarian
and Lower Palaeozoic structure in the Broken Hill area ( King and Thomson, 1953
and Binns, 1965), A final example is an important east-west structure separating
the Vlonnt Painter Block into two parts (Couts and Blissett, 1970) and affecting

Hie eastern margin of the Adelaide Gcosynelinc.

The Mwgmve Block (Fig. 7)

This is the most striking transverse Preearnbrian structural feature in South
Australia. For a description of the geology of the area see Parkin ( 1969, pp. 39-45

)

and selected references accompanying thi.s paper. Interpretation of the strati-

graphy of the basement and cover rocks and the significance of radiometric
dating is still controversial, so that adequate tectonic synthesis cannot yet be
made. The Ernahellan and Everardian tectonic phases proposed by the writer in

Parkin (op. oft ) in excess of 1300 m.y., arc somewhat obscure. Daniels (1069)
(see appendix), Major (t$7Qj and Krieg (1970) have established important
sUatigraplrie relationship* between metamorpnic basement and Adekndean cov'fi'

in the Officer Basin region. The writer suspects that the 10*6 my. date of
Compsuju and Nesbitt (1967) for the ToHu Volcanics, on wliich much nf the
interpretation of the Preearnbrian stratigraphy of the Musgrave Block lias pre-

viously heen based, has been up-dated by the Winanyan orogenic phase, and
possibly by intrusion of granite nf the Kulgeran Phase (1100-1200 m.y.), The
voleanics which form port of the Bentley Supergroup (Daniels, 1969) (see appen-
dix), a sediment-volcanic assemblage, are tentatively correlated by the writer
with[tin- Gawler Range Vokanies and Corunna Conglomerate of South Australia

of Carpentarian age. The volcanic assemblage rests uneonformably on older
metaiiMirphie baseuiont at MaeDougall Bluff in Western Australia. The Pindyin
Sandstone, which the oldest Adclaidcan transgressive unit in the Birksgate Ranges
area (Major, 1970), is believed by the writer to be the equivalent of the Towu-
send Quartzite in Western Australia (Daniels. 1969) (see appendix) and, in luin,

of the Heavirree Ouartzite in the Northern Territory (Wells, 1969), The HeilVi-
tree Qimrtzite is the earliest unit of the Adclaidcan cover in the Amadeus Basin.

It is of Tnrrcnsian age (Glaevner et aL 1969) and probably less than 950 -t m,y.
and is therefore likely to have escaped the deformation of the Winanyan Phase
of the tvfusgraviari Orogenic Cycle.

The Heavitree Quartette in the \vcstern part of the Anjtita Block tests

nneonfoTmably on an assemblage of volcanic, sedimentary and metarnorpbic
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tocIs (Wells, 1968; Runford, 1968), The. writer believe* Lhat this H die same
assemblage that occurs south of the Amadeus Basin between the Pctermann
Ranges and the Warburton Ranges and, except for the Townsend QuarWle
equivalent, represents the Bentlcy Supergroup of Dnuicls ( 19fl9) (see appendix).

The writer also believes that farther to the east, the possible metamorphic equiva-
lents of the BenUey Supergroup are Hie Olia Gneiss and the (?) infolded Dean
(^uurtzite of Forman (1966). The metamorphic equivalents in South Australia

are probably the schists and gneisses north of the Woodroffe Thrust which arc

.issociatod with granites of the Kulgcran phase and the Winanyan overthrusling

Troni the sooth by gneisses and granulites of the older Musgrave—Mann Mcta-
morphies. This interpretation explains the contradictory gravity and aerornagneUc
patterns in the Musgrave Block and southern Amadous Basin (Stewart 1967).

The identification of the Hcavitrec Quartzite equivalent in the southern

Amadeus Basin remains a major problem. It is probable that it is represented in

relatively shallow basins on the metamorphic basement just described. The west-

northwest trending Aycrs Bock-Mount Olga depression, the east west Moorilyana

Craben and its relic extension to the westnorthwest (south of the Mann Fault)

and the Cobb Depression near Ciles in Western Australia are thought by ihe

writer to have developed at the close of the Winanyan Phase and to be occupied
in South Australia, at U-axt, by Adelaidean sediments probably of Torrcnsian age.

MARINOAN AND LOWER PALAEOZOIC TECTONISM
( 1 ) General

Sedimentation in the Adelaide Geosyncbne appears to have been terminated

in the Middle Cambrian by the earliest tectonism of the Delameriau Omgeny
(Thomson, in Parkin, 1969). By early Ordovician the Orogeny had incorporated

the Geosyneline, WiUyama Block and Kanmantoo Trough into a fold bolt with

important metallogeneue associations. Prior to the Delamcrian an earlier orogenie

event affected the eastern margin of the Cawler Craton, Olficer Basin and
Dewstm Block regions. It was suggested by Wopfner ( 19vi9u) that the event was
late .Vlarinoan in age and was associated with granites intruding Adelaidean

sediments in the Denison Block region. This interpretation is finding support

from preliminary K/Ar ages for the gram re obtained by Webb (1970) (sec

appendix) which indicate an early Cambrian age. Sedimentation appears to have
resumed in the Officer Basin during early Ordovician while the Delamcrian
Orogeny was in progress in the Adelaide Geosyncline and further south and east.

(2) Tectoniswi and Bwin Developments

East of the Musgrave Block the known record of Protcrozoic (late Marinoan)

sedimentation in the northern basins is sparse (e.g.. Mount Crispe No. 1 well).

Jt is probable that folding had already commenced in early Cambrian time in

tllC /one connecting the Denison Block with the southeastern margin of the

Musgrave Block and, in the floor of the Officer Basin where Cambro-Ordovieian

sediments were later deposited. This event is here named the indutkamtn Fold-

m£. A hiatus in the late Marinoan sedimentary cover of the eastern flank of the

Gawler Craton suggests that in this region there was a Marinoan-Lower Cam-
brian epeirogenie movement which was probably synchronous with the mild

Dutionian Folding in the southern part of the Gcosynelinc. By the close of the

Marinoan, or earliest Cambrian, widespread regression had probably occurred

over much of the Geosyncbne. By contrast, this was followed in the Lower
Cambrian by a widespread transgression associated with subsidence of the Geo-
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wncline and marginal areas of the Craton. Wopftier (1969a) has demonstrated
that positive movements of the. Willyama Block took place at this time. Acoordnig
to Wopfncr, near the end of the Lower Cambrian the Circuuh-Dadwn Arc
k>7 men a locus of areas of negative movements with <umn<-nsating positive move-
ments of the Gawler Craton and Willyama Blocks. Subsidence of the Arrowic
arid Stansbmy Basins also occurred at' this time. The most intense movements
took place in die Kamnantoo Trough (Thomson, in Parkin, 1969), in an arc
which roughly formed a mirror image, of the Circrm-Demsuu Arc. The Trough
truncated the southwestern flank of the Gawler Craton and extended north-
easterly to the Willyama Block. This eastern sector of the Trough obliquely
lniTieat.es the Adelaide Geosyncline.

The central part of the Trough, adjacent to the southern extremity of the
Cralmi was the site of major differential vertical movements on basement faulL
blocks. These vertical movements have been named the Cuxsinwn Uplift (to the
norlh) and the Wnitpin^an Subsidence in the Hoor of the Trough (Thomson, in
Parkin 1969. pp. 99-101). The resultant erosional and depositions! rates mu.st
have been extremely rapid as about 50,000 feet of poorly sorted elastics were
deposited in the Trough before the end of the Lower Cambrian. Sedimentation in
the Trough probably continued into the Middle Cambrian, These later sediments
were removed by subsequent erosion. Positive movements connected the area id
Cassinian Uplift with the Willyama Block. In the north, sedimentation in the
Citcurn-Denison Are commenced with a new transgression (Wopfner, 39R9a) in
the Ordovieian and sedimentation probably continued until almost "the Upper
Ordnviclan when it was terminated by folding.

(3) Devehpttienl of the Svuthem and Northern Foldbelts

Alter Middle Cambrian there was a hiatus in the sedimentary record in the
Adelaide GeosyncHne due to folding. The subsequent inetamorphism of the fold
belt was complex. In the Mount Lofty Range area of the fold belt Oftler and
Fleming (1968), have detected three phases of folding. Extensive faulting took
place. pene-conteniporaueousty with plutonism and metamorphism. The region
of the southern arc was converted into a crystalline basement ma.s.sir by the early
Ordovieian, as indicated by isotopic ages of granites from Victor Harbour, Palmer
and Anabama. Webb (1970) (see appendix) has recently established a similar
age for granite from Kingston, thus demonstrating that the plutonism was wide-
spread. The Willyama Block was folded and sheared during the Delameiian
Orogeny and some pegmatite and minor granite intrusion probably occurred
there at this time. The Block appears to have acted as a fringe" area betweca
the northern and southern fold belt ares. The history of the northern fold belt
arc is, at pre.sent, poorly known. It is likely that the basement along the Mu!oo-
rinnu tfidge was folded and intruded by late Preeambrian m eariy Cambrian
granite and later was upthrust to the south arid southwest along an arcuate
system of sleep reverse faults. Northwest of the Mount Painter Block it is possible
that this feature truncated a former northerly extension of the Adelaide Ceo-
synehue. The geoehronology of the apparently post-Adelaidcan granites in the
Mount Fainter liloek has yet to be adequately fnvesiigated. "Current K/Ar
evidence suggests that the Dclamcnan folding may not Iutve affected Lhe Mus-
gravc Block or OIReer Basin area. The fold belt probably extended north of the
Denison Block to connect with the McDilk Anticline (Stewart, 1968). The
cnstalline basement floor of the GcosyueUne was* apparently activated both
mei ham'cully and thermally at this time and numerous small base-mclnl ore
bodies were cmplaced in the Adelaidcan and Cambrian toeks nf the Geosvneline.
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Basement movements also were apparently responsible for widespread up-
thrusting of basement wedges direeted toward the Adelaide Geosynelinc and the
Cawler Craton. Deeollemenl and diapiric deformation Q$ basement cover was
probably facilitated by a rise in temperature of incompetent cover rocks and
vertical differential movement of basement blocks beneath the floor d the
Ceosyncline. Some of the buried basement blocks are outlined by faults that can
be demonstrated, from stratigraphie evidence (Binks, 1968*1, to have originated
contemporaneously with the Addaidean sedimentation. The reactivation of the
buried basement blocks was the cause of the confused fald-diapir-fault pattern
that is evident today in the northern area of the Gcosvncbnc, The Delamerian
movements wilhin the Geosyneline are confirmed by the widespread overprint"
of Lower Ordovieian isotopie ages obtained by Compslon et al. (1966), from
Precarnbrian rocks within and marginal to the Ceosvnctine. The movements
involved in the development ol tJie peripheral northern and southern arcuate
fold belts are conjectural They probablv involved deep-seated processes. Some
basic rocks were intruded e.g., the Black Hill norite in the Kanmantoo Troriffh
The eioss sectional shape of the fold belt is fan-shaped, as if vertical, rather man
lateral forces, were thi- main contributors to the development of the fold belt
(sec Parkin, 1969, Fig. 43). J nterprelation of the erustal events is difficult.

Hawkins et al. (1965) interpret the results of three mariue reconnaissance
seismic traverses, made in I960, across the "continental margin" .soudnvestwaid
Of Kangaroo Island- Tim found that the depth to the Mohorovioic discontinuity
shallows from about 40 km under the continental plate of the Gawler Craton to
11-12 km undei the ocean. The upper liver of the "oceanic crosf has a seismic
velocity varying from 521 km/sec to 5-04 km/see near the continental margin
They consider that a geological correlation with a 5-02 km/sec layer on the
adjacent margin of the continental basement is doubtful. On the other hand
Smith and Kamerlmg (1969), using refraction seismic and other data in connec-
tion with petroleum exploration, consider that the Dunlroon Basin, which adjoins
the 'transition /one' of Hawkins et al, (op. dr.), is floored bv rocks of the Kan-
rnnrUoo Group and associated manite. This interpretation Migem that the
Kanmantou Croup may extend across the "continental margin" into the ocean
deep area.

CONCLUSION
'Ihe sequence of major tectonic events in South Australia which occurred in

the period between early Carpentarian and Ordovician is summarized in Fig. 8.
It js apparent that no single scheme for Hivie-subdivision, using only one criterion
such as isotopic dates or stratigraphie succession, is adequate. A scheme that
embraces all criteria is sought, For the present, the Ca/per.tarian and Adchudean
subdivision remain uselul concepts within tins part of Australia.

it is apparent that a great amount of mapping and isotopic dating remains
to be done before individual fold belts in the basement in South Australia can
be tonnally named, The use of terms such as "Willyamides", "Kimbanides" and
Ola rides' must be considered as being premature,

The hypothesis is presented that an extensive area of Australia was underlain
by a plate of crystalline basement during the Archaean, The subsequent history
ha* largely been that of fragmentation and reworking of this curly craton of which
the Cawler Craton remains as a relic late Carpentaria*! eratonic stage This inter-
pretation is difficult to reconcile with the concept of "ocean floor spreading" unci
"continental drift". The apparent displacement of the median ocean ridge south Of
Australia (Heirr/ler et al., 1968) fs not reflected in the internal siueture of the
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region of Australia considered in this paper. Some alternative mediams.ru such us

foundering of continental erustal blocks in marginal ocean basin areas, as sug-

gested by Beloussuv (1909), should be considered.
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SKRJABINOPTERA GOLDMANAE N. SP.

(NEMATODA : PHYSALOPTERIDAE)
FROM AN AUSTRALIAN AGAMID LIZARD

by Patricia M. Mawson*

Summary

Skrjabinoptera goldmani n. sp. is described from Amphibolurus barbatus from western

New South Wales. The species is distinguished chiefly by the great development of the musculature

of the pharyngeal part of the oesophagus.



SKRJABINOPTKRA GOLDMANAE N. SP.
(NKV1ATODA 5 PIIYSALOPTERIDAE)

FROM AN AUSTRALIAN AGAMID LIZARD

by Patricia M. Mawscw*

ABSTRACT
Skrjubiiioptera gphbnam n. sp. is described from Amphihaturuv barhatwt

from western New South WfllflS. The species is ciistinguished chiefly by uV
great development of the musculature of the plinryngtal pari of the oesophagus.

INTRODUCTION
Several collections of nematodes from the stomach of Amphibolyrus harbatus,

Cuvier, were made by Miss Jndy Goldman, a postgraduate student at the University

of Sydney, to whom I am most grateful. All the collections contained an appar-
ently new species of physaloptcrid. for which the name Skrjahinoplera izoldrnanae

is proposed. Most of the worms were firmly attached to the stomach wall by their

anterior ends which were buried in the mucosa, so that some dissection was
necessary to detach them. The hosts were taken in western New Soiith Wales,
around Cohar, Bobodah, and Nymagee.

Skrjahinopieta goldmanae ft. sp.

(Figs. 1 to 10)

The males are 9-1 to 14-1 mm long, the females 16-0 to 23-0 mm.
A cuticular collar is present dorsally and ventrally but does not extend right

round the anterior end. The two lateral pseudolabia each hear an apical tooth,

two papillae, and ^n ainphid. The apical tooth is directed outwards, and arises

from a branched 'anchor", apparently a cuticular thickening. Behind this on the
inside of the lip arc two cuticular inflations, one dorsally and one vcnlrally. The
anterior end of the oesophagus is flattened from side to side and greatly widened
dorso-ventrally forming two lateral masses connected to the body wall by radial

fibres, probably part of the cephalic septum (Inglis, 1964). This enlargement of

the oesophagus gives a. characteristic appearance to the anterior end of the worm,
which in lateral view widens and then is almost truncated. In the ease of the
older worms, which were most firmly attached to the host tissue, the anterior end
is greatly stretched, the lips are turned outward, and a ping of the mucosa of the

host extends well into the open buccal cavity (figs. 2, 6). Posterior to this enlarged
pharyngeal part, the oesophagus is constricted, then widens rapidly, and is cylin-

drical to its posterior end. The length of the oesophagus is 2-9 to 4*8 mm in the
male, 5*3 to 7 '5 mm in the female, about a third that of the body, The nerve
ring which surrounds it at the post pharyngeal constriction is 400 to 540 p from
the anterior end of the worm in the male, 600 to 700 p in the female.

In the male the cervical papillae are at about the .same level as the nerve
ring; in the female they lie a little in front of this. The excretory pore is a short

distance behind the nerve ring.

The female reproductive syslem is typically phy.salupleran. There are four
ovaries each leading by its oviduct to a small spherical swelling and thence to a

uterus, The four ovaries are in the posterior third of the body. The four uteri

unite in pairs a short distance behind the vulva, and the resulting tube enlarges

Zoolouy Department. The University of Adelaide.

Trans. B. Soe. S. Aust. (1970). Vol 94.
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slightly before entering the muscular vagina. The vulva is 6-5 to 10- 5 mm, or

1/2-3 to 1/3-1 of the body length, from the anterior end.

The eggs are thick-shelled, oval, 48 to 42 fi x 30 to 35 /x, and those in the

vagina and in the lower parts of the uteri are loosely contained in an outer

envelope, apparently a little less densely chitinous than the egg shell proper, and
embossed on the outer surface (Fig. 10).

In the male the caudal alac meet ventrally anterior to the cloaca; the

embossed area on the ventral surface of the tail extends from the level of the

most anterior caudal papillae to include all the caudal papillae, as shown in Fig. 9.

The shorter right spicule (170-200 fi) is heavily chitinised, and tapers to a fine

point; the left spicule (410-550 ft) is slender, very lightly chitinised, and also

tapers to a point. The arrangement of the caudal papillae is shown in Fig. 9.

The species is placed in the genus Skrjabinoptera Sehulz because each

fiseudolabium bears only one tooth. It differs from other species so far recorded

or this genus in the great development of the pharyngeal part of the oesophagus.

The specimens available come from at least seven host animals, all from the same
general region, and vary from very young worms to large gravid females, and all

show this characteristic development of the oesophagus, although only in the

older specimens are the pseudolabia bent outwards and the collar region stretched.

LITERATURE
Schulz, K. E, S., 1927. Die familie Physalopteridae Leiper, 1908 (Nematodes) und die

Prinzipien ihrer klassification. Sborn. Rabot. Gelm. Posv. K.I. Skryabin: pp. 287-312.

Tnxlis, W. G., 1964. The functional and developmental significance of the cephalic septum in

the Ascaridoidea (Nematoda). Proc. Linn. Sno. London 176: pp. 23-36,
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Figs. 1 and 2, anterior end of very young female, lateral and median views; 3, anterior end of

older female, with plug of host's mucous membrane in mouth; 4, whole male worm; 5 and
6. anterior end of older male, ventral and lateral views; 7, en face view of head of female;

8, T.S. body just behind head, same specimen as Fig. 7; 9, ventral view of male tail; 10, egg
from vagina.

Figs 1, 2, o y 6 and 9 to same scale; Figs 3 to 4 to same scale; Figs 7 & 8 to same scale.



MALLEE VEGETATION OF THE SOUTHERN NULLARBOR
AND ROE PLAINS, AUSTRALIA

byR. F. Parsons*

Summary

The distribution and composition of mallee vegetation in the coastal strip from the Head of the

Bight to Caiguna are described, and their relationship to soil and climatic factors discussed. All the

eucalypts show marked gaps in their east-west spread. A distinctive sclerophyllous flora is

described from siliceous sand topsoils in the western Roe Plain. This is surrounded by alkaline

loamy soils, which may act as edaphic barriers isolating it from similar floras west of the Nullarbor

Plain. The role of climate and sea level changes in producing the observed distribution is discussed.

A plant species list for 14 mallee communities is appended.
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by H. E. Parsons*

SUMMARY
The distribution and composition of malice vegetation in the coastal strip

from the Head o| the Bight to Cajguna are described, and their relationship hi

soil and climatic factors discussed. All the eucalypts show marked gaps in their

east-west spread. A distinctive sclerophyllous flora is described from siliceous

sand topsoils in the western Roe Plain. Tnis is surrounded by alkaline loamy soils

which may act as edaphic barriers isolating it from similar floras west of the
Nullarbor Plain. The role of climate and sea level changes in producing the

observed distribution is discussed. A plant species list for 14 mallee communities
is appended,

INTRODUCTION
Although malice vegetation is known to occur in parts of the coastal strip

from the Head of the Bight to Caiguna, Western Australia (Fig, .1 ), very little

is known about its extent or nature (Tate 1879: Willis 1951, 1959).
The following introductory account is based on field work in November 1967,

so that annual and ephemeral species are not dealt with. The strip from the coast to

Fig. 1, The study area and its surroundings, showing the approximate margin of dunes
(dashed line, from Jennings 19G7). some mean annual isohyets, and annual rainfall

means for the period 1902-1926 plus 1933-38 for four stations (Australia: Bureau of
Meteorology ) -

* Geography Dept> University of Melbourne, Australia. Present address, Botany Depart-
ment, Latrobe University, Bundoora, Victoria,

Trans. R. Soc. S. Aust. (1970), Vol, 94.
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the northern-most limit of malice vegetation was examined from the Head of the
Bight in the cast to Caiguna in the west by driving on most traversible tracks.
Specimens of all plant species present were taken from the sites shown on Fig. 2
and were supplemented by limited collections from other areas. The species from

WfSTEflN AUSTHAllA SOUTH

He

Pt. Co/ve

Si - siliceous sand

Ca- calcoreous sdnd

Kj™ sand dunes

GKEAT Al/Sri!A[J AN
BIGHT

3^^*gIEE£^> **«'^*-<2gng*
-fit

*S3a~!£Z7kZ

Fig r 2. The location of collecting sites listed in Appendix 1 and tlie location of sand dunes
in the studv area after Nurlhcote vl a\. (1967, 1968) and Jennings (1967). Areas not
shown as sand dimes are loamy soils on Tertiary limestone,

each site are listed in Appendix 1; the records of Willis (1951, 1965) from the
chits behind Madura have been included (as site 10) for the sake of complete-
ness. All specimens were identified by, and are lodged at, the State Herbarium of
South Australia, except for Eucalyptus divemfolia, specimens of which have
been retained by the author. All specimens of E. foecunda, E. oleosa, E. socialis

and E. rugosa were cheeked by D, F. Blaxcll and L. A, S. Johnson.

GEOMORPHOLOGY
The study area comprises the Roe Plain and the southern margin of the

Nullarbor Plain, if the latter is defined geologically and topographically
(
Jem rings

1963) and not botanically. In this region the Nullarbor is a very flat plain of
Miocene limestone (the Nullarbor limestone), except where it is covered with
dunes of aeolian calcarcnite around Twilight Cove (Fig. 2; Jennings 1967). The
Roe Plain is about 200 feet lower than the Nullarbor Plain, is separated from it

by a scarp called the Hampton Range and is floored with Eocene limestone,
Dunes of three different ages occupy most of the westward end and a seaward
fringe; Jennings loo. cit.

CLIMATE

The area has a dry Mediterranean type climate (Fig. 3), with mean annual
rainfall increasing southwards (Fig. 1).
Percentage mean variability from mean annual rainfall is greater than 20% and
the rain comes mostly as light showers* mean rainfall per wet day is less than 0-2
in (5 mm) (Leeper i960).

SOILS

Most of the area is covered by loamy, calcareous, alkaline soils formed on
Tertiary limestone, and are usually less than 60 cm deep (Northcotc et al 1967;
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Fig. 3. Mean monthly rainfall and maximum and minimum screen tem-
peratures at Eucla. Data from Australia; Bureau of Meteorologv
(1956).

Northcotc et ah 1968). However, there are also large areas of dunes (Fig. 2) of

various types and ages. The young dunes nearest the coast were of calcareous

beach sand, except at Twilight Cove, where the sand is white and siliceous with
a very small shell content The beach sands further west, past Point Culver,

appear to be siliceous also (Northcote et al. 1967). There are at least two types

of older dunes. Deep calcareous sandy types (Tabic 1 Site 7) were the only ones
seen in the eastern Roe Plain (Sites 5 & 7), while dunes of siliceous sand over
aeolian calcarcnite (Table 1 Site 11) were the only ones seen in the west (Sites

S, 9 and 11). Much more work is necessary before the distribution of each type
can be mapped.

TABLE l

Description of two dune soils in the study area.

Site 7

Depth (am)

0-13
1M-3S
38-140
140-152

Site 11

Depth (cm)

0-10
10-51
51-66
66-

Colour Description

pale brown Calcareous loamy sand with small CaC03 nodules
pink Calcareous loamy sand with small CaC03 nodules
pink Calcareous loamy sand with more frequent CaC03 nodules
vevy pale brown Calcareous sand with CaC03 nodules and shell fragments

Colour

pale brown
very pale brown
Yellow

Description

Sand
Sand
Sand
Sheet limestone
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BIOTIC INFLUENCES
The introduced rabbit (Ortjctolagus cuniculm) is the most common grazing

mammal in the area; in 1947, thirty-five trappers were able to trap up to"20,000
rabbits a week in the Cocklebiddy area (Morrison 194cS). An abundance of
rabbits made commercial hunting still profitable in 1967. Rabbits are almost
certain to have very adverse effects on the seedling regeneration of malice
cucalvpts (Parsons 1968) and that of many other plants (ITall, Specht and
Eardley 1964) in this area.

Native, animals are discussed by Tate (1879) and McEvey and Middleton
(1968). while sheep and cattle grazing has occurred in the area since the 1870's
(Dunkley 1967). Hundreds of tons of bitter quandong (Santahnn sp.) have been
cut from the area for incense making and timber (Brown 1919). Large-scale
fires do not occur in the mallee and this area; mallec fires occur only on very hot
days and burn out only a few acres (pers. comm., Harvey Gurney, Euela).

DISTRIBUTION OF MALLEE VEGETATION
The term mallec vegetation is used here to include all communities domi-

nated by malice species of FAicolyptw, The distribution of mallee vegetation in

the South Australian part of the studv area based on field traverses is shown in

Fig. 4.

H H MoMee scattered

Mallee predominant

u 5 r P •' I I * N B t Gtf J

M^es

nri-f-t-i 1 1
1

M o io *o j;

KiMS.

131"

Fig. 4, Approximate distribution of mallet vegetation in the South Aus-
tralian part of the Nullarbor Plain, "Mallee predominant" indi-

cates 50$ or more of the area carries mallee eucalypU: ''mallec
scattered" indicates less than 50% of the area curries mallee
eucalypts.

A vegetation map of the Western Australian part of the area will be published
shortly by Dr.

J.
S. Beard, King's Park and Botanic Gardens, Perth. All that needs

to be said here about the Western Australian sector, is that (1) Mallee is pre-

dominant along the top of the entire Hampton Range but thins out north of this

and disappears at about 20 miles (32 km) north of the Eyre Highway. (2) Mallee
is predominant on all that part of the Nullarbor Plain west of Madura and south
of the Eyre Highway, (3) Mallee is predominant in the western part of the Roe
Plain, but becomes increasingly scattered, and almost confined to a narrow
eoastal strip, towards the cast.
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All the mallee on the southern Nullarbor Plain is in areas wetter than S inches

(20 cm) mean annual rainfall. Mallee eucalypts occur all the way between the

large mallee areas in Western Australia and Eyre Peninsula except for a complete
break of 16 miles (26 km) west of the Head of the Bight, the driest part of the

southern Australian coastline, where mean annual rainfall is probably slightly

greater than 8*3 itt (210 mm), the rainfall at Nullarbor.

Mallee is usually predominant in areas wetter than about 10 in (230 mm)
mean annual rainfall. The absence of mallee from large areas in the east of Roc
Plain, while it occurs to the north in presumably drier areas along the Hampton
Range is difficult to explain. Much more rainfall and soil data arc obviously
necessary.

In the wetter south-west of the Roe Plain, mallee is widespread on the .shallow

loamy soils on Tertiary limestone and on dunes of all ages. In drier parts of the

Plain* especially in the east, it tends to be more common on sandy dune soils

because those are likely to supply more water to plants in this area than the

loamy ones (Rowan and Dowries 196\3).

In general, mallee occupies the wettest parts of the Nullarbor and Roe Plains;

in drier areas, it is replaced by a variety of vegetations, including Acacia
sowdenii woodlands and shrub steppe (Willis 1951, 1959).

STRUCTURAL TYPES DOMINATED BY MALLEE EUCALYFTS

(u) Heath

Although Fig. 4 shows "mallee predominant" at the coast, both here and at

the coast south of Caiguna, there is a zone of heath (Wood and Williams I960)

for about 500 feet ( 160 m) behind the sea cliffs from which eucalypts arc abscut.

Landward from this is a zone of heath from &-1 mile (800-1600 m) wide con-

taining mallee eucalypts up to 5 feet (1*5 m) high. Melaleuca lancaylata i%

common and often dominant in this heath, for which floristie lists arc given in

Appendix 1 (Site 1, 2 and 13). Asymctric growth forms and leaf tip necrosis

suggest that wind-borne salt spray is important in maintaining the low stature of

this \*cgctalion (Parsons and Gill 1968) and high evapotranspirution caused by
wind exposure is probably also effective. Landward from the heath, taller mallee

eucalypts become dominant (see also Tate 1S79).

(b) SvmuArirf Mallee

This sub-form of Wood and Williams (19611) is widespjead on the loamy
soils of the Nullarbor and die Roe Plain. In fact, except for the coastal heaths,

this was the only mallee vegetation found in such soils to about a<= far west as

Cueklebiddy. Height of the eucalypts ranges from 5 feet (1*5 m) where the

sub-form grades into heath, to about 30 feet (9 m). Melaleuca quadrifajia is a

frequent co-dominant with the eucalypts to at least as far cast as a point 16 miles

(26 km) east of the South Australian border (Plate 1 (a)). M. kmceohtla is a

common large shrub and Cratystylis conocepnula the most widespread .small

shrub, usually occurring with a large number of ehenopods (Appendix 1, Sites

3 and 4). This type of semi-arid mallee is also found on old dunes (Site 5).

Another type found on dunes on the Roc Plain has a denser eucalypt stratum

and a sparse understorey dominated by Rhagodia prcmii (Sites 7 and 12). A
third type seen is found on the scarp of the Hampton Range (Site 6).

Lastly, a distinctive type with an understorey dominated by Triodia ef.

scoriosa is found both en sandy dune soils (Site 9) and in small patches on loamy
soils on the Nullarbor Plain south of Cocklebiddy and Caiguna.
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(c) SclerophifU mallee

This sub-form of Wood and Williams (I960) was found on dunes on the
western Roe Plain as far east as site 8 south of Madura. The dunes carry malice
eucalypts and scattered trees of Callitris verrucosa up to 15 feet (4-5 m) high
with a dense understorey (Plate J (b)) containing sclcrophyllous shrubs like

Hakea nitida and Beaitfortia empetrifalia (Appendix 1, Sites S and 11 ), Tliis type
was found only on dune soils of .siliceous sand over limestone (Table 1).

On the Nnllarbor limestone from 6 miles (10 km) south of Caigima, to the
coastal heath, sclcrophyll mallee with a dejise understorey dominated by Cusua-
rina helmsii occurs (Site 14, Plate 1 (c) ). It also appears on such soils from 6-11
miles (10-18 km) south of Cocklebiddy. Thus this type occurs on the wettest
areas of Nullarbor limestone examined. In drier areas it grades into semi-arid
mallee with Cratystylis conocephala as the dominant slirub.

DISTRIBUTION OF EUCALYPTUS SPECIES
( a ) Eucalyptus' socialis

This is the species whose southern Nullarbor and Roc Plains representatives
were known as E> tramconiinentalis or E. oleosa var. glauca before the work of
Rrooker (1968). It has the driest lower rainfall limit of the eucalypts in the area,

as it extends farthest to the north and west in that part of the Nullarbor Plain
studied (Fig. 5). In all such marginal areas examined, a band of E. socialis was
the northern or M'csternmost mallee found. Thus a more or less continuous zone,
where E. socialis is the only cucalypt, may enclose the wetter malice areas, where
E. socialis and other eucalypts occur. The only known break in its east-west
distribution is one of 16 miles (26 km) just west of the Head of the Bight
(Table 2).

(b) E. oleosa

This taxon was generally known as both E. oleosa and E, oleosa var. angusii-
foliu before the work of Rrooker (1968). It occurs on the Nullarbor and Roe
Plains to at least as far east as Koonalda (Fig. 5). It is rare south of Koonalda,
and may not occur much further east, giving a maximum possible break in distri-

bution of about 52 miles (82 km) before it reappears on sandy soils near the
Head of the Bight (Table 2). No other definite east-west breaks arc yet known
in the area.

TABLE 2

Eduphie ran]Lrc and decree of discontinuity for a number of trees species. 'I)iscontinuity
? indicates

maximum possible size of main, gap in east-west distribution in The Nulliu-bor Plain area.

Soil
Species Discontinuity

miles (kin)Loams on Deep Siliceous
limesume calcareous

sand
sand*

Kuei:dyptt'-$

xocialifr X X 16 (25)
K. ok-usa X X X 52 <S2)

K. (fracilw X X X B4 (102)
E. dumofia
complex X X X 153 (245)
K. inewssata

i
26K (429)

E. foe.minda X :472 (595)
E. diwsifalia X X 312 (490)
E. conpf.rana X Not applicable.

Includes siliceous sand over limestone.
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The extension of E. socialis into areas drier than those supporting E. oleosa

in the present study seems to occur elsewhere too. Thus in New South Wales E-

socialis extends much further north of the 10 in. (25 cm) mean annual rainfall

isohyct than E* oleosa (pers. eomm., M, I. H. Brookcr, Western Australian

Herbarium, Perth), and in South Australia at Chowllla Station (mean annual

rainfall 8-5 in (22 cm)), E. socialis is found (Kuchcl 1967) noted as E. Irons-

continentalis) while £. oleosa does not occur before wetter areas are reached.

(c) E, gracilis

Although this species was not found on the Nullarhor Plain in areas drier

than about 9 in. (23 cm) mean annual rainfall, it is recorded from sandy arras

north of the Plain around the 7 in, (18 cm) isohyet (Ford and Sedgwick 1967).

(d) E. dumosa complex

This group is in need of taxonomie revision (Burbidge 1947) so no attempt

was made to identify the complex to species level in the field. Herbarium speci-

mens takeu were identified as E. hmchycalyx t
E. conglobata and E. rugosa (see

Appendix 1 for distribution). This complex has not beeu found on the Nullarbor

more than 28 miles (15 kin) east of Euela, nor during a very brief inspection of

the sandy country at the Head of the Bight. The nearest eastern record seems to

be an E. dumosa complex specimen (FR1 17848) from 15 miles (24 km) west of

Nundioo. , ,.

The wetter lower rainfall limit of the E. dumosa complex than E, socially

E. oleosa and E. gracilis found in this study has also been noticed elsewhere

(Jessup 1948).

(c) E. incrassata

This name is used to include the varieties cosiata and angulosth It was not

found anywhere cast of Madura, and the nearest eastern record is that of Cleland

(196ft), 30 miles (48 km) east of White Well. The record of E, incrassata near

Eucla cited by Willis (1951. 1959) and McEvey and Middleton (1968) is now

known to be an error; the specimen is E. dumosa complex (pers. eomm., G. Chip-

pendale, Forest Research Institute, Canberra). The occurrence of E. incrawita

only on sand topsoils (Table 2), in dry areas around its lower rainfall limit bus

been noted in other areas (Parsons and Rowan 1968). Its general distribution has

been discussed elsewhere (Parsons 1969).

(f) E, foecunda

Like E. incrassata it was not found cast of Madura; in this case the uearest

record to the east appears to be near Koonihba (Cleland 1966 as E. lepiophylla)

envine a Rap of 372 miles (595 km). It has been recorded on finer-textuicd soils

than^E. incrassata both in this study (Table 2) and elsewhere (Parsons and

Rowan 1968). This suggests a definite difference between the two species in

edaphie range, despite their frequent occurrence together in many areas (Litch-

field, 1956).

(g) £. diversifolia

Tins species is dealt with by Parsons (1969K nod will not be discussed

further here.

(h) E. cooperana

This Western Australian species was only found throughout the area of

siliceous sand over aeolian ealcareiiite north of Twilight Cove (Plate 1 (d)).
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tjjfe fs the eastern-most locality from whieli the species has been recorded
(Gardner 1961),

({) E. mirmnthera

This Western Australian species appears to he the onlv other cucalvpt
recorded from the area (torn near Eyre by Gardner I960); it was not found
during the present study.

DISTRIBUTION OF MELALEUCA LANCEOLATA
The distribution of M. lanceolate was carefully noted to supplement the

valuable introductory accounts of its' distribution given by Willis (1948) (as M
puhesaeml and Blake frflQB). Intensive work has reduced the 170 mile (272 km

)

distribution gap east of Eucla recorded bv Willis {194%) to 70 miles (112 km
I Fig. o). Along the Nullurbor coast M. Unceofatu is found in the driest areas Ffl
which mallee eucalyprs occur and this is also true at Koonamore Station (Carro-
dus. Speeht and Jackmnn 1965); elsewhere it seems to be absent from the driest
malice areas (Jessup (1948) as A/, pubescens).

DISCUSSION
The eucalypts show two main types of distribution. E. socialis E oleosa

k. wrac&s and the E. ctumosa complex arc frequent and widespread through most
or the mallee area, while E. incrassata, E. foecunda and E. cooperam arc found
only where mean annual rainfall exceeds about 11 inches (28 em),

i-i jt* pt distribution on the siliceous sands shows some interesting features
The driest area of siliceous sands examined carried E, oleosa, E. gracilis and the
E. dumosa complex (Site 9). In wetter areas, such soils carried E. mcrassata E
foecunda and L. cooperana (Sites 8 and 11). £. incrasatn and E. cooperuw were
only recorded on siliceous sands, which may be because sands are likely to W
better water suppliers to plants in this climate than the much more widespread
loams. '

!

However, the role of soil chemical factors also needs to be considered Are
any other species found only on siliceous sands and not Oft the more alkaline
loams. The sclerophyllous flora of the siliceous sand area is much richer in
species than the surrounding flora on loam soils, and 27 plant species were found
only on siliceous sand and not or. the wetter loam country south of Cafeufla
(Appendix 1). Many of these 27 species seem to occur principally on siliceous
sand plain areas west ot the Nullarbor (Heard, no date). It is possible that many
of these species are unable to tolerate soils as alkaline as the loams on limestone
It so, then much ot the flora of the siliceous sand areas of the western Roe Plain
is completely isolated from similar areas by edaphic barriers:—the larue expanses
ol fauns on limestone of the Nullarbor and Roe Plains,

South west of Twilight Cove, the Nullarbor limestone continues for about
bo miles (104 km) before sand dunes are reached near Pt. Culver. Some of these
dunes arc known to be siliceous ( Fig. 2) but the sands near Pt. Culver are poorly
known botanically. J J

The simplest hypothesis to account for the apparently isolated species
occurrences on siliceous sand in the western Roe Plain is to postulate a continuous
strip ot siliceous sand topsoils linking the Roe Plain with siliceous sand areas
bother west during Quaternary low sea levels. This could provide continuous
species distributions which were subsequently fragmented bv rising sea levels
( Parsons 1969).

*

This hypothesis could account for the occurrence of manv of the species
confined to siliceous sand in the western Roe Plain. One notable exception is
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Spyridium spathulatum, known elsewhere in Western Australia only from Ihu

Rawlinson Range.

Of the two eucalypts which were only recorded from siliceous sand, E.

incrassuta is "known from shallow loamy soils on limestone in wetter areas else-

where (Litchfield 1956), while E. cooperam appears only to have been recorded

from sandy non-calcareous topsoils, both m the Roc Plain and elsewhere.

Discontinuities in the east-west spread of all the eucalypts were noted. As

all except E, cooperana have been recorded on shallow loams on limestone (Table

2; latcbficld 1956), there are probably no cdaphic barriers to the spread of these

other species in the area. The known gaps in distribution (Table 2) coincide with

the driest parts of the coastline, A habitat suitable for continuous east-wesl

distribution of these species could thus be provided by an increase in effective

rainfall. Alternatively, lower sea levels in the Last Glacial would produce a.

coastal lowland south of the present coast and in a wetter latitude (Parsons 1969),

which mav have provided a suitable habitat.

Although attentiou has been focused here on major gaps in tire east-west

spread of the species, there are a number of interesting disjunct occurrences to

the north of the study area; £. foecunda at Ooldea and Tarcoola (Burbidge

(1947) as E. (eptophylla) , E. dumosa complex at Maralinga and Melaleuca

hnceolata at Ooldea (Willis 19-18). The significance of these must await fmther

study.
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APPENDIX 1

Occurrence of plant species in 14 mallee communities.
For location of sites SOC Pig. 2. For Ktmetural type of each community see text. Column HA

!M£i herbarium.flpmOM collected and identified by Mr. P. G. Wilson between CaWum and the
coast south of H All these are held at the Western Australian Herbarium,

h = herbarium specimen
= field identification; no specimen taken
= herbarium specimen from within 25 km of Rile indicated
= recorded by Willis (l£5I t 19f.fi)

= nob recorded from South Au-stj-alia (by Kidder 1965)
= recorded only on siliceous sand topsoils in this study

,
Tftsonomio nomenclature follows Beard (no date) for plants* re.sfcdcted to Weftl.un Australia

ou<l Eichior (1966) for all others, except where mentioned in the text.

f

n
w
X
*

ASPLEN1ACEAE
Plmtrosoriw rutifoUm ( K. Br.) Fee

CUPRKSSACEAE
Callitri# verrucosa

(A. Cunn. ex Emit) F v M*
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TOACEAE
Agrostis sp.

|

Amphipogon cf. turbinatus R.Br. , ~

Danthonia caespitosa Gaiidieh.

Stlpa acrociliata Reader
j

8 drumnwndii Steud. I

S. eremophila Reader
.S

1

. hethipogon Benth.
<S". scnhra Lindl.

S. vcrticellata Neos ex Spreng.

Triodia seariosu el'. Bnrbidge

CYVKRACEAE
Gahnia lanigera (R.Br.) Benth.
Lepidosperma drummondii Benth.*

Schoentts nrmeria Boeckel.*+

S. lauatu$ Labill. x+

.S*. nileris (R.Br.) Poir.+

Sehoenti-s plciostemoneus F v M.*+

REKTIONACEAE
Loxocarya flexiiom (R.Br.) Benth. ,+

LTLTACEAE
Btdbinopsis semibarbata (R.Br.) Borzi

DianeUa revohita R.Br.
Lomandra glauca (R.Br.) Ewart
Tricoryr>e elatior K,Br.+

CASUAR1NACEAE
Cavuarina helmsii Ewart & Gordon
V. huegeliana >liq.

x

PROTEACEAE
Adenardhos scricea

Labill

i

\a,T.brei>ifolia- Benth.

-

Gre-mllea cf. pinasUr Meissn.*^

(?. xpar.rifiora F v M. x

Hahea vitida- R.Br.**-

SANTALAOEAE
Exocarpox aphpllu-s R.Br.

E. sparteus R.Br.
Santalum acuminatmn (R.Br.) A.DC.

f.ORANTHACEAE
Amyema miqwdii (Lchm. ex Miq.) Tiegh.

CHENOPODIACEAE
A rthrocnemmn halocnemoide* ^eea

Afripkx Qcatibracta Anderson
^4. kastata L. var. satinet Wallr.

.4. hymenotheca Moq.*
Bassia patentw/ispis Anderson
B. unifiora (R.Br.) $ V M-
Enchylaetia tomentosa R.Br.

Kochia erioctada (Benth.) Gauba
iC. excavata var, trkhopte.m Black

K, planifolia F v M.
K. sedifolia F v M.
K. villom hindl.

fi/uifiodia crassifoUa R.Br.

H. prm.a»>i ^Vloq.

Threlkeldia diffusa R.Br.

112 3 4 5 6

h
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AMARANTHACEAE
Ptilotus obovatiifi (Gaudich. M.
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AIZOACEAE
Carpobrotit*? sp.

Disphyma austrah (Ait.) N. E. Brown

LAURAOKAE
Cassytha melantha R.Br.

BRASSIOACEAE
Stenopetalum robnslum Endl. x

PITTOSPORACEAE
Billurdiera sp.+

PiUosporum phyllirueoides DO.

MIMOSACEAE
Acacia carJUearis Wendl.*+
A. e.riruicea. Benth.
A. ef. nitidula Benth.*4"

CAESALPINIACEAK
Cassia pemophila Cunn. ex Ypgcl

FABACEAE
Bosxiaea Uptacantha E. Pritzel*+
Daviesia preissii Meissn.* 4

PuUenam obcordata
(R.Br, ex Ait.) Benth. *+

Temphtonia return (Vent.)

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE
Nifrraria schoben L.
Zygophyllum billardieri DC.
Z, glacucum F v M.

RUTACKAE
Correa reficoca var. coriacea P. G. Wilson
GeAjtra lineari'folia (DO.) Black
Microcybe multifiora Tnrcz,
M . pauciflora Turcz.

POLYGALACEAE
Comesperma polygaloidt^s F v >f.
C. volubile- Labill.

EUPHORBIACEAE
Beyeria leschenaukii (DC.)

Baill. var. ledifolia (Klofcsach) Gruning

SAPINDACEAE
Dodonaea stenozyija F v M.
Heteroflendrum oleaefolium T)oaf.

RHAMNACEAE
Poinmlerris forrestiana F v >1.
SpyrkHum parvifolium (Hook.)

Benth. ex F v M.
S. spadiceum var, calvescens

(Rei.^sek) Benth.*
3. spatMdatum (F v Jlf.)

FvM. ex Benth.+
S. tridentatwn (Steud.) Benth.+
Trymalimn myrtUlus S. Moore"

DJLLENIACEAE
Hihbertia, nutans Benth/
H. tmcinata (Benth.) F v M."
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FRANKENIACEAE
Frankenia aessilis Summer]!.

THYMELAEACEAE
PimeUa serpyllifaUa R.Br.

MYRTACEAE
Beaujortia e.m petrifolia

(Reichb^ Sehau>

'

Ciilytrix tetraaova Labill.

Eucalyptus brackyeulyx Blakcly

E, conglobatn (R.Br, ex Benth.) Maiflon

E, cooperana F v M.1+

E. diversifolia Bonpl.

E, foi'ciinda Schau.
E. gracilis F v M.
E. incrassata Labill.+

E, oleosa FvM, ex Miq.

E. rugosa R.Br. cxBlakelv
E. socialis F vM. ex Miq.
Melaleuca covferta Benin.
M. lam-eolatn, Otto

M. quadrijaria F v M.

EPACR1DACEAE
cf. Acrotriche cordata (Labill.) R.Br.+

A. patula R.Br.
Conottlephium sp.~

Leucopogon aff. squarrosus Bentli. x+

Lysipema riliatum R.Bv.*'r

Styphelia hainesii F v M-*

R. F. PARSONS

3 4

LOGANJACEAE
Logania stenophyUa F M.

BORAOXNACEAE
Halgania nr. lavandulacea Endl.

LABIATAE
Prostantkera microphylla,

A.Cunn. ex Bcnth.
Weislrinyi-a dampieri R.Br.

W. rigida R-.Br.

MYOPORACEAE
tfremophila alternifoUa R.Br.

var. latifolia FvM. ex Benth.

E. decipiens Ostenf.*

E. dempsteriY v M. x

E. weldii F v >L
Myoporum sp.

GOODENLACEAK
Goodenia sp.

O. atfinis Do Vriese

Lcchenaultia cf. /-»fcjJ?omB,Br.H

ASTERAOEAE
Gratystylis conocephala

(FvM.) S. Moore
Helipterum fioribwidum DC.
Olearia exirfuifolia FvM.
0. muclle.fi (Sond.) Bcnth.

O. pimeleoidcs (DC.) Benth.
Podolepis rugata Labill.

Senecio aft. fcite Forst. f. px Wilkl.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE

Plate 1

(a) Tall semi-arid mallee on the Roe Plain 14 miles (22 km) south of Moodini. Eucalyptus
gracilis on right; Melaleuca quadrifaria on left and in background. Figure is six feet tall.

(b) Sclerophyll mallee about 12 feet (4 m) high at Site 11. Eucalyptus diversifolia on left;
Callitris verrucosa on right.

(c) Sclerophyll mallee about 8 feet (2-7 m) high at Site 14. Eucalyptus socialis and
Casuariua helmsii are clearly visible.

(d) A stand of Eucalyptus cooperana 1 mile (1-6 km) south of site 11, showing the charac-
teristic, starkly white stems.



Plate 1 R. F. Parsons



CANOPY DYNAMICS OF TREES AND SHRUBS WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO ARID-ZONE TOPFEED SPECIES

BY J. R. MACONOCHIE* AND R. T. LANGEf

Summary

A study is reported in which foliage gain and loss was followed in canopies of tree and shrub

populations. Data are presented tracing concurrentl quantities and rates of leaf gains and losses in

stands of five arid-zone topfeed species in stands at Yudnapinna, South Australia, during the period

May 1965 to January 1967. These data are examined also with reference to time of year and

rainfalls, which occurred during the period.

The performances of the five species are grouped into three categories characterized with respect to

various features such as number of phases, synchronization of foliation and defoliation, and

seasonal periodicity. The significance of both method and results in revealing canopy dynamics in

arid regions is discussed.
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REFERENCE TO ARID-ZONE TOPFEED SPECIES

By J, R. Maconochie* and R. T. Lancf,|

SUMMARY
A study is reported in which foliage gam and loss was followed in canopies

of tree ;uk1 shrub populations. Data are presented tracing concurrently quantity
and rates of leal gains and losses in stands of five arid-zone topfeed species in

stands at Yudnapinua. South Australia, during the period May 1965 to January
1967. These data are examined also with reference to time of year txnd rainfalls

which occurred during the period.
The performances of the five species are grouped into three categories

characterized with respect to various features such as number of phases, synchro-
nization of foliation and defoliation, and seasonal periodicity, The significance

of hath method and results in revealing canopy dynamics in arid regions ?$

discussed,

INTRODUCTION
Topfccd or browse species are those trees and shrubs in rangeJand vege-

tation which produce stock fodder. Some of this foliage is directly accessible to

stock, some is shed to the ground. Mulga (Acacia aneura F,v.M.)- bullock-bush
(Heteradendrum oleaefolium Etesrf..) and plum-bush (Santalum lanceolutum
B.Br. ) are typical Australian examples.

The pastoral importance of topfeeds is recognized and has been extensively

discussed; for example, in Joint Publication 10 of the Imperial Agricultural

Bureaux it was pointed out that "probably more animals feed on shrubs and
trees, or on associations in which shrubs and trees play an important part, than
on true grass or grass-legume pastures, short and tall-grass ranges, and steppes".

Topfeeds certainly have importance in the Australian arid-zone.

With few exceptions, published data about canopy growth and hence fodder
production by topfeed stands in the Australian arid-zone are lacking.

Principles for determining productivity of tree stands are well established
(Ovington, 1962). Methods refer mostly to forest and agricultural situations

where sites, climates and stands are closely specified, cyclic and predictable, and
emphasize mean production of timber by weight or volume, or total yield by
weight or calorific equivalent. In the Australian arid zone, stands are not closely

specifiable because their biology is not well understood, and climate is neither

cyclic nor predictable in many important respects. Further, emphasis regarding
topfeeds is on foliage alone, and preconceptions, like prior literature on these

topfeeds, are absent. It is necessary to adopt an approach consistent with this

context Such an approach, implemented in this study, has yielded relevant data
about production rates of arid-zone topfeed species, and tins paper reports and
discusses the approach itself and results obtained by its use.

METHODS
For each species the study unit was the accessible outer foliage of the natural

stand, regarded as a population of shoots. This population was sampled by

" Animal Industry Branch. Northern Territory Administration, Alice Springs, N.T.
t Department of Botany, University oi Adelaide, South Australia.

Tram. H. Soe. S. Aust. (1970), Vol- 94.
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restricted randomization, that is, the total stand was first sectored and then
random samples were drawn pro rata from each sector. A tag was affixed on each
sampled shoot axis between the. sixth and seventh leaf or leaf-bearing position
proximal to the apex, Between 100-150 samples were tagged per stand. Total leal

number distal to tags was regarded as initial capital or quantity, susceptible to

gain and loss. Records were kept of leaves and leaf-bearing positions on indi-

vidual shoots; changes in leaf numbers were thus observed and recorded at

intervals during a protracted period. The use of tags for this purpose is well
known (Nelson 1930, Njoku 1963).
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Fig. 1. Shows mean maximum daily leai-

nerature ( *C ) and accumulated
rainfalls (mm ) lor successive

periods.

Experimental sites were located on Yudnapinna Station (an arid-zone
pastoral lease in South Australia) at lat. 32,2° S, long. 137.5°E ? in vegetation
described by Jackson (1958), who also described associated climate, physiography
and soils. Climatic data for the period were obtained from the Yudnapinna
records of the Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology. The species studied were
Acac-:a sowdenii Maiden, Myoporum platucarpum R. Br.. H&tewdendnim oleae-

folium Desf., Cassia nemophila var, coriacea (Benth.) Symon and Cassia nemo-
phila var. ptatypoda (R. Br.) Benth. Voucher specimens are deposited in the
State Herbarium of South Australia.

RESULTS
Summarized data are presented in figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the course

of cumulative leaf gain, cumulative loss, and cumulative gain/loss balance for

each of the five species; Figure 3 shows rates of gain and loss for each of the five

species. Figure 1 shows graphs of mean maximum daily temperature, and accu-
mulated rainfalls for successive periods, in the study area.

The five species fall into three categories on differences and similarities of

performance,

Category I

A. The lleterodendrum oleaefolixim stand (Figs. 2d; 3a).

Observations began in April 1965. No changes occurred until August, after

mean temperatures rose from their winter low. Foliation and defoliation then
occurred at more or less equivalent low rates until November, after which
rates increased until February 1968. Net gain within samples was then about
25%. With the passing of peak summer temperatures, foliation rates fell to near
zero by September, as did defoliation rates. From February to October 1966
net foliage declined by about 20%. Again when temperatures began to rise in
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summer, rates of foliation and defoliation increased until December and began
to decline by January 1967. Net gain to initial capital was about 75% when
observations ended.
The following points axe established:

(a) This stand exhibited canopy dynamics which appear to be cyclic on a
seasonal basis, (In this locality rainfall is not seasonal hence "season"
implies only temperature and photopcriod cycles.)

(b) The characteristics of these canopy dynamics were (i) rates which
increased rapidly in spring from near zero, sustained high value* until

thermal midsummer, then declined gradually to very low rates by thermal
midwinter; (ii) synchronous arid similar rate changes in foliation and
defoliation; (Hi) the differences in the magnitude of these rates caused
net increases in the period November to February, with little change or
slight decline over intervening periods,

(c) Foliation and defoliation rates changed irrespective of rainfalls, and
showed no direct response to rainfalls.

B. The Acacia sou'denii stand (Figs. 2b; 3b).

The performance in this stand was generally similar to that in the lletero-
dendrum oleaefolinm stand regarding cyclic rate changes, no obvious reaction
to rainfalls, and net losses during winter. There are however differences in
particulars, namely (i) curve inflexions occurred later in summer, (ii) folia-

tion and defoliation rate changes were not well synchronized., and (Hi) a
higher net gain was attained over the period

Category II

The Myoporum platycarpum stand (Figs. 2c: 3c).

This performance, like those in category 1, showed no direct reaction to rain-

falls, but differed in that higher rates of foliation were sustained longer and
rate changes were gradual rather than sharp. Net gains were sustained during
the. entire period, and ultimate net gains were considerably higher than in
Category L Since all curve inflexions were relatively suppressed, so was
expression of foliation/defoliation synchronization, and apparent seasonal
eycle.

Category 111

A. The Cassia nemophila var. platijpoda stand (Figs. 2a; 3d).

This performance differed markedly from those of other categories in that
three phases of rate-change occurred during the period where other per-
formances exhibited only two. Rainfalls were the only non-seasonal environ-
mental variables measured; there was no obvious relationship between the
timing of these and the midle phase of rate-change. Substantial nctt loss

occurred between the last two phases of rate-change. There was no close
relationship between rates of foliation and defoliation. Overall net gain was
comparable wtih Category II,

B, The Cassia nemophila var. comcea stand (Figs. 2e; 3e).

This performance was essentially similar* to that of Cassia nemophila var,

platijpoda, viz.: three phases of rate change instead of two. Net loss was
sustained between the first two of these; overall net gain was lower.
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ig. 2. On ihe ordinates, zero represents Initial
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line records the course of cumulative new
leaf gain relative to initial number.
similarly the lower line records cumulative
leaf loss and the solid line records cumu-
lative gain/loss balance.

DISCUSSION
The first noteworthy feature Is that of apparent seasonal regularity in the

way some species gain and shed leaf. There are two aspects to this, first, rainfall

(8 in. annual average in the area) is erratic and, apart from slight elevation about
February, monthly averages over 30 years are about equal; second, apparent
cycles of growth coincide with the build up and climax of high summer tem-
peratures and related water-stress. This situation parallels that in Dark Island

Heath (Specht 1957), where main growth is in summer at times of soil water
deration. As opposed to such heath, these Yudnapinna stands are not even
guaranteed a predictable wet winter. Such growth phenomena remain unexplained.

The second important feature is variation in performance between stands. If

eventual consideration be given to the informed use of arid-zone topfeeds, atten-

tion must be directed then to the implications of this variation. Thus the timing
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of Category I production phases appeared to be predictable from a knowledge
of date alone, and independent of the timing of particular rainfalls. This predicta-

bility attached, in Helerodendrum oleaefolium for example, to both fresh leaf

production and litter drop. Category III stands, in contrast, represented a differ-

ent kind of topfeed, since they displayed three phases of activity versus two for

other species in their immediate vicinity. The Category II species represented
yet another type, where leaf gain proceeded in a relatively even fashion while
activity in other stands either accelerated or declined. There is certainly no
suggestion that Yudnapinna topfeed stands all behave alike.

Most Yudnapinna stands exhibited periods of activity not related to particular

rainfalls despite the arid habitat, which offsets any idea that "likely effectivenesss"

of precipitations (Beard 1968) is necessarily a first issue in the performance of
arid-zone plants.

.3

AaajOla #oLViHn>.

.

•"H_, ip—i—i—g—

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Graphs show rates of gain and loss of

leaves on the five species, for successive

time intervals ( per period,
|

final-initial

quantity / initial quantity,

Jan

1567

Figures 2 and 3 show that topfeed canopy dynamics are revealed simply and
clearly by lagging; a further step might be to relate sampled population to total

stand canopy. This would be difficult; it is much more complex to document the

course of events on every branch in the canopy, with respect to every leaf and
bud it bears between its apex and most proximal leaf. The oldest leaves furthest

from the shoot tip are more likely to fall than the tip leaves; taken into account,
this would reduce percentage net gains to different, lower figures. Similarly, top

canopy shoots and inner canopy shoots perform differently to each other and to
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accessible shoots. Eventually, consideration of limb and whole plant input and
death might be necessary. In practical terms, learning the added information
might not justify the effort. Recourse to other techniques such as litter-trapping
(Bray and Gornam 1964) might be explored first, since the question of what
information is desirable must be balanced against the cost of obtaining it. No
available method, however, appears superior to counting leaves on tagged shoots
possibly combined with measurements of shoot length for following canopy
dynamics, where the purpose is the interpretation of arid zone stands as range-
land fodder components.

Ultimately, best advances may be made by considering stand production as of
an assemblage of specified individuals studied separately. At present information
is lacking whereby stand composition may usefully be specified; the typical
Australian topfeed stand is an unknown entity regarding internal age and stage
relationships, although data arc accumulating.

Synchronization of foliation and defoliation in Hetewdendrum okaefolvun
prompts ideas that this synchronization holds for individual trees, that internal
nutrient cycling could be involved, and that interesting physiological mechanisms
will be found responsible. Further attention to this must await investigations of
individuals, not of the stand as a whole.
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The senior Vice-President of the Society, John Mitchell, died at Belair on February 2Srd,
IWO, at the early ace of 40 years. John was bom at Adelaide on August 8th 1929, and IMttH

educated at the Adelaide Technical Hi^h School- As a schoolboy he became deeply interested
in reptiles and proficient at their identification. He spent his entire working life at the South
Australian Museum, joining the stall as a junior cadet in 1946; he was appointed Assistant
Curator of Reptiles in 1955, Curator in 1956 and Senior Curator of Vertebrates in 1965.

Mitchell's early research activities were in the field of reptile taxonomy, devoting particular
attention to genera of the lizard families Agamidae and Scincidae. His first papers revealed a

maturity of approach far in advance of his years, and he rapidly established himself ns a
highly competent taxonomist in 1964 ho commenced a study of the White Dragon Lizard
Amttniholnrus mwulostis (Mitchell) inhabiting the salt crust of Lake Eyre, a step initiating

a transfer of his interests to the field of animal behaviour. He visited Lake F.yro on mmmrou*
occasions, compiling considerable data on the lizard and its habitat. He designed new types
of observation cltambers at the Museum and there maintained observations on captive
specimens for several years.

John Mitchell had diverse interests and actively promoted most of them. ITc was President
of the Skin Divers' and Fishermen's Association in 1954, was the Smith Australian Open
Champion from 1954 to 1957 and won awards at the Australian Championships in 1957. He
founded the Underwater Research Croup and was its President from 1958 to 1964. He acted
as a jndce for the. South Australian Photographic Federation. He was a Foundation Member
ol the Australian Society of Herpetologists and for several years represented South Australia
on its committee.

John served on the Council of the Roval Socictv of South Australia for twelve years as
Treasurer (1959-67), Vice-President (1967-68, 1969-70) and President (1968-69).

Tor several years he suffered ill-health but he continued to place his voluntary duties to
the scientific community before his personal research interests. The extent of this service
restricted his research output hut earned him the sincere respect of those who lud tiir

privilege to be associated with him.
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REPORT ON ACTIVITIES OF THE COUNCIL, 1969*70

lu the course of the past year twenty new members were elected and one

person was re-admitted to membership. Four members died and fourteen resigned

so that membership increased by three to the present record figure of 2S3.

In February 1970, the Society suffered a grave loss through the death of the

immediate Past-President of the Society, Mr. F. T. Mitchell. The Council

appointed Dr. K. R. Miles to fill the casual vacancy thus created.

Ei$i,ht Ordinary Meetings of the Society were held and attendances ranged

from twenty-one to seventy-eight. The average attendance of forty-eight was the

highest hi the Society's history.

The addresses presented 'at these meetings were as follows:

September 1969: Mr, F, t Mitchell (Presidential Address): "A biota with-

out leaf or relief\

October 1969; Dr. X. II. Ludbrook; "Ancient cultures of Mexico".

.November 1969: Mr. R. Hope: "Heritable variations in populations of the

Brush-tailed possum (Triahosurus vul^cxtlay.

April 1970: The Society's Patron, His Excellency Major General Six

James Harrison: "The scientist under die microscope".

May 1970; Prof.
J.
R Lovering: "Geological histnry of the lunar

siu'facc".

[line 1970: Prof. A. A. Abbie: "Brachymesophalangy V, in Australian

aborigines".

August 1970: Dr. A. E. Newsome: "Mouse plagues: genesis and
exodus".

In July 1970 a panel of speakers comprising Mr. Shepherd, Dr. Smyth, Dr.

Wouiersley, Mr. Thomas and Mrs. Paton, presented contributions on the results

uf the expedition to Pearson Island.

Seventeen papers were read at the Ordinary Meetings, These comprised

Botany (6), Zoology ( 6 )
,. Geomorphology (2), Geology (1), Limnology (1) and

Palaeontology (1).

Eleven exhibits were also presented at the Ordinary Meetings. Most of these

were provided as a result of approaches made by the Council to various scientific

organisations.

The social function held in June 1970 took the form of an informal dinner

held at The Colonial Glen Osmond. Professor Ncal addressed the meeting which

was attended by thirty-five members and guests. His address was entitled:

"Science in the Education of Human Beings".

Nine meetings of Council were held during the year.

In 1970 four awards were made from the Scientific Research and Endowment
Fund to assist research being undertaken by members of the Society:

Mr. I .R. Goodwins of the Department of Genetics, University of Adelaide was
granted $150 to investigate the occurrence and distribution of the seeding

tetraploid Oxalis pcs~caprae (common soursob) in South Australia.

Dr. T. G. Wood of the C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils received $150 to undertake a

taxonomic study of raphignathoid mites in the Ecrlese collection at Florence,

Italy.

Dr. S. Barker of the Department of Zoology, University of Adelaide was giantcd

$100 to study nutritional anaemia in the Quokka Setonix brachyutm, a small

wallaby population on Rottnest Island, Western Australia.
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On behalf of a group of members, Mr. S. A. Shepherd was granted $100, supple-
mented by $150 from other society finances, to assist an expedition to St.
Francis Island.

Volume 93 of the Transactions was published in December 1969. Jt con-
tained seventeen papers and comprised 201 pages. The Griffin Press again acted
as printers.

The Library continued to operate efficiently and profitably during the year
permitting the Council to embark upon a programme of reprinting early volumes
of the Transactions. Volume 6 has been reprinted bv the State Library and isnow available for sale. One set of 80 volumes of the Transactions was sold.

oa*
A

1

t0tal oi 2094 accessions were received; 8 new exchanges were negotiated-
366 volumes were borrowed from the Librarv, mostly on intcrlibrarv loan and
93 volumes were bound.

The Council wishes to express, on behalf of the Society, sincere thanks to
Mrs. Dunlop and Mrs. Dougall for their service to the Socictv throughout the
past year.

M. J. Tyler,

Secretary,

EXHIBITS
I. M. Thomas: Manganese nodules from the South Pacific Ocean.R Edwards: Some preliminary results from excavations of small rock shelters

near Beachport.
G. Mount: A revised concept of conservative dentistry.
I. M. Thomas: Peripatus in the Adelaide Hills.
B. Timms: AMDELs role in the field of forensic science.
Dr Hj. Eichlee: Some recent plant discoveries.

J. Hogan: The asthma weather/spore survey.
Dr P. Wilson: Development of lungs in marsupials.
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AWARD OF THE SIR JOSEPH VERCO MEDAL
1929 Prof. Walter Howchin, F.C.S.
19-30 John McC. Black, A.L.S.
1931 Prof. Sir Douglas Mawson, O.B.E., D.Sc, B.E„ F.K.S.
1933 Prof. J. Blrton Cleland* M.D.
1935 Prof. T. Harvey Johnston, M.A., D.Sc.
1938 Prof. J. A. Prescott, D.Sc, F.A.C.I.
1943 Herrert Womersley, A.I.S., F.R.E.S.
1944 Prof. T. G. Wood, D.Sc, Ph.D.
1945 Cecil T. Mauican, M.A., B.E., D.Sc. F.C.S.
1946 Herbert M. Hale. O.B.E.
1955 L. Keith Ward. I.S.O., B.A., B.E„ D.Sc
1956 N. B. Tindale, B.Sc
1957 C. S. Piper, D.Sc
1959 C. G. Stephens, D.Sc
1960 H. H. Finlayson
1961 R. L. Specht, Th-D.
1962 H. G. Andrewartha, M.Ag.Sc, D.Sc, F.A.A.
1963 N. H. Ludbrook, M.A., Ph.D., D.J.C. F.G.S
1965 R. V. Southcott, D.Sc, M.D., B.S., D.T.M. & H
1966 Prof. A. R. Alderman, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.G.S
1967 L. D. Phyor, M.Sc, Dip.For.
1968 R. C. Spricc, M.Sc
1969 H. B. S. Womersley, D.Sc.
1970 M. F. Glaessner

;
Ph.D. (Vienna), D.Sc (Melb.), F.A.A.

For distinguished contributions over a wide range of palaeonrologieal
research, particularly in the evolution and morphology of foraminifera and
crustaceans, and tlie Precambrian fossils of South Australia. Major publi-
cations include the "Principles of Micropalaeontology" which has remained
a standard textbook in the field for 25 years, the section on Decapoda for the
Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, and a monographic study of the
Fossil Decapod Crustacea of New Zealand and the Evolution of the Order
Decapoda.
Publications with his colleagues on the remarkable Precambrian fossils
from Ediacara have been instrumental in attracting world-wide attention to
this ancient fauna.
The author of over 120 publications, he has also made significant con-
tributions to stratigraphic correlation and to the geology and palaeontology
of Papua-New Guinea. He holds the position of Professor of Palaeontologym the Department of Geology of the University of Adelaide.
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1970 Alley, N. F.> B.A., Geography Dept-, University of Calgary, Calgary 44, Alberta,

Canada. , , .,

1969 Chesson, C; M., Dept. of Genetics, University ot Adelaide, North Ice., Adelaide,

S.A. 5000.
, . , * A i a c ,^

1970 Forrest W. W., B.Sc., Ph.D.. Australian Wine Research Institute, Ashtoo, S.A. 51*'.

1970 Freeman, M. J., B.Sc, 46 Mahood St., Elizabeth Grove, S.A. 5112.

1970 Goss, M. L. a
B.Sc, Flat 4, 10 Da Costa Ave., Prospect, S.A. 5082.

1970 Haines A. K., B.Sc. Dept. of Biologv, Tames Cook University of North Queensland,

Townsvillc, Q. 4810.

1969 Harvey. W.J., 48 Westall St., Hyde Park, S A 5061

1969 Holmes, Prof. J. W., B.Sc, M.Sc School of Physical Sciences, Flinders University,

Bedford Park, S.A. 5042.
, „, . „a - t T

1970 MacFarlane, Prof. W. V., M.A., M.D., Dept. of Animal Physiology, Waite Institute,

Private Bag No. 1. Glen Osmond, S.A, 5064.

1970 Martin, Prof. P. G., Dept, of Botany. University of Adelaide, North lerrace,

Adelaide, S.A. 5001. b
1970 Moskovits, E. E., DipL-Ing. M.A.I.M.M.. 29 Wellington Tee., Fullarton S.A. o082.

1970 Nicholas, Prof. D. J. D.. M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc, Dept. of Agricultural Biochemistry

and Soil Science, Waite Institute, Private Bag No. 1, Glen Osmond, S.A. 5064.

1970 Oades J. M., B.Sc, Ph.D., Dept. of Agricultural Biochemistry and Soil Science,

Waite Institute, Private Bag No. 1, Glen Osmond, S.A. 5082.

1970 Paton, Mrs-. J, FL M.Sc, Biochemistry Dept., University of Adelaide, North Ice.,

Adelaide, S.A. 5001. xt , ^ . i T -j e * CAnn
1969 Pledge N. S., M.Sc, South Australian Museum, North Tee., Adelaide S.A. 5000.

1970 Smith, B. H.. B.Ag.Sci., Ph.D., C.S.T.R.O. Division of Soik Private Mail Bag No. 1,

Glen Osmond, S.A. 5064.

1970 Stewart Ann M., B.A., A.L.A.A., 48 Narinna Ave., Cumberland Park, S.A. 5041.

1970 Wallace, H. fl., Ph.D., D.Sc, C.S.I.R.O. Horticultural Research Division, Waite

Koad, Urrbrae, S.A. 5064. . ,,,,..
1969 Watts CHS. B.Sc. D.Plul, Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science, >rome

Rd., 'Adelaide/ S.A. 5000.

1970 Wilson M.B-, B.S., Dept. of Human Physiology and Pharmacology, University ot

Adelaide, North Tee.. Adelaide, S.A. 5000.
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